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ABSTRACT
Between 1890 and 1912 cricket and football became mass 
spectacles in Sydney. Cricket had been popular since 
the 1850s but an over-abundance of international tours 
in the 1880s almost killed the game as a spectacle. In 
the same decade rugby and Australian rules competed with 
each other to become Sydney's main football code. From 
the early 1890s public interest in cricket revived, partly 
because of a break in international tours and partly 
through the introduction of a local club competition based 
on Sydney's rapidly expanding suburbs. At the same time 
rugby eclipsed Australian rules and quickly emerged as 
a major participant and spectator sport.
Cricket and rugby attracted officials, players and 
spectators from all sections of the community. At club 
level the social composition of clubs and teams varied 
according to the character of the suburb. Broadly, at all 
levels cricketers were about four-fifths middle class and 
one-fifth working class, rugby officials and players were 
half middle class and half working class and rugby league 
officials and players were about three-quarters working 
class and one quarter middle class. Cricket matches 
attracted more women and middle class spectators than did 
rugby matches but at both rugby and rugby league matches 
crowds were roughly equally divided between middle class 
and working class patrons.
The development of cricket and rugby as mass spectacles 
generated large amounts of money. Once established both 
sports had to compete in the quickly expanding leisure 
market for paying customers. Throughout the period a 
major issue was whether officials or players should 
control the sports. The major private schools nurtured, 
and the daily and weekly press expressed the notion that 
cricket and rugby were more than just amusements - they 
were moral metaphors. Officials, many of whom also 
came from private schools, believed that only they 
could be trusted to maintain the purity of both sports 
through the exclusion of professionalism. Players believed 
that they deserved a share of the profits that their 
labours produced, especially when playing left them 
financially disadvantaged.
Many cricketers sought and received generous payments to 
compensate them for loss of salary and wages while playing, 
but footballers received little compensation for injury or 
time off work until rugby league began in 1907. The 
popularity of rugby league, which eclipsed rugby union as 
a spectacle within three seasons, indicates that the 
majority of Sydney-siders rejected the view of officials 
and the press. For them the moral significance of sport 
was secondary to its value as an amusement.
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INTRODUCTION
The development of gate-money spectator sports in 
Britain and North America in the last quarter of the 
nineteenth century lias received considerable attention 
from historians and sociologists in recent years.
Much less work has been done on the phenomenon in 
Australia. Of course gate-money sports are not the 
only aspect of leisure which in turn is only one 
aspect of social history. The general history of 
leisure during this period has begun to be charted, 
and there are useful case studies, including one 
Australian investigation, Margaret Indian's thesis 
on leisure in Melbourne between 1880 and 1900.^
Such a study as Indian's has two important lessons 
for the historian of sport. First, that they might do 
well to cast off the narrow tag of 'sports historian' 
and assume the broader mantle of 'social historian'. 
Secondly, that it is valuable to test the necessarily 
general conclusions drawn by historians covering large 
periods and wide areas. Given the lack of work on 
spectator sports in Australia, a case study of an 
Australian city seemed particularly appropriate.
1. M.O. Indian, Leisure in city and suburb: Melbourne 
1880-1900, PhD thesis, ANU 1980.
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Of the two main nineteenth century Australian cities,
Sydney commends itself for study. First, in the 1880s
both cities grew at roughly the same rate, though
Sydney was smaller than Melbourne. In the 1890s, which
we will see was a crucial decade for the development
of spectator sports, Melbourne's population remained
the same while Sydney's continued to grow, and in the
early 1900s Sydney eclipsed Melbourne as Australia's 
2largest city. Therefore, while spectator sports were 
developing quickly Sydney, unlike Melbourne, was 
experiencing rapid urban change. The second reason 
for looking at Sydney is that when officials tried 
to wrest control of cricket away from the players NSW 
officials took the leading role. A detailed examination 
of the records of the NSW Cricket Association, the 
controlling body of cricket in NSW, shows why officials 
believed that they, rather than the players or any 
other group, should control cricket. My final reason 
for choosing Sydney is that in the 1880s Australia's
Year Sydney's % growth Me lbourne's % growth
populat ion population
1861 95789 139916
1871 137776 43 206780 48
1881 224939 63 282942 37
1891 383283 70 490896 73
190 1 481830 26 496079 1
19 11 636355 32 593237 20
Source : A.M. Laughton, Victorian: y e a r b o o k  1912- 13,
Melbourne 19 13 , 213.
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two main football codes, the indigenous Australian rules 
and the English game of rugby, were both played there. 
Rugby eventually overshadowed Australian rules in Sydney 
and an examination of why the colonial game failed to 
take-off there may tell us something about the allegiances 
of both Sydney and Melbourne.
Cricket and football were not the only popular gate-money 
sports in Sydney between 1890 and 1912. The most popular 
sport was probably horse and pony racing. In 1890 there 
were six racecourses in Sydney and meetings were held 
regularly on Saturdays, Wednesdays and sometimes on other 
days.0 The crowd of 25,000 attending the second day of 
the Australian Jockey Club's autumn carnival at Randwick 
(Sydney's leading racecourse), in April 1890 was easily 
the biggest attendance for any sporting event in the
4city that year. By 1912 there were eleven racecourses, 
racing was held almost every day except Sunday, and 
crowds of between 40,000 and 50,000 were recorded at 
major Randwick meetings.0 Wray Vamplew has shown how 
vast the horse racing industry was in Britain.^ Horse
3. Referee3 1 890. The courses were Randwick, the Royal
Agricultural Ground (Moore Park), LilleeBridge (Forest 
Lodge), Rosehill, Canterbury Park and Moorefield.
4. SMH3 8 Apr 1890.
5. Referee3 1912 $ ibid.3 8 9 Apr, 7 & 10 Dec 1912.
By 1912 there were also courses at Ascot (St Peters), 
Kensington, Rosebury Park (Alexandria), Victoria 
Park (Zetland) and Warwick Fram.
6. W. Vamplew, The turf: a social and economic history 
of horse racing3 London 1976.
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and pony racing in Sydney invites a similar study, but 
because the industry became so diverse it can only 
usefully be studied as a separate subject.
Other popular spectator sports were cycling and boxing.
In 1890 the initial boom caused by the appearance of the
bicycle in the early 1880s had ended but the introduction
of the pneumatic-tyred safety bicycle encouraged a
resurgence of interest in cycling in the mid-1890s, both
7as a sport and a form of transport. After a cycle track 
and lights had been fitted to the Sydney Cricket Ground, 
crowds of up to 18,000 attended night races, but corrup­
tion crept into professional cycling and people were so 
appalled by the blatant fixing of the Sydney Thousand
grace in March 1904 that the sport rapidly lost favour.'
Boxing was staged at three main indoor venues in Sydney 
during the 1890s and early 1900s, the Gaiety Athletic 
Hall and the Golden Gate Athletic Hall, both in the 
city, and the Railway and Tramway Recreation Club in
9Redfern. The size of these venues limited attendances 
but in 1908 Hugh Macintosh, a sporting entrepeneur, 
erected a 16,000 seat outdoor stadium at Rushcutter's 
Bay, East Sydney, for a fight between the Canadian
7. J. Fitzpatrick, 'The spectrum of Australian bicycle
racing: 1890-1900', R. Cashman $ M. McKernan, Sport
in history 3 Brisbane 1979, 326-4 2.
8. SMH3 1 Apr 1904.
9. Referee3 1890-1912.
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world heavyweight champion, Tommy Burns, and an Australian 
challenger, Bill Squires. The fight coincided with the 
visit of the American fleet and over 15,000 fans squeezed 
in to watch Burns successfully defend his title.
Another 25,000 people were unable to get in and remained 
outside to hear the result. Later in 1908 Macintosh 
staged another title fight, between Burns and Jack 
Johnson, a black American. Advertised as a fight between 
black and white, the match generated tremendous interest. 
20,000 people watched Johnson easily beat Burns and 
another 30,000 remained outside to hear relayed accounts.^  
Like horse racing, both cycling and boxing invite further 
systematic scholarly examination, but to do both sports 
justice they need to be considered in separate comprehensive 
studies.
Cricket and football merit close study by themselves for 
two reasons. First, apart from occasional lapses, cricket 
and rugby experienced continual growth in popularity 
between 1890 and 1912. Cricket had been popular since the 
first intercolonial match between NSW and Victoria was 
played at Sydney in 1857 and the first English team 
arrived in 1862, but in the 1880s the overexposure of 
English teams nearly killed the game as a spectacle.
However, the arrival of an English team in 1891, 
under the captaincy of W.G. Grace and after a space of 
four years, sparked a revival of interest in cricket 
which continued until the mid-1900s. Football in Sydney
10. R. Broome, 'The Australian reaction to Jack Johnson,
black pugilist 1907-9', Cashman § McKernan, op. cit.3343-63.
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did not develop as a major spectacle until the early 
1890s when rugby eclipsed Australian rules, and then 
grew rapidly both as a spectator and participant sport. 
Secondly, cricket and rugby were the only two major 
spectator sports not overtly connected with gambling, 
corruption or, in the case of boxing, unnecessary 
brutality. For this and other reasons cricket and 
rugby were credited with a moral significance beyond 
their role as recreations. Just as both sports were 
transplanted from England so was the notion that cricket 
and rugby developed qualities of character which would 
stand players in good stead in the more serious games 
of life - such as war. Henry Newbolt's Vitae Lampada 
which called on a young schoolboy cricketer to 'play 
up, play up, and play the game' and recounted the boy's 
later heroism on the battle-field, might easily have 
been written by an Australian.^ The conflict that 
arose between this moral perception and the economic 
realities of cricket and rugby provides an insight 
into the role of both sports in Sydney society. This 
is a central aim of this thesis.
The study commences in 1890 although at times I will 
take the story back to the 1850s. 1890 is a good place
to start for a number of reasons. First, the popularity 
of cricket was relatively low and rugby had not yet 
developed as a spectacle, but after 1890 they both 
sustained rapid growth in public support. Secondly, the
11. II. Newbolt, Collected poems 1 897-1907, London
1908?, 131-3. Evidence that some groups viewed sport as
a moral metaphor is drawn heavily from Sydney newspaper,
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refusal of leading cricketers to join the Australian 
cricket team which toured England in 1890 raised the 
question of whether a national administrative body 
should be established to control Australian cricket.
This initiated a battle for control which continued 
in cricket for the next twenty-two years. Thirdly, in 
1893, Sydney club cricket was reorganised on the basis 
of localities, with teams representing suburbs.
Electorate cricket, as the competition was known, was 
a major development in club cricket, and apart from 
rejuvenating club cricket as a spectacle, introduced 
many new players and officials and encouraged the 
retirement of others. By starting the study in 1890 
it is possible to compare the old system of club cricket 
with the new system- and therefore gauge the impact 
of localisation. The study concludes in 1912 when the 
battle for control of cricket reached a climax, with six 
leading players refusing to join the Australian team 
that toured England in that year.
The economics of both sports are crucial to understanding 
their development. When in October 1932 the Australian 
Cricketer announced that 'Big cricket cannot be carried 
on without money', it was simply restating an economic 
reality that had existed for eighty years. Once cricket 
and rugby became mass spectacles they had to pay their 
own way. While keeping that reality steadily in view,
I have tried to write a broadly social history, 
examining the development of cricket and football 
between 1890 and 1912 in the context of the growth of
- 8 -
Sydney.
The first task is to trace the development of cricket,
rugby and Australian rules in Sydney up to 1912.
Unfortunately, the records of the NSW Rugby Football
Union and the NSW Rugby Football League, the controlling
bodies of rugby union and rugby league, have not
survived for this period. However, the NSW Cricket
Association has maintained detailed minutes which,
together with newspapers, allow a fairly complete
reconstruction of the growth of cricket and football
in Sydney. The first four chapters of the thesis
examine in turn the growth of club cricket, the
battle for supremacy between rugby and Australian rules
in the 1880s, the growth of rugby in the 1890s and
early 1900s, the emergence of rugby league in 1907
and the development of representative cricket and
rugby. Attendances for representative cricket
matches have recently been published, but no work has
been done on representative rugby crowds or attendances
1 2at club cricket and rugby matches. One aim of this
thesis is to discover how many people attended these 
matches and, in particular, to discover how and when 
rugby league established itself as Sydney's major 
football code.
Another aim of the thesis is to discover the social
12. R. Cashman, Australian cricket crowds: the attendance
cycle, daily figures 1877-1984Sydney 1984.
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background of officials, players and spectators 
participating in Sydney cricket and rugby. To this end 
I have made a case study of officials and first grade 
cricketers and footballers in three districts; working 
class Balmain, the predominantly middle class North 
Sydney, and the Eastern Suburbs, which were a mixture 
of the two. Taking occupation as the most practical 
indicator of social class I have made extensive use of 
electoral rolls which, after 1893,included that information. 
I have also looked at cricketers and footballers who 
played for NSW and Australia and investigated the social 
background of the officials in the controlling bodies of 
each sport. For spectators I have tried to use dress as 
an indicator of social class. Photographs of people 
at cricket and rugby matches help us to see the broad 
social composition of crowds, while accounts of 
disturbances at matches tell us something about the 
behaviour of spectators. Two important questions are 
whether the social class of players and officials 
varied between sports and between club and representative 
level, and whether the social composition and behaviour 
of spectators varied between sports.
The economics of cricket and rugby demanded that in 
order to survive they had to pay their way and, if 
possible, make a profit to expand and develop more 
elaborate facilities for paying spectators and to 
finance tours to other areas. Many players had to 
seek compensation for lost wages or salaries while 
playing cricket and rugby and, in the case of footballers,
-  10 -
for time off work through injury. In chapter seven I 
will look at the extent of professionalism in cricket 
and rugby and consider the degree to which commercial 
considerations affected both sports between 1890 and 
19 12.
One issue in the development of cricket and rugby as 
sporting spectacles was the question whether the 
players or the officials should control the sports.
Accord!ng to the moral ideals of both sports (discussed 
in chapter eight), nurtured in the major public 
schools and frequently repeated in the press, cricket 
and rugby were pure sports which should not be 
spoiled by the intrusion of monetary considerations.
The officials, many of whom were themselves products 
of those schools, believed that only they could be 
trusted to maintain the purity of cricket and rugby.
At the same time, the players believed that they, the 
producers of the money that kept both games going, 
were entitled to a share of the profits to compensate 
their labours.
In cricket the battle for control was drawn out over 
two decades but the battle for control of rugby was a 
brief coup. Rugby officials maintained tight control 
of their game and kept it mostly free from professionalism 
until 1907, when a number of entrepeneurs and players 
established rugby league. The minutes of the NSW Cricket 
Association, the Australasian Cricket Council (set up 
to control cricket in 1892 but disbanded in 1900) and
- l i ­
the Australian Board of Control for International 
Cricket (a more successful body set up in 1905), show 
how officials asserted their right to control 
Australian cricket and indicate what authority they 
believed that they had for so doing. The relative 
popularity of rugby union and rugby league after 1907 
shows what the majority of football spectators thought 
of the ideal of sporting purity, put so forcibly by 
officials and the press.
SECTION ONE
THE GROWTH OF CRICKET AND FOOTBALL
- 1 2 -
CHAPTER ONE
CLUB CRICKET, 1890-1912
In the early 1890s Sydney cricket faced a crisis.
Senior club cricket, organised by the NSW Cricket 
Association (NSWCA), the controlling body of cricket in 
NSW, was 'almost wholly devoid of interest, excepting to 
the players themselves and a few enthusiastic partisans', 
and between January 1889 and December 1893 NSW won 
only two out of ten intercolonial matches against 
Victoria, its worst losing sequence for twenty years.^
The lack of interest in senior club cricket and the poor 
performances of the NSW team were but the most obvious 
signs of a major problem within Sydney cricket. The 
trouble was that the structure and organisation of Sydney 
cricket had not changed significantly since the first 
intercolonial match had been played against Victoria in 
1856. At the same time Sydney's population had grown 
from about 90,000 to 380,000.^ The amount and level 
of intercolonial and international cricket had grown at 
a similar rate. The first intercolonial cricket match 
between NSW and Victoria was a major event. It was the 
biggest cricket match yet played in Australia. By 1890 
matches against Victoria had become twice yearly events,
1. NSWCA annual report 1889/90 in Feferee3 15 Oct 1890. 
Lists of intercolonial cricket mate h es were published 
in the NSWCA annual report from 1896/7 onwards.
2. The population figures are approximations from figures 
produced in the 1861 and 1891 Census' of NSW.
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eleven English teams had visited Sydney, and the seventh 
Australian cricket team was about to leave for England.0 
Sydney club cricket, which was supposed to be the 'nursery' 
for NSW and many Australian cricketers, had failed to 
develop at the same fast rate as intercolonial and inter­
national cricket.
The solution which the NSWCA favoured to this problem was 
the introduction, in 1893, of electorate cricket. This 
was a club competition based on localities. By basing 
the competition on suburban localities the NSWCA ensured 
that club cricket would grow as Sydney grew. It also 
strengthened the authority of the NSWCA over club cricket, 
which throughout the 1880s had been falling increasingly 
under the control of minor bodies, often based in the outer 
suburbs. Because the fortunes of club cricket before 1890 
were closely linked with the growth of intercolonial and 
international cricket it is necessary, briefly, to trace 
the development of all levels of cricket in Sydney up to 
that time.
* * ★
The first intercolonial cricket match between NSW and 
Victoria was played in Melbourne in 1856 as a result of a
3. For descriptions of the first intercolonial match
between NSW and Victoria see SM H , 1 Apr 1856. For a
discussion of early international tours see K.S. Inglis, 
'Imperial cricket: test matches between Australia and
England 1877-1900', in R. Cashman 8 M. McKernan, Sport 
in h i s t o r y Brisbane 1979, 148-79.
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challenge made by Melbourne's leading club, the Melbourne
Cricket Club (MCC), to play against any other team in the 
4colonies. From then until 1874 intercolonial matches were 
played annually, alternating between Melbourne and Sydney, 
but from 1874/5 two matches were played each season, one 
in each city, the increase presumably reflecting a growing 
appetite for representative cricket . ^  Melbourne matches 
were played on theMCC's own ground, the Melbourne Cricket 
Ground (MCG), which had been given to the club by Governor 
Latrobe in 1853.  ^ The MCG was enclosed and spectators were 
charged for admission but in Sydney the early matches 
were played on the unenclosed Domain. There was a grand­
stand, for which people were charged, but most spectators 
watched matches for no charge. On 6 March 1869 15,000
people watched play in the intercolonial match on the Domain
7but only sixty pounds was taken in the grandstand. The 
lack of gate receipts posed a serious financial problem 
for the NSWCA because the match in Sydney was supposed to 
finance the return match in Melbourne. The solution was 
to play the next Sydney match, in March 1871, at the enclosed 
Albert Cricket Ground in Redfern.
The Albert Cricket Ground was opened in 1864 by one of
4. S'iHy 1 Apr 1856.
5. NSWCA annual report 1896/73 23-4.
6. T.W. Wills (ed), The Australian cricketers' guide 1870-
71} Melbourne 1871, 5-8.
7. Australasian3 18 Mar 1871.
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Sydney's leading clubs, the Albert CC, in 300 five pound 
shares. The ground was leased to the club for twenty-one 
years, later extended for seventy years at a rental of
g£160 per year. The Melbourne Argus' weekly companion,
the Australasianreported that some Sydney-siders believed
that few would travel out to the then distant Redfern
and actually pay to watch the intercolonial matches, but
about 14,000 attended the first and the era of fully
9enclosed representative cricket in Sydney began. During 
the 1870s the Albert CC fell into financial difficulties 
and raised the rentals on major matches. The NSWCA 
finding the rentals exhorbitant approached the Minister for 
Lands, Thomas Garrett (whose son was a prominent NSW 
cricketer), and in 1876 the Government granted it the 
Association Cricket Ground (SCG).^ Directly south of 
Victoria Barracks in Paddington, the SCG was previously 
known as the Military and Civil Cricket Ground, having been 
the venue for matehes involving service teams. Trustees 
were appointed by the Government and the NSWCA to control 
the SCG and, with the aid of a £500 Government grant, it
8. S. Cohen, New South Hales cricketers' guide and annual
for season 1877-8, Sydney 1877, 38-43.
9. Australasian, 18 Mar 1871.
10. In 1894 the Association Cricket Ground became officially 
known as the Sydney Cricket Ground. Therefore for the 
sake of clarity I have used the abbreviation SCG through­
out. Documents relating to the dedication of the 
Military and Civil Cricket Ground for public 
recreation are in NSWLAV&P, 1878-9, vol 7.
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was ready for play in 1 877. 1 1 The NSWCA had been the
Albert Ground’s best customer. When the NSWCA acquired
its own ground the Albert Ground Company found itself
unable to pay expenses or dividends and the share
1 2holders sold the ground.
The first English team toured Australia in 1861/2 and
was followed by further teams in 1863/4, 1873/4, 1876/7,
1879/80, 1881/2, 1882/3, 1884/5, 1886/7 and 188 7/ 8. 13
As we shall see later, the early tours were very profitable
as speculations but in the 1880s they became so frequent
that the public lost interest. In February 1882 33,000
people paid to see Sydney's first test match, played over 
14four days. Before that English teams going to Sydney
'only played against NSW teams and test matches, the
first of which was played in 1877, were all played at
Melbourne. By 1888 public interest in international
cricket had fallen dramatically and less than 2,000 people
paid to see the test match at Sydney in February of that 
15year.
Before 1890 the club cricket competition had two sections, 
senior and junior. Senior cricket, controlled by the NSWCA,
11. Ibid.
12. S. Cohen, op. c i t . 38-43.
13. K.S. Inglis, op. cit., 149-79.
14. R. Cashman, Australian cricket crowds: the
attendance cycle3 daily figures 1877-1Q84} Sydney 
1984, 26.
15. Ibid. 3 28.
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involved Sydney's leading clubs, which had the best 
players in the colony. Junior cricket was supposed to 
be limited to players under twenty-one but this age 
restriction was rarely enforced and junior cricket was 
often of as high a standard as senior cricket.^  How 
junior cricket was organised before 1885 is unclear but 
there is no doubt that it was popular with the public.
In May 1882 a match between two junior teams on Moore 
Park attracted crowds of 4,000 on each of three Saturday 
afternoons.^ In 1885 the NSW Cricket Union (NSWCU) 
was formed to control junior cricket. 1 It was well 
connected, having as its patron in 1892/3 Sydney Burdekin, 
a politician, businessman and reputed millionaire, and 
two other politicians, John Neild, an insurance agent,
1 9and James Marks, of independent means, as vice-presidents. 
Junior cricket remained popular in the early 1890s, 
being divided into two grades, the first with about ten 
teams and the second with about twenty, but because the 
NSWCU played no part in the organisation of more important 
matches it was always a minor body compared with the 
prestigious NSWCA.
16. J. Speerin, 'Junior cricket in Sydney', in J.C. Davis,
Australian aricket annual 1895-6, Sydney 1896, 160.
17. Sydney Mail, 6, 13 $ 27 May 1882.
18. As the 1892 annual meeting was the seventh I assume 
the NSWCU was formed in 1885 although I have no record 
of it actually being formed.
19. S4 H, 9 Aug 1892, § C.N. Connolly, Biographical
register of the New South Wales parliament 1856-1901, 
Canberra 1983, 38, 224-5 $ 245.
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As well as senior and junior cricket there were dozens
of cricket clubs not affiliated with either the NSWCA
or the NSWCU. Increasingly during the 1880s these
unaffiliated clubs joined suburban cricket associations
based on localities. We will see shortly that the
competitions organised by the NSWCA and NSWCU were both
centred close to the city. Apparently many people were
not prepared to travel into the city to watch or play
club cricket, preferring instead to join suburban
associations. By 1892 there were at least three such
bodies, the Western Suburbs Cricket Association, the
Central Cumberland Cricket Association and the Wentworth
2 0Park Cricket Association. Of these bodies, about which
little is known, the Wentworth Park Cricket Association,
based in Glebe, was probably the largest. Wentworth
Park, in the eastern part of Glebe, was a well-maintained
public reserve run, like most suburban parks, by a trust
which was either the local council or, in this case, a
2 1group of people who worked closely with the council.
The Wentworth Park Cricket Association was formed in
1882 and organised a competition for any local clubs
which chose to participate. Its patron was the Governor
of NSW, its president was the mayor of Glebe, and its
2 2vice-presidents were the local aldermen. In 1889/90
20. For more about these associations see below.
21. Public Parks Act, no. 33, 1854 8 Public Parks Act
[no. 2], no. 16, 1884.
22. Sy dney '4 ai l, 24 June 1882 8 16 Aug 18 9 0.
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six clubs each paid ten pounds membership to enter the
competition. The clubs, Corio, Glenwood, Darlington,
Victoria Mills, Glebe Wellington and Railway were all
locally formed. As its name implies, 'Railway'
represented the railway yards located between Redfern and 
2 3Dariington.
In the 1870s and 1880s senior and junior cricket clubs
competed for challenge cups, donated by various Sydney
firms and businessmen. In 1871 the Albert Cricket Ground
offered the Cricketers' Challenge Cup, to be competed
24for by clubs challenging the holder at any time. Matches
were played on the Albert Ground and spectators were 
charged sixpence admission, and while the Albert CC 
generally proved too strong for challengers the contest 
continued until 1877.
Philip Holdsworth, editor of the Illustrated Sydney dail
during the 1880s, then donated another cup for competition
among the senior clubs. The contest for this cup
continued until 1884 when the NSWCA decided it should be
awarded permanently to the holder at the end of that 
2 5season. Public interest in the matches had fallen,
23. Ibid., 16 Aug 1890.
24. Town and Country Journal> 28 Oct 1871.
25. Sydney Mail, 18 Aug 1883 § H.P. Heseltine,
'Philip Joseph Holdsworth', Australian dictionary 
of biography3 vol 4, Melbourne 1972, 411.
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pa r 11 y because the Holdsworth Challenge Cup was around
for a number of years and the prestige associated with
winning diminished, and partly because of the general
lack of interest in senior cricket caused by the large
9 6increase of international cricket in the 1880s. In
November 1884 the Sydney Madi remarked on the poor
attendance at Saturday afternoon matches and concluded
that, as a spectator event, 'club cricket is a dead 
2 7letter'. A year earlier the annual meeting of the
Warwick CC, a senior club established in 1856, was told
The visit of another All-England team was
accompanied by the usual depressing effect on
local cricket, while the absence of some of the
most prominent players from the different clubs
with the Australian Eleven almost entirely
2 8robbed club cricket of any interest."'
There were probably several reasons for offering 
challenge cups. The first was purely financial. The 
Albert Ground Company offered the Cricketers' Challenge 
Cup in 1871, expecting that contests for the trophy
26 . Ibid. 3 18 Aug 1883 .
27 . Ibid, 3 1 5 Nov 1884 .
28 . Warwick CC annual report 1882/3, ibid. 3 8
Sept 1883.
would create public interest and by charging a small
entry fee the company would make a profit from a small
outlay. The second reason was simply the hope of
personal self-aggrandizement. By offering a cup a
person might become well known and a person already
in the public eye might further enhance his reputation.
A third reason, like the first, involved money. We
shall see later that some business houses offered
trophies for football competitions in the hope of
securing cheap, widespread publicity for their products.
While I have found no examples of this in club cricket
it is likely that N. Schachtel, an established George
Street jeweller, who donated a cup for the junior
competition in 1890/1, hoped to advertise his business 
2 9by so doing. Similarly, Philip Holdsworth might have
thought that by offering a challenge cup for senior 
cricket he would have some extra sport to report in his 
paper and that circulation might increase. Beyond these 
three motives it is also possible that the donors of 
challenge cups had a genuine and generous interest in the 
development of cricket. This is the most plausible 
explanation for the presentation of a cup for the first 
junior competition in 1890/1 by John Reid, a wealthy
29. Referee, 6 Aug 1890. The Sands' Sydney Directory 
for 1889 shows that Schachtel1s business was at 
552 George Street. Another jeweller, William Kerr, 
who was president of the NSW Cricket Union in 1890/1 
had his business at 544 George Street. Office-bearers 
for 1890/1 appeared in the Sy dney M ail, 16 Aug 1890.
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farmer and mayor of Tenterfield, over 20Ü miles north of 
Sydney.^
In 1890/1 the NSWCA introduced the senior club premier-
3 iship competition. This filled a void which had existed
in senior club cricket since 1885 because after the 
Holdsworth Cup was abandoned no formal competition 
existed and senior clubs arranged matches with each 
other. The senior club premiership was the first 
structured premiership competition for senior Sydney 
clubs. Each team played the other teams at least once 
during the season and at the end of the season the 
club with the most wins was awarded a pennant by the 
NSWCA. Six clubs entered the premiership and they played 
each other in seven rounds between October and April. 
Matches were played over three consecutive Saturday 
afternoons on the SCG, the Domain and University Oval.
For junior cricket in 1890/1 the NSWCU
secured three wickets on the Royal Agricultural Society
(RAS) Ground, next door to the SCG, and one on Moore
Park, an unenclosed reserve which was also next to the 
32SCG. Nine clubs competed for the Reid Cup and eighteen
3 3for the Schachtel Cup over the summer months. All
30 . Sydney d ail, 3 0 Aug 18 9 0 $ A D B files.
31 . NSWCA annual report 1889/90 i n Re f ere e 3 15 Oct 1890
32 . Dates and venues for senior and junior cricket were
published each week in the Referee and SM H.
33. Referee, 27 Aug 1890.
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these grounds were within three and a half kilometres 
of the centre of Sydney.
The senior club premiership failed to revive public
interest in club cricket. In the second season , 1891/2,
the NSWCA dropped the sixpence entry charge for matches
on the SCG, provided a band for additional entertainment
and opened a refreshment booth on the ground, a provision
34previously made only for intercolonial matches. The
NSWCA also arranged a final match between the two leading
teams at the end of the season to 'stimulate a little 
35interest'. Initially, these measures appeared to
work and in November 1891 a match on the SCG attracted
2,000 people, which, according to the Herald, was the
3 6largest crowd seen at a club match for a long time.
However, the visit of another English eleven that season
overshadowed all other cricket in Sydney and at the end
of the year the NSWCA had to report that, except among
the players, the senior premiership 'failed to create
3 7any excitement or interest'.
The question arises as to why the NSWCA wanted club 
cricket to be a popular spectator event. The fact that
34. NSWCA annual report 1890/1 in SMH, 4 Sept 1891 $
SMH, 13 § 17 Oct 1891.
35. Referee, 13 Apr 1892.
36. SMH, 16 Nov 1891.
37. NSWCA annual report 1891/2 in SMH, 3 Sept 1892.
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it was prepared to drop the entry charge to matches
at the SCG indicates that the NSWCA did not view club
cricket as a source of revenue in the same way that
intercolonial cricket mat dies were. The costs of club
cricket were modest, and were generally paid either by
the players or the clubs. c It is suggested that the
reason involved the prestige of the NSWCA. Junior
cricket remained popular in the 1890s and as the NSWCU
was a minor body compared with the NSWCA it may have
seemed improper to the latter that its senior club
premiership should be held in lower public regard than
39junior cricket. Furthermore, as we shall see, club
rugby was beginning to become a popular spectacle and 
the NSWCA was probably no keener to be upstaged by its 
winter rival than it was to be by the NSWCU. The 
senior club premiership did not produce the revival of 
public interest in senior club cricket that the NSWCA 
hoped for. In fact it simply highlighted the inadequacies 
of what J.C. Davis, cricket and rugby writer for the Sydney 
sporting weekly, the R e f e r e e and a long-serving delegate 
to the NSWCA, called a 'corrupt system of club cricket' /  °
38 . See below.
39 . J . Speer in, op. cit.
4 0 . Referee 3 1 Mar 1893. Davis wrote his cricket column
as 'Not Out ' and his rugby column as 'Cynic'.
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The six clubs which entered the first season of the senior
club premiership were Belvidere, Carlton, Oriental,
Sydney, University and Warwick. Warwick was the oldest,
followed by University, Carlton and Belvidere which
4 1were formed in 1866, 1869 and 1873 respectively.
Except for University the background of the oldest clubs 
is unclear but according to Davis the clubs engendered 
considerable fraternal spirit among members, many of
4 2whom had established club ties while still at school.
Davis saw this fraternal spirit as a major hurdle to 
the establishment of a more adequate system of club 
cricket in Sydney:
Cricketers, as a rule, have no inclination
towards severing their connections with old club-
mates, perhaps schoo1 -fe11ows. . .Take any club of
note as an example, and note with what a fraternal
spirit they pull together, and the difficulties
of breaking-up these associations in the interests
of the game will be found a task full of 
4 3difficulties.
These clubs were formed at a time when club allegiances 
often overshadowed allegiances to NSW, and while most of 
the players of that time had stopped playing by 1890
41. The formation date of these and other clubs are 
calculated from the numbering of annual meetings 
between 1890 and 1912.
42. Referee3 8 Oct 1890.
43. Ibid.
some remained active officials. Montague Faithfull and
Joseph Coates were both singled out in 1872 by the
weekly companion of the Evening News, the Town and Country
Journal, as players who preferred to play for their club
rather than travel to Melbourne to represent NSW
4 4against Victoria. In 1890 Faithfull, a solicitor,
and Coates, headmaster of Sydney High School, were both
4 5vice-presidents of the NSWCA.
Sydney and Oriental, the other clubs in the senior club 
premiership were both relatively new. Sydney CC was 
formed in 1888 with the backing of the SCG trustees.
The club had full access to the SCG and its players, who 
came almost exclusively from junior cricket, were coached 
by the SCG's professional coach Charles Bannerman, the
4 6scorer of the first test century at Melbourne in 1877.
Oriental was a former junior club which, before the
organisation of the senior club premiership, had entered
4 7the draw for the Reid Cup in 1890.
From the start of the senior club premiership three
clubs, Belvidere, Carlton and Sydney, completely dominated
the other teams and the result was a very uneven competition
44. Town and Country Journal, 24 Feb 1 8 72.
45. The position of Coates, Faithfull and other officials 
mentioned in chapter one are included in tables 
contained in chapter five.
46. Referee, 14 Nov 1888 and C. Mart in-Jen kins, The
complete who's who of test cricketers, London 1980, 156
4 7 . Referee, 27 Aug 1890.
Because of their long and successful traditions before
1890 Belvidere and Carlton had gathered together most
of Sydney's leading players, while the coaching of Bannerman
and the excellent facilities at the SCG moulded Sydney
into a very capable side. In 1892/3 Carlton had eight
4 8NSW players, Sydney had seven and Belvidere had five.
As a result:
The Carlton and Belvidere teams enjoyfed] a
monopoly of premiership honours, the Sydney team
being the only other which now and then perform[ed]
in anything approaching the usual form of the 
4 9cracks .
As well as producing unattractive cricket for all but the 
keenest supporters of the leading teams, the uneveness 
of the- competition discouraged young players from 
joining the weaker teams. In February 1893 Carlton 
played I Zingari, a team which had just joined the 
senior competition.^ Carlton won the match without 
losing a wicket and Davis wondered what the feelings of 
the young I Zingari bowlers must have been as they were 
hit to all parts of the ground by the Carlton openers, 
both Australian representatives. He concluded that it
48. Calculated from lists of club and NSW teams 
published in the SM H.
49. Referee3 26 Oct 1892.
50. I Zingari, meaning 'the gypsies' in Italian was 
a wandering team formed in England in 1845,
E.W. Swanton (ed), Barclay's world of cricket3 
London 1980, (1966), 521. The Sydney club was
formed in 1886, J. Pollard, Australian cricket : the
game and the players3 Sydney 1982, 541-2. Lists of
office-bearers published in the SiH each season show 
that the club was socially very elite.
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was very unlikely that
these young players will care to undergo a 
similar ordeal at any time in the future, and...
that they shall drift out of senior cricket
. , 5 ]altogether.
As well as being bad for club cricket as a spectacle
the concentration of the best players in three clubs
had an adverse impact on representative cricket. The
lack of success for NSW in the early 1890s is explained
partly by the improvement of the Victorian and South
Australian teams and partly by the weakness of the NSW 
5 2team. The weakness of the NSW team is explained by
three main factors; the retirement of leading players, 
the failure of the Sydney club system to produce good 
players to replace those who had retired, and the 
control of NSW selection committees by Carlton officials 
who often chose their own clubmates in preference to 
better players from other clubs, even when the form of 
the Carlton players did not warrant selection.
Table 1.1. shows that eight very experienced NSW 
players retired from the NSW team between 1888 and 1892. 
As well as these eight, John Ferris, a fast bowler who 
toured England in 1888 remained there after the 1890 
tour, and although he later returned his absence
51. Referee, 1 Mar 1895.
52. NSW played South Australia for the first time in 
1890. In six matches between 1890 and 1893 both 
teams won three matches, NSWCA annual report 1896/7, 24 .
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TABLE 1.1: EXPERIENCED NSW CRICKETERS WHO RETIRED, 
1888-92.
Name Played for 
NSW
Matches 
for NSW
Tests for 
Australia
Reginald Allen 1878-88 14 1
Charles Bannerman 1870-88 23 3
George Bonnor 1884-91 5 1 7
Edwin Evans 1874-88 27 6
Hugh Hiddlestone 1880-89 1 5 -
Percy McDonnell* 1885-92 1 7 19
Alfred Marr 1882-91 1 2 1
Hugh Massie 1877-88 1 7 9
* McDonnell went to Brisbane where he continued to play 
first class cricket.
Source: New South Nates Cricketers 1855-1981} Retford 
1981 .
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further weakened the NSW team. Some of these cricketers
continued playing for senior clubs after they retired
from the NSW team. Their continued presence in senior
club sides not only prevented young players from taking
their places but further strengthened the most dominant
teams, which in turn frustrated young players in weaker
54teams which were beaten with monotonous regularity.
The limited number of senior clubs in Sydney was another 
hindrance to the development of young players. With 
only six clubs in the 1890/1 competition the chances for 
young players to gain experience at the highest level 
of club cricket were clearly limited. To encourage 
more clubs and players to participate in the competition 
the NSWCA dropped the minimum membership for clubs from 
thirty to twenty.^ Two new clubs, Parramatta and 
Ivanhoe, joined the competition in 1891/2 and I Zingari 
joined in 1892/3, but this was offset by the withdrawal 
of Oriental in 1892/3 and Parramatta after only one 
season. Neither club was successful against the best 
teams and dropped out of the competition rather than 
continue at the bottom of the premiership table.
53. Pollard, op. ait., 407-8.
54. Team lists published in the S4H show that 
Charles Bannerman and Alfred Marr both remained 
with Carlton until 1892, the latter in spite of his 
coaching duties for the Sydney CC.
55. NSWCA annual report 1890/1 in S'4 H _, 4 Sept 1891.
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A further hindrance to the cultivation of young
players was the lack of good grounds in Sydney and this
too was largely the fault of the senior club system.
Only four grounds were used for senior cricket in 1890/1.
Of twenty-one matches played during the season eight
were on the SCG, eight were on the Domain, two were
on the University Oval and one was at the RAS Ground. ^
The inclusion of Parramatta in the 1891/2 season
brought Parramatta Oval into use and I Zingari used
Rushcutters Bay Oval in East Sydney in 1892/3, but this
5 7did little to ease the problem. In 1883 the Sydney
M a i Z-'s cricket writer 'Censor' complained that the only
decent wicket in Sydney was on the SCG and that the lack
of good grounds had combined with the frequency of
international tours to lower the standard of NSW 
5 8cricket. A decade later Davis could still point to
the lack of good wickets as being 'generally regarded as
the chief cause of that listlessness so prevalent in
5 9senior cricketing circles'.
People have always been able to find fault with the 
selection of any given team but it is apparent that young
56. Venues were published weekly in the Referee and S'i H.
57. Ibid.
58. Sydney Mail, 19 May 1883.
59. Referee, 30 Sept 1891.
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club cricketers who showed promise in Sydney in the 
early 1890s were frustrated in their ambitions to play 
for NSW by the influence of Carlton in selecting 
representative teams. In October 1888 Davis sarcastically 
remarked that the selectors of the NSW team thought 
it 'an egregious error of judgement to give a young 
cricketer a show, however prominent his performances 
might have been'. He pointed to Carlton players who 
had been selected to play for NSW but who, on performance, 
should not have been selected in the first team of any 
junior competition.^ In 1892, after NSW had lost its 
last four intercolonial matches Davis wrote that the 
main theme of discussion in cricketing circles was 
why the claims of some of the younger players had been 
ignored. He referred specifically to William Camphin 
who had scored heavily for the Oriental club after 
leaving Carlton. Davis said, 'I have no doubt that if 
Camphin were a Carltonian still he would have received a 
show in big matches before today'.^
In 1892/3, when NSW lost three of its four intercolonials 
the selectors were John Portus and Alick Bannerman of 
Carlton and Harry Moses of Belvidere, and of the fifteen 
players who represented NSW during the season eight were 
from Carlton and three from Belvidere. Two others were 
from Sydney, one was from University and one from the
60 . Ibid. , 17 Oct 1888
61 . Ibid. 3 24 Feb 1892
country, so that none of the weaker clubs were represented. 
Davis, a member of the Ivanhoe club, was again incensed, 
declaring that:
It is a by-word amongst cricketers that anyone
whose ambition leads him to aspire to Intercolonial
honors must join the Carltons in order to ensure
6 2himself a chance of selection.
If the lack of interest in club cricket and the poor
per forma n ces of the NSW team were not enough to make the
NSWCA seriously question the condition of senior club
cricket, the revelation that the leading senior clubs
were facing bankruptcy was. At a meeting of the NSWCA
committee in April 1893 Lewis Abrams, the honorary secretary
of the Sydney CC, and Edward Briscoe, honorary treasurer
of Carlton, spoke at length of the problems they had in
collecting subscriptions, the main source of income for
clubs. Briscoe said that when annual subscriptions
fell due members 'looked upon him as a dun, and absolutely
avoided him', and that 'the more valuable the players the
greater the difficulty [he had] in obtaining their
subscriptions'. Me warned the NSWCA that unless something
6 3was done Carlton would go bankrupt. “ Apparently the 
senior players refused to pay the one guinea subscription 
and younger players followed the example of their elders.
62. Referee, 11 Jan 1893. Composition of the NSW team is 
calculated from team lists which appeared in the EM H .
63. NSWCA minutes, 24 Apr 1893, S4H, 25 Apr 1893 § Referee,
26 Apr 1893.
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Although all clubs were apparently affected, the experience
of Warwick serves to illustrate the financial difficulties
of the clubs. In 1891 Warwick, with eighty members, had
a potential income of eighty guineas. It finished the
1890/1 season with a cash balance of twenty pounds but
outstanding accounts of over fifty pounds and unpaid
subscriptions worth another twenty pounds placed the
64club in a perilous financial position.
In 1892 Davis blamed the problems of senior club cricket 
on the emphasis placed by the NSWCA on intercolonial 
cricket, at the expense of the proper management of the 
clubs. He thought that the NSWCA had 'devoted its aggregate 
intelligence so much to Intercolonial matches...that little 
has been left to spend upon our local wants'.^  As a 
member of the NSWCA Davis was in a position to speak 
authoritatively about the business transacted at meetings.
His view is confirmed by a close examination of the 
minutes of the NSWCA during the early 1890s. Davis also 
believed that the NSWCA was out of step with the feelings 
of the majority of cricketers in Sydney, and that it was 
run by old men:
I think the infusion of newer blood, of more 
active cricketers, even if they are less talkative 
or proficient in the debating art, would be beneficial 
to the game. A number of the most prominent
64. Warwick CC annual report 1 890/ 1 , SM H , 17 Sept 1891.
65. Beferee, 31 Aug 1 892.
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committeemen are beyond the age when fun
and frolic on the field is a pleasure to
look forward to, and quite a number of them are
not actively identified with clubs. They do
not know the feelings and the current desires of
cricketers as well as it is desirable that they
should.  ^^
This was the central problem. In the early 1890s the
NSWCA was still run by people who had played the game
in the 1870s. Not only had the senior club competition
not changed in the intervening years but the ideas of
6 7officials had not changed either. By 1893 the lack of
public interest in senior club cricket, the failure of 
the NSW team, and the fact that most of the senior clubs 
were close to bankruptcy made a dramatic change to the 
club system imperative. However, it appears as though the 
emergence of the suburban cricket associations, which 
threatened to take the control of club cricket out of 
the hands of the NSWCA, was the immediate stimulus to change.
* * *
The first move for change from within the NSWCA was in 
July 1892 when its honorary secretary, John Portus, sent a 
letter to the Daily Telegraph urging the introduction of
66. Ibid.
67. The background of the old officials will be 
discussed later.
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electorate cricket. Although a member of Carlton, Portus 
apparently put aside his club allegiance in the interests 
of the game. Noting that Sydney club cricket was 'languish­
ing', Portus said that electorate cricket was the only 
thing likely to 'resuscitate the game'. If club cricket 
was based on localities he was sure that the public would 
support it: 'hundreds, if not thousands, of local partisans
would put in an appearance to witness the play of their 
respective champions'.^
Portus was aware of the growing popularity of suburban
cricket associations and his letter was stimulated by the
formation of another in the populous inner suburb of 
69Redfern. He warned that electorate cricket 'could not...
be accomplished if we have divided control' and urged
both the NSWCU and the suburban associations to support
his efforts to get the NSWCA to introduce electorate 
7 0cricket. In that way Portus would establish electorate
cricket and at the same time make the NSWCA the sole manager 
of club cricket in Sydney.
The idea of playing cricket on a local basis was not new.
The English County Cricket Championship and club cricket 
and football in Melbourne were cited as successful examples
68. Daily Telegraph, 2 July 1892.
69. See below.
7 0 . Ibid., 2 July 1892.
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of local sport. In September 1891 Davis declared:
The glorious success of county cricket in old 
England, and the intense interest taken in the game 
of football in Victoria are irrefutable proofs that 
the localisation of legitimate sports or pastimes 
is the forerunner of that success so eagerly sought 
[in Sydney].
In 1890 33,000 Melbournians watched South Melbourne beat
7 2Carlton in the club football final. As well as attracting
large crowds, suburban cricket and football in Melbourne 
produced a network of well-appointed suburban grounds.
As in Sydney senior club cricket, Melbourne cricket clubs 
played for challenge cups, but with a sixpence entry charge 
to matches Melbourne's suburban grounds developed into 
first class ovals. In 1876 the Australasian' s cricket 
writer commented favourably on the results of the admission 
charge and the large crowds attracted to local cricket 
m a t c h e s :
The East Melbourne ground lias been greatly
improved...(and) at South Melbourne, a wonderful
transformation has also taken place, and the
beautifully green and well-kept turf, the neat
pavilion and well-grassed reserves are all due to the 
7 3admission fee.
71. Referee3 3 0 Sept 18 91.
72. L. Sand ercock 6 I. Turner, Up where Cazaly? the
great Australian game3 Sydney 1981, 40.
73. Australasian3 5 Feb 1876.
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There was no residential qualification requiring 
players to represent the suburbs in which they lived 
so there was still the chance that, as in Sydney, the 
best players would be attracted to one or two clubs. 
Between 1860 and 1906, when a residential qualification 
was introduced, East Melbourne won the club premiership 
eighteen times and Melbourne won it fourteen times 
but the other clubs enjoyed some success, and the
74system was better than senior club cricket in Sydney.
Local cricket clubs were also common in Sydney, but not
at the highest level of competition. In the 1870s and
1880s scores of local cricket clubs were formed around
Sydney, most playing only occasionally and against
particular rivals, but some played in the junior
competitions and others in suburban associations.
In all cases local councils were closely associated 
7 5with the clubs. Between 1878 and 1880 the boroughs
of Darlington and Glebe played annually on the
University Oval, contesting a cup donated by Andrew
7 (SBayliss, secretary of the Glebe Borough CC. In 
1881 and 1882 Glebe and Balmain contested a cup
74. Pollard, op. cit., 1045.
75. Lists of office-bearers in these clubs published 
in the press show that aldermen and mayors were 
generally elected as patrons, presidents or 
vice-presidents .
76. SV H , 10 £ 11 Jan 1 905. In 1905 a controversy
arose in the press as to who was responsible for 
initiating electorate cricket in Sydney.
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subscribed by the ratepayers of both boroughs. The
suburbs of Randwick and Waver ley became keen rivals
and their annual cricket match was a major social event.
In 1890 the fourth annual borough match attracted 800
locals to Waverley Oval. The Waverley Fire Brigade
Band was there, as were the local mayors and parliamentarians
and at a function at Stratton's Grand Hotel in the evening
7 8many toasts were drunk. The most successful local
club was Parramatta. In 1890 it was granted a five 
year lease on Parramatta Park for five pounds per annum, 
and in 1891/2 the club entered the senior club premier­
ship, winning one match losing six and finishing second
7 9last on the table. Parramatta's performance
shows the problem faced by local clubs. They were 
popular with the public who were keen to support them as 
players, officials and spectators, and they were well 
supported by local councils, but the leading players 
and officials spurned them in favour of the old senior 
clubs.
The outer Sydney suburbs which existed in 1890 had been 
mainly established after 1870 and with the growth of
77 . Ibid.
78 . Ibid. , 10 Feb 189 0
79 . Ibid. , 2 June 1890
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municipal government over the same period municipal
8 0pride grew too. In the 1890s many suburbs, even the
older ones like Balmain and Paddington, remained fairly
insular, while the newer ones such as North Sydney,
Manly, Randwick and Waver 1ey were completely isolated,
in some cases by the harbour and in other cases by
open country, from the rest of the city.c Residents
were proud of their localities, causing a certain amount
of friendly rivalry between municipalities. This was
possibly accentuated in the newer suburbs where many of
the residents were businessmen and their families, the
8 2former travelling into the city only to work.1"
This rivalry was initially localised and limited to 
adjacent boroughs, as when the ratepayers of Glebe 
and Balmain subscribed to a challenge cup in 1881. 
Improvements in transport in the 1880s and the further 
spread of the suburbs meant that people became more 
mobile, travelling through other suburbs to and from work 
or on leisure outings at the weekend. Local councils 
therefore became aware of the need to advertise the 
prosperity of their suburbs. One symbol of prosperity
80. F.A. Larcombe, The stabilization of local government 
in New South Hales 1858-1906, Sydney 1976.
81. Map of Sydney and suburbs showing tramlines and 
stopping places in 1894, held in the Mitchell 
Library, and map of electoral districts of Sydney in 
NSWLAVSP, 1893, supplementary volume.
82. A.J.C. Mayne, 'Commuter travel and class mobility in
Sydney 1858-88', Australian economic history review,
2 1 / 1 , 1 9 8 1 .
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was the erection of palatial town halls such as those 
at Randwick, built in 1882, Balmain, built in 1888
8 3and the mammoth Paddington edifice which opened in 1890.
Another symbol of municipal pride was a successful cricket 
team.
In 1888 Fred Ironside, a reader in the government
printing office and vice-president of the NSWCU, tried to
84establish a regular electorate cricket competition.
Ironside obtained a wicket on the RAS Ground, and
persuaded J.C. Williamson, the theatrical entrepeneur and
manager of the Theatre Royal, to donate gold medals for
the winners of the competition. The competition was
called Theatre Royal Electorate Cricket, and teams
representing Canterbury, Glebe, Newtown, Paddington,
Parramatta, Redfern, St Leonards, East Sydney, South
Sydney, and West Sydney were entered. However, because
the games were played at the RAS Ground, which was hard
to get to from the suburbs which the teams represented,
local followings did not develop. More importantly,
the players complained that they did not want to
desert their old clubs, and after three matches the
8 5competition was abandoned.
By writing his letter to the Daily Telegraph at the same
83. Dates of erection of town halls are displayed on the 
facade.
84. New South Wales blue book 1893, Sydney 1894, 78.
85. F.J. Ironside, Ironside's world of cricket, Sydney
1895, 40, S4 H, 4 Jan 1905 and Sydney Sportsman, 8 Feb 1905.
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time as the formation of a local cricket association in
Redfern was being considered, Portus raised the general
question of electorate cricket to coincide with formal
moves to establish a local body. As a result, the
meeting to form the Redfern Cricket Association, held
at Redfern Town Hall on 18 July 1892, was more represent-
8 6ative than the organisers had originally envisaged.
As well as those interested in forming a local association 
in Redfern, the meeting included Portus, Ironside and 
over a dozen representatives from other areas around 
Sydney. The meeting approved the idea of establishing 
local cricket and sent a circular to all clubs around 
Sydney urging them to attend a meeting in the Sydney 
Town Hall on 2 August.L/ 150 people, representing all 
grades of cricket attended this meeting and a committee 
of three members from each of the main governing bodies 
(the NSWCA, the NSWCU and the Wentworth Park Cricket 
Association) and three delegates from the non- 
associated clubs was appointed to consider further the 
subject of local cricket.^
This committee agreed that it was too late to organise a 
local competition for the 1892/3 season but hoped that a
86. Referee, 27 July 1892.
87. Ibid.
88 . SMH, 3 Aug 1892.
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few electorate matches might be played over the summer.
A general meeting of club delegates on 20 September
agreed, and suggested that meetings be held around the
city to form electorate cricket clubs. The delegates
also agreed that, as the senior governing body, the
0 0NSWCA should control electorate cricket.
Davis, who had been one of the NSWCA's representatives 
on the committee, applauded the move to introduce 
electorate cricket but insisted that each new club 
must have access to a suburban ground. He urged that 
'influential committees' be formed in each suburb to 
secure enclosed recreation grounds, not just for 
cricket, but for all sorts of sports and public 
amusemen t s :
There are other sports besides cricket; and 
the votaries of all these have a common complaint - 
the paucity of recreation grounds. The increased 
public interest in football in the past two or 
three years renders this a singularly opportune 
time to commence agitating for good grounds....If 
committees composed of representatives of cricket, 
football, cycling, athletics, tennis, bowls, $ c . , 
were formed in each suburb...with the avowed object 
of securing a fine recreation ground in their 
vicinity the difficulties which now rear up
89. R e f e r e e 24 Aug 1892 and 5W H3 10 Sept 1892.
90. S4H, 2 1 Sept 1 892.
ponderously would then vanish quickly. 9 1
Why was local cricket divided into electorates rather
than boroughs or any other division? Unfortunately
there was no instructive discussion in either the press
or the minutes of the NSWCA, but the reason for basing
the competition on electorates appears obvious. Sydney
was divided into twelve electorates for the purpose of
9 2voting for the Legislative Assembly. These were Balmain,
Canterbury, Central Cumberland, The Glebe, Newtown,
Paddington, Parramatta, Redfern, St Leonards, East
Sydney, South Sydney and West Sydney. It will be
remembered that, except for Central Cumberland which
amalgamated with Parramatta to form a team and Balmain
which probably amalgamated with Glebe, all these
electorates were represented in the short-lived Theatre
Royal Electorate Cricket competition in 1888/9. The
other most likely division was along municipal boundaries,
or the even smaller borough boundaries. Sydney was
9 3divided into forty municipalities in 1891. Many of the
local teams in existence at that time were borough clubs 
and some people, such as Fred Ironside, favoured 
boroughs as the division for the proposed competition, 
but according to William Allen, inaugural secretary of 
the Redfern Electorate CC, boroughs were too small for
91. Referee} 31 Aug 1892.
92. Electoral Act, no 18, 1880.
9 3 . 1891 Census of NSW.
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strong teams to be selected from them.' Also, with 
so many municipalities and boroughs the competition 
would either have to involve nearly fifty teams or 
areas would have had to amalgamate to provide fewer 
teams. The electoral divisions of 1880 provided a 
manageable number of teams in areas large enough to 
field strong, evenly balanced teams.
By the start of the 1892/3 season a number of electorate
cricket clubs had been formed, one before the meeting
of 20 September. A meeting of cricketers in Glebe
Town Hall on 29 August decided to form the Glebe CC.
The convenor was Lewis Abrams, then the honorary secretary
of the Sydney CC. A short, thin-framed man, whose
dominating feature was a large bushy moustache, Abrams
9 5was a keen supporter of electorate cricket and rugby.
He was also active in politics and business and his 
career provides an insight into the relationship 
between politicians, councils and local cricket and 
rugby clubs. After working as a shipping clerk for 
many years Abrams established the Co-operative Broom and 
Brush Factory in Glebe in 1897. The business expanded 
rapidly employing three hands in 1897 and nineteen by 
1907. Perhaps the business was a success because it was 
a co-operative and employees were paid a bonus each year
94. S4H3 11 Jan 1 905.
95. See below.
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on the basis of the profits. Abrams was an alderman of 
The Glebe from 1893 to 1899 and when he retired the rate­
payers of Glebe presented him with a gold watch as a
'token of their appreciation of his public services to 
96the borough'. As a foundation member and honorary
secretary of the Glebe Free trade and Liberal Association,
Abrams was responsible for the successful election
campaigns of three successive parliamentarians for
Glebe, Michael Chapman, Bruce Smith and James Hogue. He
was an unsuccessful candidate himself in 1901. Beyond
the political arena his public services included
election as vice-president of the Womens' Liberal and
Reform League in 1902 and organiser of a large charity
ball to relieve the economic distress of poor people in
9 7the western suburbs of Sydney in 1891.
Abrams hoped that once formed the Glebe CG would play
matches over the summer of 1892/3 against other clubs to
be formed in the immediate future. The patron of the
club was Bruce Smith the local member of parliament,
the president was the mayor of Glebe, and the local
aldermen and a number of prominent Glebites were elected
9 8vice-presidents. Similar meetings were held at
Ashfield, to form the Canterbury Electorate CC, at
East Sydney, to form the East Sydney Cricket Association,
96. Referee, 8 Mar 1 8 99.
97. Cyclopedia of New South Wales3 Sydney 1907, 660.
98. SMH, 3 0 Aug 1 892.
and at Red fern where the Redfern Cricket Association was 
9 9formed. In Balmain, Manly and Parramatta existing
borough clubs or cricket associations formed the basis
_ , , , 100 tor electorate clubs.
Over the summer a number of electorate matches were played, 
but so as not to clash with the senior club premiership 
which had first use of the grounds, they were played 
on weekday holidays. The first matches between Paddington 
and Glebe at the SCG, and Canterbury and Parramatta 
at Parramatta were played on Monday 3 October 1892, 
the Eight Hour Day holiday. Other matches involving 
Redfern, Glebe, Canterbury, Balmain, East Sydney and 
Central Cumberland (Parramatta), were played on Wednesday
9 November, the Prince of Wales' Birthday, the Boxing
Day holiday on 27 December, and New Year's Day holiday. ^  ^
These matches were an immediate success. About 600 
people watched the first match between Paddington and 
Glebe on the Eight Hour Day holiday, and the teams were 
evenly matched, both having a blend of new blood and old 
intercolonial representatives. Davis noted happily that 
not only did all the senior players eligible to play do 
so, but all the selected players were at the ground at 
the appointed hour. This had become rare in senior
99. S4H, 12, 18 & 28 Oct 1892.
100. Ibid. , 7 Aug 1891 (for Balmain CC) , 6 Sept 1892 (for
Manly CC) and 7 Nov 1892 (for formation of Central 
Cumberland and Parramatta electorate CC)
10 1.  M a t c h e s  w e r e  r e p o r t e d  i n  t h e  SiH .
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premiership matches with even the players losing 
102interest.
The electorate matches proved popular with both the public 
and the players and at its monthly meetings in February 
and March the NSWCA's committee decided to change the 
body's rules to enable the introduction of electorate 
cricket in place of the senior club premiership in 
1893/4. ^  ^ The new rules were discussed at special 
meetings of the committee in April and May, by special 
general meetings in May, June and July, and finally
passed at the NSWCA's annual general meeting on 2
a * 104August.
The new rules required that each club joining the NSWCA 
after 1 May 1893 own or lease a cricket ground and have 
at least twenty members, each of whom must pay an 
annual subscription of one guinea. Each club must also 
furnish the NSWCA with a list of paid up members showing 
their names and addresses at the start and finish of 
each season. Clubs with between twenty and thirty- 
nine members would have one representative on the NSWCA 
and clubs with forty or more members would have two .
102. Referee, 5 Oct 1892.
103. NSWCA minutes, 13 Feb and 13 Mar 1893.
104. NSWCA minutes, 24 Apr, 2, 8 8 22 May, 12 8 30 June, 
10 July 8 2 Aug 1893.
105. Rules and by-laws of the NSWCA, Sydney 1894, 5-7.
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Eight teams entered the first season of electorate
cricket, designated the premiership competition;
Canterbury, Central Cumberland, Glebe, Manly, Paddington,
Red fern, East Sydney and University. They competed
for the Hordern Shield, a trophy valued at one hundred
guineas, donated by the wealthy retailer and cricket
10 6enthusiast Samuel Hordern. A second competition,
termed the senior club competition, included three of the 
old senior clubs, Belvidere, Carlton and Warwick,
I Zingari, Surry United, a former junior team, and
Leichhardt, an electorate club which was not strong
, . , , . . 107enough to compete in the electorate competition.
Junior cricket continued in 1893/4 but in a substantially
different form. The NSWCU was replaced by the NSW
Junior Cricket Association which was affiliated with
the NSWCA and subordinate to the senior body, not a
10 8direct competitor as the NSWCU had been. The first
junior competition was abandoned and replaced by borough 
cricket, essentially the same as electorate cricket 
except that it was for juniors and based on the smaller 
municipal unit. Thirteen clubs played in the borough
106. NSWCA minutes, 2 Aug 1893.
107. Rules for governing electorate and local club 
matches played under the management of the NSWCA 
during the cricket season 1893/4} Sydney 1893.
108. Speerin, op. cit.
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competition and sixteen entered the second junior
109competition, which remained unchanged.
★ *
Electorate cricket was an immediate success and the 
new rules for club cricket eliminated the troubles of 
the old senior club premiership. The requirement that 
each electorate club have at least twenty paid up members 
ensured that no club fell into financial strife, and 
the rule that players be bona fide residents of the 
electorate that they represented ensured that the 
competition was evenly balanced because no team was able 
to attract all the best players. An original two 
months residential requirement was strengthened in 
1895 when the NSWCA ruled that players had to have lived 
in a district for three months before they became 
eligible to represent a club, and in 1897 the period of 
residence was further increased to six months. This 
ensured that players did not move from club to club too 
often. In the nineteen seasons from 1893/4 to 1911/12 
ten different teams won the premiership and the most 
successful, Paddington, only won four times. ^  ^
109. Teams were published in the Referee and S4H 
each week.
110. NSWCA minutes, 11 Sept 1894, and Rules for 
governing local competition matches ... 1895/6 and 
1897/8.
111. NSWCA annual report 1895/6-1911/12.
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The selection of representative teams was also more
equitable under electorate cricket. In 1894/5 the
NSW selectors were Portus, still honorary secretary of
the NSWCA, Harry Moses who had joined Canterbury, and
Frank Iredale of Central Cumberland. Of the seventeen
cricketers who played Sheffield Shield cricket for
NSW in that year four were from South Sydney, three were
from Paddington, two each were from East Sydney and Glebe,
University, Canterbury and Central Cumberland each had
112one, and three were country players. “ Although 
Victoria won the Sheffield Shield in that year NSW 
was successful in the following two years. ^ ^  An 
important factor in NSW's resurgence was the increase 
in the number of good wickets around Sydney, a direct 
result of the introduction of electorate cricket.
In the last season of senior club cricket, only five
114grounds were used. In the first season of electorate
cricket eight grounds were used and in 1894/5, with the 
entry of Leichhardt, North Sydney, South Sydney and 
Waverley, twelve grounds were used. ^  ^  The requirement 
that each electorate club own or lease a ground ensured
112. Calculated from lists of teams published 
Referee and SM H .
in the
113. NSWCA annual report 1 896/7.
114. Venues for matches 
week .
were published in the St H each
1 1 5 Ibid.
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close co-operation between clubs, councils and the NSWCA. 
While no club actually owned a ground they all leased one 
from the local council. Councils which had previously 
not been prepared to spend money on local grounds now 
received financial assistance from the NSWCA to do so, in 
the form of grants to electorate clubs which either went 
to the council in the form of rental or were spent directly 
by the clubs on the improvement and upkeep of the grounds. 
In the first few years of electorate cricket the NSWCA 
spent several thousand pounds on ground improvements.
Within three seasons Sydney had a system of suburban 
grounds to rival Melbourne's and the NSWCA was pleased 
with the results:
The monetary assistance received by the Clubs
from the Association has been the means of
effecting marvellous improvements in the Grounds,
and it is considered that the money so disbursed
117has been exceedingly well spent.
116. Grants by NSWCA to Electorate CCs for Ground 
Improvements3 1895-1912.
Year Amount Year Amo un t
1895/6 628 1903/4 445
1896/7 385 1904/5 25
1897/8 ? 1905/6 145
1898/9 700 1906/7 ?
1899/0 310 1907/8 ?
1900/ 1 80 1908/9 ?
1901/2 ? 1909/ 10 ?
1902/3 ? 1910/11 4 00
1911/12 125
SOURCE : NSWCA Balance Sheets, 1895/6 to 1911/12
117. NSWCA annual report 1895/6, 8.
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Davis agreed, and after NSW defeated Victoria by 123 
runs at Melbourne in December 1895 he wrote that,
'The all-round improvement in New South Wales' batting 
is attributed largely to the spread of local cricket
and the growth of new grounds with good turf
. . .  118 wickets'.
Electorate cricket created an immediate revival of
public interest in club cricket. In a preview of the
1894/5 season the Herald noted that in the first
season of electorate cricket some of the matches
involving Glebe, Redfern and East Sydney attracted
119crowds of between 5,000 and 10,000. From 1894
to 1899 the NSWCA annual report regularly referred 
to the revival of interest in club cricket, as did the 
Australian Cricket Annual produced by J.C. Davis between 
1896 and 1898. Attendance figures were rarely published 
for club cricket mate h es but those available are 
included in Table 1.2.
In the early years matches between teams involving 
the densely populated inner suburbs of Glebe, Redfern 
and East Sydney were especially popular. In January 
1896 a match between Glebe and East Sydney drew a 
record crowd to the latter's home ground at Rushe utter's
118. Referee3 8 Jan 1896.
119. £M H , 1 Sep 1 8 94.
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Bay :
It is easily accessible by the medium of the
cable tram. The supporters of the Glebe turned
out in hundreds, and it is perhaps not far from
the truth to say that most of the five or six
thousand present hailed from the suburbs on
the western side of the city....Three four-
horse 'buses were in evidence, having brought
12 0heavy loads of passengers from the Glebe.
Three weeks later a crowd of 15,000 watched the match
12 1between Glebe and South Sydney at Wentworth Park.
While it was these inner city grounds that attracted
the largest crowds, mainly because they were within
easy walking distance, all the grounds used for electorate
cricket were serviced by trams or buses and in some 
12 2cases both.
The introduction of electorate cricket coincided with 
the emergence of a cricket star, Victor Trumper, and 
in the early 1900s his drawing power combined with the 
interest created by localisation to attract large 
crowds. Trumper came to prominance in 1899 when, after 
scoring 292 not out for NSW against Tasmania and 253 
for NSW against New Zealand at Sydney, he was a late
120. Referee, 15 Jan 1896.
121. Sunday Times, 9 Feb 1896.
Map of Sydney and suburbs showing tramlines and 
stopping places in 18 94, he 1 d in Mitchell Library.
122  .
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12 3selection for the Australian team to tour England. 
After a second tour of England in 1902 when he 
confirmed his position as the world's most attractive 
batsman, Trumper regularly drew large crowds expecting 
him to make large scores for Paddington and later
Gordon 124 In January 1903 8,000 people watched
him score 335 runs in two and three-quarter hours
12 5in a match against Redfern at Redfern Oval. Two weeks
later 5,000 went to watch him play against Sydney at
Hampden Park and the Herald exclaimed, 'The name
Trumper is an extraordinary draw card just now'.
In 1907 6,000 people went to Redfern Oval to watch
him and the same paper recorded a 'general exodus'
when lie was out for 47 in just over fifteen minutes 
12 7at the wicket. Trumper's move to Gordon CC in the
northern suburbs made no difference to his popularity
and in April 1911 10,000 went to watch him play for his
new club which, thanks mainly to Trumper's batting, was
19 8leading the competition.
123. Pollard , op. ait. 10 13
124 . Ibid. 9 1014.
125. Sunday Times, 1 Feb 1903
126 . Hj 16 Feb 1903.
127 Ibid. , 21 Jan 1907.
12 8. Sunday Times} 2 Apr 1911
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Matches began at 2.15 p . m . on Saturday afternoons,
giving enough time for Saturday workers to go home and
12 9have lunch or to meet families at the ground. It
will be seen later that electorate cricket attracted 
a broad cross-section of the public. The promise of 
seeing close contests between neighbouring suburbs 
and watching the country's best cricketers almost in 
one's own backyard drew large crowds to club matches.
Electorate cricket adapted to the growth of Sydney's
suburbs in a way that the senior club premiership had
not done. The inclusion of Leichhardt, North Sydney,
South Sydney and Waverley in the competition in 1894/5
was partly offset by the permanent withdrawal of Manly
and the temporary withdrawal of Leichhardt and Redfern
in 1895/6. " Manly withdrew because North Sydney
joined the competition in 1894/5 and at that time there
were apparently not enough good cricketers north of the
13 1harbour to warrant two first grade teams. ‘ The 
temporary withdrawal of Redfern and Leichhardt is 
probably also explained by a lack of player strength at 
that time. Also in 1895/6 Canterbury became known as 
Burwood, and the increase in the number of grounds 
available for local cricket enabled the NSWCA to 
introduce a second grade electorate competition to
129. Rules for governing local competition matches... 
1893/4-1911/12.
13 0. Ibid. , 1895/6.
131. Manly joined the second grade competition. See below.
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replace the senior club competition and junior
13 2borough cricket. The second grade competition was
contested by second eleven teams from the first grade 
clubs and by weaker clubs such as Leichhardt, Redfern 
and M a n 1 y .  ^^
In 1895/6 the term 'electorate' was dropped in favour
134of the more accurate 'local' competition. Although
the club boundaries were originally drawn along the
1880 electorate boundaries the introduction of more
clubs and the substantial redrafting of electorate
13 5boundaries in 1893 made the old term obsolete. ' There
were also large neutral areas, not covered by any club,
from which cricketers were available to play for any
1 3 Gadjacent clubs. ' Clubs took the title 'district
cricket club', and in 1906/7 the competition became
13 7officially known as the district competition.
In 1896/7 University withdrew to second grade but 
Leichhardt and Redfern rejoined the first grade competition.
132. Rules for governing local competition matches... 
1895/6.
133. Ibid., 1895/6-1911/12.
134 . Ibid. , 189 5/6.
135. Parliamentary Electorates and Elections Act, no
37 , 1 893.
136. Rules for governing local competition matches... 
1893/4-1911/12.
157. Ibid. , 1906/7 and annual meetings of clubs 
published in the press.
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In 1900 Hast Sydney and South Sydney amalgamated to 
form Sydney, possibly reflecting the shift of 
population away from the centre of the city to the 
suburbs, and Leichhardt amalgamated with Balmain, 
which had joined the second grade in 1897, to become 
known as Leichhardt-Balmain. A third grade competition 
was introduced in 1900/1 for clubs also represented 
in the first and second grades. In 1904/5 Leichhardt 
withdrew permanently from first grade but continued 
to play in second grade, leaving Balmain as the only 
first grade club in the area. University re-entered 
first grade in 1902/3, Middle Harbour and Gordon 
entered the first grade in 1905/6, reflecting the 
growth of the northern suburbs, and Petersham joined 
in 1907/8, to bring the number of first grade clubs 
to twelve. St George, from the south of Sydney, 
entered the second grade from 1896/7 to 1902/3 and 
again in 1911/12, Manly remained in second grade until 
1904/5 when it was superceded by Middle Harbour,
Randwick entered in 1897/8 and 1898/9 and again 
permanently in 1905/6, Newtown joined in 1904/5, Mosman
] 70
in 1908/9 and Marrickville in 1911/12.
Electorate cricket was a major development in the 
club competition and therefore in cricket throughout NSW. 
It replaced the old generation of cricketers and 
officials who had run the game since the 1870s with a
138. Rules for governing local competition matches... 
1896/7-1911/12. Changes in Sydney's population 
are discussed in appendix one.
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new structure allowing broader participation by groups
previously shut out from cricket. Of the 107
cricketers who competed in the 1892/3 senior club
premiership (except University players) forty-one
percent did not continue playing after electorate
139cricket was introduced. Forty percent played
electorate cricket in 1893/4 and another nineteen
percent joined in 1894/5 after it became clear that
by remaining with their old clubs in the senior club
competition they would forfeit any chance of playing 
14 0for NSW. Table 1.3 shows that players with Sydney,
Ivanhoe and Belvidere were the most willing to change 
to electorate cricket. Carlton players remained loyal 
to their club in 1893/4 but went over to electorate 
cricket in 1894/5, while Warwick and I Zingari players 
mostly retired from club cricket, although both clubs 
continued to play social cricket. University players 
generally remained with their club in the new competition, 
having not been greatly affected by the change.
Among cricketers who played for NSW electorate cricket 
was apparently very popular, although it is hard to know 
whether they left their old clubs out of a desire for
139. Tab 1e 1.3
140. Ibid.
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TABLE 1.3: PLAYERS WHO TRANSFERRED FROM SENIOR TO
ELECTORATE CLUBS.
Club* Did not Transferred Total
transfer 1893/4 1894/5
Belvidere 5 9 3 1 7
Carlton 3 4 8 15
Ivanhoe 4 10 2 16
I Z i n g a r i 1 1 5 4 20
Sydney 2 1 2 2 16
Warwick 19 3 1 23
Percentage 4 1 40 19 100
Source: Team lists publ ished in SMH3 1892 -95 .
TABLE 1.4: NON-PLAYING OFFICIALS WHO TRANSFERRED 
FROM SENIOR TO ELECTORATE CLUBS
Club* Did not 
transfer
Belvidere 1 7
Carlton 9
Ivanhoe 1 3
I Zingari 16
Sydn ey 3
Warwick 1 5
Percentage 82
Transferred Total
1893/4 1894/5
1 0 .18
1 4 14
1 0 14
3 1 20
4 1 8
0 0 1 5
1 1 7 100
Source: Lists of officials in S M H 1892-94.
Players and officials of the University CC are not 
included because they were not affected by the 
introduction of electorate cricket..
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change or a desire to remain in the selectors' eyes. In
a letter to the Herald in May 1893 Lewis Abrams claimed
that three-quarters of the NSW eleven supported electorate 
14 1cricket. Of the fifteen cricketers who played Sheffield
Shield cricket for NSW in 1892/3 ten played electorate
cricket the following year. Of the o t he r s, one w a s a
country player who remained in Maitland, one was from
14 2University, and three were Carlton players.
Among non-playing officials the percentage of retirements 
was double that of the players. Table 1.4 shows that 
eighty-two percent of non-playing officials did not continue 
in the game after electorate cricket was introduced.
Only eleven percent joined the electorate clubs in 1893/4 
while a further seven percent, mostly Carlton officials, 
joined in 1894/5. This discrepancy is easily explained. 
Players who wanted the chance to play for NSW or 
Australia had to remain involved in the highest level of 
club competition, but most of the old officials had no such 
ambitions. They remained active with their clubs largely 
out of fraternal spirit and attachment to the old clubs.
If their clubs were no longer involved in senior club 
cricket then they had no reason to remain involved with 
it either.
14 1. S'AH, 17 May 1893.
142. Calculated from team lists appearing in the Referee 
and SUE.
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Of the sixteen non-playing officials who transferred to
electorate clubs nine became vice-presidents, a mainly honorary
position, the chief purpose of which was to raise additional
14 3revenue for clubs. Another was the Governor of NSW w h o
had been the patron of I Zingari and became the patron of
East Sydney CC. The other six made significant contributions
to cricket at all levels over the next two decades. J.C.
Neild, a colonial and later federal parliamentarian, was
an active member of Paddington CC until 1911, first as
president and later as patron. In 1906 he supported the
players in their dispute with the newly formed Board of
Control, Australia's national cricket body formed in 1905,
and organised a Citizens' Committee on behalf of their
cause. Lewis Abrams remained with the Glebe CC and later
took up the cause of electorate football as secretary of
the local football club. He was also on the executive
committee of the NSWCA, and later treasurer and vice-
president of the Metropolitan Branch of the NSW Rugby
Football Union, which ran club rugby in Sydney. Edward
Briscoe remained with Carlton in 1893/4 but became
treasurer of South Sydney in 1894. John Po.rtus remained
honorary secretary of the NSWCA until 1895 when he
became a vice-president. He was also an active committee-
144man with Paddington. Frank Downes and C.C. Ryrie
143. See below.
144. Information drawn from reports of annual meetings of 
clubs published in the press.
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were also active committeemen with their respective local
i , 145clubs.
The retirement of forty percent of the players and the
increase in the number of clubs under electorate cricket
provided opportunities for many new players. Most of the
old senior clubs had only one team, so that the city's best
grounds and wickets were reserved for less than one hundred
cricketers. Under electorate cricket there were more clubs
and more good wickets to play on. Junior cricketers had
to play on low standard matting or asphalt wickets, but
the introduction of second and third grade local
competitions enabled these cricketers to play on grass
14 6wickets at suburban grounds. By 1907/8 there were
twelve first grade, seventeen second grade and fourteen 
third grade clubs, providing opportunities for nearly 
five hundred cricketers to play on grass wickets each 
Saturday. ^  ^
Electorate cricket also allowed new officials to become 
involved with the NSWCA. Two of the most dedicated of 
these new officials were George Barbour who joined Canterbury, 
later Burwood CC, and William McElhone who joined East
145. Information drawn from reports of annual meetings 
14 6. Speer in, op. ait.
Rules for governing local competition matches... 
1907/8.
14 7.
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14 8Sydney, later Sydney CC. Both went on to become chairmen
14 9of the Board of Control.
The success of electorate cricket in Sydney prompted 
other Australian cities to follow the example. In 1897 
the N S W C A reported:
The remarkable success attending the localisation
of our Club Cricket has commanded attention
throughout the whole of Australasia, and it is
exceedingly pleasing to note that in the effort
to increase interest in the game, the Associations
of South Australia, Victoria and Queens land...have...
taken steps towards introducing the system...
Electorate cricket was introduced in Adelaide and Brisbane
in 1897, as was electorate football in Adelaide. ^  ^ Cricket
and football were already localised in Melbourne but in
1906 Melbourne introduced strict residential
15 2qualifications for club cricketers. However, the most
important precedent created by electorate cricket was
for the introduction of electorate rugby in Sydney in 1900.
14 8. I n f o r m a t i o n  d r a w n  f r o m  r e p o r t s o f  a n n u a l  m e e t ! n g s  .
149 . B o a r d  o f  C o n t r o l  m i n u t e s ,  9 A u g 1 9 0 7 $ 13 O c t 19 11
150. N S W C A  a n n u a l  r e p o r t  1 8 9 6 / 7 7 -
15 1. R e f e r e e , 5 M a y  1 89 7 a n d  SV! H 3 1 1 M a y 1 8 97 .
152. A u s t r a l a s i a n , 2 2 £ 29 S e p t 19 0 6
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CHAPTER TWO
CLUB FOOTBALL BEFORE 1900
In the early 1880s it was unclear whether rugby or 
Australian rules would become the dominant football code in 
Sydney or whether the two might manage to co-exist.  ^
Melbourne and Adelaide played Australian rules but in 
Sydney both codes were popular. There was no organised 
football in any other Australasian colony. By 1890 
Australian rules was dominant in Victoria, South Australia, 
Tasmania and Western Australia, while rugby held sway in 
NSW, New Zealand and Queensland. To understand why 
Australian rules did not take off in Sydney it is necessary 
to examine the relative strength of the two codes there 
in the 1880s.
Rugby was a product of the English public schools, its
rules being formalised by the formation of the English Rugby
2Football Union in 1871.“ The first rugby club in Sydney 
was formed by the University in 1864. It was followed 
by Wallaroo Football Club (FC) in 1870 and by 1873 others 
had been formed at Burwood and St Leonards, and by a group 
calling themselves the Waratahs. King’s School., Newington
1. When professional rugby began in Sydney in 1907 it 
was called rugby league, to distinguish it from the 
amateur rugby union. Before 1907 the game was known 
simply as rugby.
2. E. Dunning § K. Sheard, Barbarians gentlemen and
players : a sociological study of the development
of rugby football^ Canberra 1979, 46-99.
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College and Camden College also had teams.' In July
1874 the leading clubs formed the Southern Rugby Football
Union (SRFU), and adopted the rules of the English Rugby
Football Union. At the inaugural meeting of the SRFU
reference was made to the success of the NSWCA in
organising cricket and this association was used as a model
4for the new body. Under the control of the SRFU, rugby 
quickly developed in Sydney and the country. Many new 
clubs were formed and a regular competition was organised 
in Sydney. The first annual report of the SRFU referred 
to the 'rapid progress' being made by rugby in NSW. It 
noted that the game was established in 'all the chief 
schools', and that the number of clubs had increased from 
five to twelve.J A year later the Town and Country Journal 
said rugby, 'week after week, seems to be increasing in 
popularity'
Rugby was a slow game and, although kicking and passing 
were encouraged, frequently became bogged down in
5. Town and Country Journal, 20 June fj 1 Aug 1 874, and
W.M.M. Arnold, 'Football in New South Wales: the
development of the rugby game', Old Times, July 1903, 
296-9. A foundation member of the Wallaroo FC 
Arnold's claim that his club was the first to be formed 
is wrong. His reference to Calder House Club is not 
supported elsewhere and I assume that he meant the 
Camden College Club.
4. Town and Country Journal, 1 Aug 1874.
5. SRFU annual report 1874, Town and Country Journal, 1 
May 1875.
6. Town and Country Journal, 19 Aug 1876.
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numerous rucks and scrimmages, with players piling on 
top of each other to try and take the ball. The style 
of rugby played in Sydney in the 1860s and 1870s was 
probably like that described in Tom Brown's schooldays, 
in 1857:
There stands the School- house praeposter, safest 
of goal-keepers, and Tom Brown by his side.... 
and the two rush together, and throw themselves on 
the ball, under the very feet of the advancing 
column...Over them topple the leaders of the 
rush, shooting over the back of the praeposter, 
but falling flat on Tom... 'Our ball', says the 
praeposter, rising with his prize; 'but get up 
there, there's a little fellow under you.' They 
are hauled and roll off him, and Tom is discovered 
a motionless body.^
The game of Australian rules was evolved in Melbourne in 
1858 by cricketers who wanted to keep fit during the 
winter but were worried about injuring themselves playing 
rugby on hard Melbourne grounds. The game concentrated 
on kicking and passing and eliminated many of the rougher 
elements of rugby. The result was a fast open style of
g
football. Richard Twopenny, an English born journalist, 
played both codes and thought Australian rules was a much
7. T. Hughes, Tom Brown's schooldays, London 1979 (1857),
90-2 .
8. L. Sandcrcock T. Turner, Up where Cazaly? the great
Australian game, Sydney 1981, 16-30.
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more 'stylish' game:
A good football match in Melbourne is one of the
sights of the world. ...The quality of the play
...is much superior to anything the best English
clubs can produce....there is much more ’style1
9about the play.
Twopeny was writing in 1883 but his view must have had 
some truth in the 1870s.
In 1881 282,000 people lived in Melbourne and 225,000
lived in Sydney but the disparity between the popularity 
of football in both cities was much greater.  ^ According 
to Twopenny Melbourne had eight times as many clubs 
as Sydney, the biggest Melbourne crowds were three 
times as large as Sydney's biggest, and about ten times 
as many people watched football each Saturday in Melbourne 
as in Sydney. Most importantly, reflecting the relative 
quality of both codes, people in Melbourne were prepared 
to pay to see their football but people in Sydney were not. 
The sixpence entry charged at Melbourne games produced 
larger receipts than intercolonial cricket matches.^ 
Melbourne football was played on well maintained suburban 
grounds but in Sydney rugby used unenclosed areas such
9. R. Twopeny Town life in Australia3 Melbourne 1977 
(1883), 207-8 .
10. A.M. Laughton, Victorian yearbook 1912, Melbourne 
1913, 213.
11. Twopeny op. cit., 207.
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as Moore Park, Parramatta Park and the Domain.
Spectators often spilled onto the field causing disruptions
to play, such as happened at a match between Waratah and
Wallaroo on Moore Park in 1876: '...although a policeman
was on the park, the spectators encroached a great deal
on the ground marked off for the players, and in a great
1 2measure interfered with the game'.
Australian rules was introduced to Sydney in 1877 when
the Waratah club invited one of Melbourne's leading
clubs, Carlton, to play two matches; one under rugby
1 3rules and one under Australian rules. The Waratah
invitation was made because of unhappiness with the style 
of rugby being played at that time. By inviting Carlton 
to Sydney Waratah probably hoped to show the unattractive­
ness of rugby by providing a direct comparison with the 
faster and more open Australian game. On Saturday 23 
June between 2,500 and 3,000 spectators paid one shilling 
each to see Waratah beat Carlton under rugby rules at 
the Albert Cricket Ground. The following Monday a smaller 
crowd gathered to see Carlton win the match under 
Australian rules. The Town and Country Journal's football
12. Town and Country Journal, 19 Aug 1876.
13. Annual report of the NSW FA 1881, Sydney tail, 22 Apr 
1882 and Sandercock 8 Turner, op. oit., 44. Carlton 
was named after the Melbourne suburb.
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writer was impressed with Australian rules and thought it
1 4'really worth going a long way to see'. He could have
done so twelve months later when Waratah visited Melbourne. 
Nearly 8,000 people saw Carlton hold the Sydney team to a 
draw under rugby rules at the MCG and in the return match 
6,000 people saw Waratah beaten but not disgraced under 
Australian rules. ^
I would suggest three reasons why Australian rules was not 
played in Sydney until 1877. Firstly, Australian rules 
evolved in Melbourne because cricketers did not want to 
suffer injuries playing rugby on hard grounds. Sydney's 
annual rainfall was twice that of Melbourne and Sydney 
averaged twenty more wet days per year than did Melbourne. 
In Sydney conditions were more like those in England than 
they were in Melbourne; the grounds were much softer so 
this reason for changing the style of football was not so 
pressing.
14. Town and Country Journal, 30 June 1877.
15 . Ibid., 6 July 1 8 78.
16. T.A. Coghlan, The wealth and progress of New South 
Wales 1890-1, Sydney 1891, 60 and H.H. Hayter,
Victorian yearbook 1880-1, Melbourne 1881, 277.
Between 1859 and 1890 Sydney's annual rainfall 
was forty-nine inches and there were an average 
of 154 wet days each year. Between 1864 and 
1880 Melbourne averaged twenty-six inches of 
rain each year, with 130 wet days.
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A second reason why Australian rules took so long to
reach Sydney is possibly that, although it was very popular
in Melbourne, it might not have been particularly well-
known in Sydney. There was little mention of Melbourne
1 7football in the Sydney press during the 1870s. A
third factor was that the founders of the SRFU played
rugby because that was the game they had learned at school,
and it no doubt mattered little to them whether others
found it an appeailing spectacle. The leading figures
in the formation of the SRFU were John Calvert and two
brothers, Richard and William (Monty) Arnold. Calvert,
president of the SRFU from 1874 and 1915, was clerk of
the parliaments and clerk of the Legislative Council from
1871 to 1914. The son of Thomas Calvert, warden and dean
of Manchester Cathedral and professor of divinity at
Cambridge University, John Calvert was educated at Shrewsbury
School and Oxford University before arriving in Australia 
1 8in 1853. ' The Arnolds were the sons of William Arnold,
speaker of the NSW Legislative Assembly. Richard Arnold
was educated at Rugby School in England, though no relation
to its famous headmaster, Thomas Arnold. It is not clear
where Monty Arnold was educated though, like his brother,
he joined the NSW parliamentary staff, Richard going on to
1 9become the clerk of the Legislative Assembly in 1904.
17. See SJ H, and Town and Country Journal.
18. J .R. Stevenson, 'John Jackson Calvert',
Australian dictionary of biography, vol. 3, Melbourne 
1969, 333-4 .
19. G.N. Hawker, 'Richard Aldous Arnold', Australian 
dictionary of biography, vol. 7, Melbourne 1979, 99.
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It is unlikely that any of these men would have taken up
2 0the colonial game in preference to rugby. Even the
SRFU's name indicates its allegiance to the English Rugby 
Football Union; it was simply the southern offshoot of 
the English body.
Encouraged by the success of the Waratah and Carlton
matches the Victorian Football Association (VFA), which
had been formed to control Melbourne football in 1877,
suggested to the SRFU that regular intercolonial matches
be inaugurated, starting in 1879. However, the SRFU
refused, pleading that there was no ground in Sydney
suitable 'for matches of so great interest'. This
was simply an excuse. The NSWCA offered the SRFU use of
the SCG but the playing area needed top-dressing and the
ground would only be available at certain times. This was
not 'convenient' for the SRFU, which clearly did not want
2 2to play the match, and the proposal was abandoned.“
Richard Arnold gave more detailed reasons for not playing 
the match when he addressed the annual meeting of the SRFU 
in 1880. He thought it was 'almost frivolous' to play 
intercolonial matches because the rules were so different.
To alternate the rules for each match would be unsatisfactory
20. Sandercock 5 Turner, op. ait., 22-3, note that Thomas
Wills who was credited with having invented Australian 
rules also attended Rugby School.
21. Sydney Mail, 8 May 1880.
2 2 . Ibid.
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because each colony would win at its own rules. Arnold
said he had received letters from New Zealand and thought
that intercolonial rugby matches would be arranged
with that colony. He noted that rugby had become very
popular in New Zealand despite attempts to introduce
2 3Australian rules there.
The second series of matches between Waratah and Carlton, 
when Carlton forced a draw under rugby rules and the 
Australian rules match was closely contested, indicates 
that the problem of the different rules was not insurmountable. 
But the SRFU was not interested in any compromise. Rather 
than play intercolonial matches against Victoria the 
SRFU appeared more interested in rugby intercolonials 
against New Zealand.
The decision not to play intercolonial football matehes 
with Victoria, on top of a growing dissatisfaction with 
the style of rugby, encouraged the supporters of Australian 
rules in Sydney to organise separately. In June 1880 
G.A. Crisp, a Woo 11ahra resident whose background is 
unknown, held a meeting to form a club in his locality.
Crisp believed that the members of the new club would 
play Australian rules amongst themselves initially, 
but as the code attracted converts he hoped that other 
clubs would be formed. The meeting was very well attended 
and according to 'Leather-stocking' the Sydney V ail's
23. Ibid.
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football writer and a keen supporter of Australian
rules, this was a clear indication of the dissatisfaction
with rugby among Sydney footballers:
It is pretty well under stood...that there are
scores of footballers...who play the Rugby
game under protest as it were, and who would
gladly welcome a radical change in the present
24method of playing football.
A week later over one hundred footballers met at Hook's
Freemasons' Hotel in York Street Sydney, and formed
the NSW Football Association (NSW FA), to play under the
2 5rules of the VFA. The president of the NSW FA was
Philip Sheridan, the Irish born manager of the SCG. The
honorary secretary was Charles Beal, a Sydney born
solicitor educated at Sydney Grammar School, who later
managed the 1882 and 1888 Australian cricket teams to
England. The vice-presidents included Henry Hook, the
owner of the Freemasons' Hotel, and James Toohey, a
2 6wealthy brewer.
The character of the NSW FA, with its Irish born president 
and native born secretary, contrasted with that of the
24. Ibid. , 26 June 1880.
25. 34H y 1 July 1880.
26. Ibid., 8 July 1880, J. Pollard, Australian cricket :
the game and the players, Sydney 1 982, .3 7 5 5 904,
Cricket : a weekly record of the game, 28 Sept 1882,
and G.P. Walsh, 'Ja m e s Matthe w T o o h e y ' ,
Australian dictionary of biography, vol. 6, Melbourne 
1976, 284-5.
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SRFU. In a letter to the Herald in July 1880, F. Lyons
Weiss, a teacher at the Moore Park Modern High School,
and committee member of the NSWFA, said that in adopting
the Victorian rules the NSWFA was doing NSW a service
because 'games such as football have been no unimportant
factors in extending the British Empire in Australia, and
in making the word Briton almost synonymous with skill,
2 7endurance, honour, and pluck'. However, at a meeting
to form an association to play under English Association 
rules in August 1880, a move warmly supported by senior 
rugby officials, Weiss' was the only dissenting voice. 
While averring that he had as much respect for British 
institutions as anyone else, he believed that:
as the colonies in many matters, political and 
social, had struck out a path for themselves, he 
did not see why the same line of conduct should 
not be adopted in the game of football'.
He believed that people in NSW were 'quite as capable of
2 8judging the merits of the game as they were in England'.“'
Richard Arnold supported the introduction of English 
Association football, believing that regular soccer 
practice would help to improve the skills of rugby 
players. Weiss' call for footballers to 'strike out a
27. 34H, 2 1 July 1 880.
28. Sydney Hail, 7 Aug 1880.
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path for themselves' was taken by rugby supporters as an
assault on British institutions and 'nearly drove the
2 9Rugbyites to the refreshment bar'.
Within a fortnight of the NSW FA being formed the SRFU
met to discuss the challenge. Realising that rugby's
popularity had been materially interfered with by 'a
pertinacity...in adhering to the tight scrimmages',
members agreed that the game should be more open and
that penal clauses should be introduced to ensure this.
G.C. Waldron, of the University club, said that
these changes had been hurried along by the formation of
the NSW FA, but asserted that the new body represented only
a 'comparatively small clique' and was not representative
3 0of opinion among footballers.
If anything it was the SRFU that was run by a 'small 
clique', namely the Wallaroo club, formed by the Arnold 
brothers. Late in the 1880 football season Waratah played 
an exhibition match under Australian rules on Moore 
Park. When the NSWFA proposed to bring Melbourne to 
Sydney in 1881 for a series of exhibition matches, the 
SRFU prohibited any of its members from playing Australian
29. Ibid.
30. 14H3 14 July 1880.
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rules. 'Leatherstocking' sarcastically declared: 'how meekly
Rugbyites follow their leader [the Wallaroo club], and
how terribly afraid they are of the 'marsupial' element
„ 31of the Union'. Just as Carlton dominated the NSWCA
before the introduction of electorate cricket, so 
Wallaroo, in the shape of Richard and Monty Arnold, 
dominated rugby in NSW until the introduction of electorate 
football in 1900.
Between 1881 and 1890 the rival codes co-existed in
Sydney. However, the aggressive attitude of the SRFU
ensured that one side must take the ascendancy. At the
start of the 1881 season there were two Australian rules
clubs in Sydney, Sydney and East Sydney. Another club
at Maitland, about one hundred miles north of Sydney,
competed regularly against the Sydney teams. Late in 1881
a club was formed at Petersham and in May 1882 the
Waratah club formally changed its allegiance from
3 2rugby to Australian rules. Between 1874 and 1880 the
number of clubs affiliated with the SRFU increased from
eight to thirty; fifteen in Sydney and fifteen in the 
3 3country. The creation of strong clubs was important
31. Sydney Mail, 7 May 1881.
32. Ibid, j 22 Apr § 13 May 1882. Although Waratah had 
played in the first matches against Carlton the club 
did not officially turn to Australian rules until 
May 1882.
33. Sydney I ail, 7 May 1881.
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for the future of both codes, but an equally important 
development was the inauguration of intercolonial 
competitions. To be financially successful, intercolonial 
football required well appointed, enclosed grounds and 
in this respect Australian rules had an advantage, because 
the president of the NSWFA was the manager of Sydney's 
only enclosed ground.
In July 1880 W.H. Fletcher, the honorary secretary of the
SRFU,comp 1ained in a letter to the Herald : 'When we have
an enclosed ground intercolonial matches will very soon
follow: at present the Association Ground is closed
34to football'.’ It will be remembered that the SCG had 
been offered for the intercolonial match proposed by the 
VFA, but rejected by the SRFU. Certainly no club rugby 
was played on the ground, possibly because the trustees 
thought regular matches might damage the cricket wicket, 
but as the SRFU had made no effort to inaugurate
intercolonial matches it could not blame the trustees for 
tiie lack of matches.
Early in 1881 the SCG trustees announced that the ground 
would be available for any intercolonial matches, and when 
the NSWFA organised two matches with the VFA it gained 
access to the ground, not only for the intercolonials, 
but also for all club matches. The first intercolonial 
match was played in Melbourne and won by the home side, 
partly because of the Victorians' superior skill and
34. SMH, 26 July 1880.
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partly because the SRFU ban prevented some of Sydney's
best footballers from playing under Australian rules. On
6 August 5,000 paid to see the return match at Sydney
3 Swhen NSW was again soundly thrashed. The Melbourne
PC also sent a team to Sydney to play three matches 
against Sydney teams in 1881, but these and local club 
matches were poorly attended by comparison with the rugby 
matches most of which were played on the adjacent Moore 
Park . Part of the reason for this was that Sydney­
siders were not used to paying to see their football,
but according to 'Leatherstocking' the Australian rules
3 7matches were poorly managed and not well advertised.
With sole use of the only enclosed ground the NSWFA appeared 
to have stolen a lead over rugby. Large paying crowds 
could have placed it on a sound financial footing to 
develop the game in Sydney, but bad management prevented 
the NSWFA from grasping the initiative.
After being beaten to organising intercolonial matches 
by the NSWFA the SRFU brought a Queensland team to Sydney 
in 1882 and later in the season sent a NSW team to New
35. Sydney Vail, 13 Aug 1881.
36. See Sydney 1 a i l in July 1881 for comparison of 
crowds at rugby and Australian rules matches.
37. Sydney Vail, 1 $ 20 Oct 1881.
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3 8Zealand.^' During the 1870s Australian rules was
favoured in Queensland but the SRFU was keen to claim
the colony for rugby and bore the expense of bringing
39the first Queensland team to Sydney. ' The SRFU was
able to use the SCG for the first time for the matches
against Queensland but crowds were considerably smaller
than they had been for the inaugural Australian rules
4 0intercolonial in 1881. The important difference 
between the codes was that while the NSW and Victoria 
match of 1881 was an isolated event, the NSW and 
Queensland match began an unbroken tradition of matches 
between the two colonies, with matches alternating 
between Sydney and Brisbane.
Table 2.1 shows the increase in attendances at matches 
between NSW and visiting international and intercolonial 
teams between 1882 and 1889. It also shows the decline 
of interest in Australian rules matches and the deterioration 
in the quality of intercolonial matehes provided by the 
NSWFA.
Two other developments contributed to a growth in the 
popularity of rugby at this time. Firstly, the rule 
changes and introduction of penalties to reduce scrimmaging
3 8. Ibid. , 12 Aug, 3 8 16 Sept, $ 4 Nov 1 8 82.
39. Ibid. , 12 Aug 1882 and M . Baldwin (ed) , The Queensland 
rugby union annual for 18993 Brisbane 1899, 61.
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began to produce a faster, more open, and therefore 
more appealing spectacle. Secondly, the presentation of 
a challenge cup for club rugby encouraged greater public 
interest, as similar trophies had done in club cricket 
in the 1870s. The Gardiner Cup was presented by W .
Gardiner of Gardiner and Co., a firm of Sydney warehouse­
men. When Gardiner had first offered the cup he was in 
fngland and unaware of the existence of the two rival 
football associations. As a result there was some 
discussion as to whether the trophy should go to clubs
with the SRFU or the NSWFA. However, as the cup bore the
4 1cast of a rugby scrimmage it went to the former. The
Gardiner Cup was the main trophy for club rugby between
1883 and 1889 and in the first season, the increased
competition together with the more open play, encouraged
4 2crowds of up to 6,000 to watch matches on Moore Park.
In 1884 the government allowed the RAS to charge admission 
to its ground and this provided a second fully enclosed 
ground for rugby in Sydney. However, the greatest stimulus 
to the development of rugby in the early 1880s was simply 
the challenge of the rival code. In June 1882 
'Leatherstocking' observed that the rugby in NSW: 
might have gone on for years in the same 
humdrum style had it not been for the competition 
which was started by the formation of the New
41. See above and Sydney Mail, 2 May, 8 July § 2 Sept
1882, 5 May $ 2 June 1883.
42. See reports of matches in ibid., 1883-1889.
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South Wales Football Association...Started 
in opposition to the...Southern Rugby Union, it 
has opened the eyes of the union to the danger 
of permitting an active rivalry, and the result 
has been that Rugby adherents, finding their
pet game menaced, have shown more vigour lately
, . . , 43than was ever anticipated.
The size of crowds was not the only indication of how 
popular football was. Intercolonial cricket matches had 
always received wide newspaper coverage, with discussions 
of probable teams for some weeks before a match and then 
detailed descriptions of the play. Several thousand 
people might attend a cricket match against Victoria 
but many more read the details in the newspaper and probably 
very few Sydney-siders were unfamiliar with the progress 
of a match. So it was with football in the 1880s.
Although reporting was limited in the early eighties it 
increased rapidly with the introduction of intercolonials 
and greater interest in club matches. Both Australian 
rules and rugby were well covered and if the amount of 
press coverage is any guide to each code's popularity 
then throughout the decade they were perhaps equally 
popular.
In 1888 the first English football team visited Australia 
and played both codes of football. Despite the intransigence
43. Ibid., 10 .June 1 882.
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of the SRFU one is struck by the apparent interchangeability
of rugby and Australian rules during the 1880s. In 1881
a proposal to send an Australian team to England,
comprising nine players from NSW, eight from Victoria and
three from New Zealand, was abandoned when the Victorian
contingent withdrew. A proposal that an English team
4 4should visit Australia in 1886 was also abandoned.
It is not clear whether, with eight Victorians, the proposed 
1881 Australian team was going to play rugby or Australian 
rules or a composite of both codes, while it was in 
England. It is unlikely that the English Rugby Union 
would have condoned any sweeping changes to the rules of 
rugby, and possibly the Victorians withdrew because they 
did not want to play rugby. 'Censor', who replaced 
'Leatherstocking' as the Sydney bait's football critic, 
expected the 1886 English team to play both games, so 
perhaps the English Rugby Union was willing to try the 
Australian game. 'Censor' expected the tour to be a 
great success, especially in Melbourne:
The meeting of an English and an Australian 
team at the Australian game in Melbourne would 
draw one of the largest crowds ever seen at any 
outdoor celebration in the sports-loving 
metropolis.^
44 .
4 5 .
Ibid., 23 Apr, 7 f, 14 May 1881, 6 8 Aug 188S.
Ibid., 8 Aug 1885.
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The 1888 English team fulfilled 'Censor's' predictions. 
After winning its two opening games against NSW at 
Sydney under rugby rules, the second before a crowd of
4 67,000, the English footballers travelled to Melbourne.
25,000 saw Carlton beat the tourists at the MCG under
Australian rules, and a week later 10,000 saw South
4 7Melbourne beat them as well. Of the twenty-eight games
played by the English footballers sixteen were under
Australian rules against Victorian and South Australian 
4 8sides. Although soundly beaten by the leading Melbourne
teams the English won five matches under Australian rules, 
against Port Melbourne, Horsham, Ballarat, Sandhurst 
and Kyneton.
Shortly after their arrival in Sydney the English team
agreed to play a match against NSW under Australian
rules but upon its return to Sydney someone told the
4 9NSW FA that it would not. ~ Presumably the team, sent 
under the auspices of the English Rugby Union, bowed to 
pressure from the SRFU which, especially after tine success 
of the English teams tour of Victoria and South Australia, 
did not want to encourage the rival code in Sydney.
46 . Table 2.1.
4 7 . Sydney I ail 3 23 $ 30 June 1888
48 . Ibid. , 18 Aug 1 888.
49 . Ibid. , 11 Aug 1 888.
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T h e visit of the English footballers in 1888 provided 
both hope and despair for the supporters of Australian 
rules. The willingness of the Englishmen to play the 
game in South Australia and Victoria and their apparently 
easy transition to Australian rules as shown by their five 
wins, gave hope that the game might be taken up inter­
nationally. On the other hand, the disparity between 
attendances at football matches in Sydney and 
Melbourne was highlighted by the English matches. That 
25,000 watched a match in Melbourne while Sydney could 
muster only 7,000 for an international match under rugby 
rules is an important consideration of which more will 
be said shortly. Furthermore, that rugby authorities were 
able to convince the tourists that they should not play 
Australian rules in Sydney suggests that rugby was 
accepted, at least by some, as the natural game in 
Sydney, just as Australian rules was the natural game in 
Melbourne and Adelaide. This conclusion is reinforced 
by events in the following season.
In 1889 a Maori team visited Sydney and although they 
played rugby in New Zealand and against NSW, they also 
played an Australian rules match in Sydney. The Maoris' 
two matches against NSW under rugby rules were both 
watched by crowds of 7-8,000. The game against NSW 
under Australian rules was watched by a crowd described 
by the Referee as 'very fair' but it must have been less 
than those which watched the rugby matches.'1*^ When
50. Table 2.1
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the Melbourne club Port Melbourne played NSW under
Australian rules later in the season only 800 were
there. The visit of the English team to Melbourne
in 1888 as well as introducing the tourists to the
colonial game, sparked interest in rugby in Melbourne.
The Victorian Rugby Union was formed and in 1889 a
Victorian rugby team played two matches against NSW in
5 2Sydney, the first watched by a crowd of 3,500. If
crowd attendance is any guide, Sydney's public was also 
beginning to think that the city's natural game was 
rugby.
However, one must be careful about drawing such conclusions
from the evidence of one or two matches. At the start of
the 1889 season, Andy Flanagan, a supporter of the Carlton
club in Melbourne who had moved to Sydney and accepted
the position of vice-president of the NSWFA, donated
a cup to be played for by the senior Australian rules
5 3clubs in Sydney. Like other challenge cups before it
in cricket and rugby the Flanagan Cup generated considerable
public interest. In July 1891 the match between Sydney
and West Sydney attracted 5,000 and a month later 6,000
5 4saw the final match between West Sydney and Waratah.
5 1 . Ibid.
52. Referee, 17 & 24 July 1 889.
53. Ibid., 5 June 1889
54. Stf//, 6 July § 10 Aug 1891.
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According to the Herald these matches 'created a vast
5 5amount of interest among the general public'.
Unfortunately for the NSWFA the matches were
all played on Moore Park, so it could not reap any
financial benefit by charging spectators. This was
probably the reason for the large crowds in the first
place though. By then most of the important club rugby
matches were played on the SCG and RAS ground. The
reason the Flanagan Cup matches were played on Moore
Park was that Philip Sheridan stood down as president of
5 6the NSWFA in 1890. Whether this was because of some
personal disagreement with other members of the NSWFA 
is unclear, but after 1890 the SRFU had a virtual 
monopoly on the SCG during the winter. On the rare 
occasions that Flanagan Cup matches were played on the 
RAS ground attendances were disappointing.^^
In the early 1890s public interest in rugby developed 
rapidly but over the same period Australian rules 
disappeared completely. In April 1894 the racy sporting 
and political gossip weekly the Bird O' Freedom3 asked, 
'What has become of the Australian game of football in 
Sydney' and at the end of 1895 the only Australian rules
55. Ibid. 3 6 July 1891.
56. SMH, 10 Apr 1890.
57. Ibid., 25 July 1892.
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clubs in NSW were in Riverina, Albury and Wagga, 
regions of southern NSW which were economically and 
culturally dependent on Melbourne rather than Sydney.
Bad luck, poor management, squabbling between clubs, the 
loss of the enclosed ground, the lack of success of the 
NSW team, and a failure to develop a strong junior 
competition all contributed to the disappearance of 
Australian rules from Sydney.
In what appeared to be a concerted effort to increase the
interest in Australian rules, the NSW FA brought Carlton,
South Melbourne and Tasmanian teams to Sydney in 1890.
Unfortunately the matches between NSW and Carlton, and
between South Melbourne and Carlton were abandoned
5 9because of heavy rain. Poor weather cost the NSW FA
dearly and when it lost the use of the SCG the following 
season it lost all hope of raising enough revenue to 
continue organising football.
The Flanagan Cup was popular with non-paying spectators, 
but it was also the source of ill-feeling between a number 
of competing clubs. The Cup was the first formal competition 
for Sydney Australian rules clubs which appear until 
then to have played simply for the enjoyment. Some 
clubs did not respond well to this new competitive 
element. In the 1891 final West Sydney beat Waratah,
58. Bird 0 1 Freedom, 12 Apr 1 894 and SAU, 4 Apr 1903.
59. SAH, 2 7 5 3 0 duly 1890.
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aided by some players from the East Sydney club.
Waratah was understandably upset by this but they would 
have been pleased in the following season when the same 
ploy cost West Sydney the final. In a match against 
Sydney, West Sydney played a man who was ineligible and 
was therefore disqualified. Rather than win the cup by 
default Sydney chose to play a final but West Sydney 
failed to field a team. Sydney was therefore awarded 
the premiership, much to the chagrin of West Sydney which 
believed it had won the earlier match fairly.^ In 1893 
the annual report of the NSW FA declared that 1892 was 
the most disastrous year in its history. The 'petty 
jealousies' of 1891 had been followed by 'a keener and 
more bitter form of antagonism'. The report concluded 
t h a t  :
Although the year 1891 was painfully disastrous
to the progress of the game, yet it remained for
the close of 1892 to almost crush it out of 
62existence.
Apathy and bad management of the NSW FA combined with the 
bitterness between clubs to bring about a decline 
in membership. In May 1893 there were not even enough 
clubs to carry on the club competition 'in a satisfactory 
manner' and 'owing to the disorganised state of the
60. Refere e, 3 1 Aug 1 892.
61. SAH, 9 May 1 893.
62 . Ibid.
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association' and the disbanding of a number of clubs
'circumstances did not warrant the arranging of
6 3intercolonial matches'. " The cessation of intercolonial 
matches and visits by Melbourne and Adelaide clubs 
was the worst thing that could have happened. Support 
for Australian rules in Sydney did not justify the 
continuation only of the club competition. If the public 
was to take an interest in Australian rules regular 
intercolonial mat dies were essential. Without them the 
game had no future in Sydney.
Finally Australian rules did not attract talented players
in Sydney, and the standard of play remained much lower
than that of Victoria and South Australia. Apart from
a success against Queensland, the NSW team was unable
to come close to winning any intercolonial matches.
This was partly due to the SRFU's ban preventing rugby
players from playing Australian rules, but also resulted
from the failure to develop a strong junior competition.
In 1886 'Censor' had noted that 'The pick of our young
men - those who would make grand players at the Australian
64game - fight under the Rugby banner'. The only schools
playing Australian rules were the Catholic private 
schools St Joseph's and St Ignatius. In 1886 the St
63. Ibid.
64. Sydney Mai l , 3 July 1886
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Ignatius School Annual reported that Australian rules 
was played in accordance with the wishes of the Rector.^ 
Presumably the priests of St Ignatius and the brothers 
at St Joseph's were more itinerant than their counterparts 
in the Protestant schools and many, having come into 
contact with Australian rules while serving in Melbourne, 
preferred the colonial game to rugby. Possibly those 
priests coming straight from Ireland also preferred 
Australian rules because of its apparent affinity with 
Gaelic football.
Possibly because there were not many junior teams in 
Sydney, St Joseph's and St Ignatius both joined the 
senior competition for the Flanagan Cup in 1890.^^ St 
Joseph's entered the junior competition when it began 
in 1892 but St Ignatius remained in the competition 
for the Flanagan Cup, despite pressure from the SRFU to 
turn to r u g b y . ^  In 1892 St Ignatius abandoned 
Australian rules but it is not clear whether this was 
because of pressure from the SRFU or from the boys, 
who might have been tired of competing against adults 
in the senior competition. The school's annual reported
65. Our Alma '4 at er, 188 6, 6.
66. Teams in each competition appeared regularly in 
the SMH.
67. S4 H, 14 Apr 1891, reported that in spite of what had
been said at the annual meeting of the SRFU only 
Australian rules would be played at St Ignatius in 
1891.
simply in 1893 that 'After some deliberation the Superiors 
consented that the boys should change from Australian 
rules to rugby'. ^
Without a strong junior competition the NSWFA could not
develop a lasting competition, and without regular
matches against more skilful teams the senior sides
were unable to improve their play. The visit of strong
teams only once or twice each season simply resulted in
the humiliation of the NSW team. By comparison,
rugby had a flourishing junior competition. All the major
Protestant private schools and state schools played
rugby and by 1890 Sydney had two junior competitions
69as well as the senior club competition. Regular
visits by Queensland and New Zealand teams provided
intercolonial rivalry, and although NSW was sometimes
too weak to compete against powerful New Zealand
sides it maintained its ascendancy over visiting Queensland 
7 0teams. Most importantly the 1888 English tour was
the first of what J.C. Davis later called sights
7 1'matchless in athletic sport': contests against England.
68. Our alma mater 1893, 132.
69. See below.
70. Results of all matches appeared in the NSWRFU annual 
from 1892 onwards.
71. J.C. Davis, 'Rugby union football in Australia',
Official souvenir: English team of rugby footballers
New South Wales season 1904, Sydney 1904, 2.
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In the late nineteenth century, Sydney looked to England 
to provide its ultimate football contests.
If it is possible to explain why Australian rules did
not take off in Sydney, it is less easy to explain the
large discrepancy between attendances at football matches
in Sydney and Melbourne. In 1890 30,000 people saw
South Melbourne beat Carlton in the final match of
the season and crowds of 20,000 were common throughout
7 2the season in Melbourne club f o o t b a l l . B y  1890
Sydney had yet to register a crowd of 10,000 at a football
match. Large football crowds and attendances of up to
100,000 at Melbourne Cups certainly support 'Censor's'
reference in 1885 to Melbourne as a sports-loving 
7 3community. However, Richard Cashman's figures on
attendances at representative cricket matches show 
that Sydney cricket crowds remained consistently larger
74than those of Melbourne until after the first world war.
It is therefore difficult to maintain that Melbourne was 
inherently more sport-loving than Sydney.
There were probably a number of reasons why Melbourne's 
football crowds were bigger than Sydney's. Firstly, 
although rugby had become faster and more open since the
72 . Sandercock 5 Turner, o p . c i t ., 3 2, 4 0 -4 1, 4 6 $ 55 .
73 . Q. Beresford , 'The Melbourne Cup: Australia 's first
national day ', H e m i s p h e r e s 27/3 , 1982, 18 0-5
74 . R . Cashman, A u s t r a l i a n  c r i c k e t c r o w d s  : the a t t e n d a n c e
cycle,, d a i l y f i g u r e s  1877-1984, Sydney 1 984.
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1870s Australian rules probably remained a more appealing
spectacle. It is difficult to judge precisely which
game was better, since there were few accounts of the
quality of football played in both cities and no direct
comparisons apart from Twopeny ’ s judgement of 1883.
Nevertheless, Twopeny was convinced that Australian
rules was a more stylish spectacle and he seems not to
7 5have had any vested interest in saying so.
Apart from the quality of the football, the standard 
of the facilities at the ground and the provision of 
alternative attractions might have been important.
Again it is hard to know exactly what it was like to 
go to a football match in Sydney or Melbourne, but the 
indications are that spectators were better catered for 
in Melbourne. The network of suburban grounds in 
Melbourne, which the supporters of electorate cricket in 
Sydney noted in 1893, were undoubtedly well maintained.
In Sydney most club matches in the 1880s were still played 
on unenclosed grounds, and although spectators did not 
have to pay, they did not have the benefit of terraces 
for an unobscurred view of play, they had to stand peering 
over the shoulders of others, and there were no grandstands 
to shelter them from Sydney's heavy winter rains. By 
comparison the sixpence Melbourne spectators paid provided 
excellent facilities from which to view mat dies.
The other important factor was the lack of suburban
75 . See above.
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identity in Sydney football. The importance of the local 
element, which existed in Melbourne football from its 
inception, was clearly demonstrated by the introduction 
of electorate cricket in Sydney. After electorate rugby 
was introduced in Sydney in 1900 crowds of over 20,000 
regularly went to support their local teams and paid 
their sixpences to watch from the comfort of enclosed 
grounds as well appointed as those in Melbourne.
* * *
Although Australian rules disappeared from Sydney in 1894
there was a growing demand for football both as a
spectator and participant winter sport. At the start
of the 1890 season the Referee noted the rapid development
of rugby as a participant sport, declaring that "it
is hardly possible to properly gauge the immense strides
that the game, especially the Rugby game, has made in
public favour within the colony during the past few
seasons'. The paper said that while only a few seasons
before less than ten important matches were played in
Sydney on Saturday afternoons, by 1890 there were nearly 
7 6fifty. The growth of rugby is most clearly gauged
by the increase in the number of teams playing in competitions
under the S R F U.
As well as the senior club competition the SRFU introduced 
a junior competition in 1886, a second junior competition
76. Referee, 21 May 1890.
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in 1888, and a third in 1891. The 1893 there were seven
teams in the senior competition, fourteen teams in the
first junior, nineteen teams in the second junior,
and forty-four teams in the third junior competition,
a total of eighty-four teams, and, assuming that each
7 7team fielded fifteen players, 1,2 60 players. L ike
junior cricket, junior rugby created considerable 
public interest. However, it was the reorganisation 
of the senior club competition which sparked the growth 
of spectator support for club rugby.
In 1889 University won the Gardiner Cup for the third
consecutive year and the trophy became the club's
7 8permanent possession. In the same year the SRFIJ
7 9also introduced a badge competition. It was similar
to the N'SWCA's senior club premiership with each team 
playing the other and the members of the team that won 
the most matches were each presented with a badge.
Unlike cricket, there was also a rugby badge competition 
for the junior matches. This was because the SRFU 
controlled both senior and junior rugby while the NSWCA 
controlled only senior cricket. As well as the badge 
competition, trophies were donated for senior rugby 
by the trustees of Sydney's two main enclosed grounds.
77. Team lists appeared regularly in the press.
78. Lists of premiers appeared in the NSWHFU annual from 
1892 onwards.
79. It was apparently introduced without any press comment.
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In 18 9 0 the council of the RAS donated a shield, known
as the RAS Challenge Shield. It was competed for from
1890 until 1893 when under the rules of the competition
it was presented to University which had won it three
tim es. From 1 8 97 to 1 899 the RAS annually donated trophies
8 0to be competed for by the senior clubs. In 1892
the trustees of the SCG donated their own Challenge
Cup, and, after this was won outright by Randwick in 1896,
they also donated annual trophies for competition among
8 1t h e senior clubs. The presentation of all these
trophies was connected with the use of the grounds.
Matches for trophies donated by the trustees of a 
particular ground were usually played on that ground, the 
donors presumably hoping that increased public interest 
would be translated into increased gate receipts. In 
1890, when the RAS Challenge Shield was donated, twenty- 
one of the forty-eight senior matches were played on the 
RAS Ground, the rest being spread around the University 
Oval and suburban grounds at Parramatta, Ash field, and 
Randwick. In 1893, after the SCG trophy was introduced, 
seventeen of the twenty-six senior matches were played 
on the SCG.1^“'
The introduction of the badge matches and the RAS and
80. Ibid, j Details of the competition appeared in the 
NSWRFU annual 1892-1900.
81. Ibid.
82. Venues for matches were published in the Referee 
a n d s m .
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SCG trophies created a more structured competition than
had existed when only the Gardiner Challenge Cup was
offered. From 1890 to 1893 the senior competition started
in the last weekend in May. From 1894 to 1896 and again
in 1898 the competition began a week earlier, and in 1897
it began a fortnight earlier. The season started with a
round-robin competition with each team playing the
other once. Depending on the number of teams involved
this round- robin lasted for from five to nine rounds.
At the end of the round-robin the leading teams competed
for the RAS trophy and from 1892 the SCG trophy. Each
trophy match also counted towards the overall premiership
so that two and from 1892 three honours were at stake:
the RAS trophy, the SCG trophy and the club premiership.
Club matches were suspended whenever representative matches
were played so depending on how large the representative
programme was the premiership was decided by late August
8 3or the middle of September/"
The establishment of a structured competition, with the 
season's programme of matches arranged and published by 
the start of the first round was an important pre-condition 
for the development of club rugby as a spectacle. It 
enabled people to plan their entertainment in advance. 
Furthermore, with Sydney's two best enclosed grounds 
available for club matches, spectators were able to
83. The structure of the competition has been calculated 
from weekly reports in the Re fevee and S4 H.
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watch matches undercover and in a degree of comfort 
unheard of in the days when matches were played on 
Moore Park. Patrons were also more willing to spend 
sixpence than in past years because the quality of the 
rugby being offered was continually improving, not 
because of rule changes as in the early 1880s, but because 
of the example of New Zealand and English teams. 
Scrimmaging became even less of a problem than it had 
been and passing and drop-kicking became far more common. 
The drop-kick was almost a lost art in Sydney rugby during 
the early and middle 1880s but the English players who 
visited in 1888 were such clever exponents of it that 
kicking soon became an important.element. The fact that 
field goals counted for four points provided an incentive 
to attempt them. A try counted for only two points, and
ga kick to convert a try counted for another three points.
Attendances were rarely recorded for club matches before
1895, and not at all in 1892 or 1893. In 1890 and 1891
only six attendances were recorded for senior matches,
five of them 3,000, suggesting that this might have been
8 5an average or slightly above average crowd figure.
However, in August 1890 a double-header at the RAS 
Ground attracted 12,000 people, ’the largest crowd that
84. Sydney Vail, 9 June 5 18 Aug 1888.
85. Table 2.3.
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ha s ever attended any football matches in Sydney'.^
At the end of the 1890 season the Referee said 'the 
introduction of badge matches has been the means of 
better controlling the clubs and improving the play', 
and in June 1891 concluded that:
the game has caught on well with the public 
during the last couple of seasons as the Rugby game 
lias been greatly improved, the old tight scrums 
being a tiling of the past, drop-kicking and 
passing being the order of the day, which makes
it so much more pleasant for the spectators to
, 87watch.
Table 2.2 shows that of the thirteen clubs that entered 
the senior club competition between 1890 and 1893 only 
University had any restrictions on who was eligible to 
represent it and none were based solely on localities.
Pirate was formed in North Sydney and most of its 
players came from that area but this was not a qualification. 
Elvira was established in Balmain and many of its players 
were local, but other clubs such as Strathfield and 
Randwick were based on those localities in name only.
Randwick was originally closely linked to the suburb of 
that name, but in the 1890s it attracted many of the city's
86. Re fevee, 27 Aug 1890.
87 . Ibid., 10 Sept 1890 & 3 June 1891.
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best players, winning the senior premiership in 
consecutive years from 1894 to 1897. Strath field was 
also formed in the locality of that name, but the club 
soon drifted away from there and in the 1890s it held its 
annual meetings at the Imperial Hotel in Wynyard Square 
in the city. The only club with any long-term affiliation 
to any group or place except for University was Wallaroo.
The annual match between Wallaroo and King's School at 
Parramatta was a social highlight for both clubs, and 
many of Wallaroo's players were recruited from the school.
The immediate success of electorate cricket showed that 
by basing clubs on specific localities and enforcing 
strict residential qualifications large crowds would be 
attracted to suburban grounds to watch their local 
teams play. At the start of the second season of electorate 
cricket the Bird 0 ' Freedom asked 'Can anybody tell us... 
Whether the localisation of football could not be made
8 8even a greater success than that of cricket in Sydney?'
No-one could, and in October 1893 the committee of the
NSWRFU, as the SRFU became known in 1893, recommended
8 9that electorate rugby be introduced in 1894.
Expecting electorate rugby to be introduced, Lewis
88. Bird O'Freedom, 21 Oct 1893.
89. S4H3 24 Apr 1894. The October 1893 meeting was not
reported in the press but it was referred to in 
reports of later meetings.
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Abrams called a meeting of footballers at Glebe Town
Hall in March 1894 to form a local club. Addressing
about ninety footballers Abrams pointed to the success
of electorate cricket and predicted that before the end
of the season crowds of up to 20,000 would watch matches
90between rugby clubs formed in the various electorates. 
Further meetings were held to form clubs in Paddington 
and Balmain, and like Glebe Electorate FC and the electorate
cricket clubs, they gained support from the local
■ , 91counci Is.
At the annual meeting of the NSWRFU on 10 April and a
special general meeting two weeks later, the committee's
recommendation to introduce electorate rugby in 1894
9 2was overturned. Randwick and Wallaroo both opposed
the introduction of electorate rugby. Like the old 
cricket clubs Randwick and Wallaroo had developed strong 
fraternal bonds. The Arnold brothers, William Rand, the 
honorary secretary of the NSWRFU, and Rand's predecessor, 
George Graham, were all Wallaroo members and it seems 
likely that such pre-eminent officials would have been 
able to convince other members at the general meetings to
vote against the proposal. Before both meetings the
Bi rd 0 'Freedom's footbal1 writer 'Flint ' had predicted
90 . Refe ree3 1 4 Mar 1 8 94 § Sd H , 16 Mar 1894.
9 1 . Referee , 4 Apr 1894 $ SM H , 4 $ 6 Apr 1894.
92 . Re f ere e 3 1 1, 1 8 § 25 Apr 1894 $ SV H , 11 5 2 4 Apr 189 4
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that when the question of electorate rugby arose:
The Wallaroos - mighty men they are - and the
Rand wicks won't have it at any price.... I
suppose all the old stagers who (believe)...
that they own the Rugby Union will stoush local
9 3football as a thing to be loathed.
Even if Wallaroo and Randwick had supported electorate 
rugby it is unlikely that a competition could have been 
arranged for 1894. By the time of the general meeting 
on 23 April only three electorate clubs had been formed 
and the experience of electorate cricket showed that to 
form the required number of clubs, to frame the laws 
and rules of the new competition, and to arrange grounds 
and draw up the programme of matches by the end of May 
was unrealistically ambitious.
At a special meeting in February 1895 the NSWRFU again
rejected electorate rugby. University supported
Wallaroo and Randwick in opposition while Paddington,
Glebe and Pirate spoke in favour of it. The older clubs
were again successful and the motion to introduce
electorate rugby was rejected by forty-five votes to
twelve. Wallaroo again marshalling the votes of the
94junior clubs and the country delegates. However, the
opposition of Wallaroo and Randwick was not the only
93. Bird O' Freedom^ 24 March 1894.
94. Referee„ 2 0 Feb 1 895, S SV H, 19 Feb 1 895.
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reason why electorate rugby was not introduced in 1895.
If there had been any compelling arguments to change the 
system, as there had been when electorate cricket was 
introduced, then Wallaroo and Randwick would have been 
forced to accept the change as the Carlton cricketers 
la ad done. In 1895 t h ere were no compelling reasons to 
change.
Public interest in club rugby was increasing each season
and it could in no way be compared to the stagnant
state of senior club cricket before 1893. Because
interest was growing so quickly in club rugby, J.C.
Davis, one of the staunchest advocates of electorate
cricket, wrote in August 1894 that the time to introduce
electorate rugby was 'totally unripe':
Whilst football can attract the crowds, and hold
them often spellbound and excited, whilst the
game thrives year after year...it would be
ridiculously absurd to alter a state of things
that has strongly conduced to that unquestioned 
95success.
Wallaroo dominated the hierarchy and the selection of 
representative teams for the NSWRFU in the same way that 
Carlton had dominated the NSWCA. The sole selector of 
representative teams was Monty Arnold and the Bird O' Freedom
95. Referee, 2 9 Aug 1 8 94.
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in a pen portrait of him in July 1 894 said that lie
allowed his great love of the Wallaroos 'sometimes to warp
his judgement'. Comparing Arnold to Sir Henry Parkes,
Sir George Dibbs and Daniel O'Connor, 'all of whom in
the days of political triumph did not forget their
friends', the paper believed that Arnold chose Wallaroo
players to represent NSW before better players from 
9 6other clubs. Although Wallaroo won the club premier­
ship in 1892 the two strongest clubs between 1890 and 
1894 were University, which won three premierships,
and Randwick, which won the first of four in a row in 
9 71894. Of the ninety footballers who represented NSW
during that period seventeen percent were from University,
twelve percent were from Randwick, and twenty-two percent
were Wallaroo players. Thirty-two percent were from the
other metropolitan clubs and seventeen percent were from 
98the country. Therefore, although Arnold favoured
Wallaroo players, their predominance was not as great 
as Carlton cricketers who at one stage filled eight of 
the eleven places in the NSW team. Furthermore, the NSW 
rugby team performed reasonably well, winning as many 
matches as it lost against Queensland between 1890 and 
and 1894 and holding a very powerful New Zealand team to
96. Bird O ’Freedom, 28 July 1894.
97. NSW JR FU annual3 1 892- 1 900.
98. Lists of NSW players appeared in NSWRFU annual 
each season.
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9 9two wins and a loss in 1893.* While the over- representation 
of Wallaroo players was undoubtedly irritating to more 
capable players from other clubs, the honour of the 
colony was not at stake as it had been on the cricket 
field in 1893.
Rugby did not require special surfaces to play on as 
cricket did, so there was no urgency to develop good 
grounds. Also, although there were only seven senior 
clubs in the competition in 1894 there were seventy-five 
junior teams and the introduction of a fourth junior 
competition in 1895 further increased the number of teams 
and matches in which young players could develop.^  ^ Those 
who showed real promise were quickly snapped up by the 
senior clubs in their quest for premiership honours.
The clubs were also apparently financially well placed 
with no talk of bankruptcy as there had been in the
old cricket clubs, and at the beginning of the 1894
season the NSWRFU had a balance in hand of £1,091. 101
The only major problem with the senior club system as
it existed in the 1890s was what the Bulletin chose to
1 0 2call corruption but was in fact professionalism.
99. Results of matches appeared in NSWRFU annual each 
season.
100. Lists of clubs appeared regularly in the
Referee.
101. NSWRFU annual report for 1893, in NSWRFU annual3 1894
102. Bulletin, 12 May 1894.
Rugby was supposedly amateur and, as we shall see later,
the refusal of the NSWRFU to compensate players for loss
of time playing representative matches and for time off
work through injury was the main reason for the formation
of professional rugby in 1907. However, amateurism at
representative level did not prevent senior club players
demanding payment for playing for clubs. The NSWRFU
objected to any press charges of professionalism, of
which there were many, and invariably declared that after
10 3thorough investigation the charges had no foundation.
As the clubs were not required to submit account books to
the NSWRFU and as payments were generally made to players
directly by club supporters there was no evidence that
players were paid. It is equally certain that 'the
football parasite, who... instead of paying a little...to
his club, generally gets some misguided supporter of the
104club to pay him', was common in Sydney club football.
The Bulletin believed the only remedy to this 'corruption' 
was the introduction of electorate rugby with strict 
residential qualifications of up to one year. Therefore 
if a player chose to change clubs he would have to change 
suburbs and be out of the game for at least one season.
The Bulletin referred to the permit system which the VFA
103. S'AU, 29 Apr § 6 May 1 898 § Referee, 30 Aug $ 13 
Sept 1899.
104. Arrow, 10 Feb 1900.
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had introduced to eliminate the payment of players in
Melbourne club football. The rules of the VFA
provided that no player could play for more than one club
in a season unless he received clearance from his old
club and the VFA granted him a transfer permit. ^ ^  However,
the Bulletin believed that the permit system did not
prevent the payment of players because club delegates
were prone to mutual compromise saying 'You pass my man
1 0 7and I'll pass yours'. The NSWRFU introduced a
similar system and in June 1896, after a spate of
transfers, decided not to grant any more permits, but
this measure only remained in force until the end of the
10 8season at which time the annual bidding was renewed.
In the second half of the 1890s public interest in club 
rugby declined and so the reason for introducing electorate 
rugby became much more compelling. Table 2.3 shows 
that from 1895 attendances were reported in the press more 
frequently than in the past. 1895 appears to have marked
a high point in spectator interest during the decade.
After a steady increase in popularity during the first 
half of the nineties, between 1895 and 1899 the average 
recorded attendance at senior club matches fell from
105. Bulletin} 12 May 1894.
106. Sandercock 5 Turner, op. cit., 47.
107. Bulletin, 12 May 1894.
108. Si H, 2 July 1896.
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3,900 to 1,400. Because interest in representative rugby 
continued to increase in this period even faster than it 
had in the early nineties it is clear that the problem 
of falling attendances was connected specifically with 
the quality of club matches and not with rugby generally.
Interest in club rugby fell for much the same reason as 
interest had disappeared in club cricket in the early 
1890s; the dominance of three leading clubs. University 
had always been a strong club and when Wallaroo and 
Randwick began poaching players from other clubs the 
three shared a virtual monopoly on premiership honours. 
Except for 1898 when Pirates won, the premiership was 
shared between University, Randwick and Wallaroo from 
1887 to 1899. Because the weaker clubs could not 
afford to buy players and they become tired of weekly 
thrashings they retired from the competition. The ten 
clubs in the senior competition in 1890 was reduced to 
six by 1896 and although matches between the top sides 
often drew big crowds many of the other matches were dull 
and one-sided and attracted little public interest.
The electorate clubs formed in 1894 were most affected. 
Glebe and Paddington both played in 1894. Glebe dropped 
out in 1895 but was replaced by Balmain. Balmain also 
lasted only one season but Paddington continued playing 
until midway through 1898 when it became too weak to
- 1 1 4 -
continue. According to one member of the Paddington
club if a good player was wanted by another he would be 
offered a 'better billet'. ^  ^  Not only were the electorate 
club's best players poached by other clubs but it seems 
that the selection committees discouraged the best 
players from remaining with the electorate clubs by 
ignoring their form when selecting representative 
teams. Commenting on the demise of Paddington in 1898 
J.C. Davis remarked:
It is a remarkable, indeed, a significant, thing, 
that while Gregory, Alexander, McDonald, and 
Woodhi 11 were solely identified with Paddington 
they were unthought of in the selection of 
metropolitan teams, yet the moment they become 
associated with another club...they assume a new 
position in the eyes of the selectors . ‘ ^
During their short careers the electorate clubs never 
came close to winning any of the trophies offered for the 
senior competition, and between 1894 and 1896 they provided 
only six of the one hundred NSW players. In the same 
period Wallaroo had sixteen and Randwick had nineteen NSW
109. From team lists published in the Referee and H.
110. S4H3 2 9 Aug 1896.
111. Referee3 17 Aug 1898.
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representatives 1 1 2
Attempts to introduce electorate rugby in 1896 and
1 1 31897 were both successfully resisted by the old clubs, 
but the pressure for change was growing. Sensing that 
public interest in senior club rugby was falling away in 
early 1896, J.C. Davis called for the introduction of 
electorate rugby in 1897:
The time is ripe for the first nail to be driven 
in the coffin of the present method of running the 
competitions....there is not only no liklihood 
of the game making further inroads upon popular 
favour, but rather a tendency to loosen the hold it 
already has .
In April 1897 the Sunday T-imes declared: 'It is...
ridiculous to find in a city like Sydney, where football 
is so popular...that there are only six senior clubs',^3 
and twelve months later Davis again called for the 
introduction of electorate rugby, estimating that there 
should be at least ten first-class clubs in Sydney. ^  ^
112. From lists of NSW players published in NSW RKJ 
annua Is.
113. Referee, 14 Apr, 12 Aug § 2 Sept 1896, § SV H, 8 $
29 Aug 1896.
114. Referee, 10 June 1896.
115. Sunday Times3 25 Apr 1897.
116. Referee, 4 May 1898.
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While the number of senior clubs fell the number of
junior clubs and country unions affiliated with the
NSWRFU grew rapidly, reflecting the interest in those
areas of rugby. As junior clubs and country unions
increased, the administration of the NSWRFU became almost
unworkable, and reform of its structure became necessary.
According to Davis, by 1896 the machinery for administering
the NSWRFU had become so cumbersome that it was in urgent
1 1 7need of reorganisation. ' The main decision making 
body of the NSWRFU was its committee. Any important 
recommendations the committee made then went before a 
general meeting of the NSWRFU for ratification or 
rejection. In .1 896 the committee comprised the president, 
the six vice-presidents, the honorary treasurer, and 
the secretary of the NSWRFU, the secretary of the NSW 
Referee's Association, twelve delegates from metropolitan 
clubs (seven from the junior clubs and five from the 
senior clubs), and one representative from each of the 
thirteen country unions; a total of thirty-five. This 
unwieldy committee met every Monday night during the 
season. As well as discussing all matters relating to 
representative and country rugby these meetings had to 
deal with all the matters brought up after each round of 
metropolitan rugby, such as accusations of violent play 
and requests for transfer permits. According to Davis 
much valuable time was consumed by matters which could
117. R e f e r e e, 22 July 1 896.
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have been delegated to sub-committees. Two other
leading sporting bodies in Sydney, the NSWCA and the 
NSW Amateur Athletic Union already had sub-committees 
to deal with specific routine aspects of their sports.
The NSWRFU decided that the answer to its administrative
difficulties lay in confining itself to the control of
country and representative rugby and to act as a court
of appeal, while metropolitan rugby could conveniently
be controlled and managed by a new body. This was the
Metropolitan Rugby Union, (MRU) formed in March 1897. The
MRU remained affiliated to the NSWRFU but it controlled
119its own finances.
The establishment of the MRU made the introduction of 
electorate rugby much easier. Firstly, the Wallaroo 
and Randwick clubs could no longer enlist the support 
of country delegates in voting against changes to the 
senior club competition. Secondly, James Macmanamey, 
who became president of the MRU in 1898 after John 
Calvert had filled the position in 1897, and Charles 
Matthews-Drew, who became honorary secretary in 1898, 
were keen supporters of electorate rugby. At a meeting 
in January 1898 the MRU considered introducing electorate
118. Ibid.
119. SiH, 8 Sept 1 896 $ 16 Mar 1 89 7.
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rugby in 1898 but, because an English team was expected
1 2 0to visit, the change was postponed until 1899. In
fact the English team did not visit until 1899 and the 
introduction of electorate rugby was postponed until 1900. 
It was not introduced when the English team was visiting 
because the MRU believed that any major change to the 
senior competition would upset the old combinations of 
players and that this would result in poor play by 
representative teams.
In an interview with Davis in August 1898, Matthews-Drew 
affirmed his belief in electorate rugby. However, 
because the Englishmen were visiting in 1899 he wanted 
senior clubs to remain as they were in 1899 but the 
junior competition to be played by local clubs. In 1900 
he hoped that the senior clubs would also be localised. 1^1 
Matthews-Drew's plan was closely followed. The MRU 
eliminated the distinction between senior and junior 
clubs in 1899. The senior competition became known as 
first grade, the first junior competition, although not 
played on localities as Matthews-Drew had hoped, became 
known as second grade, the second junior competition 
became known as third grade, and the third and fourth 
junior competitions were eliminated. The newly formed 
Sydney FC had joined the senior competition in 1898 and
120. Ibid., 14 Jan 1898.
12 1. Be f eree, 17 Aug 1898.
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the inclusion of Buccaneer and Marrickville in 1899
12 0brought the number of first grade clubs to eight.
There was little interest in the first grade competition, 
partly because the visit of the English team eclipsed 
all other rugby, but the stage was set for the introduction 
of electorate rugby in 1900.
122 . Prom weekly publication of details of competitions 
in the Referee, and SV H.
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CHAPTER THREE
CLUB FOOTBALL 1900-1912
The face of Sydney club football changed dramatically 
between 1899 and 1912. The introduction of electorate 
rugby in 1900 caused an upsurge in public interest even 
greater than that experienced by club cricket when it 
was organised on local lines in 1893. In 1903 the supporters 
of Australian rules in Sydney successfully revived their 
game and although it failed to challenge the supremacy of 
rugby as it had done in the 1880s it remained popular.
Four years later the emergence of rugby league provided a 
greater challenge to the dominance of rugby union and in 
its third full season the professional game eclipsed 
union as Sydney's major football code.
Drawing on the experience of the NSWCA the MRU took
little time to organise electorate rugby. A sub-committee
was formed to draft the scheme and rules for electorate
rugby in February 1900 and these were announced at
the MRU's annual meeting in March. There were to be
eight teams, representing University, Balmain, Eastern
Suburbs, Glebe, Newtown, North Sydney, South Sydney and
Western Suburbs and each district had to field a first, second
2and third grade team. The rules for the competition
1. Referee., 7  ^ 14 Mar 1 900 § Sunday Times, 11 Feb 1900.
2. SMH, 17 Mar 1900.
were similar to those for electorate cricket. Club 
membership was restricted to bona fide residents* of 
each district and players had to have lived in the area 
for six months. Each member had to pay five shillings 
annual subscription and each club had to pay the MRU an 
annual subscription of three guineas which entitled it to 
send three delegates to each general meeting. Clubs 
also had to keep an account book detailing payments made 
to or by it and these were to be inspected annually by 
the MRU. The only major difference was that, unlike 
electorate cricket clubs, electorate rugby clubs did not 
have to own or lease a ground before they joined the MRU. 
This was partly because the MRU did not need to develop 
wickets as the NSWCA did and partly because the suburban 
grounds were already there.
The introduction of electorate rugby was a personal
triumph for Lewis Abrams. After playing a major role
in the introduction of electorate cricket Abrams was
behind each of the four unsuccessful attempts to localise
4rugby in the 1890s. His enthusiasm for electorate 
rugby had led the diminutive Abrams into many debates 
with the huge red-headed Monty Arnold, a former forward 
who stood well over six feet. J.C. Davis wrote of these 
debates later as David and Goliath encounters:
3. MRU by-laws, NSWHFIJ annual 19 00, 1 7 1.
4 . See above.
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Shall we ever forget [Arnold's] fiery verbal 
encounters with Mr Lewis G. Abrams, the one a 
towering giant, the other a slim son of Lilliput; 
the one as full of fight and impervious to 
criticism as the other.^
Given Abrams' enthusiasm it is not surprising that 
Glebe was the first district rugby club to be formed, 
as it had been in cricket. At a meeting of about 2S0 
residents at Glebe Town Hall on 14 March 1900 Abrams 
was elected honorary secretary of the Glebe District 
Football Glub (DFC). Sir Matthew Harris, a substantial 
urban property owner and MLA for Denison, was elected 
patron, and James Hogue, a journalist and MLA for Glebe, 
was elected president of the new c 1 u b . ^
Balmain DFC was formed on the same evening as Glebe and 
by the end of March all seven district clubs had been 
formed, the University club being already in existence. 
All the meetings were held at local town halls and 
attended by between 200 and 300 enthusiasts, and all the
5. J.C. Davis, Football annual 1920 and souvenir of
English team3 Sydney 1920, 84.
6. Referee, 14 Mar 1900, SMH, 15 Mar 1900 and C.N.
Connolly, Biographical register of the hew South 
Hales parliament 1856-1901, Canberra 1983, 138.
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clubs included local aldermen and parliamentariansy
among their senior office-bearers.'
Like electorate cricket, electorate rugby was a major
development and many players and officials, some of
whom had been involved with the game since the 1870s,
retired. They were replaced by a new generation of
footballers, many of whom had previously been excluded
from senior rugby. Faced with the inevitable change
the old clubs accepted the introduction of electorate
rugby although some did so more gracefully than others.
Pirates had supported electorate rugby throughout the
1890s, and at the club's annual meeting in March 1900 the
members, although regretting that many old associations would
end, unanimously disbanded and gave their 'hearty
support' to the new scheme.1 Wallaroo was less
enthusiastic but even that club's members grudgingly
conceded that 'the old players should give the new
9system a fair trial'.
The old rugby clubs, like the old cricket clubs, 
engendered tremendous fraternal spirit. This was possibly
7 . Be fevee, 
24 , 2 5 .
14 , 
27,
21 
29 h
§ 28 
31
Mar 1900, 
Mar 1900.
5 SM H , 15, 17, 22, 2 3
8 . Re fe vee 3 14 Mar 1900 § SM H , 8 Mar 1900.
9 . Be f e vee , 28 Ma r 1900 5 SV/1, 28 Mar 1900.
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even greater in rugby than in cricket given the more 
physical nature of rugby. In his autobiography Herbert 
Moran, a doctor and University player who captained the 
1908 Australian rugby team to England, wrote of 
electorate rugby:
Everyone at the time said it meant 'progress'; 
the cultivation of sport scientifically and 
democratically....It remedied the old defect of 
the best young players flocking to the stronger 
clubs, but it destroyed forever something these 
clubs had; a corporative spirit and a tradition. 
What members can be enthusiastically loyal to a 
body when their only bond is vaguely territorial. 
The district system functioned well as a machine 
but it never distilled a spirit...
Gone now was the cheery irresponsibility of play: 
this grade-football was a serious business. We 
must win the premiership! There was now something 
in the game entirely new to me, and for which 
such terms as 'vigour' or 'robustness' was a 
euphemism. When you sank on the ball to stop a 
dribbling rush, half-a-dozen feet rattled on you 
like heavy knocks at a door which would not open.^
As Moran was only fifteen in 1900 and he never played with
10. H .M . Moran, Viewless winds, London 1939, 35-6.
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an old senior club it is unclear how he knew the old 
system so well. His claim that no 'corporate spirit' 
could be engendered by a system that was only 'vaguely 
territorial' was refuted by the great interest taken by 
players and spectators in both electorate cricket and 
rugby. The enmity that arose between Australian rules 
clubs in the competition for the Flanagan Cup in the early 
nineties and the enthusiasm with which premiership honours 
were sought in senior club rugby suggests that football 
was 'a serious business' long before 1900. Finally, 
senior club rugby was so violent that in 1893 the Bulletin 
was prompted to declare: 'Glove-fighting is doomed in
Australia. Pugs., however, still have football-that 
grand game for paying off all scores'.^  Though romantic 
and inaccurate, Moran's views may have reflected those 
of many players and officials who retired from the game 
following the introduction of electorate rugby.
Table 3.1 shows that less than half of the players involved
in the 1899 first grade competition played in the first
season of electorate rugby. Of those who did, one
third had already represented or were about to represent 
1 2NSW. To have any chance of playing representative
rugby a player had to play electorate rugby. Others gave
11. Bulletin, 1 Apr 1 8 9 3.
1 2 . From team lists p u b 1 ished in the Referee and lists
of NSW players in the NSW RFIJ annual.
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TABLE 3.1: PLAYERS WHO TRANSFERRED FROM SENIOR TO
ELECTORATE CLUBS IN 1900.
Club Did not 
transf e r
Transferred Total
Buccaneer 9 2 1 30
Marrickville 12 15 27
Parrama11 a 10 30 ' 40
Pirate 16 16 32
Randwick 1 1 16 27
Sydney 19 8 27
University 16 10 26
W a 1laroo 10 1 2 22
Percentage 45 55 100
Source: Team lists in SMH 3 1899 & 1900.
TABLE 3.2: NON-PLAYING OFFICIALS WHO TRANSFERRED
FROM SENIOR TO ELECTORATE CLUBS IN 1900.
Club* Did not Transferred Total
transfer
Buccaneer 1 30 31
Pirate 6 1 1 1 7
Randwick 5 22 27
Sydney 3 20 23
University 7 3 10
Wallaroo 7 1 8
Percentage 25 75 100
* Officials of Marrickville and Parramatta are not 
known and those for Randwick and Pirate are for
1 8 9 8.
Source: Lists of officials in SMH3 1898-1900 $
Referee3 1899-1900.
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the new system a trial for one season but at the end of
the year, in the words of the Herald3 'decided to
retire from the activities of competition to play friendly
1 3or social games', while others retired from the game
entirely. Table 3.2 shows that the retirement of non­
playing officials was even higher. Only one quarter of 
non- playing officials in 1899 took part in electorate 
rugby. Seven out of the ten University officials 
continued to participate because that club was hardly 
affected by the change and seven out of the eight 
Wallaroo non-playing officials continued. The Wallaroo 
officials were Richard and Monty Arnold, who became 
patron and vice-president of the North Sydney DFC 
respectively, Colin Caird, who became president of the 
Eastern Suburbs DFC, W.S. Corr, who became vice-president
of the Western Suburbs DFC, and J.H. Sanderson, who
1 4became vice-president of the North Sydney DFC. Despite
the change, rugby continued to be a major part in these 
men's lives.
The MRU hoped that electorate rugby would do four things; 
eliminate professionalism in club rugby, prevent the 
strongest clubs from attracting the best players, increase 
the number of clubs and therefore the number of players 
in the competition, and increase public interest.
13. SMH, 29 Apr 1901.
14. From lists of office-bearers published in the 
Referee and EM H 1900 - 1 9 1 2.
-128
The first two aims would be achieved by the elimination
of the annual bidding for players by clubs thanks to the
facts that each player paid a five shillings annual
subscription, that there was a strict six months
residential qualification, and that each club had to keep
account books which would be inspected by the MRU
annually. According to J.C. Davis these were 'the
only means of preserving football as a pure sport, free
from the disintegrating and lowering influences of
professionalism'.^  Clearly there were ways around
these restrictions. If a club wanted a player it need
not record the inducements offered to him in its accounts
and by approaching a player at the end of one season it
could have him settled in his new district early enough
to fulfill the residential qualification before the
start of the next season. At the end of the first season
Davis said that at least one club had not required its
members to pay their subscription, but this was not the
really important qualification.^5 In 1900 five shillings
was nearly one day's pay for a labourer but whether it
was paid to the club by the player or by a supporter made
1 7little difference. Probably most members paid their
subscriptions and all clubs were financially well-placed 
as a result.
15. Referee3 29 Aug 1900
16. Ibid.
17. T.A. Coghlan, The wealth and progess of Hew South
Wales 1900-01, Sydney 1902, 760. In 1900 a labourer
received six shillings and ten pence, a carpenter 
nine shillings and sixpence and a bricklayer eleven 
shillings per day.
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The important qualification was the residential one.
This eliminated all the mid-season transfers which
had previously highlighted the bidding for players. End
of season transfers also appear to have been lower after 
1 81900. Changing suburbs was a major step and it is
unlikely that many players would have done so simply to
change their football team. The MRU was empowered to
disqualify any club which did not adhere to the regulations,
1 9but this drastic step was never taken. By adhering to
the residential qualification the MRU ensured that the
competition was evenly balanced, unlike the senior club
competition which had generally been decided between only
three clubs. With teams roughly equal in strength the
competition was far more interesting and after two seasons
the new sporting weekly the Sydney Sportsman was able
to comment that, 'it is difficult to determine, even
when the season is well advanced, which side has the
2 0rosiest chances for the premiership'. The evenness
of the competition is shown by the fact that in the
first season the team that came last, Newtown, was able
to beat both Glebe, the eventual winners, and University,
2 1the runners-up, during the season. Glebe was dominant
18. From team lists published weekly in the Referee.
19. MRU by-laws, op. cit., 170-7.
20. Sydney Sportsman, 16 Apr 1902.
21. From results published in the SM H.
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bet ween 1 900 and 1907, winning the premiership outright 
in 1900, 1906 and 1907 and sharing the honour with
University in 1901, but the laurels were spread more 
evenly than in the days when University, Randwick and 
Wallaroo dominated. In 1902 Western Suburbs were 
premiers, Eastern Suburbs won in 1903, University won in 
1904, and South Sydney won in 1905. In the first eight
seasons five teams won the premiership and all teams could
2 2begin the season with a realistic chance of winning.
'I'he problem of Wallaroo men dominating the NSW1 team was
less easily solved. In the first season of electorate
rugby many of the former Wallaroo members joined North
Sydney. As well as the Arnolds and Sanderson, Percy
Lane, the Wallaroo secretary and captain, and four other
Wallaroo players and officials joined North Sydney. The
old Pirate club which had been based in the North Sydney
area provided a further seven non-playing officials
including the honorary secretary and honorary treasurer,
and one player for the new club. North Sydney did not
perform very well in 1900 but because Monty Arnold was
the selector it provided seven of the twenty-two
2 3metropolitan players selected for NSW in 1900. While
22. Ibid.
23. From lists of teams and office-bearers published in
Referee and EM H.
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some teams might have been favoured, others were blatantly
ignored by representative selectors. In 1906 Balmain made
an official complaint about the NSW selectors. Not only
was no Balmain player picked to play for NSW in 1906, in
itself not an uncommon occuranee, but the selectors did not
2 4even bother to watch the first grade team in action. 
Obviously not everyone was going to be pleased by the 
selection of representative teams, and it was perhaps 
expecting too much to hope that selectors would put aside 
all bias toward clubmates. Nevertheless, the introduction 
of electorate rugby improved the situation and criticism 
of selections was less widespread than it had been in the 
1890s when many people t h ought that to be a Wallaroo 
would almost certainly lead to representative lion ours.
Elecorate rugby was expected to introduce more players
to senior rugby. A week before the first round in 1900
Davis confidently predicted: 'There is every reason to
hope that football will benefit immeasurably...by the
introduction of a greater array of new blood into the 
2 5game'. Initially this was achieved not by an increase
in the number of teams, but by the retirement of many of 
the older footballers in 1900 and 1901. In the first 
five seasons of electorate rugby there were only eight 
teams, the same number as there had been in 1899. There 
was a slight increase in the number of first grade players,
24. SMH, 2 7 Mar 1 907.
25. Referee, 16 May 1900.
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234 in 1899 and 253 in 1900; however, the retirement
of many old players allowed 146 new footballers to play in 
2 ^
1900.“ The retirement of more players in 1901, the
inclusion of Sydney in the competition in 1905 and the
addition of Manly and St George in 1906 provided greater
? 7chances for young players.
The most impressive aspect of electorate rugby was the
resurgence of public interest in club matches. In the
last season of senior club rugby the average match attendance
2 8was 1,400 with a highest attendance of 3,000. Table
3.3 shows that there was an immediate increase in crowds 
in 1900, with over 90,000 watching the season's matches 
for a match average of 2,400 and a highest attendance of 
10,000. Interest steadily increased and in 1907 over 
250,000 people watched the matches at an average of 4,400. 
Three matches in 1907 attracted crowds of 20,000.
The growth of interest in electorate cricket at the height
of the depression of the 1890s and the fall in patronage
of club rugby mate h es in the second half of the 1890s
when wages were returning to 1890 levels suggests that
attendances at club matches was not influenced by economic 
2 9conditions. That the resurgence of interest in
international cricket coincided with the worst of the
2 6. I7 r o m team lists published in the Referee and £4? //.
2 7. Ibid.
28. Sec above.
29. Goghlan, op. cit.
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189 0s depression reinforces the point that if anything,
economic hardship tended to increase attendances at
sporting events. Public interest in electorate cricket
arid rugby was stimulated purely by the creation of local
identification with clubs, a more equally contested
competition and the creation of comfortable suburban
grounds. Large attendances were facilitated by the
widespread introduction of the Saturday half holiday and
3 othe existence of elaborate transport systems.
A closer examination of attendances shows that they were 
affected by the success of teams, the quality of 
facilities at grounds, and the accessibility of grounds.
Table 3.4 shows that the teams that attracted the largest 
crowds were the ones that won frequently, and the poorly 
performing teams generally attracted the smallest crowds.
Glebe and University which between them won five premierships 
between 1900 and 1908 were the most popular teams. University 
appears to have had steadily increasing support over the 
period but Glebe supporters demonstrated their fickleness 
when in 1904 Glebe finished sixth in the competition 
and support dropped. Eastern Suburbs supporters also 
appear to have followed their team only when it performed 
well. Eastern Suburbs' best support came in 1903, 1906 
and 1907 when it finished in the top three, but when the 
team came sixth in 1900, fifth in 1904 and especially when
30. See below.
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it came ninth in 1905 support fell away dramatically.
Support for South Sydney increased in 1905 when it won its 
first premiership. North Sydney attracted its best crowds 
between 1902 and 1904 when it always finished in the top 
four teams, Balmain attracted its best crowds in 1906 
when it finished sixth, its best result in the first 
eight years of the competition, and both Newtown and 
Sydney had their best support in the seasons when they 
finished among the top four teams. Strangely, Western 
Suburbs failed to attract large crowds, even when it won 
the premiership in 1902. Western Suburbs covered the 
largest area of all the clubs and possibly this, together 
with its home ground being first at Parramatta and then 
at Burwood, discouraged a large following of supporters 
prepared to travel long distances to watch it play.
Residents of the other outlying suburbs of Manly and St 
George also failed to support their local teams in the early 
years of the competition.
Two kinds of grounds were used for district rugby between 
1900 and 1907, centrally located enclosed grounds and 
unenclosed suburban grounds. The enclosed grounds were 
the SCG, the RAS ground, University Oval and from 1904 
the Sydney Sports Ground. Controlled by the SCG trustees, 
the RAS Council, the Sydney University Sports Union and 
the NSW Government respectively these grounds provided a 
high standard of facilities for spectators who were charged 
sixpence admission for club matches and a further sixpence
-13 8 -
for admission to the stands. Tables 3.5 and 3.6 show
that two-thirds of first grade matches were played at
these grounds. The main reason for this was that the
MRU received a substantial share of the gate receipts from
the enclosed grounds but virtually nothing from the
unenclosed grounds, only some of which could charge
entry to a grandstand. Detailed figures of gate-receipts
from club matches reveal that of £1,337 taken in 1902,
£1,318, or ninety -nine percent, were from the SCG, the
3 1RAS Ground and University Oval.
As well as being the venue for sixty-five percent of the
matches between 1900 and 1907 these four enclosed
grounds attracted seventy-eight percent of the spectators.
The availability of grandstands and other facilities was
only one reason for more people going to the enclosed
grounds. Because these were paying grounds, the MRU
invariably played the most attractive matches at them
and a substantial number of spectators appear to have
gone to watch football for its own sake, played at a high
standard between the best teams, rather than follow any
3 3particular team. " This is reinforced by the fact that on 
most Saturdays the best match of the round attracted a
31. MRU balance sheet, 1902, NSWRFU Annual 1903, 157.
32. Calculated from information in table 3.3.
3 3. From results of matches published in the Re feree.
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much larger crowd than any of the other games. Another
reason for higher crowds at the enclosed grounds was that
the grounds were situated in or near to the areas of
34densest population. Despite the growth of the suburbs
the majority of the population still lived either in the 
city or in the inner suburbs, and the SCG, the RAS Ground, 
University Oval and the Sports Ground were all within easy 
walking distance of these areas.
Attendances at the suburban grounds were adversely 
affected partly by their relative remoteness and partly 
by the MRU's policy of playing the best matches at the 
major grounds and of often pi dying matches between teams 
at neutral suburban grounds. Eastern Suburbs, Glebe, 
Newtown, South Sydney and University were all close enough 
to the four major grounds to regard them if not as home- 
grounds, then certainly as close to home, and therefore 
likely to attract substantial crowds when playing at them. 
Glebe used Wentworth Park as a home ground and because it 
was near large areas of population attracted attendances 
of up to 10,000, the largest crowds of any suburban grounds. 
However, until the end of 1907 when it was fully enclosed, 
Wentworth Park only had a grandstand from which gate-money 
could be taken and because it did not raise revenue for
34. Appendix one.
3 5. T a b 1e 3.3.
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the MRU it was used for only sixteen matches between 1900
3 (5and 1907, three percent of all the matches."
L i k e Wentworth Park the nine other grounds were all well
serviced by public transport but because they were
generally not within walking distance for many people,
attendances were not high. The grounds were Birch grove
Reserve at Balmain, which was Balmain's home ground,
Rushcutter's Bay Oval in East Sydney, used by
both Eastern Suburbs and Sydney as a home ground, North
Sydney Oval at St Leonards, used by North Sydney,
Erskinville Oval, used by Newtown and later St George,
St Luke's Park at Burwood, used by Western Suburbs, Hampden
Park in Paddington, used by Eastern Suburbs, Parramatta
Oval, used by Western Suburbs, Manly Oval, used by Manly,
and Forest Lodge in the Glebe, used by Glebe for four
3 7matches in 1903. Apart from Forest Lodge which was
formerly Lillee Bridge Racecourse and therefore fully 
enclosed, and St Luke's Park which was fully enclosed in 
December 1905 these grounds were all unenclosed except 
for a grandstand for which sixpence admission was 
charged.^
The MRU did not encourage the development of local follow­
ing by playing most matches in the suburbs as the NSWGA
36. Sunday Times, 4 Aug 1907 and tables 3.5 $ 3.6.
37. Tables 3.5 $ 3.6 $ figure 3.1.
38. RefereeJ 13 Dec 1905, $ Sydney Mail, 4 Jan 1890 for
a description of Lillee Bridge Ground.
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FIGURE 3.1: MAJOR RUGBY GROUNDS, TRAMWAYS AND RAILWAYS IN 
SYDNEY 1908
Key: A = SCG
B = RAS Ground 
C = Sports Ground 
D = University Oval 
E = Birch grove Reserve 
F = Brighton Racecourse 
G = Drummoyne Oval 
H = Erskinevi1le Oval 
I = Forest Lodge
Source: Map of Sydney's tramways and railways in SMHs
6 Feb 1908 £ maps of electoral districts of 
Sydney, N S W P P supplementary volume, 1904.
J = Hampden Park 
K = Hurstville Oval 
L = Manly Oval 
N = North Sydney Oval 
0 = Pratten Park 
P = Rush cutter's Bay Oval 
Q = St Luke's Park 
R = Wentworth Park
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had done with electorate cricket. It used the unenclosed
suburban grounds for playing the less important matches
of the round without any thought for local followings.
Therefore between 1904 and 1907 North Sydney played only
eight matches at North Sydney Oval but nine matches at
Rush cutter's Bay Oval in East Sydney. Only four of the
nine mate h es were played against Eastern Suburbs and
Sydney; two were against South Sydney, one was against
University, one was against Newtown, and one was
3 9against Western Suburbs.' Other grounds were used in
a similar way and it was unreasonable to expect large
crowds to go to neutral grounds for matches. In June
1906 Alderman Howard told Paddington Council that the
MRU was treating the council, which was the trustee of
Hampden Park, very badly. He instanced how outside
teams played each other at Hampden Park while the
Eastern Suburbs team was sent off to play at distant
grounds. Howard estimated that this policy had cost
the council fifty pounds in receipts from the ground's 
4 0grandstand. To this extent, district rugby was
district in name only, and to a large extent the MRU 
failed to take advantage of localisation in the way that 
the NSWCA had done.
* * *
39. Details of when teams played each other have not 
been tabulated as the information is of little 
analytical value.
40 . SV H , 2 8 June 1 906.
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Australian rules was revived in Sydney in 1903. Its
resurgence was initiated at a meeting at the Sydney
headquarters of the YMCA on 12 February 1903 at which a
controlling body, the NSW Football League (N S W F L) was
formed. Among those present were Harry Hedger, a former
Australian rules and rugby player who chaired the meeting,
and Alfred Meeks, an English born parliamentarian and
merchant who arrived in Melbourne in 1854, was educated at
St James' Grammar in Melbourne, moved to Adelaide on
4 1business in 1882 and settled in Sydney in 1888. Within
a fortnight of this meeting the Herald reported that
there was a lot of interest in Australian rules in
Sydney and the paper expected it to become well established.
By then three clubs had been formed, Sydney, Paddington
and North Shore, and by the beginning of April there were
eight more, Alexandria, Ash field, Balmain, East Sydney,
4 3Newtown, Red fern, West Sydney and YMCA. Although ten of
the clubs were based on localities and, like district 
cricket and rugby clubs, included local parliamentarians 
and aldermen among their office-bearers, the competition 
was not a district one and there was no residential 
qual ification.
41. Beferee> 11 5 18 Feb 19 0 3 and H. Radi et a 1 ,
Bio graphical register of the Hew South Wales 
parliament 1 9 0 1 - 1 9 7 0 Canberra 1979, 196.
42. SM H , 24 Feb 1903.
43. Referee3 2 5 Feb 5 8 Apr 1 903, 6 SM H, 20, 24, 26 ^
28 Feb, 21 6 24 Mar 1903.
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The involvement of the YMCA in Australian rules is
intriguing. Like the priests and brothers of St
Ignatius and St Joseph's in the late 1880s, the members
of the YMCA were probably taken all round Australia in
their religious duties, and, having seen Australian rules
played in Melbourne and Adelaide, they may well have been
keen to see it established in Sydney. On 1 January 1903,
six weeks before the inaugural meeting of the NSWFL was
held in the YMCA's Pitt Street headquarters, John Virgo
took up the position of General Secretary of the Sydney
YMCA,having transferred from the equivalent post in 
44Adelaide. Virgo was elected a vice-president of the
NSWFL and like Meeks, who was also elected a vice-
president, probably represented one of a number of people
from Melbourne or Adelaide who wanted to see the Australian
game played in their new home. Another vice-president
was Albert Nash who had been the president of the
earlier NSW FA. While Australian rules was not played in
Sydney, Nash had become a vice-president of the NSWRFU but
he was obviously happy to return to Australian rules when
4 5it reappeared in Sydney.
As well as expatriate Victorians and South Australians 
another group appears to have been interested in Australian
44. J.T. Massey, The YMCA in Australia : a history3
Melbourne 1950, 145 § 150.
45. From lists of office-bearers published in the
Be fere e and SM H.
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rules; those who had no sympathy with the people who
ran rugby. Another of the vice-presidents of the NSWFL
was Edward O'Sullivan, the minister for Public Works.
Born in Tasmania, O'Sullivan moved to Melbourne where
lie worked as a journalist before moving to Sydney in 1882.
A former editor of the Sydney Catholic weekly, the
Freeman's Journal, O'Sullivan was possibly opposed to
4 6the apparently Anglican elite which ran the NSWRFU.
He was later president of the NSW Rugby Football League.
Another person who appears to have been disenchanted
with rugby was Victor Trumper. Trumper who, as we will
see, played a leading role in the establishment of rugby
league in Sydney was also the inaugural secretary of the
4 7Paddington Australian rules football club.
The federal spirit also played a part in the revival of 
Australian rules and as in the 1880s its presence in 
Sydney was linked with the debate between Australian 
nationalists and imperial patriots. When two Melbourne 
football teams, Fitzroy and Collingwood, visited Sydney 
for an exhibition match in May 1903 Edward O'Sullivan 
was there to welcome them. He observed that while the 
game was originally called Victorian rules it was
46. Ibid, and B. Mansfield, Australian democrat : the
career of Edward William O'Sullivan, 1846-1910, 
Sydney 1965 and see below.
47. Sunday Times, 8 Mar 1903.
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now taking on a national flavour and had become known
as Australian rules. O'Sullivan said he liked the name
because they were in a new country and it belonged to
that country. He contended that while the people of NSW
should respect rugby they should 'support a game that
4 8was invented by Australians for Australia'. The
supporters of Australian rules stressed that its revival
was not intended as a threat to rugby. The Herald
said that there were hundreds of young men around Sydney
anxious to indulge in winter sports but who did not care
for rugby. It did not see w by the two games should not
4 9flourish side by side. A.W. Copeland, the honorary
secretary of the visiting Collingwood team, echoed 
these sentiments. He hoped that there would always be a 
friendly rivalry between Australian rules and rugby but 
was sure that 'there was room in a large city like Sydney 
for both games to be played'.^
Monty Arnold disagreed and declared that Australian rules 
was 'foreign' to NSW. However, it was J.C. Davis who 
voiced the feelings of the supporters of imperial rugby 
most clearly:
An Empire game for football appears to me to be 
far more desirable than an Australian game. One
48. SMH, 2 2 May 1903.
49. Ibid., 4 Apr 1903
50. Ibid., 22 May 1903.
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i s universal; the other parochial .... Give us an 
International or Universal game. Let us have 
England or Great Britain against Australia. It 
has a relish that eclipses anything of a purely 
local character. If they do not want it in 
Victoria, we want it in New South Wales.''’'
Perhaps recalling the failure of its predecessor, the
NSWFA, to create a strong junior competition in the 1880s,
the NSW FI, began a conversion campaign in Sydney schools.
It established the Australian Football School League
which was open to all public schools in Sydney and the
Catholic Primary Schools Football Association, which in
May 1904 included twelve schools, was affiliated to the 
5 2NSWFL. In a pamphlet which had emblazened on its
inside cover the pronouncement, 'Australian Football: The
Game for Australian School Boys', the NSWFL praised the 
safety of Australian rules, at the same time warning 
parents and teachers of the dangers of injury in rugby. 
More tangible incentives to convert included three gold 
medals in a competition for the best essay on Australian 
rules football by a school boy, trophies for the schools 
competition, and a promise that the NSWFL would bear 
the expenses of sending the winning school to play the
51. Sunday Times, 26 Apr 1 903 6 Referee, 23 Aug 1905.
52. Referee, 4 May 1904.
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b e s t school in Melbourne each season. ' In May 1904 
the Herald reported that the NSWFL and the MRU were 
having 'a great struggle' for the allegiance of school­
boys . 54
The NSWFL's efforts met with some success in the schools. 
Although the private schools and the University remained 
staunch bastions of rugby, many state schools took up 
Australian rules. That they did so successfully is 
shown by the fact that Petersham Public School, winners 
of the first schools premiership, travelled to Melbourne 
in September 1904 and beat Albert Park State School in 
the preliminary match to the 1904 Victorian Football 
League final.^
The first season of senior Australian rules was equally 
successful. Eleven clubs competed in the senior competition, 
and in May 1903 over 20,000 watched Fitzroy play Collingwood 
at the SCG. Later in the season two other Melbourne 
teams, Carlton and Geelong, attracted 5,000 to the same 
ground and the final of the Sydney competition was played 
on the RAS Ground in front of 4,000 people.^
53. Australian football : origin and history of the game,
laws of the game, some sped fic features of the game 
and its introduction into the public schools of 
New South Wales, Sydney 1904.
54 . SM H , 6 May 1904.
5 5 . Ibid.j 19 Sept 1904.
56 . Ibid. , 25 May and 4 Aug 1903
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De spite an encouraging start Australian rules failed to 
develop in Sydney and by 1912 there were probably no 
more than five or six thousand close followers and players 
of the game. By 1905 there were only eight teams in the 
senior competition and after the initial novelty of the 
game between Fitzroy and Collingwood crowds never 
exceeded 6,000 for major games and were more often 
between two and three thousand . ^ '
Between 1903 and 19 10 the Victorian Football League (VFL),
a professional body which split from the VF A in 1896,
spent over £10,000 sending Melbourne clubs to play
5 8exhibition matches in Sydney.' These matches sometimes
counted towards the Melbourne premiers la ip and others
were against NSW teams. Fitzroy, Collingwood, Carlton
and Geelong visited Sydney in 1903, followed by Melbourne
and Essendon in 1904, South Melbourne and Fitzroy in 1905
and St Kilda in 1906. South Melbourne returned in 1907
and again in 1909, the last time joined by Geelong and 
5 9Collingwood. Not only did the VFL pay the expenses,
they also left the gate receipts to the NSWFL. Many of 
the teams visiting Sydney continued on to Brisbane where 
the VFL was also keen to establish Australian rules.
57. Table 3.7
58. Australasian Football Council minutes of meeting held
at Adelaide in August 1911, 50.
59. Table 3.7
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TABLE 3.7: ATTENDANCES AT AUSTRALIAN RULES INTERSTATE AND
SOME CLUB MATCHES IN SYDNEY, 1903-12.
Mate h Day Ground Attendance
1903 Fitzroy v Collingwood Sat SCG 20000
NSW v Fitzroy Wed SCG 2000
Geelong v Carlton Mon SCG 5000
NSW v Carlton Wed SCG s m a 1 1
*East Sydney v North Shore Sat RAS Ground 4000
1904 * Balmain v Ashfield Sat Redfern Oval 1000
1905 South Melbourne v Fitzroy Sat SCG 6000
Sydney v Fitzroy 
LSydney(A) v South Melbourne Wed SCG meagre
*Newtown v YMCA Sat Wentworth P k 3000
190 6 NSW v Carlton Sat RAS Ground 3000
NSW v North Adelaide Sat SCG 4000
NS W v Queensland Sat SCG 4000
NSW v St KiIda Sat SCG 4000
*Balmain v YMCA Sat Wentworth P k 3000
*Newtown v Redfern Sat RAS Ground 2000
1907 NSW v Port Adelaide Sat RAS Ground 4000
NSW v South Melbourne Sat RAS Ground 5000
1908 NSW v Norwood^ Sat SCG 1000
1909 NSW v South Melbourne Sat Erskineville 3000
.NSW v Queensland 
Geelong v Collingwood Sat Erskineville 5000
*Newtown v YMCA Sat Moore Park 2000
* N o r t h Shore v YMCA Sat North Sydney 3000
*Newtown v Redfern Sat Moore Park 2000
*Newtown v YMCA Sat Moore Park 4000
1911 Sydney v Kalgoolie Sat Erskinevi1le 3000
Paddington v Sydney Sat Moore Park 3000
East Sydney v Sydney Sat Erskineville 3000
Notes: 1. The match was played as a prelude to a rugby union
match between University and South Sydney which 
drew 10000.
* Denotes a club match. Only club mate h es drawing
1000 or more are included and not all of those are 
included, it being intended simply to indicate the 
level of support for Australian rules rather than to 
provide detailed crowd figures.
Source: Referee_, 1 904- 1 2, Sunday Times, 1 904 - 1 2 S SMH,
1904-12.
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Indeed, the revival of Australian rules in Sydney can 
be viewed as a missionary expedition on the part of 
the VFL. In 1906 an Australian Football Council was 
formed by delegates from each state. The Council could 
not have survived without the financial support of the 
VFL and the South Australian Football League. It formed 
a 'propaganda fund' for the development of Australian 
rules in the 'weaker' states, of which NSW was one/*'
One of the reasons Australian rules did not grow in
Sydney was its inability to secure good enclosed grounds.
The first president of the NSWFL was Sir John See,
premier of NSW, trustee of the SCG and president of
the RA S . ^  While See remained president of the NSWFL it
had open access to both the SCG and the RAS Ground, and
in its first season the SCG trustees granted it free
6 2access to their ground for two important matches.
However, See's retirement as president of the NSWFL had
a similar impact on that body as the retirement of Philip
Sheridan as president of the NSWFA in 1890 had on that body.
Unhappily for the NSWFL , See's retirement coincided with
G 3the formation of rugby league. Therefore in 1908, not
60. Australian Football Council minutes...August 1911,
5 8-9.
61. Lists of office-bearers published in the Referee and 
SMH3 and H. Radi et al, op. cit., 249.
6 2. Sunday Tines 3 5 Apr 190 3.
63. SMH3 16 Apr 1908.
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on1y was Australian rules excluded from the SCG and the 
RAS Ground but it also had to compete for grounds with 
an organisation which, as will be seen shortly, had 
much more success in securing grounds.
Reporting the loss of the RAS Ground to Australian rules
the Referee compared the NSWFL to the English Association
game, saying that both codes had only the open parks
left open to them. The paper also made the important
point that unlike soccer, Australian rules needed large
grounds to play on. Small grounds were 'of little use
in showing off the spectatorial strength of the game of 
64Victoria'. In 1909 the NSWFL rented Erskinville Oval
which was a two penny bus ride from the centre of the 
city. The ground was large and well serviced by both bus 
and tram but was just too much further from the centres 
of population than the SCG and RAS Ground.^  Most club 
matches were played on unenclosed suburban grounds and 
Moore Park. The Bulletin summed up the plight of the 
NSWFL in 1 90 7 :
When the clubs play on open spaces like Moore
Park, not only are they unable to charge for
admission and raise revenue, but they find it hard
to keep hogs from walking across their playing 
6 6space.
64. Referee, 22 Apr 1908.
65. NSWFL annual report, SMH, 5 Apr 1910.
66. 'Bu lie tin, 8 Aug 1 907.
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Four years later Albert Nash told the Australian Foot­
ball Council that the greatest drawback to the develop­
ment of Australian rules in NSW was the lack of enclosed 
grounds . ^  ^
This want was partly remedied in 1912 when the NSWFL 
purchased Erskinville Oval and re-named it the Australian 
Football Ground. At the laying of the foundation stone 
for the grandstand at the oval by the premier of NSW,
James McGowen, Albert Nash spoke warmly of the assistance 
rendered by Hugh Denison, patron of the NSWFL . C> ^ According 
to Nash it had been largely due to Denison's efforts that 
the oval was secured for the NSWFL, and at the stone 
laying ceremony a donation of one hundred pounds by 
Denison was also announced. Denison was educated at 
Scotch College Melbourne, and later Price Alfred 
College in Adelaide. He lived in Adelaide and Perth, 
working for the Dixson tobacco company, of which he 
was a family member, and moved to Sydney in 1905. In 
1910 Denison formed Sun Newspaper Ltd., to take over 
publication of the Sunday Sun and the Australian Star, 
the latter Sydney's leading evening newspaper which he 
renamed the Sun. Denison gave £10,000 to the Dreadnought
67. Australian Football Council minutes...August 1911,
59 .
68. SMH, 5 F eb 19 12.
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Fund in 1910 and largely financed Douglas Mawson's
6 9expedition to Antarctica in 1911-14.
It was possibly because of Denison's commitment to
Australian defence that the NSWF L took an interest in
7 0what Nash coined 'National Sport and Defence'.
Erskinville Oval was thrown open to boys training under 
the Federal defence scheme and the NSWFL developed close 
links with both military and naval establishments. It 
encouraged sailors aboard the ships PROTECTOR and PSYCHE, 
both stationed in Sydney harbour, to play Australian 
rules hoping that in the event of Jervis Bay being selected 
as the naval college site and these ships being stationed
there, they could in turn 'do propaganda work in what may
7 1be the port of the Federal capital'.7 The honorary 
secretary of the NSWFL visited the military college at 
Duntroon to form an Australian rules football club in 
the hope of capturing the national capital for Australian 
football.7^
Possession of an enclosed ground was not enough to make
69 . R.B. Walker, 'Sir Hugh Robert Denison', 
G. Serie (eds), Australian dictionary of 
vol. 8, Melbourne 1981, 283-5.
B . Nairn $
biography 3
70 . SMH, 15 May 1912.
7 1 . I b i d ., 22 May 1912.
72 . I b i d ., 15 May 1912.
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Australian rules a serious challenger to rugby. In the
1880s the prospect of regular intercolonial matches
between NSW and V ictoria was an important element
in the development of Australian rules. However, once it
was clear that these contests would not become a reality
and once rugby intercolonials and internationals began
the focus of attention turned to them. The visit of
the third English rugby team to Sydney in 1904 and
regular visits by New Zealand and Queensland teams,
'injuriously affected the interests of the Australian 
7 3game'.
Because the best Sydney footballers already played
rugby Australian rules had little talent to work with,
a situation which was further aggravated in 1907 when
many of the footballers who were disenchanted with rugby
union turned to rugby league. It is easy to understand
why this last group did not turn to Australian rules.
Sydney Australian rules was an amateur sport so the main
grievance of rugby players, the lack of compensation for
time off work through injuries and playing interstate
7 4rugby, would not be solved by changing codes. The
curious question is what happened to all the school boys
7 5who were encouraged to convert to Australian rules?."
73. Ibid. , 2 Sept 1 904 .
74. See below.
75. S M H . , 16 Apr 1 908, the annual meeting of the NSWFL
was told that fifty-eight, public schools and thirteen 
Catholic schools played Australian rules in Sydney.
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Possibly many went on to play in the senior club
competition, but the problem was that, as in the 1880s,
the standard of the competition did not improve. Because
Sydney Australian rules was amateur there was no incentive
for professional Melbourne footballers to move to Sydney
to play and coach. Melbourne and South Australian
teams visited Sydney only rarely so NSW teams did not
have a chance to regularly develop their skills against
superior sides. The big matches they did play were
invariably one-sided and this adversely affected spectator
7 6support and probably the confidence of players.' The 
lack of interest, or rather lack of confidence in NSW 
teams was evident from the outset. When Melbourne 
clubs Carlton and Geelong played each other at the SCG in 
August 1903 5,000 people paid to watch them, but when 
NSW played Carlton two days later the attendance was very 
small because, according to the Herald, a Carlton win was 
a foregone conclusion.^
Even before the start of the first season of Australian 
rules in 1903 the Herald suggested that:
Possibly the reluctance of New South Wales to
76. Table 3.7. NSW did not win one important match 
between 1908 and 1912.
77. SMH, 4 5 6 Aug 1903. Carlton beat NSW by sixty
nine points to forty-nine.
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change its game, or even to introduce another
form which would be followed side by side with
Rugby, is due largely to the fact that our athletes
7 8excel rather in cricket than in football.
When rugby league began in Sydney, spectators found a
code in which NSW was successful. Between 1908
and 1912 the NSW rugby league team won all eleven of its
matches against Queensland, scoring 426 points to eighty- 
7 9three. NSW also won nine out of eleven matches against
8 0New Zealand and two out of three against England. The
majority of Sydney footballers and spectators turned to 
the new code. Australian rules was left to a small 
band of devotees, most of whom were probably expatriate 
Victorians and South Australians.
* * ★
The emergence of rugby league in Sydney and its earlier
background in northern England have been examined by 
8 1Chris Cunneen. Rugby league began in England in 1895
when a number of Yorkshire and Lancashire clubs left the 
English Rugby Union and formed what they called the 
Northern Union. Rugby was a strictly amateur sport but
78. SMH, 2 2 May 1903.
79. Matches and results were published in the Referee and 
SMH.
80. Ibid.
81. C. Cunneen, 'The rugby war: the early history of rugby 
league in New South Wales 19 0 7-15', in R. Cash man §
M. Me Kern an, Sport in History, Brisbane 19 79, 293- 306.
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in the north of England, where the game was played mainly
by workers, many could not afford the time off work caused
by injuries and tours. The Northern Union compensated
its players with broke n time payments, a violation of the
8 2rules of amateurism. " When a New Zealand rugby union
team visited England in 1905 it saw rugby league at
first hand and when it returned to New Zealand moves
8 5were made to send a professional team to England. ‘ In
May 1907 this professional team and its promoter, Albert
Baskerville, a Wellington public servant, were expelled
from the New Zealand Rugby Football Union. At the same
time it was announced that the team would play a series
84of matches in Sydney before going to England.
The visit of the New Zealand professional team to Sydney
was, according to the Herald., 'all that was needed to
fan into flames a smouldering discontent in our own 
8 5rugby world'. Interviews by the paper in 'various
quarters' established that :
there have been murmurings against the administration 
of the Metropolitan Rugby Union for some time, 
the players objecting to that body amassing
82. Ibid. , 294, and E. Dunning £ K. Sheard, Barbarians,
gentlemen and players : a sociological study of the
development of rugby football, Canberra 1979, 145-74.
83. Cunneen, op. cit., 295.
84. Ibid., Referee, 2 9 May 190 7 and SMH, 28 May 1 9 07.
85 . SMH, 6 Aug 1907.
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huge balances while they themselves, the instruments
of the amassing, were allowed to be out of pocket
86ln regard to various matches.
Or in the idiomatic language of the Bulletin, 'the players
are realising that the Union gets all the loot, while they
8 7have a monopoloy of the bruises and kicks.'
In 1907 the MRU received £3,724 in gate-receipts from
club matches and after expenses were paid had a credit
8 8balance of £2,399. ' In the same year the NSWffU received
£5,384 in gate receipts from interstate and international
matches and other sources, and after expenses were paid
89had a credit balance of £3,255. However the players
received little compensation for their efforts. NSW
players received three shillings per day while on tour,
for 'out of pocket' expenses, but players at all levels
90received little assistance when injured. During the
1890s gate-receipts from the opening round of senior 
club matches each season were donated to the metropolitan 
hospitals and in 1901 the MRU decided that, because
86 . Ibid.
87. Bulletin, 8 Aug 1907.
88. M RU bala n ce - sheet for 1907, NSW RFU annual 19 0 8}
2 54 .
89. NSWRFU balance-sheet for 1 907, NSWRFU annual 1908}
22 .
9 0 . SMH} 6 Aug 1907.
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receipts were often affected by bad weather, this should
9 1be changed to a simple twenty-five pounds donation.
The reason for this donation was not clear but it appears
to have been intended to evoke a reciprocal gesture of
generosity from the hospitals toward injured players; a
cheap form of medical insurance. In 1 89 6 the NS1VRFU
introduced an insurance scheme to pay medical bills for
injured players. Under the scheme the New Zealand Accident
Insurance Company covered each club, provided the clubs
9 2contributed to the premium.'“ The scheme lasted until
1903 when increased premiums and an unnecessarily complex
insurance policy which led to long delays in payments,
9 3encouraged the MRU to introduce its own medical fund.
This medical fund was financed by the initial grant of
£ 1 5 0 by the MRJ and the subsequent payment of five
percent of each season's gate receipts. The MRU
nominated doctors in each district and except in cases of
extreme emergency injured players had to use the nominated
doctors. Like its predecessor, the medical fund paid
medical bills but did not compensate players for loss
94of wages while injured. In September 1906 the medical
91. MRU annual report 1901, NSWEFU annual 1902, 225. The
donation of gate receipts during the 1890s was noted 
in the press each season.
92. SMH, 5 May 1896 and Arrow, 18 Aug 1900.
93. M1U annual report 1903, NSWEFU annual 1904, 209- 10
and MRU annual report 1902, NSWEFU annual 1903, 154.
94. NSWEFU annual 19 04, 24 1 - 2.
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fund was abolished and each district club was granted
9 5ten pounds to set up its own medical fund. This was
also unsatisfactory and at the start of the following
season the MRU agreed to pay all medical bills and
provide compensation of one pound per week for incapacitated 
96players. This was half the weekly wage of a labourer
9 7and one third that of a bricklayer.
The wealth of the MRU was made obvious to all when in
June 1907 it purchased the Epping racecourse (formerly
Lillee Bridge) at Forest Lodge, near Glebe, for 
9 8£13,000.' When the MRU bought the ground it was paying
rental charges of twelve-and-one-half percent of gate
receipts for matches played on the SCG and of thirty-
three percent of gate receipts for matches played on the
University Oval, however, the choice of Epping racecourse 
9 9was a bad one. By requiring teams to play at the ground
in Forest Lodge district teams would be out of their 
districts each Saturday and the local following would be 
reduced, or, as the Herald put it, '.instead of electorate
95. MRU annual report 1906, NSWHFU annual 1907, 202.
96. SMH, 6 6 7 Aug 1907.
97. J.B. Trivett, The official yearbook of Hew South
Hales 1908-9, Sydney 1910, 473-5. In 1907 a
carpenter received ten shillings per day, a bricklayer 
eleven shillings and a labourer seven shillings.
98. MRU annual report and balance sheet 1907, NSWRFU annual
1908, 252 $ 254.
99 . SMH, 7 Aug 1907.
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football Sydney will have Lillee Bridge football ' . ^  ^ 
The Herald said a general feeling existed that instead 
of paying £ 1 3 , 0 0 0 for Epping racecourse the MRU should 
have voted annual sums to local clubs to upgrade the 
suburban grounds.^  ^ Furthermore, the ground was not 
well appointed when the MRU bought it and according to 
one anonymous football personality was 'little better 
than a fowlyard'. He claimed that it would cost 
thousands of pounds to provide proper accomodation and 
doubted whether the ground would ever find favour 
with spectators.
He was right. Between 1908 and 1912 only twenty-one
first grade rugby union matches were played at Forest
Lodge, with an average attendance of 600 spectators,
compared with 1,900 spectators for matches at all
grounds. ^  ^  More important in the short term, was
the impression gained by discontented players and
officials who regarded the purchase as:
a move on the part of the union to sink a
large sum of money which might otherwise tempt
10 4some of the clubs to ask for a share of it.
100. Ibid.
101. Ibid.
102. Ibid.,
103. Table 3.9.
104. SMH, 6 Aug 1907.
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Discontent with the MRU was not in itself enough to
start rugby league in Sydney; capital was needed to
start the venture. After the visit of the professional
New Zealand team was announced, t h e Bulletin said that 'the
idea of professional football proves very alluring to
a number of people in Sydney'. ^  ° Two weeks later, after
50,0 00 people It ad paid to see a rugby union match between
NSW and New Zealand, the same journal reported that
'sundry showmen suddenly caught the idea of starting
professional rugby in Sydney'. ^  ^ Two of these showmen
were James Giltinan, a draughtsman living in Glebe,
10 7and Victor Trumper. ' Giltinan was supremely optimistic 
about the future of professional rugby in Sydney, 
especially as it was already played at a high standard in 
England. He said 'when we link up with England and New 
Zealand there will be far more interesting games to be 
witnessed than at present'. Referring to the conduct of 
the MRU, Giltinan vowed that in rugby league:
There will be no piling up of great balances and 
the buying of racecourse, while the men who earn 
the 'gates' are allowed to be at a loss. That is 
the crux of the position and the MRU has only
10 8itself to blame for the turn events are taking.
105. Bulletin, 25 July 1907.
106. Ibid. , 8 Aug 1907
107. NSW electoral roll and SMH, 10 $ 13 Aug 1907, which
reported that the organisers of the movement before 
the inaugural meeting to form the NSW Rugby Football 
League were 'Giltinan and a prominent cricketer'.
108. SMH, 6 Aug 1907.
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Rugby league was established in Sydney at a meeting of 
fifty footballers at Bateman's Crystal Hotel in George 
Street in the city on Thursday 8 August 1907. At this 
and another meeting on the following Monday the NSW 
Rugby Football League (NSWRFL) was formed and a team was 
selected to play three matches against the professional 
New Zealand team. Harry Hoyle, a real estate agent and 
former parliamentarian, was elected president of the 
NSWRFL, Gilt i nan was elected secretary, Trumper was 
elected treasurer, and a squad of twenty players were 
selected to train for the matches against New 
Zealand.* ^
The three matches were staged at the RAS ground and played 
under rugby union rules because the NSW team was uncertain 
of the new rules. New Zealand won all the matches but 
the series was a financial success. The first match 
attracted 20,000 people and the NSWRFL made a profit of 
.£180 from the three matches. ^  ^  Even before the matches 
were played James Giltinan entered into negotiations 
with the English Northern Union to send an Australian team 
to England in the English winter of 1908/9, on the same
terms as the New Zealanders, a £3,000 guarantee and
, , . Illseventy percent of the gate receipts.
109. Referee, 14 Aug 1907 c, SMB, 10 12 6 13 Aug 19 0 7 
and 11. Radi et al, op. cit., 138. Hoyle was re­
elected to parliament in 1910.
110. SMH t 19, 22 & 26 Aug 1907.
1 1 1 . Referee, 24 Dec 1 90 7 SMH, 10 & 13 Aug 19 0 7.
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Local clubs were formed in early 1908 and once again
Glebe was the first to be formed. At a well attended
meeting of footballers at Glebe Town Hall on 9 January
1908, the mayor of Glebe, Percie Lucas, presided over
the formation of the Glebe DFC under rugby league rules.
The patron of the new club was William Morris Hughes,
the federal member for West Sydney. Similar meetings
were held at Newtown, North Sydney, South Sydney and in
the Eastern Suburbs and Western Suburbs. Most of the
meetings were held at local town halls, although North
Sydney DFG was formed at the local School of Arts, and
all included aldermen and parliamentarians among their
1 1 2office-bearers.
Giltinan and Hoyle attended all the meetings addressing
them on the injustices of the MRU. The Balmain meeting
had a number of additional grievances to consider.
According to John Storey, a boilermaker and parliamentarian,
who chaired the meeting, football in Balmain had been
'partly ruined...by the absence of local games' and
113'players had been slighted by the union'. He was
referring to the MRU's policy of not staging matches at
112. Referee 3 2 2 Jan 1908 eT SMH3 10, 18, 22 fT 27 Jan -
11 Feb 1908 for Glebe, Newtown, South Sydney,
Eastern Suburbs and North Sydney meetings. Details 
of the formation of clubs in Parramatta and the 
Western Suburbs did not appear.
113. SMH, 27 Jan 1 908 Radi et a l, op . cit. , 265.
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Birchgrove reserve because it was not enclosed and the
refusal of the NSW selectors even to watch players in
114the apparently unfashionable Balmain team.
i'he annual subscription for each club attached to the 
NSWRFL was only one guinea, as opposed to the three 
guineas for each union club attached to the MRU and 
subscription for members was two shillings and sixpence 
rather than five shillings, but the rules requiring 
each club to keep detailed financial records and the 
six months residential qualification for players were 
the same in both codes. The most important difference 
was that rugby league players were compensated for playing 
club football. After the payment of ground rentals and 
players wages the two competing clubs in each match 
and the NSWRFL each received one-third of the net gate 
receipts. Fach club then paid sixpence per head per 
week on a minimum of sixty members into an accident fund. 
Players received ten shillings for each match from their 
clubs as reimbursement 'for his actual loss of time while 
playing football'. If a player was injured all his 
medical expenses were paid for him and he received two 
pounds per week for up to sixteen weeks from the accident 
fund, until he could return to his 'usual occupation'. 
Players who were permanently injured whilst playing were 
provided for by the committee as circumstances warranted.^
1 1 4 .  See  a b o v e .
115. NSWRFL by-laws and r u l e s Sydney 1908, 3-28.
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Nine clubs played in the inaugural rugby league competition 
in 1908, the eight metropolitan clubs and Newcastle, 
lhe Newcastle club, which was formed after a visit by 
Giltinan and Hoyle, sent a team to Sydney each weekend 
at the expense of the N S W R F L . 1 16 Each club in the 
competition also fielded a second and third grade team 
and some areas supported more than one team in each of 
the lower grades. The first round of the competition 
was on Monday 20 April but there were a number of practice 
matches earlier in the season for teams to become accustomed 
to the new rules of rugby league. Important changes 
from the rules of rugby union were the abolition of line- 
outs, new play-the-ball rules which eliminated mauling 
and rucking, and the abolition of 'charges' at free 
kicks, the last of which, Cunneen rightly points out, 
encouraged the emergence of star goal k i c k e r s . A n o t h e r  
important change was the reduction of the number of 
players from fifteen to thirteen. The elimination of two 
forwards further reduced the dominance of forward play, 
weakened the defence and therefore increased the chances 
of backs scoring tries. These changes made for a faster 
and more appealing spectacle but players took some time 
to adjust to them. In one practice match, between Glebe 
and Newcastle, the Bulletin reported a tendency by both
116. B u l l e t i n 13 Feb 1908 5 NSWBFL annual and souvenir
of the visit of the English rugby league team 19283
Sydney 1928, 25-6.
117- Cunneen, op. cit., 294.
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sides to lapse into the union game.
As a professional sport, depending on gate receipts to
pay its players, rugby league needed access to enclosed
grounds. In the first two seasons the NSWRFL used only
three grounds, the RAS Ground, Wentworth Park and Birch-
grove Oval. It is easy to understand how the NSWRFL
gained use of Birchgrove. After eight seasons during
which the MRU hardly used it, the NSWRFL guaranteed
the trustees that they would use Birchgrove regularly.
In 1908 one third of all first grade matches were played
119there, including nine out of ten of Balmain’s matches.
In 1909 the ground was again leased to the NSWRFL despite
the facts that it owed the trustees forty-one pounds in
rent from 1908 and the MRU had made a competitive counter- 
120bid. Much of the credit for gaining access to the RAS
Ground and Wentworth Park was due to Sir Matthew Harris.
Harris, it will be remembered was the first patron of
the Glebe rugby union club in 1900, but when the NSWRFL
121was formed he became its patron. No clues exist for
his change of allegiance but it was certainly vital,
118. Bulletin_, 23 Apr 1908.
119. Table 3.10 and lists of matches published in the
Referee and SMH.
120. SMH, 22 Mar 1909.
121 . Ibid. , 27 Mar 1908 .
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because Harris was a vice-president of the RAS and
12 2president of the Wentworth Park trust. In 1910
the NSWRFL gained access to three more grounds, and in 1911
12 3to a further two.
The enclosure of grounds for both rugby league and 
rugby union was an important step and raised some opposition 
from local residents. The SCG, the RAS Ground, the 
Sports Ground and University Oval were all owned and 
run either by the government, the RAS or the University 
Sports Union. These were all accepted as profit making 
organisations and no-one complained when the grounds were 
enclosed. Indeed it would have been seen as poor business 
management not to have enclosed them. Furthermore, the 
revenue from gate-receipts was seen to be used to provide 
better facilities and accommodation for paying spectators. 
Suburban grounds were a different matter. Most of the 
suburban grounds were controlled by local councils.
Others such as Wentworth Park and Birchgrove were run by 
government or council appointed trustees. They were all 
considered by rate-payers to be public rather than private 
or government property and their enclosure raised the 
ire of many local residents who were outraged at having 
to pay to use what they considered to be their public 
domain. When councils enclosed the grounds some rate­
payers thought the councils were selling out to business
122. Connolly, op. c i t . 13 8.
123. Table 3.10.
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interests, or at least being taken advantage of by 
unscrupulous speculators.
At the end of the 1909 football season North Sydney Council
enclosed North Sydney Oval and leased it to the NSWRFL
for three years. In return the NSWRFL contributed £300
to the enclosure of the ground, which involved building a
high fence. The NSWRFL probably also paid the council a
124share of the revenue. When local residents realised
that they would have to pay admission to watch football
and cricket matches a public meeting was held to complain.
Nothing is known of the proceedings of the meeting, but in
a letter to the Herald 'Nomad' complained about the
council's efforts to, as he saw it, 'bring in revenue to
assist...in its grievous burden of financing the borough'.
He saw the enclosure of North Sydney Oval as an attempt
by the NSWRFL to make money out of the local residents:
one has only to go on Saturdays to see the crowds
of people lining the fences and watching cricket
or footbal1...and...speculators are alive to the
'good thing' that is waiting if they can only
get the council to play into their hands while
12 5the public is asleep.
The enclosure of Hampden Park in 1908 prompted a similar
12 6meeting of rate-payers in Paddington.' Hampden Park
continued to be used by the MRU until the end of 1910,
124. Beferee, 9 Mar 1910.
125. SMH3 15 Oct 1909.
126. SMHj 6 Nov 1908.
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after which it was no longer used for first grade football. 
Opposition to the enclosure of suburban grounds was 
probably limited. The Paddington meeting was described 
by the Herald as being 'though not large....extremely 
enthusiastic, and at times inclined to tax the chairman's 
control'. ; One can only speculate on the kind of 
people who might have attended both the Paddington and 
the North Sydney meetings; vocal residents opposed to 
change of any sort, especially when it might impinge on 
cherished if previously only vaguely thought of rights.
If opposition was only limited it nevertheless brings 
into focus the importance of the enclosure of sporting 
grounds and therefore changing perceptions of what 
Saturday afternoon sport meant to the people of Sydney.
The introduction (5 f electorate sport was a major 
development in Sydney. It signalled an increased structur­
ing of and seriousness in the playing and viewing of club 
cricket and rugby. Everyone could appreciate the 
advantages of playing sport on a local basis but when 
spectators had to pay for their Saturday afternoon 
entertainment it acquired a different perspective. Every­
one could read in the papers the editorials deriding the 
decline of sport through its increasing commercialism
and professionalism and many of them might have shared
12 8these sentiments. “ However, when a person had to
127. Ibid.
128. See below.
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start paying for his or her Saturday afternoon entertain­
ment it was clear that sport had become a serious 
business.
In the five seasons between 1908 and 1912 known attendances
at all first grade rugby club matches increased by eighty-
1 ? 9three percent, from 200,200 to 366,600. Ostensibly
this was to be expected because spectators now had the 
choice of two codes to watch. However, detailed 
examination of attendances reveals a more complex 
attendance pattern. Attendances in 1908 were actually 
twenty-two percent lower than 1907 and thirty-six 
percent lower than 1906. Average attendances also fell 
from 4,400 in 1907 to 2,000 in 1 9 0 8. ^  ^  Rather than 
stimulate interest, in the first three seasons the 
existence of two codes of rugby in Sydney actually reduced 
interest in club rugby.
Comparing the relative performance of the two codes rugby
league made little impact on union in 1908 and even less
in 1909 but then there was a dramatic reversal, with
league claiming sixty-nine percent of the market in 1910
131and further consolidating in 1911. ' 1 would suggest
two reasons for this reversal, the transfer of rugby
129. Table 3.8.
130. Tables 3.3 and 3.8
131. Table 3.8
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union's best players to league at the end of 1909 and 
the visit of an English rugby league team in 1910.
Towards the end of the 1909 season the future of rugby
league looked grim in Sydney. During the English winter
of 1908/9 the first Australian rugby league tour of
England was a financial disaster. Bad weather deterred
crowds from attending matches and the tour was completely
overshadowed by the simultaneous visit of the first
Australian rugby team which won gold medals for
1 3 2Australia at the London Olympic Games. ' Poor attendances
in the 1909 club season did nothing to relieve the gloom
of rugby league supporters but towards the end of the
season James Joynton Smith, a sporting entrepeneur
and owner of the sporting weeklies the Referee and the Arrow}
raised the hopes of the new code by signing the 1908
Australian rugby union team the 'Wallabies' to play a
series of matches against the Australian rugby league
13 3team the 'Kangaroos'.
Thirteen of the Wallabies accepted one hundred pounds
each to play against the Kangaroos, another accepted
£ T S 0 and another, who had not toured in 1908, accepted 
134fifty pounds. ' The Wallabies and Kangaroos played
132. Cunneen, op.cit., 298-9.
133. J.J. Smith, My life story3 Sydney 1927, Referee3
1 Sept 1 909 , Sunday Times, 22 Aug 1909 4 SMH,
28 Aug 5 23 Sept 1909.
1 34 . Ibid.
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four matches in September 1909, two under rugby union
rules and two under rugby league rules. Honours were
level at the end of the series, with each team winning
under its own rules and the series was a financial success
with 40,000 people, more than had watched the whole
season of rugby league club matches, watching the four
games at the RAS G r o u n d . H o w e v e r ,  the most important
consequence of these matches was that the MRU expelled
all the Wallabies who had taken part, and in what the
Herald dubbed 'the Wallabies' stampede' the NSWRFL
13 6gained the services of Sydney's best footballers.
Newcastle withdrew from the rugby league competition in 
1910, having formed its own competition, and a new 
district team, Annandale, joined. However, it was the 
international rather than the club competition which sealed 
the success of rugby league in Sydney. Giltinan's sanguine 
expectations that contests against England would assure 
the success of rugby league were confirmed by the visit 
of an English rugby league team in 1910. Nearly 200,000 
people paid to see the six matches of the English rugby 
league team in June and July, assuring the financial 
security of the NSWRFL. ^  ^  This, together with 
the transfer of the leading players from union to league 
had an impact on attendances at club matches. Probably 
many people who had not previously attended a rugby league
13 5. SMH , 6 , 9, 1 3 $ 20 Sept 1909.
136. Ibid. , 2 $ 29 Sept 1 909.
137. SMH, 6 , 7 , 1 3 20 June, 11 G 14 July 1910
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match went along to watch the Englishmen, were impressed
with the style of football they saw, and consequently
started going to club league matches as well. An
examination of attendances for 1910 shows that the fall
in crowds at rugby union club matches coincided with the
start of the rugby league series against England. On
Saturday 4 June 37,000 people went to the RAS Ground to
watch the rugby league match between NSW and England while
less than 2,000 saw all five of the rugby union club
matches that afternoon.'" The following Monday
40,000 people watched the return league match at
the RAS Ground but only 10,000 people saw a rugby union
139match bet wee n NSW and a Maori team at the SCG. This
pattern was repeated for the remainder of the season. 
Whenever a major rugby league match was played crowds 
at rugby union matches, but the staging of big rugby union 
badly affected, but the staging of big rugby union 
matches had no marked impact on the size of crowds at 
rugby league fixtures.
The signing of the Wallabies and the success of the 1910 
season had other benefits for rugby league. Financial 
security allowed the NSWRFL to successfully outbid the 
MRU for use of North Sydney Oval and St Luke's Park and
to hire the Metters1 Ground, owned by the Metters' Stove
r 140Company.
138. Ibid., 6 June 1910.
139. Ibid., 7 June 1910.
140. Table 3.10
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Then, poor crowds at the Sports Ground for rugby union
matches in 1910 were probably an important factor in the
NSWRFL gaining use of the ground in 1911. The three rugby
union matches played at the Sports Ground in 1909
attracted an average of 4,000 people each, but the
twelve matches played there in 1910 attracted an average
14 1c r o w d  o f  o n l y  1 , 2 0 0  e a c h .
Rugby league attendances continued to grow in 1911, but 
the decline of support for rugby union was not universal. 
Table 3.9 shows that matches at University Oval continued 
to attract large crowds and in 1912 attendances at rugby 
union matches there were higher than at any stage since 
the introduction of rugby league. Similarly areas which 
did not have rugby league teams such as Manly and the 
southern suburbs of St George continued to attract large 
crowds to union matches. Also, the more affluent areas 
such as North Sydney and the Western Suburbs territory of 
Burwood, Ashfield and Strathfield still attracted large 
crowds to union matches. By comparison the strongest 
local support for rugby league was in the inner and 
generally less affluent suburbs of South Sydney, Balmain, 
Glebe and the inner Eastern Suburbs. As with rugby 
before 1908, support for rugby league clubs was closely 
linked to their success on the field. Except for 1909 
when the teams finishing second and third in the competition
141. Table 3.9
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had the best attendances, the first and second placed
teams always drew the largest crowds. Similarly, in
four out of the five seasons between 1908 and 1912 the
team which finished last in the premiership had the
142lowest attendances.
The fall in attendances at rugby union matches is one
indication of the rapid decline of the sport. Another
equally dramatic indication was the loss of revenue
suffered by the MRU. In 1908 the MRU received £4,000
in gate receipts from club matches but in 1912 the loss
of enclosed grounds combined with falling attendances to
14 3reduce gate receipts to £625. By comparison the
NSWRFL received about £6,000 from gate receipts at
14 4club matehes in 1912. In 1911 the MRU was forced to
sell Epping racecourse, the symbol of its prosperity only
14 5four seasons before.
The course of football in Sydney from the 1870s showed that 
there was room for two codes of football. Rugby was an 
inherently slow and unattractive game. 50,000 people were
142 . Table 3.11
143. MRU balance sheet 1908, NSWRFU annual 1909, 222,
MRU balance sheet 1912, NSWRFU annual 1913, 166.
144. Estimated from returns of the first round for 1912 
in which 18,000 people paid £403.
145. MRU annual report 1911, NSWRFU annual 1912, 165.
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drawn to a rugby union match against New Zealand in 1907, 
but at that time rugby was the only code to provide the 
thrill of regular international matches. Rugby withstood 
the challenge of the spectacular Australian rules game, 
but when the equally attractive game of rugby league 
arrived, promising the additional bonus of regular 
international contests, something Australian rules 
could not do, Sydney-siders embraced it warmly.
- 185 -
CHAPTER FOUR
REPRESENTATIVE CRICKET AND RUGBY, 1890-1912
The development of club cricket and rugby as sporting 
spectacles was itself impressive, however it was 
representative matches that really stirred the people of 
Sydney, and showed most clearly the development of 
cricket and rugby as mass spectator sports. I use 
'representative' to describe matches involving NSW and 
Australian cricket teams against England and South Africa, 
and NSW against Victoria and South Australia, and NSW and 
Australian rugby union and rugby league teams against 
England and New Zealand and NSW against Queensland.
There were other matehes involving intercolonial and 
interstate cricket and rugby teams during this period 
but they were played irregularly.  ^ The matches listed 
above were all regular competitions and therefore provide 
a constant guide to the growth of representative cricket 
and rugby.
A comprehensive account of attendances at representative 
cricket matches in Australia has recently been provided
1. New Zealand, Queensland, Tasmanian and Western
Australian cricket teams visited Sydney occasionally 
and Australian elevens played a number of mate h es 
against combined teams. The annual rugby matches between 
Sydney and Country teams which began in 1895 are not 
discussed. Details of all these matches are 
available in the A1SWCA year booky 1895-1913 and 
NSWRHJ annual, 1 892- 19 1 2.
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by Richard Cahsman. All cricket crowd figures appearing 
in this chapter are taken from there. Rather than 
reproduce Cashman's figures I have used only season 
aggregates and the highest daily attendance for each 
series or season. Attendances at matches are only one 
part of the story. It is impossible to know how many 
people did not attend but were interested in the progress 
of matches and anxious for scores and details. When 
important matches were played in Melbourne or Adelaide 
and for people who could not leave the city to watch 
matches at the S C G , large scoreboards were erected 
outside newspaper offices. During a Sydney test match 
in December 1903 the Herald reported that a crowd of 
10,000 people had gathered below the scoreboard outside 
its Hunter street office:
The exhuberance of office boys, who waved straw 
hats, the more phlegmatic applause of businessmen, 
[and] the expositions of carters...combined to 
produce in the city as capital a representation
3of a cricket crowd as could be found on any oval. 
Attendances do, however, provide a rough guide to the 
level of interest in cricket and rugby. Though of course 
not all spectators at matches would be Sydney people (a 
margin of country and interstate visitors has in reality 
to be imagined), to express the highest daily attendance
2. R. Cashman, Australian cricket crowds : the attendance
cycle, daily figures, 1877-1984, Sydney 1984.
2
SMH, 16 Dec 1903.
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du r i n g a season as a percentage of the population of 
metropolitan Sydney is nevertheless instructive and some 
guide to the level of interest. Crowd aggregates for 
each season also offer some measure of popularity, 
although they of course do not take into account the 
likelihood of people going to more than one day of play.
Between 1890 and 1912 all intercolonial, interstate and
international cricket matches were played at the SCG.
The SCG was less than thirty minutes walking distance
from the city and no doubt many people in the inner
suburbs and the city would have walked to the ground.
For people who did not wish to walk, or lived too far away
from the ground to so do, steam trams and, from 1899 onwards,
faster and cleaner electric trams ran directly to the 
4SCG. Extra trams were provided for important matches 
and with the aid of numerous buses and hansom cabs large 
crowds were handled efficiently.^ The historian G.V.
Portus recalled the steam trams at work in the 1880s:
The cars were mostly single-deckers, but, at 
peak periods during the day and for cricket matches 
and race meetings, huge double-decker cars were 
used. Dirty and noisy as they were, I have never 
seen a tram service that could shift a crowd more
4. A. Roberts, 'Planning Sydney's transport 1875-1900',
in M. Kelly (ed), Nineteenth century Sydney : essays
in urban hi story 3 Sydney 1978, 54, and E.C. Rowland,
'Sydney's tramways', Journal of the Royal Australian 
Historical Society} 41/5, 1955, 115-122.
5. Details of extra services appeared in the SMH.
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quickly. A few five-car trams with their puffing 
locomotives could cut a Sydney Cricket Ground 
crowd down to half in no time. The trams were 
supplemented by buses and hundreds of hansom 
cabs . ^
The lack of interest in international cricket caused 
by the frequency of English teams' visits in the 1880s 
was dramatically reversed by the coming of an English 
team financed by Lord Sheffield in 1891/2. A break of 
four years since the visit of the last English 
team, combined with the fact that this one was captained 
by W .G. Grace, encouraged over 90,000 people to watch 
the three Sydney matches of the tour, two against NSW and 
one against Australia. The Australasian thought that 
Sheffield's team which, like earlier English teams, also 
played in Melbourne and Adelaide, 'caused a cricket 
revival which has surpassed even the most sanguine 
anticipations'.' At the end of the season the same 
journal said:
Never before in the history of Australian cricket 
has such widespread public interest been manifested, 
and thousands of persons who had previously taken 
little or no notice of cricket were roused to 
enthusiasm....and even the time-honoured contest
6. G.V. Portus, Happy highways, Melbourne 1953, 5.
7. Australasian, 9 Jan 1892.
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between New South Wales and Victoria had 
to take second place... [to] the absorbing and 
supreme interest centred on the meetings between
g
England and Australia.
Table 4.1 shows the increase in attendances
at international matches played at Sydney up to 1912. The 
visit of English teams in 1894/5 and 1897/8 built further 
on the interest generated by Eord Sheffield's team. In 
December 1894 the Sydney protestant weekly the Australian 
Christian World, noted that 'all classes of our people
9are passionately devoted' to cricket. On Saturday 26 
February 1898 over 56,000 people, one twelfth of Sydney's 
metropolitan population, saw the first day of the final 
test match, even though the series had already been 
decided in Australia's favour, supporting the Herald’s 
earlier claim of the 'unprecedented interest aroused by 
the visit'.'  ^ The next English tour, in 1901/2, produced 
another record attendance at the SCG and in 1903/4 
crowds of over 35,000 were again recorded. In 1902/3 
even the visit of an amateur team, whose main reason for 
being in the area was to play a series of matches in New 
Zealand, attracted some interest.  ^^
8. Ibid., 23 Apr 1892.
9. Australian Christian World, 28 Dec 1894.
10. SMH, 3 Feb 1 898, and table 4.1
11. W.H. Frindall, The Wisden book of cricket records,
Eon don 1 98 1, 353.
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TABLE 4.1: ATTENDANCES AT REPRESENTATIVE CRICKET 
MATCHES IN SYDNEY, 1890-1912.
NSW and or 
Aus tral ia 
versus
Matches Season Highest Highest day
aggregate day as % of Sydney
population
1890/91 Vic 1 1 3400 6728
1891/92 Vic , SA § Eng 5 107264 20 169 5 . 2
1892/93 Vic § SA 2 53992 14531
1893/94 Vic § SA 2 43106 1 3726
1894/95 Vic , SA § Eng 5 168774 24120 5 . 7
1895/96 Vic $ SA 2 66515 2280 7
1896/97 Vic $ SA 2 80 763 18557
1897/98 Vic , SA § Eng 6 271767 362 2 2 8.0
1898/99 Vic § SA 2 79403 16887
1899/00 Vic $ SA 2 25226 7949
1900/01 Vic $ SA 2 2 2 2 1 2 8590
1901/02 Vic , SA § Eng 6 276556 37997 7 . 8
1902/03 Vic , SA § Eng 3 59510 10696
1903/04 Vic , SA § Eng 6 275969 35499 6 . 8
1904/05 Vic $ SA 2 45468 10740
1905/06 Vic $ SA 2 35836 8929
1906/07 Vic £ SA 2 25848 9561
1907/08 Vic , SA 5 Eng 6 211472 27776 4 . 8
1908/09 Vic § SA 2 43412 10738
1909/10 Vic § SA 2 18459 5625
1910/11 Vic , SA $ S Afr 6 154399 2422 1 4.0
1911/12 Vic , SA § Eng 6 203026 355 26 5 . 6
Note: Matches between NSW and New Zealand, Tasmanian, 
Queensland and Western Australian teams are not 
included. Neither are matches between Australian 
teams and other teams not designated as test 
matches .
Source: R. Cashman, Australian cricket crowds: the
attendances cycle daily figures 3 187 7-19 84,
Sydney 1984.
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Crowcls for the 1907/8 English tour were lower than any
since 1894/5. This was the start of a slump in attendances
at representative matches which lasted until the next
international team appeared, and the first South African
tour took place in 1910/11. The Herald thought one
reason for this decline was the growing popularity of surf-
1 2bathing during the summer months. Day bathing was
legalised in 1907 and three years later H.G. Hewlett,
honorary secretary of the Waverley DCC, said that 'cricket
now had to compete with surf-bathing, and numbers of
men who used to be available for cricket now spent their
1 3time on the ocean beaches'. Another reason put forward
by the NSWCA for the fall in attendances was the city 
council's decision to ban the display of scores by news­
paper offices because the crowds that gathered around 
them held up city traffic. A committee appointed by 
the NSWCA to consider the decline of interest in cricket 
concluded that people had hitherto watched the boards and 
if play reached an exciting stage had often gone out to 
the ground.^
The South African tour in 1910/11 failed to create the 
same excitement as visits by English teams, but in 1911/12 
the visit of another English team did much to
12. SMH} 6 Aug 1910.
13. Ibid. 3 20 Sept 1910.
14. NSWCA minutes, 15 Aug 1910 and SMH3 16 Aug 1910.
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rekin die interest in cricket. Attendances at Sydney 
test matches were higher than they had been in 1907/8 
but crowds for matches between NSW and England were lower. 
Possibly the seeming loss of interest in these matches 
was a reflection of greater public demand for matehes 
involving Australia rather than the separate states.
Before he returned to England in 1892 Lord Sheffield 
donated £150 for the advancement of colonial cricket.
At its first meeting in September 1892 the Australasian 
Cricket Council, a body formed by the cricket associations 
of NSW, Victoria and South Australia to control 
Australian cricket, decided to use the money to offer 
a trophy, the Sheffield Shield, to be competed for
1 5annually by teams representing the three major colonies.
The Sheffield Shield produced enormous interest in 
intercolonial cricket, which previously had not been 
played for any trophy. In the first season of the 
Sheffield Shield competition attendances at inter­
colonial matches at Sydney trebled, and apart from 1894/5 
and 1897/8 when this competition was overshadowed by 
English tours, intercolonial rivalry generated great 
interest.^ The 22,807 who watched play in the match
15. Australasian Cricket Council minutes, 13 $ 14 
Sept 1892.
16. Table 4.1 and figure 4.1
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bet ween NSW and Victoria on the Anniversary Day holiday
in 1896 remained a record for the competition throughout
Australia until over 25,000 people watched the correspond-
1 7ing match on the same holiday at Sydney in 1924. 
Attendances declined from 1900 onwards but whether this 
was because the competition had lost its novelty appeal 
or because Federation overshadowed interest in interstate 
contests is impossible to say.
The most tangible sign of the development of spectator
sports in Sydney was the growth of spectator facilites
at the SCG, largely as a result of gate-receipts from
international and intercolonial cricket. When the ground
was turned over to the NSWCA in 1876 it had one grandstand
and a wooden pavilion. 1 In 1881 a new grandstand was
built on the western side of the ground, presumably
replacing the existing one, to seat 1,600 people at a
1 9cost of £8,000. In 1883 an embankment known as the
Paddington Hill was raised and terraced on the north­
eastern corner of the ground, providing seating for
11,000 people. A year later the Members' pavilion
i • 2 0 replaced the old wooden pavilion at a cost of £7,000.
17. Cashman, op. oit. , 1 37-63.
18. P. Derriman, The grand old ground: a history of
the Sydney Cricket Ground, Sydney 1981 , 104.
19. Bulletin, 10 Sept 1881 and Sydney Mail, 10 Sept 1881.
20. Bulletin, 7 June 1884 and SMH, 1 Oct 1891.
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According to the Herald in 1891, the SCG was ’laid out 
so as make every provision for the convenience of 
spectators'; the eastern terrace gave the public 'a 
remarkably good view of whatever is going on', while
the grandstand and Members' pavilion were models of
, • , . , 21 ' their kind.
The entry charge for the first test match played at the
SCG was one shilling, with a further shilling for
admission to the grandstand. This remained the same
for all intercolonial, interstate and international
matches played at Sydney until 1912, except the test
matches in 1894/5 and 1897/8, when an extra sixpence was
2 2charged for admission to the grandstand.
The grandstand provided comfort for those who could afford 
it but those who paid only for admission to the ground 
were without any shelter from the sun or the rain.
The revival of interest in cricket in the early 1890s 
and the accumulation by the SCG trustees of funds from 
international and intercolonial matches prompted the 
Bulletin to call for some shelter for patrons in the 
outer ground, as the unsheltered area was known:
The authorities might well think about erecting some 
kind of shelter from the blazing sun for the
21 . 
22 .
SMH3 1 Oct 1891.
Cashman, op. ait. 3 36 6 157.
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'bob-a-head' contingent. . . . [and] they might
give the palatial structures for their own
pleasure a small rest and put up some sort of a
cowshed for the crowds who actually keep the game 
2 3going.
Nothing was done and the next additions to spectator 
facilities were again to existing structures. In 
January 1894 the Herald noted with pleasure that 'the 
ladies' tea-room has been furnished, and further facilities 
will be afforded to visitors to the grandstand to 
procure refreshments'.“  ^ Writing to the Herald, one 
member of the public, J.J. Collins, thought that these 
improvements were 'all very good' but he asked for some 
sort of shelter '(for the bulk of those from whom 
the game finds its main support - those who cannot 
afford or otherwise will not patronise the grandstand'. 
Collins thought that even a rough galvanised covering
would suffice to 'protect the people from the burning
, 25sun.
Philip Sheridan responded to these calls for shelter at 
a general meeting of the NSWCA, saying that the issue
23. Bulletin, 4 Feb 1893.
24. SMH, 4 Jan 1894.
25. Ibid., 5 Jan 1894.
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had been discussed by the trustees as far back as 1877, 
but that:
So long as the sun set in the west...it would 
be impossible to give adequate shade on the 
eastern side; and even if an iron roof were
2 ^erected, it would merely concentrate the heat.
Against these arguments the Bulletin continued its
attack on 'expenditure on the palatial buildings for
the members - and dunderheads 1 and called for 'some sort
2 7of covering for the habitues of the flat'.
Before the arrival of the next English team in 1894/5 
the SCG trust acted and in December 1894 the Bird O'Freedom 
announced that 'an awning is being erected for the bob 
brigade... and another is being fixed up in the smoke
2 greserve'.“ The smoke reserve was an area immediately 
to the south of the grandstand where smokers could
2 9congregate, smoking being prohibited in the grandstand. 
These two 'awnings' were the Bob stand and the Smokers' 
stand. Another concession to the masses came when the 
SCG trust bowed to pressure from the Paddington council 
and made an entrance to the ground from Park road, opposite 
Victoria Barracks, so that people coming from densely
26. NSWCA minutes, 18 Jan 1894 and SMH3 19 Jan 1894.
27. Bulletin3 3 Feb 1894.
28. Bird O'Freedom, 8 Dec 1894.
29. R. Cashman, Ave a go yer mug\ 3 Australian cricket
crowds from larrikin to ocker3 Sydney 1984, 19.
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populated Paddington did not have to walk around to the 
main entrance on the western side of the ground off 
Randwick road.^
Revenue from the 1894/5 English tour enabled the SCG
trustees to embark on a major building programme. In
1896 the Hill was created in the south-eastern corner
of the ground by raising the embankment, and caretaker
Ned Gregory erected the first substantial scoreboard
3 1between it and the Bob stand. In the same year a £6,000
Ladies' pavi1ion seating 3,000 people replaced a small
32wooden structure previously used for that purpose.
In 1897 another pavilion, the Northern stand, between the
Paddington hill and the Members' pavilion, was built to
house 1,400, bringing the capacity of the ground to 
3 335,000. Another improvement in 1896, not related to
spectator comfort but reflecting the growing popularity
of cycling, was the construction of a steeply sloping
asphalt cycling track and, two years later, the fitting
34of lights for night cycling. No more major building
was undertaken until 1909 when the £14,000, 3,500 seat
30. Derriman, op. cit.3
31. Ibid.
32. SMH3 11 May 1896.
33. Derriman,op. oit.3 106.
34. Ibid.
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Sheridan stand replaced the Smokers' stand.'
The Sheridan stand was built at a time when cricket 
crowds for representative matches were down. It was 
paid for mainly by revenue from representative rugby 
matches. Since rugby attendances have not been 
published elsewhere I include in tables 4.2 and 4.3 
detailed crowd figures for representative rugby matches 
between 1890 and 1907 and for rugby union and rugby 
league matches between 1908 and 1912.
The intercolonial rugby matches between NSW and
Queensland which began in 1882 continued to be played in
Sydney and Brisbane in alternate years until 1900 when
matches were played in both cities each year. In 1890
both the Sydney matches were played in wet weather. As
a result the first match was ’well patronised' in
view of the conditions but the second was watched by 'only
3 6the most enthusiastic supporters of the game'. When
the two teams next met at Sydney in 1892 interest in
Sydney rugby had been increased by the introduction of the
senior badge competition and this was reflected by the
size of the crowd. The attendance of 10,000 for the first
match between NSW and Queensland in that season was
described by the Herald as, 'probably the largest yet
3 7seen on the ground for a football match'.
35. Referee, 21 0ct'1908 and 9 June 1909.
36. SMH, 21 § 28 July 1890.
37. Ibid., 25 July 1892.
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T A B L E 4 . 2 : A T T E N D A N C E S  A T  R E P R E S E N T A T I V E  R U G B Y  M A T C H E S  IN
S Y D N E Y ,  1 8 9 0 - 1 9 0 7 .
n 1 D a t e T e a m s  V e n u e : A t t e n d a n c e
1 8 9 0 S 19 J u l N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d S C G ?
S 26 J u  1 N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d S C G ?
1 8 9 2 S 23 J u l N S W v Q u e e n s  1 a n d S C G 1 0 0 0 0
S 30 J u l N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d S C G 9 0 0 0
1 8 9 3 S 1 J u l N S W v N e w  Z e a l a n d S C G 1 3 0 0 0
S 8 J u l N S W v N e w  Z e a l a n d S C G 10 8 0 0
S 29 J u l N S W v N e w  Z e a l a n d S C G 1 3 0 0 0
1 8 9 4 S 2 1 J u l N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d S C G 1 2 0 0 0
S 28 J u l N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d S C G 1 2 0 0 0
1 8 9 5 S 6 J u l N S W v C e n t r a l  Q l d S C G 1 1 0 0 0
S 10 A u g N S W v V i c t o r i a S C G 7 5 0 0
1 8 9 6 S 25 J u l N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d S C G 7 - 8 0 0 0
S 1 A u g N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d S C G 1 1 0 0 0
1 8 9 7 S 3 J u l N S W v N e w  Z e a l a n d S C G 2 5 0 0 0
S 10 J u l N S W v N e w  Z e a l a n d S C G 2 0 0 0 0
S 31 J u l N S W v N e w  Z e a l a n d S C G 2 4 0 0 0
1 8 9 8 s 23 J u l N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d S C G 3 0 0 0s 30 J u l N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d S C G 9 0 0 0
1 8 9 9 s 17 J u n N S W v E n g l a n d S C G 2 2 0 0 0s 24 J u n A u s t r a l i a  v E n g l a n d S C G 3 0 0 0 0s 29 J u l N S W v E n g l a n d S C G 1 4 0 0 0
s 5 A u g A u s t r a l i a  v E n g l a n d S C G 1 6 0 0 0
1 9 0 0 s 14 J u l N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d S C G 1 5 0 0 0s 21 J u l N S W v Q u e e n s  l a n d S C G 7 0 0 0
1 9 0  1 s 13 J u l N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d S C G 2 0 0 0 0
s 20 J u l N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d R A S G r 2 0 0 0 0
1 9 0 2 s 12 J u l N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d U n i O v a l 1 2 0 0 0s 19 J u l N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d U n i O v a l 1 6 0 0 0
1 9 0 3 s 11 J u l N S W v Q u e e n s  1 a n d R A S G r 1 0 0 0 0w 15 J u l N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d U n i O v a l 1 0 0 0 0
s 18 J u l N S W v N e w  Z e a l a n d S C G 3 2 0 0 0s 25 J u l N S W v N e w  Z e a l a n d S C G 8 0 0 0
s 15 A u g A u s t r a l i a  v N. Z e a l a n d S C G 3 0 0 0 0
1 9 0 4 s 11 J u n N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d U n i O v a l 2 2 0 0 0w 15 J u n N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d R A S G r 1 2 0 0 0s 18 J u n N S W v G t  B r i t a i n S C G 3 5 0 0 0
s 25 J u n N S W v G t  B r i t a i n S C G 3 2 0 0 0
s 2 J u l A u s t r a l i a  v G t  B r i t a i n S C G 3 4 0 0 0
1 9 0 5 s 8 J u l N S W v N e w  Z e a l  a n d S C G 3 0 0 0 0
s 15 J u l N S W v N e w  Z e a l a n d S C G 3 0 0 0 0
s 8 A u g N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d S C G 2 2 0 0 0
s 12 A u g N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d S C G 1 8 0 0 0
1 9 0 6 s 14 J u l N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d S C G 3 2 0 0 0
s 21 J u l N S W v Q u e e n s  l a n d S C G 1 2 0 0 0
1 9 0 7 s 8 J u n N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d S C G 2 5 0 0 0
w 1 2 J u n N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d S C G 6 0 0 0
s 15 J u n N S W v Q u e e n s l a n d S C G 6 0 0 0
s 13 J u l N S W v N e w  Z e a l  a n d S C G 5 2 0 0 0
w 1 7 J u l N S W v N e w  Z e a l a n d S C G 2 3 0 0 0s 20 J u l A u s t r a l i a  v N. . Z e a l a n d S C G 4 8 0 0 0
s 10 A u g A u s t r a l i a  v N. Z e a l a n d S C G 3 0 0 0 0
s 17 A u g N S W v N Z  p r o f e s s i o n a l s R A S G r 2 0 0 0 0
w 21 A u g N S W v N Z  p r o f e s s i o n a l s R A S G r 4 0 0 0
s 24 A u g N S W v N Z  p r o f e s s i o n a l s R A S G r 8 0 0 0
N o t e : 1 . S = S a t u r d a y  & W = W e d n e s d a y .
^ n  11 f  e o • P /S> -F C> Y> C> O F. s m h  18 9 0 - 1 9 1 2  P Sunday T i m e s , 1 8 9 5 - 1 9 :
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TABLE
1908
1909
1910
4.3: ATTENDANCES AT REPRESENTATIVE RUGBY LEAGUE AND 
RUGBY UNION MATCHES IN SYDNEY, 1908-1912.
1 2 Date Teams Venue Attendance
Unions 18 Jul NSW v Queensland SCG 20000s 25 Ju 1 NSW v Queensland SCG 1 3000
League
S 2 May NSW v New Zealand RAS Gr 1 2000
S 9 May Australia v New Zealand RAS Gr 20000
M 8 Jun NSW v Maoris RAS Gr 25000
S 13 Jun NSW v Maoris RAS Gr 1 2000
S 1 1 Jul NSW v Queensland RAS G r Fair
S 18 Jul Australia v New Zealand RAS GR 12000
Union
S 5 J un NSW v Wallabies SCG 22000
S 3 Jul NSW v Queensland SCG 20000s 10 Jul NSW v Queensland SCG 10000
League
S 5 Jun NSW v New Zealand RAS G r 19000
W 30 Jun NSW v New Zealand W e n t P k 2- 3000s 24 Jul NSW v Maoris RAS G r 24000w 28 Jul NSW v Maoris RAS GR 5000s 31 Jul Australia v Maoris RAS Gr 34000s 21 Aug Australia v Maoris RAS Gr 1 2000w 25 Aug NSW v Maoris W e n t P k 3000s 28 Aug Australia v Maoris RAS Gr 8000s 4 Sep Kangaroos v Wallabies RAS Gr 18000w 8 Sep Kangaroos v Wallabies RAS Gr 16000s 11 Sep Kangaroos v Wallabies RAS Gr 2500s 18 Sep Kangaroos v Wallabies RAS Gr 4000
Union
S 28 May NSW v Queensland SCG 12000
W 1 J un NSW v Queensland Sport Gr ?
M 6 Jun NSW v Maoris SCG 10000
S 11 J un NSW v New Zealand SCG 15000
W 15 Jun NSW v New Zealand SCG 4000
s 18 Jun ,-NSW v Maoris ^NSW Unis v American Unis SCG 12000
c 25 J un .Australia v New Zealand Maoris v American Unis SCG 28000o
c 9 Jul .Australia v New Zealand ^Sydney Uni v Amer. Unis SCG ?o Z
League
S 4 Jun NSW v England RAS Gr 37000
M 6 Jun NSW v England RAS Gr 40000
S 11 Jun NSW v England RAS Gr 27000
S 18 Jun Australasia v England RAS Gr 39000
S 9 Jul Australasia v England RAS Gr 43000w 13 Jul Australasia v England W e n t P k 1 3000s 6 Aug NSW v England RAS Gr ?
TABLE 4.3 CONTINUED
1911
1912
Union
S 19 Aug NSW V Queens land Uni Oval 7000
W 23 Aug NSW V Queensland SCG 6000
League
S 3 Jun NSW V Queens 1 and RAS Gr 32000
W 7 Jun NSW V Queensland RAS Gr 3000
S 10 Jun NSW V Queens 1 and RAS G r 8000
T 22 Jun NSW V New Zealand SCG 46000
S 24 Jun NSW V New Zealand RAS Gr 28000
S 15 Jul NSW V New Zealand RAS G r 30000
Union 
S 3 Aug NSW V Queens 1 and Uni Oval 6000
S 10 Aug NSW V Queens 1 and Uni Oval 9000
League
S 1 Jun NSW V Queens land RAS Gr 14000
M 3 Jun NSW seconds v Queensland RAS Gr ?
S 22 Jun NSW V New Zeal and RAS Gr 24085
M 24 Jun NSW V New Zealand RAS Gr 1 7452
S 13 Jul NSW V New Zealand RAS Gr 10732
Notes: 1. S = Saturday, M = Monday, W = Wednesday &
T = Thursday.
2. RAS Gr = RAS Ground, Sport Gr = Sports Ground, 
Uni Oval = University Oval 5 WentPk = Wentworth 
Park.
Source: Referee3 Sunday Times & SMH3 1908-12.
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However, it was the visit of international teams which 
really sparked interest in rugby in the 1890s and which 
ensured that attendances at major representative matches
7 Ogrew even when interest in senior club rugby fell.
36,800 people paid to see the three matches played by a
touring New Zealand team against NSW in 1893, and even
more would have watched it had there not been a military
review on Moore Park which drew away many potential 
39spectators. Nearly twice that number watched the three
matches against NSW when the next New Zealand team visited 
Sydney four years later. Even greater interest was 
exhibited in the visit of the second English team in 
1899. When 30,000 people paid to see Australia beat 
England in the inaugural rugby test match between the 
two countries in June 1899 J.C. Davis compared the match 
with the first cricket test match played between Australia and 
England twenty-two years before:
l1 he international element is stirring the people in a 
manner similar to that observable in our cricket; 
and, as far as one can judge, its influence upon 
the public will be as enduring as it is likely to 
be enhancing to the game.^
Interest in the international and interstate matches 
continued to grow in the early 1900s. Unlike interstate
38. See Chapter two.
39. SMH, 10 July 1893.
40. BefereeJ 21 $ 28 June 1899.
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cricket after federation, rugby matches between NSW
and Queensland continued to gather support. This is
possibly explained by the relative success of NSW at
that time. NSW lost only two out of seventeen matches
4 1against Queensland between 1900 and 1907. However,
success does not explain the increasing popularity of
matches against New Zealand and England. In August 1903
32,000 people paid to see New Zealand win the inaugural
test match against Australia even though NSW teams had
been soundly beaten earlier in the season. On that
occasion the Herald3 while admitting that most
expected the result, said that many people had hoped the
combined strength of NSW and Queensland would 'clip the
4 2scoring wings' of the New Zealanders. Between 1903 and
1906 crowds of over 30,000 regularly watched matches 
against Queensland, New Zealand and England, and in 1907 
rugby crowds surpassed cricket crowds for the first time. 
Over 150,000 people paid to watch the four matches played 
by New Zealand against NSW and Australian teams in July 
and August 1907, including crowds of 52,000 and 48,000 
on consecutive Saturdays for the two test matches, both 
won easily by the visitors.
International matches were always played at the SCO 
but between 1901 and 1904 interstate rugby matches were 
usually played on the University Oval and the RAS Ground.
In 1901 the SCG charged fifteen percent of gate receipts
41. Results appeared in both the SMH arid'the NSWHFU annualy 
1 89 2- 191 2 .
42. SMH, 17 Aug 1903.
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as rental for the first match but the RAS wanted only
4 3ten percent so the second match was played there.
In 1902 both grounds wanted twenty percent of gate
receipts and the NSWRFU switched to University Oval,
whose owner, the University Sports Union, wanted only
4 4fifteen percent.
Little is known of the facilities at the RAS Ground but
it is clear that they were not as elaborate as the SCG’s.
Between 1890 and 1906 only two representative matches were
played there but from 1907 to 1912 the NSWRFL, unable
4 5to gain access to the SCG, used it regularly.
Throughout the period the ground was apparently being 
improved. In 1893 the final of the RAS trophy for 
senior clubs had to be played at the SCG because of the 
extensive alterations taking place at the ground and by 
1910 it was able to cater for the 43,000 spectators who 
saw the second rugby league match between Australasia 
and England.^ ^
Gate receipts from club matches and the first few inter­
state matches played there enabled the Sydney University
43. Re fere e 3 25 June 1902.
44. Ibid.
45. Tables 4.2 and 4.3.
46. Referee, 23 Aug 1893 and table 4.3.
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Sports Union to transform University Oval into a first
rate ground. When the interstate rugby matches were
first moved to University Oval J.C. Davis saw the step
as inevitable because the ground favoured fast football
4 7and provided excellent all-round viewing. Apparently
the other grounds were easily affected by rain and the
SCG did not provide complete views of rugby matches
4 8from all parts of the ground. Improvements to
University Oval included extra turnstiles to handle
large crowds more quickly, additional seating, and a
series of embankments created from the waste soil
produced in the excavation of foundations for the nearby
4 9Central railway station. ~ In 1905 interstate matches 
returned to the SCG because the University Sports Union 
increased its rentals.^
Another change in the early 1900s was the introduction of 
Wednesday afternoon representative rugby matches. The 
incorporation of the Saturday half holiday was as 
important a pre-condition for the emergence of mass 
spectator sport as the establishment of an efficient
47. Ibid. , 25 June 1 902 .
48. SMH, 17 Aug 1903 reported that the Ladies' pavilion
'does not afford a favourable position from which to 
view a football match, however much it may be in 
demand when "king Willow" holds sway'.
49. Referee, 25 June 1902 $ 6 May 1903 q SMH, 6 May 1901. 
5 0 . See above.
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transport network. In 1877 the New South Wales
cricketers' guide noted that in Sydney, Saturday afternoon
was 'pretty generally observed as a half holiday' and
that as a result, every available green swarmed with 
5 1cricketers. Eric Fry notes that one consequence of
the reduction of working hours from the 1850s was the
institution of the Saturday half holiday. On the basis
of accounts of which trades took part in the Eight
Hour Day procession in Sydney each October, Fry concludes
that by 1890 the only large groups not enjoying a free
Saturday afternoon were transport employees and shop
assistants. He cites an American visitor in the late
1880s describing Saturday in the colonies as a weekly
half holiday: 'a time of carnival, drinking, sports
5 2and wasteful activities generally'.
Partial relief came for shop assistants in 1899 when the 
Early Closing Act came into force. With minor amendments 
in 1900 and 1906 this act required most shops in the 
metropolitan area to close at one p.m. on either Wednesday
51. S. Cohen, New South Wales cricketers' guide and annual 
for season 1 8 7 7 - 8 Sydney 1877, introduction.
52. E.C. Fry, The condition of the urban wage earning
class in Australia in the 1880s, PhD thesis, ANU 
1956, 289. The American visitor was M.M. Ballau,
'Under the southern cross, or travels in Australia', 
Boston 1 888, 2 0 2 f f.
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or Saturday, at the discretion of individual shopkeepers.
Because Saturday was the most profitable trading time
many shopkeepers chose Wednesday for the half holiday,
although some large stores such as Anthony Hordern's
5 4closed on Saturday.
An immediate consequence of the Wednesday half holiday 
was the formation of Wednesday half holiday associations 
to organise various recreations. The Wednesday Cricket 
Association was formed to organise district cricket 
competitions. In 1902/3 there were nine district teams 
and one from the General Post Office, and the matches 
were well attended.^  Commenting on the success of the 
holiday the Sydney Mail said: 'The break in the week's
work afforded by the half-holiday on Wednesday is truly 
a "boon and a blessing" to thousands of men....[and]
is generally spent, as it should be, in outdoor excursions
, , 56and sports'.
Another result was that the NSWRFU began staging represent­
ative matches on Wednesday afternoons. The first such
53. Early Closing Act, no 38, 1899 Early Closing [Amend­
ment] Act, no 81, 1900, and Early Closing [Hair­
dressers Shops] Act, no. 29, 1906.
54. Anthony Hordern's advertisements in the SMH proudly 
announced the store's intention to close on Saturday 
afternoons.
55. Lists of teams and description of matches appeared 
regularly in the Referee and SMH.
56. Sydney Mail3 29 April 1903.
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match, between NSW and Queensland, was played before
10.000 people at University Oval in July 1903. The 
experiment met with further success and in July 1907
23.000 people watched the second of two matches between 
NSW and New Zealand on the SCG.°^
However, Saturday was the traditional day of recreation
and in 1909 a Royal Commission was appointed to examine
the desirability of making it a compulsory half holiday.
Justice Street agreed that Saturday was the most profitable
day for trading and concluded that the convenience of the
public would be best served by the retention of existing 
5 8conditions. However, a majority of parliamentarians
disagreed. The Labor whip John Estell, supported a 
compulsory Saturday half holiday for all because it was 
'a greater advantage to employees, in enabling them to 
indulge in such manly sports as cricket and football' . 
William Taylor, a produce merchant and Liberal member for 
St George agreed, declaring that:
When I was a youngster, and had to work on Saturday 
afternoons, I envied those who were free to play 
football and cricket, or indulge in other forms of 
recreation; and of recent years, since I have 
been able to enjoy the Saturday half-holiday, I
57. Tab 1e 4.2.
58. Royal Commission re Saturday half holiday, NSWPPj
1909, v o1 5, 709-1149.
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have been anxious to give everyone the same 
59privilege.
The Saturday Half Holiday Act of 1910 required all shops 
except hairdressers, newsagents, booksellers, chemists, 
florists, green grocers, tobacconists, confectioners, 
hotels and eating places to close on Saturday afternoons. 
According to the Herald, 'the heart of the shop assistant 
rejoiced' when the compulsory Saturday half holiday was 
introduced. On the first day, extra trams and trains were 
put on to meet the expected rush, and at one p.m.,
'there was a hurrying to and fro in all directions; 
youths and maidens were glad to be set free, and 
were preparing to spend the afternoon with
60
friends or to take part in the various sports. 61
With the introduction of the compulsory Saturday half
holiday, Wednesday afternoon matches were abandoned.
In 1910 crowds for Wednesday matches staged by both the
NSWRFU and the NSWRFL were well attended but crowds
at matches in 1911 were much lower and in 1912 they were
6 2abandoned entirely.
Table 4.3 and figure 4.3 show that at the representative 
level rugby league eclipsed rugby union in its first
59 .
60 . 
61 , 
62 .
NSWP Dj Session 1910, 107 3.
Saturday Half Holiday Act, no 23, 1910
SMH, 24 Oct 1910.
Table 4.3.
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season. In May and June 1908 the NSWRFL staged a series 
of matches against New Zealand and Maori teams. These 
attracted good crowds but perhaps a truer indication of 
the relative popularity of the two codes came on 18 July 
when the rugby union match between NSW and Queensland 
attracted 20,000 but the rugby league match between 
Australia and the Maoris attracted only 12,000. In 
1909 the sheer amount and variety of rugby league ensured 
that the new code had an aggregate attendance much larger 
than that for rugby union matches, but it was also clear 
that rugby league was becoming more popular. On the 
only Saturday in which representative matches were held 
simultaneously the rugby union match between NSW and 
Queensland drew only 3,000 more spectators than the rugby 
league match between NSW and New Zealand. Furthermore, 
rugby league attracted the two best gates of the season.
In 1910 the NSWRFU took the challenge of the new code
seriously and invited a New Zealand team, a -Maori team
and an American Universities team to visit Sydney.
Unfortunately for the NSWRFU the NSWRFL invited an English team
to visit and this proved an outstanding success, overshadowing
all other levels of rugby and establishing the supremacy
6 3of rugby league in Sydney. The visit of the American
Universities team cost the NSWRFU £816, a heavy drain on
6 4funds already hard hit by the popularity of rugby league.
63. See chapter three.
64. NSWRFU balance sheet .1910, NSWRFU annual 19113 19.
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Shaken by the loss of support in 1910 the NSWRFU returned 
to a more modest format and in 1911 and 1912 its only 
representative fixtures were against Queensland.
At the same time representative rugby league continued 
to draw large crowds and on the Coronotation Day holiday 
in June 1911 a crowd of 46,000 people saw NSW play New 
Zealand in the first rugby league game to be staged on 
the SCG. Crowds fell for rugby league matches in 1912 
but this was simply because the NSW team was so much 
stronger than either Queensland or New Zealand. After 
thrashing Queensland in the first interstate match the 
NSWRFL put a second rate NSW team into the field against 
the visitors but even this proved too strong. Although 
the New Zealanders provided sterner opposition the 
prospect of further one-sided matches apparently kept the 
crowds away.
In 1898 George Giffen, a South Australian and Australian 
all-round cricketer, noting that its trustees had 
spent £100,000 on the ground declared the SCG to be 
'unquestionably the best appointed [ground] in the world'
Such an observation necessarily invites comparison of the 
SCG's facilities with those at other grounds and, indirectly, 
comparison of attendances at major cricket and rugby matches 
in Sydney with attendances at major cricket and football 
matches in Melbourne.
65. G. Giffen, With hat and halt, Melbourne 1981 (1898),
119.
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Between 1890 and 1912 all the major grounds used for 
cricket and football in Australia and England developed 
reasonable spectator facilites. The three main Australian 
grounds were the SCG, the MCG and Adelaide Oval.
Except in 1891/2 when all grounds hosted one test each, 
Sydney and Melbourne each hosted two cricket tests each 
international series and Adelaide one, and all grounds 
were used for football. Giffen believed the MCG to be 
'nearly, though not quite, so magnificently appointed as... 
Sydney’, while Adelaide Oval 'though not so splendidly 
appointed [as either the SCG or MCG was] ...a credit 
to a city of 120,000 people'.^ Like the SCG, the MCG 
had a members' and ladies' pavilion and a large grandstand 
which seated 7,000 people at a charge of two shillings 
and sixpence each. Adelaide had two large pavilions and 
a smokers' stand.^
For much of this period Sydney held the record for 
attendances at both football and cricket matches.
Although Melbourne football crowds were considerably 
higher than rugby crowds in Sydney during the 1890s and 
early 1900s the introduction of electorate rugby made 
comparisons at club level more equal. At the highest 
level, the 52,000 people who saw NSW play New Zealand 
at the SCG in July 1907 remained a record football
66. Giffen, op. oit., 120.
67. Ibid.
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attendance for any Australian ground until 54,000
6 8people saw the Australian rules final at the MCG in 1912. 
Table 4.4 shows that Sydney generally attracted more 
people to particular days of test cricket but that 
Melbourne sometimes held the record for season aggregate 
attendances for test series. A partial explanation for 
Melbourne's superior aggregate records is that Melbourne 
always hosted the second test match of a series, which 
included the New Year's Day holiday. Nevertheless, in 
the three series in 1897/8, 1901/2 and 1903/4 Sydney
held both the record daily attendance and the aggregate 
att endance.
Facilities at English cricket grounds appear to have
been less sophisticated, largely because cricket and
football were played at different grounds, so that cricket
ground authorities had neither the additional revenue
nor the pressure of large attendances from football which
6 9Australian crowds experienced. Despite this disadvantage,
cricket crowds for test matches at England’s leading 
grounds were not substantially lower than at the SCG or 
MCG. Lord's could hold 30,000, the Oval could hold 
25,000 and the Leeds ground held a crowd of over 35,000 
for a match between Yorkshire and the touring Australians
68. Table 4.2 6 K. Dunston, The paddock that grew: the
story of the Melbourne Cricket Club, Melbourne 1962, 
113-4.
69. Cashman, Ave a go y&r mug I«, 44.
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in 1902 .
The most striking difference between Australian and
English cricket grounds was the sophistication of
Australian scoreboards. The MCG's first scoreboard
was built in the 1870s and replaced by a more elaborate
one in 1901. Adelaide Oval obtained its first scoreboard
7 1in 1885 and a larger one in 1911. The SCG's
first sizeable scoreboard, built by Gregory in 1896,
was replaced by a larger version in 1905, designed by
Richard Shute, the honorary treasurer of the NSWCA and an
7 2architect by profession. Before these elaborate score-
boards (providing all the information about play necessary
to follow the game) were introduced Australian grounds
used the English system of keeping a track of the score
through score-cards, sold by entrepeneurs with portable
7 3printing machines, and updated throughout the day.
George Giffen was impressed by the Australian system, 
especially Gregory's board at Sydney:
By mechanical appliances each run is scored as it 
is made, every hit off the bowler is debited to 
him, each man's score appears while he is in, and 
after he is out, and the bowling analysis, up to 
date, is presented to the spectator. Similar
70
70 . Ibid.
71 . Ibid. , 4 3.
72 . R e f e r e e, 1 Mar 1905 .
73 . Cashman, Ave a go y er m u g J ,
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information is given in Adelaide...and in
Melbourne, but the system has been perfected at
74Sydney. No sale for scoring cards out here!.
There is therefore some justification for Giffen's claim 
for the pre-eminence of the SCG among the world's cricket 
grounds and for the more general assertion that between 
1890 and 1912 Sydney stood alongside, and often above, 
Melbourne as a sporting capital. With the benefits and 
pressures of trying to please both cricket and football 
crowds Australian officials appear to have been more 
mindful of the requirements of spectators than were 
their English counterparts. The question now arises 
as to who the officials, players and spectators were 
that took part in the growth of cricket and rugby as 
sporting spectacles in Sydney.
74 . Gif f en, op.oit. 1 1 9 .
APPENDIX ONE TO SECTION ONE
THE GROWTH AND SOCIAL COMPOSITION OF SYDNEY AND SUBURBS, 
1890- 1912.
Between 1891 and 1911 the population of Sydney and its 
suburbs grew from 383,283 to 620,041. Table one shows 
that the main growth was in the suburbs, especially the 
thinly populated outer suburbs. The total metropolitan 
increase was sixty-two percent but in the city it was 
only five percent. The eleven municipalities with over 
150 percent were all outer suburbs with population 
density of less than two people per acre. By contrast 
the heavily populated inner suburbs experienced 
relatively small increases. Seven of the ten municip­
alities with less than fifty percent growth were close 
to the city and had over twenty-five people per acre.
The other three, Alexandria, Hunter's Hill and Waterloo, 
though not so densely populated, were well-established 
and fairly close to the city.
I have used three elements from the 1901 census of NSW 
to indicate the broad social status of each municipality. 
A small number of people per room in each dwelling 
(Figure one), a large number of many-roomed dwellings 
(Figure two) and a high level of private school or 
home education (Figure three) are taken to indicate 
municipalities of high social status and the reverse
are taken to show low social status suburbs.
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TABLE ONE: POPULATION AND DENSITY INCREASE IN SYDNEY AND
MUNICIPALITIES, 1891-1911
Municipality
North Nest
Popu1 ation 
1891 1911 Percentage
increase
People
1891
per acre 
1911
Annandale 4975 11240 125 13.8 31.2
Balmain 23475 32038 31 25.2 34 . 4
Glebe 1 7075 21943 28 32 . 8 42 . 1
Leichhardt 1 2092 24254 100 10 . 3 20 . 7
Nest Central
Camperdown^ 6658 - - 15.3 -
Erskenville 5275 7299 38 31 8 44.0
N e w t o w n 1 7870 26498 48 40 . 4 60.0
St Peters 4860 8410 73 5.4 9 . 4
East Central
Alexandria 7505 10123 34 7 . 3 9 . 9
Bo t any 0 2060 4409 114 1 . 0 2.0
Mascot^ 2407 5836 142 1 . 1 2 . 6
Dariington 3465 3816 10 78 . 8 86 . 7
Redf ern 2 1322 24427 14 49.0 56 . 2
Waterloo 870 1 10072 15 10.8 12.5
Nest
Ash field 11697 20431 74 5 . 6 9 . 8
Burwood 6227 9380 50 5 . 9 8 . 9
Concord 2 107 4076 93 0 . 8 1 . 5
Drummoyne 2 701 8678 22 1 1 . 4 4 . 5
Enfield ^ 2050 3444 68 1 . 2 2.0
Homebush - 676 - - 1 . 1
Marrickvi 11 e 13507 30653 126 6 . 7 15.2
Petersham 10369 21712 109 8 . 3 17.3
Strath field 2292 4046 76 1 . 3 2 . 3
South
Bexley 2050 6517 217 1 . 1 3 . 4
Canterbury 2426 11331 403 0 . 3 1 . 4
Hurs tvi lie 1125 6533 480 0 . 2 1 . 0
Kogarah 2328 6953 183 0 . 5 1 . 6
Rockdale 4908 14095 187 1 . 0 2 . 8
East
Paddington 1 8392 243 1 7 32 45.6 58.3
Randwick 6236 19463 212 0 . 8 2 . 4
Vauc1us e 1007 1672 6 6 1 . 3 2 . 2
W a v e r 1 e y 8842 19831 124 4 . 5 10 . 1
Woollahra 90 16 16989 79 4 . 7 8 . 8
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TABLE ONE CONTINUED
Municipality Popu1 at ion People per acre
1891 1911 Percentage
increase
1891 1911
North Shore
Eastwood 512 968 89 0 . 2 0 . 3
Hunters Hill 3633 50 1 3 37 2 . 7 3 . 8
Lane Cove 1115 3306 196 0 . 4 1 . 3
Manly 3236 10465 223 1 . 3 4 . 3
Mosman 1457 13243 808 0 . 7 6 . 4
North Sydney 15649 34646 121 7.6 16.8
Ry de 2713 528 1 94 0.4 0 . 7
Willoughby 2296 13036 467 0.4 2 . 4
City of Sydney 107652 112921 5 37.2 33.9
TOTAL 383283 620041 62 4.0 6 . 5
Notes : 1 . Camperdown was incorporated 
Sydney in 1909.
into the City of
2 . Mascot was previously known as North Botany.
3 . Homebush was not incorporated until 1906.
Source: J . B .
1912
were
Trivett, The official year 
Sydney 1913, 10. The broad
devised by T.A. Coghlan in
of New South Males
area divisions 
the early 1890s.
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FIGURE ONE: PERCENTAGE OF POPULATION IN HOUSES WITH
MORE THAN TWO PEOPLE PER ROOM, 1901
I = more than 6.5 %
Ul = 4.5-6.5 %
- less than 4.5 %
Source: Census of New South Wales, 1901. Base map is taken 
from J. Camm, J. McQuilton £ S. Yorke, Australiern 
census maps 19 013 Sydney 1984, 22.
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FIGURE TWO: PERCENTAGE OF HOUSES WITH SEVEN OR MORE
ROOMS, 1901
= less than 17 %
= 17-27 %
= more than 27 %
Source: Census of New South Wales 1901. Base map is taken
from J. Camm, J. McQuilton § S. Yorke, Australian 
census maps 19013 Sydney 1984, 22.
□
ED
M
FIGURE THREE: PERCENTAGE OF POPULATION EDUCATED AT PRIVATE
SCHOOLS OR AT HOME, 1901
□  = less than 10 %urn 10-20 %■  ■ more than 20 %
Source: Census of New South Wales 1901. Base map is taken 
from J. Camm, J . McQuilton & S. Yorke, 
census maps 1901j Sydney 1984, 22.
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FIGURE FOUR:  M U N I C I P A L I T I E S  OF SYDNEY AND SUBURBS
MUNICIPALITIES
1 city (X SYDNEY
2 ALEXANDRIA
3 ANNANDAlE 
« AS«f»€LD
5 B At MAIN
6 BEXLEY
22 LANE COVE 
73 IEiCmhaRDT
24 MANLY
25 marrickviue
26 MARSF'ELO 
77 MOSMAN
M sp «Sow ing
7 BOTANY
8 BOTANY NORTH
9 BUR WOOD
10 CAMP? RDOWN
11. Canterbury
12. CONCORD
78 NEWTOWN
29 north Sid n e y
30 PADDINGTON
31 PETERSHAM 
37 RANDWiCX 
33 REDNERN
NEW SOUTH WALES 14 DRUMMOYNE
15 ENFIELD
35 PYDC 
3f ST PETERS
—
SYDNEY METROPOLI TAN AREA
SCALE
1 »OO OOO
< O l  1 ) 1 1
16 ERS'.iNEVXlE
17 FIVE DOCK
18 GLEBE
19 HUNTERS HX.L 
70 MUASTVAIE
21 KOGARAH
37 STRATHFltLO
38 VAUCLUSf
39 WATERLOO
40 WAVE Rl f Y
4 1 W1UOUGHBY 
42 WOOLLAHRA
S o u r c e : J . Ca mm ,  J M c Q u i l t o n  § S .  Y o  r k  e , A u s tralian census
maps 1 9  0 1 j S y d n e y  1 9 8 4 , 22 .
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APPENDIX TWO TO SECTION ONE
FACTORS INFLUENCING THE SIZE OF ATTENDANCES
The question of what factors influence the size of crowds 
at gate-money team sports is a major source of debate among 
sports economists. Two of the more recent and (importantly 
for non-economists) comprehensible studies are Wray 
Vamplew's examination of Scottish soccer between 1890 and 1914 
and P.J. Sloane's paper on British team sports since 1945.^
A further advantage of these works is that they synthesize 
the broader debate among British and North American sports 
economists, a task which is beyond my scope and competence 
here .
Noting that 'A substantial rise in working-class spending
power, growing urbanisation, and a concentration of free-time
into Saturday afternoons all encouraged the marketing of
2gate-money sport' , V amplew identifies the existence of
tram and railway facilities and the provision of shelter
against the weather, 'making access easy and...viewing more 
3pleasant' as important factors in the level of attendances.
He also writes :
Although it might seem that...a winning team
would... generally attract larger crowds than losing
1. W.Vamplew, 'The economics of a sports industry: Scottish
gate-money football, 1890-1914', Economic history review, 
series 2, vol. 35, 1982 and P.J. Sloane, Sport in the
market, Institute of Economic Affairs, 1980.
2. V amplew, ibid.} 549.
3. Ibid., 552.
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ones...there is general agreement among sports
economists that, for a given quality of game,
the spectator demand will be higher the more equally
4balanced are the sides'
Importantly, V amplew states :
There was no attempt to compete for spectators by 
price. . . . (because) apart from an occasional cup tie, 
a basic ground-charge of sixpence with a similar 
common policy of reduced rates for children and 
free admission both to women and to uniformed 
servicemen (applied)^.
Like V amplew, Sloane looks firstly to higher wages and
greater leisure time as factors likely to influence
attendances, stating that 'As real incomes rise and hours
of work diminish we would expect that the demand for
leisure goods, including professional sport, would rise'^ .
However, the decline of interest in British professional
sport since 1945 indicates that this does not necessarily
7follow, and that other factors must be considered .
These include the quality of matches ('A larger number of 
spectators will be attracted to the games of a team with 
several star players than to those of teams containinggnone' ), the population available to view matches, the 
success of teams, and the price of admission.
4. Ibid., 552.
5. Ibid.
6. Sloane, op. ait., 19.
7. There is also the question of whether this was a real 
decline, or the result of radio and television coverage?
8 . 24 .Sloane, op. oit.
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Sloane also identifies the existence of leisure alternatives, 
the style of play (whether slow/defensive or fast/attacking), 
the propensity to crowd violence, the marketing of the 
game through advertisements, the weather, and the date 
and time of fixtures as being import ant,though he 
believes the 'key' to attendance size is the level of 
uncertainty about the outcome of matches.
The significance of these factors to this study will be 
examined shortly. F irst it is necessary to discuss the factors 
that neither V amplew or Sloane emphasise, but which were 
of crucial importance to the growth of cricket and football 
in Sydney between 1890 and 1912. The first is the impact of 
nationalism, co1 onia 1/state rivalry and suburban identity or 
pride. In the periods considered by V amplew and Sloane 
teams already represented specific geographical locations 
and so it could be assumed that supporting a team also 
involved feelings of loyalty to a particular locality.
However, in the period under consideration here that 
assumption could not always be made, especially at club 
level. The introduction of regular international and 
intercolonial/interstate rugby, the restructuring of 
intercolonial cricket (especially the inception of the 
Sheffield Shield competition), the scheduling of visits 
by English cricket teams on a more realistic basis than in 
the 1880s, and the introduction of club competitions based 
on localities tapped the high level of nationalism, 
intercolonial/interstate rivalry and municipal awareness 
that blossomed in Sydney at the same time.
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A second point that V amplew and Sloane do not emphasise 
is the need for a competent administration and well 
organised competitions. Again, in the periods they were 
examining the existence of both could be safely assumed 
but in the period examined here, especially the early
91890s, they were often an exception rather than a rule.
Returning to the factors that V amplew and Sloane did
identify, the first, a substantial increase in working
class spending power, was not important in Sydney.
Wages, simply, did not rise significantly between 1890 and 
101909. Furthermore, the resurgence of interest in cricket 
in Sydney coincided with the worst period of the 1890s 
depression, when wages were lowest. If any tentative 
conclusions can be reached on the correlation of wages and 
attendances, it may be that the increased hardship caused • 
by economic depression and lower wages encouraged rather 
than deterred the attendance of many people at cricket and 
football matches. Nor does the price of admission
9. The competence of officials is discussed in chapter five.
10. This was the period during which crowds grew most quickly. 
After 1909, by which time crowd attendances had 
generally stabilized, wages did increase rather quickly.
Average daily male wage, without board and lodging.
Trade 1890 1895 1900 1905 1909 1911
s. d. s ., d. s .d . s. d. s . d. s ., d.
Carpenter 9 6 8 0 9 6 9 4 10 0 11 0Bricklayer 10 0. 8 6 11 0 11 0 11 0 12 0Mason 10 0 7 8 11 0 11 0 11 0 12 0Plasterer 10 6 7 0 9 6 10 0 10 0 11 0Painter 9 6 7 0 9 0 9 4 10 0 10 0Labourer 8 0 6 0 6 10 7 0 7 0 8 0
Source : T,.A. C o gh 1an , The wealth and progress of New
South Wales 1 8 9 6 - 7 Sydney 1897, 479 and J.B. Trivett,
The official year hook of Sew South Wales 1912_,
Sydney 1913, 896.
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seem to have been a factor in determining the level of 
attendance. Throughout the period the price of admission 
to most club matches at enclosed grounds was sixpence 
and to representative matches was one shilling into the 
outer ground. It is therefore difficult to escape 
Vamplew's conclusion in respect of Scottish football that 
'there was no attempt to compete for spectators by price'.^
The increase in Sydney's population, from 383,283 in 1891 to
1 2636,355 in 1911, while not necessarily resulting in an
increase in attendances, certainly provided the basis for
such increase, especially in view of the city's improving
transport system and the universal granting of the
Saturday ha1f-ho1iday. The impact of good transport
was most noticeable when matches coincided with disruption
of the system, such as a tramway strike in July 1908. On
that occasion the Referee estimated that the strike kept
between 7,000 and 10,000 away from a rugby union match
between NSW and Queensland. This was a reasonable estimate
since the crowd of 13,000 was 7,000 less than the attendance
1 3for the corresponding match on the previous Saturday.
The importance of the half-holiday is suggested by the 
popularity of Wednesday afternoon cricket competitions and 
attendances at representative rugby matches staged on 
Wednesday afternoons following the introduction of the 
optional Wednesday half-holiday in 1899 and by their
11. See above .
12. See footnote 2 on page 2 above.
13. Referee3 22 £ 29 July 1908.
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equally remarkable demise following the abolition of 
the Wednesday half-holiday in favour of the compulsory 
Saturday half-holiday in 1910.
Just as the existence of an efficient transport system made it 
easier for spectators to get to and from grounds, so the 
provision of shelter and seating at major grounds enabled 
spectators to view matches in greater comfort. It is 
difficult to comment on trends at representative cricket 
and rugby matches because most were played at enclosed 
and sheltered grounds anyway, and figures for attendances 
at club cricket matches are too few to reach any conclusions. 
However, such evidence as there is suggests that attendances 
at club rugby matches might well have been affected by 
the quality of facilities at grounds. While it must be 
recalled that the MR 'J intentionally played its most 
attractive matches at enclosed grounds, and that these 
grounds were situated in the most densely populated areas 
of Sydney, the average number of spectators at enclosed 
grounds was considerably higher than the average 
attending unenclosed suburban grounds.
Throughout the period under review officials and the press 
in Sydney knew that the popularity of cricket and football 
was influenced by the existence or non-existence of 
leisure alternatives. A series of three matches between 
NSW and New Zealand rugby teams in July 1893 demonstrated 
the impact of alternative entertainments on particular 
matches. The first and last games each drew 13,000 people 
to the SCG but the second drew only 10,800 because,
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according to the Herald, a military review on the adjacent
14Moore Park drew many patrons away. Similarly, the 
growing popularity of surf-bathing reduced both the number 
of young cricketers and the number of spectators at cricket 
matches from about 1908. Officials of the NSWCA and the 
Waverley DCC (the club closest to the main ocean beaches) 
were aware of the problem posed by the growing popularity 
of surf-bathing, and the former took steps to increase 
the attractiveness of cricket to counter the threat.
The style of play was an important factor in the 
popularity of both cricket and rugby. In the early 1890s and 
again in 1908/9 NSWCA officials knew that unnecessarily 
slow or defensive cricket was a probable factor in the 
fall in public support and on both occasions they took 
steps to increase its attractiveness.^ I n  rugby too, 
officials realised that they had to make their 
game attractive, especially when threatened by another 
code. When Australian rules emerged as a threat to 
rugby in the early 1880s S IFU officials within a fortnight 
of the formation of the NSVFA, agreed that rugby should be 
made more open and they introduced penalty clauses (to 
reduce scrimmaging) in an effort to reach that end.
Then in 1910 the growing popularity of rugby league 
encouraged rugby union delegates from NSW, New Zealand 
and Queensland to alter the rules of rugby union to allow 
for a faster and more free-flowing spectacle.^’However,
14. SMH, 10 July 1893 and table 4.2.
15. See chapter eight.
16. Ibid.
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the clearest indication that attractiveness could
influence crowd sizes is the speed with which the faster
and more open game of rugby league eclipsed union as a
mass spectacle in Sydney. Related to attractiveness
is the quality of a match, determined according to Sloane
by the number of stars. An increase in attendances at
matches where particular stars such as V ictor Trumper or
II. H. Messenger were known to be playing, and the
appreciation by the NSWCA in 1915 that one important
reason for the decline of cricket crowds was the
1 7retirement of star players, both point to the drawing 
power of especially talented players.
It will be seen later that there were occasional violent
crowd incidents, especially at rugby matches, but these
were spasmodic and, as the lack of police presence at
grounds indicates, authorities were not concerned by the
1 8level or likelihood of crowd violence. There is no
evidence to suggest that people were ever deterred from
going to cricket or rugby matches because of the threat of
violence. Perhaps the least quantifiable of all the
factors identified by Sloane is the influence of
advertising on crowd size. All that can be said is that
both cricket and rugby officials made increasing use of 
19advertising and that they were aware of its value, as
17. See chapter eight.
18. See chapter six.
19. See chapter eight.
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evidenced by the Town and Country Journal's comment in 
1871 that ’A little money properly laid out in good
2 0advertising and printing does an immensity of good'.
By contrast, the influence of the weather on attendances 
is beyond doubt. Attendance figures and press 
reports of matches played in wet weather show that, even 
at grounds with adequate shelter, the difficulties of 
getting to and from matehes on wet days dampened the 
enthusiasm of many cricket and football spectators.
The date and timing of matches were equally important, 
especially when many potential spectators had other work 
or leisure commitments.
F inally, tables 3.4 and 3.11 show that in rugby union and 
league between 1900 and 1912 the most successful teams generally 
had the highest attendances while the less successful teams 
tended to attract fewest spectators. However, it was also 
important that no team should become too successful, that a 
high level of uncertainty remained about the outcome of 
matches. The dominance of Belvidere, Carlton and Sydney CCs 
in the senior club cricket premiership of the early 1890s 
and of Wallaroo, U niversity and Randwick F Cs in the 
senior club rugby competitions of the middle and late 
1890s were identified by officials and journalists as 
probably the most important factor in the loss of support 
for both competitions. Similarly, the greater equality of 
teams (and therefore greater uncertainty about the outcome 
of matches), was identified by the same groups as a major 
factor stimulating the resurgence of public interest after 
the introduction of electorate cricket and rugby.
20. Town and Country Journal, 18 Feb 1871.
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CHAPTER FIVE 
OFFICIALS AND PLAYERS
In the preface to his booklet, The Laws of Cricket3
published in Sydney in 1875, Fred Ironside proudly
declared that 'The cricket field...sets aside all
1distinctions of class'. Twenty years later, in the month
between the end of the football season and the start of
the cricket season, the Bulletin announced that
As a rule the class that plays football in no way
resembles the class that plays cricket and once
the former game is over one seems to have struck a
different country. The crowd at the street
corners, talking about 'Snorky Brown' and 'Slugger
2Jones', where do they go during the summer?
Who were the people who played and organised cricket and 
rugby? Were they as different in type as the Bulletin 
would have us believe?
I attempt some answers in this chapter by investigating 
the occupations of officials in the NSWCA, the NSWRFU 
and MRU, and the NSWRFL. I also look at the occupations 
of representative cricketers and footballers and at the 
club level consider officials and first grade players in
1. F.J. Ironside, The laws of cricket, Sydney, 1875, iv.
2. Bulletin, 20 Oct .1894.
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a study of three sample districts; Balmain, the Eastern
Suburbs and North Sydney. I have selected these three
areas because they clearly differed in social composition.
In Balmain the dominant class were workers, North Sydney
was middle class in composition, and those who lived in
the Eastern Suburbs were a mixture of the two. According
to the Herald just before the general election of 1894
Balmain and Leichhardt with their dock-yards, engineering
3works and abattoirs were mainly working class. North
Sydney, except for a gas-works and small boat building
communities by the shore was 'the voice of...the business
community' and the thriving village of Manly, which
was part of the North Sydney area for much of this period,
was a place where 'the democratic vote can hardly be
4reckoned as a serious factor'. In the eastern suburbs 
the densely populated inner suburb of Paddington was 
mainly working class. Woollahra and Vaucluse were wealthy 
suburbs, Waverley was 'inhabited mainly by businessmen' 
and well-to-do Randwick was, like Manly, 'not a place 
where a popular democratic candidate is likely to win much 
support'.  ^ The city of Sydney also fell into the territory 
of Eastern Suburbs football clubs. The western part of the 
city was 'a maze of streets and crowded cottages' surround­
ing large manufacturing establishments and wharves while 
the eastern part included 'probably every class in the
3. SMH, 9 5 11 July 1894.
4. Ibid., 12 July 1894.
5. Ibid. 3 6 § 10 July 1894.
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community' :
All the swell residences of Potts Point, the 
mansions overlooking Elizabeth Bay, and the villas 
on Macleay Point are included within its limits, 
and the denizens of these palatial establishments 
are compelled, by the unconscious irony of 
electoral reform, to vote cheek by jowl with 
the unwashed of Woolloomooloo.^
In speaking thus about class one is of course necessarily
using approximate language. Chris Connolly and John
Rickard have shown how difficult it is to establish
satisfactory definitions of class in late nineteenth
and early twentieth century Australia and, to a large
extent, Allan Martin's assessment in 1962 that
the lack of 'an adequate and systematic analysis of social
class in this period is one of the most serious gaps in
7our present armoury of historical tools' remains true.
And one can still endorse A.F. Davies' even earlier remarks 
that studies of social class in Australia have been 
disconnected rather than cumulative, 'an endless succession 
of proudly isolated false starts', and that there has been 
an 'almost complete divorce between "empirical" and
6. Ibid., 2 § 3 July 1894. For a more comprehensive 
examination of the social composition of Sydney and 
suburbs between 1890 and 1912 see appendix one3 section
7. C.N. Connolly, 'Class and politics in Australia', New
Zealand journal of history, 15/1, 1981, 68-75, J.
Rickard, Class and politics: New South Wales,
Victoria and bhe early commonwealth 1890-1910,
Canberra 1979, $ A.W. Martin, 'The "whig" view of
Australian history: a document', Teaching history,
16/3, 1982, 14.
one.
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g"theoretical" writers'.
For any definition of class, occupation is but one indicat-
9or, though without doubt a very important one. Here 
I assume occupation to be the best guide to the simplest 
of class hierarchies, which distinguishes broadly 
between working men and the middle class, allowing for a 
range of status positions for the latter. I adopt this 
schema partly for the sake of clarity, but principally 
because I must handle considerable numbers of subjects 
about many of whom the only information I can obtain is 
occupation, from electoral rolls. For this task the only 
practical indicator of social position is occupation.
Frank Iredale, a long-serving NSW and Australian cricketer 
who toured England in 1896 and 1899 was, for over thirty 
years, an official of the NSWCA and Board of Control. He 
claimed that the introduction of electorate cricket 
produced a new type of cricket administrator. Writing in 
1920 when he was secretary of the NSWCA Iredale said:
The delegates of to-day are elected by their 
clubs, and the positions are invariably...given 
to those who are known as good workers for their 
clubs...In the olden days the positions were 
usually given to men of position in life, without
8. A.F. Davies, 'Concepts of social class', Australian
journal of politics and history_, 2/1, 1956, 84.
9. For a discussion of concepts of social class see 
appendix one of section two.
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a n y regard to qualifications, either as administrat­
ors or of their knowledge of the game.^
Iredale also asserted that, 'Since the electorate system 
was introduced, the personnel of the Association changed 
from Conservatism to Democracy in politics'.^
We have seen that electorate cricket prompted the 
retirement of many officials, some of whom had been 
connected with the game in the 1870s. This provided 
opportunities for officials who had previously been 
excluded from senior cricket. Iredale's observations 
suggest that the changes to administration brought 
about by electorate cricket were even greater; that 
the social composition of the NSWCA changed and that the 
business of cricket administration became more serious 
and time-consuming in the 1890s.
The introduction of electorate cricket coincided with 
changes in the format of electoral rolls and the 
occupation of residents was included for the first time. 
Therefore becaus'.e residential qualifications were strictly 
enforced it is possible to discover the occupations of a 
high percentage of players and officials. Because this 
information is not available for players or officials 
before 1893 it is difficult to determine the social 
composition of the NSWCA before the introduction of 
electorate cricket. Despite this, the background of
10. F.A. Iredale, 3 3 years of cricket3 Sydney 1920, 111.
11. Ibid.
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presidents and honorary secretaries, all of whom were 
well-known in other areas,provides a clue to the charact­
er of the NSWCA in the 1870s and 1880s.
During the 1870s the president of the NSWCA was Richard
Driver, a solicitor and parliamentarian. A staunch
nationalist, Driver supported and organised early
intercolonial and international matches in Sydney. As
Minister for Lands in 1877 he granted the NSWCA £500
to improve its newly aquired cricket ground. Driver was
1 2also the NSWCA's first representative on the SCG trust.
When he died in 1880 Driver was replaced by George Reid,
a barrister and leader of the free trade party in
parliament. Reid remained president for a record twenty-
three years but strangely his autobiography makes no
1 3mention of his long connection with the NSWCA. He was
a regular visitor to important cricket matches but his 
duties as premier and leader of the- opposition in NSW 
prevented him from devoting much time to the presidency. 
Between 1895 and 1904, when he retired after becoming the
12. B. Nairn, 'Richard Driver', Australian dictionary of
biography} vol. 4, Melbourne 1972, 102-3. The positions
of all office-bearers of the NSWCA mentioned in this 
chapter are contained in lists held by the NSWCA.
13. G.H. Reid, M y reminiscences> London 1917.
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the Prime Minister of the Commonwealth, Reid attended
1 4only one meeting of the NSWCA.
The honorary secretary from 1874 to 1882 was John Gibson, 
the accountant for the NSW Council of Education (later 
the Department of Public Instruction). He was succeeded 
by Dave Gregory, captain of the Australian cricket team 
which toured England in 1878 and the inspector of accounts 
in the Colonial Secretary's audit office. Gregory remained 
honorary secretary until 1891. Gibson's salary of £500 
and Gregory's salary of £700 placed them among the highest 
paid civil servants in the colony.^
The apparently middle class character of the NSWCA did
not alter after 1 8 9 3 . ^  Reid continued as president until
1904 when he was replaced in turn by two other politicians,
William Trickett and Joseph Carruthers, both solicitors.
Joseph Coates and Henry Faithful 1, two vice-presidents
closely associated with the old senior clubs, retired in 1893
1 7and 1895 respectively. Another vice-president, Francis 
Adams, the general manager of the Australian Joint Stock 
Bank, also retired in 1893 but it is not clear whether this 
was because he did not agree with the new system of club 
cricket. Adams' retirement ended a long connection between
14 . Table 5.2.
15. New South Wales blue book 1878, Sydney 1879, 63, New
South Wales blue book 1884, Sydney 1885, 24 6 68, 5
New South Wales blue book 1890, Sydney 1891, 29.
16 . Table 5.1.
1 7 . See chapter one.
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TABLE 5.2: NSWCA MEETINGS ATTENDED BY SENIOR OFFICIALS
1895-1912
Meetings while Meetings Percentage
in office attended attended
President
George Reid 165* 1 1
William Trickett 68 23 34
Joseph Carruthers 11 1 12 1 1
Vice-president
Joseph Carruthers 209* 4 2
John Clayton 155 125 81
William Firth 86 6 6 77
John Gibson 121* 75 62
Charles Lloyd 225 177 79
Chari es Oakes 111 1 1 10
John Portus 49* 34 69
Matthew Stephen 98 2 2
Allen Taylor 87 8 9
Richard Teece 49* 22 45
William Trickett 165* 36 22
Honorary treasurer
John Gibson 26 15 58
William Firth 47* 39 83
Richard Shut e 136 128 94
Henry Stephen 24 18 75
Alfred Green 87 83 96
Executive committee
Lewis Abrams 36 33 92
Edward Briscoe 70* 58 83
Percie Charlton 36 29 81
Norman Deane 26 2 1 81
William Firth 56* 48 86
William Gordon * - -
Alfred Green 247 235 95
Howard Hewlett 11 1 87 78
W .R . Jones 2 1 19 90
Chari es Llyod 22* 22 100
William McElhone 155 107 69
Montague Noble 88 48 55
Richard Shute 141* 121 86
C.A.Sinclair 87 57 6 6
Sydney Smith 40 39 98
Henry Stephen 68 5 1 75
Note: * Figures not available for 1897/8 season.
Source: NSWCA annual report 1895/6 1896/7 § 1898/9-1911/12
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the bank and the NSWCA which had begun in 1860 with the
election of Sir John Darvall as the NSWCA's second
president. Darvall, who was president from 1860 to
1865, was attorney-general of NSW and a founding director
1 8of the Australian Joint Stock Bank. In the 1870s and
1880s the bank employed a number of NSW and Australian
cricketers in Sydney. Percy McDonnell, the Australian
captain between 1886 and 1888, Charles Turner, who played
seventeen tests for Australia, and John Ferris, Turner's
partner with the new ball on the 1888 and 1890 tours of
England, were all employed by the bank in the late 1880s
19and early 1890s. An English cricketer, George Lohmann,
was also offered a position with the bank when he toured
2 0Australia in 1887/8, but declined. A year after Adams, 
who had himself played for NSW in 1858/9, retired, the 
Bulletin commented that 'The A.J.S. Bank, Sydney, once 
prided itself in possessing cracks who buttressed NSW 
in the cricket field', but in a short space of time 
McDonnell moved to Brisbane, Turner went into business 
on his own account and Ferris went to England and took a
1 8 . R.W. Rathbone,
dieiionavy of
'Sir John Bay.ley Darvall' 
biography3 vol. 4, 23-5.
, Australian
19 . Bulletin 3 6 Oct 1894 .
20 . Ibid. 3 28 Nov 18 91.
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job with a bank in Bristol.
Adams, Coates and Faith full were replaced by vice-
presidents with similar middle class backgrounds , Trickett,
Samuel Hordern, the wealthy retailer who held the position
for two seasons, Carruthers, and John Portus, the former
honorary secretary of the NSWCA who was the chief clerk in
2 2the Department of Public Works. “ All the senior officials
and members of the executive committee during this period
were middle class. Because many of the members of the
NSWCA were prominent in other fields more is known of their
backgrounds than is the case with club officials. Of
the sixteen officials whose school is known nine went to
private schools and seven went to state schools. This
was a disproportionately high number of people educated
2 3at private schools. Of the fifteen whose religion is
known thirteen were Anglican, one was Presbyterian and one
24was Catholic, a remarkably high percentage of Anglicans.
21. New South Nates cricketers 1 855- 19 813 Retford 19 8.1,
5, ibid., 6 Oct 1894, B.G. Andrews, 'Charles Thomas
Biass Turner' Australian dictionary of biography,
v o 1 . 6, Melbourne 1976 , 310 - 1 1 , S I. Johnson, 'Percy
Stanislus McDonnell', Australian dictionary of 
biography, vol. 5, Melbourne 1974, 147.
22 . Table 5.1.
23. At the 1901 census sixty-four percent of Sydney boys 
were being educated at state schools and only twenty- 
eight percent went to private schools.
24. At the 1901 census Sydney's population was forty- 
eight percent Anglican, twenty-four percent Catholic 
and twenty-one percent (non-conformist) Protestant.
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I redale's observation that the personnel of the NSWCA 
changed from conservatism to democracy in politics 
appears unfounded. In a literal sense the politics of 
the presidency which was free trade under Reid and free 
trade and liberal under Carruthers did not change. Nor 
did the social background of members change after 1893. 
Perhaps Iredale was referring to the method of appoint­
ing delegates. As we have seen, before 1893 the NSWCA 
was dominated by members of the Carlton CC but after 
electorate cricket began administration was shared equally 
by delegates from all the clubs. In that sense the NSWCA 
changed from oligarchy to democracy.
Iredale's other claim, that officials became more 
competent and that the business of the NSWCA became more 
time-consuming, is more accurate. The clearest indication 
of the growing volume and complexity of cricket administra­
tion was the appointment of a paid full-time secretary in 
1895. In the 1890s cricket administration in Sydney became 
too demanding a task to be left entirely to part-time 
officials. The first sporting body in Australia to 
appoint a full-time paid secretary was probably the MCC.
In the 1870s the responsibilities of running intercolonial 
and international cricket in Victoria became so demanding 
that the MCC found it necessary to pay a full-time 
secretary. According to the Australasian this was 
'.further proof of the rapid strides cricket has made
- 2 3 1 -
2 5amongst us'. The appointment had immediate results
and within six years the same paper reported that:
Every genuine lover of cricket must feel a real 
pleasure in noting how rapidly the Melbourne 
Cricket Club has grown in influence and prosperity 
during the past few years. Ever since the 
appointment of a paid secretary each succeeding 
season has witnessed some material improvement 
effected.^
The appointment of Percy Bowden, a former wine and spirit
merchant, as secretary of the NSWCA presumably had
2 7similar benefits for that body.
Another indication of the increasing complexity and
time needed for cricket administration was the creation of
an executive committee to administer the NSWCA’s day to
day affairs. Throughout the period the NSWCA met on the
third Monday of each month and at any other times that
2 8the secretary called a meeting. Between 1895/6 and
1911/12 the NSWCA met an average of twenty times a 
season, 1895/6 and 1905/6 being the busiest seasons with 
twenty-six meetings and 1909/10 the quietest with only
25. Australasian3 8 Sept 1877.
26. Ibid, j 22 Sept 1885.
27. Table 5.1. Bowden remained secretary until .1914, 
at which time I redale took over until his death in 
1926 .
28. Rules and by-laws of the NSWCA 1894-1912.
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2 9 .fourteen meetings. Formed in 1897/8, the executive
committee comprised the honorary treasurer and five club
delegates who were elected annually. It was empowered to
report on all financial matters and to deal with any
issues arising between monthly meetings and requiring
3 0immediate attention. Members of the executive committee,
like others who held office in the NSWCA, were all clearly 
3 1middle class.
Table 5.2 shows the number of meetings attended by officials
and provides a clue to the amount of interest taken by
officials in the running of the NSWCA. George Reid and
Joseph Carruthers, both leaders of their parties, were
able to devote only a limited amount of time to their
duties as president of the NSWCA. William Trickett,
on the other hand, as a member of the less busy Legislative
Council, was able to devote much more time to the
presidency. Vice-presidents who attended few meetings
were Charles Oakes, a member of the Legislative Assembly,
Allen Taylor, Sydney's Lord Mayor, and Matthew Stephen,
a puisne judge of the Supreme Court. It was to these
men that Iredale was referring when he said positions were
offered to 'men of position in life, without any regard
to qualifications, either as administrators or of their
3 2knowledge of the game'. However, such an assessment
29. NSWCA annual report 1895/6-1896/7 & 1898/9-1911/12.
30. Rules and by-laws of the NSWCA 189 7/8 _, 34.
31 . Tab le 5.1.
32. See above.
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understates the value of these appointments.
The distinction between patron and president was not a
clear one. In 1891 Lord Jersey, the Governor of NSW,
became patron of the NSWCA, a practice which subsequent
governors continued. It is highly unlikely that the Governor
ever attended a meeting of the NSWCA but he was not there
to act as an administrator. He was a symbol of prestige.
When Lord Jersey became patron of the NSWCA he was
already patron of the NSWRFU. Upon his appointment the
Referee commented that if he took as much interest in
cricket as he did in rugby then he would 'do much in secur-
3 3ing increased public patronage'.
The appointment of Reid, Carruthers, Trickett, Oakes,
Taylor and Stephen was similar. They clearly had an 
interest in cricket but it was their prestige as premiers, 
politicians, and in the case of Taylor and Stephen,
Lord Mayor and judge, that was important, not their 
expertise as cricket administrators. That these men, 
especially the politicians, were willing to accept such 
positions, says much about the public image of cricket at 
that time. For politicians to be seen to be connected 
with the game so closely suggests that it was looked upon
33. Referee, 2 Sept 1891.
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favour ab ly by large sections of the community.' At 
the time Iredale wrote his autobiography the president 
of the NSWCA was William McElhone who, we shall see later, 
was a hard-working cricket administrator. The 
difference between the attitude of McElhone and Carruthers 
to their positions must have been obvious. It is a further 
indication of the increasing demands of cricket administra­
tion and of the need for all officials to take an active 
part in the running of the game, not to be mere figureheads.
Like the NSWCA, the NSWRFU and MRU were middle class
organisations. Of the senior officials only one vice-
president, Harold Baylis, who described himself as a
barman, might have been working class. Of the fifty-nine
committee members whose occupations are known, only five
35were working class. The number of Anglicans and private
school educated officials was also disproportionately
high. Of the eighteen officials whose religion is known
fourteen were Anglicans, one was Presbyterian, two were
3 6Catholic and one was Jewish. Of the twenty officials
whose school is known three-quarters went to private 
3 7schools.
34. What politician would want to be closely associated 
with, for example, the Australian Cricket Board, 
today? It is far too dangerous elector ally because 
cricket, like all sports, does not have universal 
community support. Observe how Bob Hawke has recently 
distanced himself from supporting various sporting 
events.
35. Tables 5.3 $ 5.4.
36. Ibid., and above for 1901 census figures.
37. Ibid.
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The growing complexity of administration was also reflect­
ed in changes to the NSWRFU and the MRU. The most 
significant change was, of course, the formation of the
MRU to control Sydney club rugby, leaving the senior
3 8body to control country and representative rugby.' Both
bodies followed the lead of the NSWCA and in 1905
3 9appointed full-time paid secretaries. The idea of
employing a secretary was first suggested to the MRU in
April 1899 and, although the motion was defeated, Davis
thought the prdposal had some merit:
Where the work is sufficiently onerous and time
absorbing as to interfere with an official's
private business, the principle of having an
honorary secretary is by no means sound. Where
the funds are strong enough to support the idea,
a paid secretary...is invariably a good 
„ 40investment.
Both the MRU and the NSWRFU had the funds to employ
secretaries in 1899 but, as we have seen, both were loath
4 1to part with their money in developing the game.
Possibly officials of both bodies thought that to employ a
00K5 See chapter two.
39 . Tables 5.3 $ 5.4, Referee3 15
1905 .
Feb 1905 6 SR H , 4 Feb
40 . Refereea 5 Apr 1899.
4 1 . NSWRFU annual 19003 11 
end of 1899 the NSWRFU 
£1,625 and the MRU had
§ S M H , 12 Mar 1900.
had a credit balance 
a credit balance of
At 
o f
£270
the
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secretary would be as great a concession to professional­
ism by an amateur code as the remuneration of players 
for time off work. At the annual meeting of the MRU 
in 1899 the then honorary secretary, Charles Matthews- 
Drew, a solicitor, was given a gift of ten pounds in
recognition of his services, but not, as was originally
4 2proposed, an honorarium of fifty pounds. When the
MRU appointed a secretary in 1905 he received a salary
of £180, which compared favourably with the salary of
4 3an experienced clerk in the public service. The fall
in popularity of rugby union in 1910 forced a number
of economies on the NSWRFU and the MRU, one of which was
to share the same secretary after the retirement of
44Blair Swannell as the MRU's secretary.
Because minutes have not survived, it is difficult to 
say how often meetings of the NSWRFU and MRU were held 
and what amount of business was transacted.^  Neverthe­
less, it is apparent that the number of meetings increased 
and the manner in which meetings were conducted changed 
between 1890 and 1912. Before the MRU was formed the 
NSWRFU committee met every Monday evening during the 
season, to consider matters arising out of the previous
42. Table 5.4 § Referee> 5 Apr 1899.
43. Ibid.j 15 Feb 1905 $ Hew South Mates public service 
list 1908, Sydney 1909.
44. NSWRFU annual 19113 165.
45. It is not clear whether all meetings were reported 
in the press. Certainly not all meetings of the 
NSWCA were reported.
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Saturday's matches. This practice continued after the
MRU was formed, although from 1907, and possibly before,
the meetings were held each Wednesday evening at the
4 7Union's rooms in Bligh Streep Sydney. 7 Once its
duties were limited to country and representative rugby
the NSWRFU met only when business demanded, but in 1903,
when a New Zealand team visited Sydney, it began meeting
4 8each Friday evening during the season. Whether this 
continued after 1903 is unclear but, with the constant 
demands of international rugby, it is likely that the 
NSWRFU met regularly.
The manner in which meetings were conducted certainly 
changed. J.C. Davis' account of the NSWRFU's adjourned 
annual meeting in 1894, when the introduction of 
electorate rugby was first discussed, provides an insight 
into the way meetings were held in the early 1890s:
Mr H.C. Stockton led off, and proposed a motion 
aiming at [electorate rugby's] intoduction. 
Interjections were hurled from all quarters, and 
at times the noise was deafening. Mr H.Y.
Braddon followed on the opposition, and spoke 
very well, also dealing out rather warmly to 
a few interjectors. One of the latter caught a 
hot retort and everyone in the room laughed 
loudly at la i s expense, but Mr Braddon had to 
withdraw the remark, which he did gracefully.
46. Referee3 22 July 1896.
47. NSWRFU annual 1 9 0 7 196.
48 . SMH3 13 June 1903.
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Then Mr Speight got up and said a lot of things -
mostly in answer to the interjections. He is
evidently enthusiastic about football, and no
doubt intended to give voice to a great many
home-truths, but once on his legs he forgot
them....Mr L.G. Abrams was next to jump to his
4 9feet, and he was talking when we left.
By 1902 meetings were apparently more organised, and 
according to the same reporter, the 1902 annual meeting of 
the NSWRFU was much more sedate:
The twenty-eighth annual meeting of the New South 
Wales Rugby Union, held at the Sports Club on 
Thursday, was a quiet affair, compared with the 
hurly-burly and fiery debates of years gone by, 
when meetings were held in the Temperance Hall 
and all the footballers of Sydney used to have a 
hand in the battles of the tongues.^
In contrast to the NSWCA, the NSWRFU and the MRU, the 
NSWRFL was mainly working class, though not exclusively 
so, especially in the first two seasons of rugby league.  ^^ 
The early history of the NSWRFL was characterised by 
internal strife, resignations and calls for other 
resignations, firstly because Gi 11inan, Hoy 1e and Trumper 
were accused of misappropriating receipts from club 
matches in 1908, and later when Smith signed the
49. Referee , 11 Apr 1894.
50. Ibid., 2 Apr 1902.
5 1 . Table 5.5.
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5 2Wallabies to play rugby league.'“ I will therefore 
discuss the first three years of the NSWRFL in some 
detail.
The office-bearers elected at the NSWRFL ' s first annual
5 3meeting in 1908 were all middle class. At the 1909 
annual meeting Sir Matthew Harris was re-elected patron, 
Hoyle narrowly defeated Ernest Broughton, a real estate 
agent and Liberal parliamentarian, for the position 
of president, Trumper was elected honorary secretary 
and Giltinan, who was then managing the Australian rugby 
league team in England, honorary secretary. In Giltinan's 
absence, George Ball, a railway porter, was elected 
acting honorary secretary. Alexander Knox, an indent 
agent, Charles Ford, a marine engineer, Henry Lawrence, 
a chemist, and Alexander Buckle, a clerk, were re­
elected as vice-presidents but Ned Scott, a tailor,
54was replaced by Patrick McQuade, a warehouseman. The
meeting was a fiery one. Knox, Horace Miller, who had 
been acting secretary in Giltinan's absence before the 
election, and John Quinlan of Eastern Suburbs all spoke 
out against the manner in which Giltinan, Trumper and 
Hoyle had run the affairs of the NSWRFL in its first 
season, and Miller refused to continue as acting honorary 
secretary if they were re-elected. Miller, Knox and
52. See chapters three and four.
53. Table 5.5.
54. Ibid., £ Referee, 10 Mar 1909.
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Quinlan were particularly critical of the manner in 
which the gate receipts from 1908 had been handled, 
inferring that Trumper, Giltinan and Hoyle had pocketed 
most of the receipts.^
A fortnight after the annual meeting, a special meeting 
of the NSWRFL was held,at which Knox and Miller asserted 
successfully that the two delegates from the Newcastle 
club, whose votes had been crucial in the re-appointment 
of Hoyle and Trumper (Giltinan being unopposed after 
Miller refused to stand for honorary secretary), had 
been elected as delegates without the consent of their 
club. The elections were declared void and Hoyle resigned 
as president. The election of patron and vice-presidents 
was unchanged but Broughton was the new president,
Miller, a student, was elected honorary treasurer and 
Thomas Phelan, a clerk, was elected honorary secretary.^
Broughton was president for only a short while because
at a gathering to welcome the Australian rugby league
team back to Sydney in May 1909 Edward O'Sullivan, MLA,
5 7was president. I do not know how or why O'Sullivan
took over from Broughton. O'Sullivan was president for 
only five months, resigning in September 1909 over the 
the decision of the Kangaroos to play a series of matches
55. Referee, 10 Mar 1909.
56. Ibid., 17 Mar 1909 $ SMH, 16 Mar 1909.
57 . SMH, 4 May 1909.
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5 8against the Wallabies. The match was originally propos­
ed by O'Sullivan in May 1909, to be a friendly contest, 
with the proceeds of the match to go towards the
Dreadnought Fund then being raised to purchase a battle-
5 9cruiser for Australia. In fact, James Joynton Smith
took over the organisation of the match, which became 
a four match series, and the Wallabies were expelled 
from the NSWRFU for accepting sums of between fifty 
pounds and £150 each. Both O'Sullivan and Knox resigned 
over what they considered unsportsmanlike behaviour; 
the luring of the Wallabies over to rugby league by 
offers of money. O'Sullivan and Knox had applauded the 
principle of players being compensated for actual loss 
of time and wages when playing rugby, but they would not 
condone the payment of large sums for the services of 
leading players.^
At the next annual meeting in March 1910 Smith was elected 
president of the NSWRFL, Ford was re-elected vice- 
president and four new vice-presidents, George Ball, Richard 
Burdon, a tobacconist, Patrick Dunne, a butcher, and
58. See chapters three and four.
59. Referee3 19 May 1909.
60. See chapters three and four.
61. Referee3 1 5 8 Sept 1909.
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ancl Henry Flegg, a former labourer who by 1910 was
an assistant inspector with the Water and Sewerage Board,
were elected. In June 1909 Edward Larkin, a former police
constable, had been appointed full-time secretary of the 
6 2NSWRFL. While the butcher and the tobacconist might 
be considered to be independent businessmen, the appoint­
ment of Larkin as secretary and of Ball and Flegg as 
vice-presidents gave the NSWRFL a working class character 
compared with the NSWRFU and MRU. This was reinforced 
in 1911 when Timothy Roy, a glass blower, and Evan 
Hooper, a labourer, were elected as vice-presidents and
Fred Flowers, a house painter and Labor parliamentarian,
6 3was elected patron. Another indication that rugby
league was thought of as a sport aimed at the working 
class, was the fact that the subscription for members of 
district clubs was only two shillings and sixpence, half 
that for membership of rugby union clubs.^
Most NSWRFL officials were educated at state schools 
and a higher percentage of officials were Catholic than 
was the case in the NSWRFU or the MRU. Of the six 
NSWRFL officials whose school is known four went to state 
schools. Of the other two, Larkin went to a Catholic 
private school and Sir Matthew Harris was patron for 
only two years . ^  Of the twelve officials whose religion
62. Referee3 9 Mar 1910 $ S M H 8 Mar 1910.
63. Tab 1e 5.5.
64. See chapter three.
65. Table 5.5.
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is known seven were Anglican, two were Presbyterian and 
three were Catholic, the same proportion of Catholics 
as for the whole of Sydney.^ Though one must be wary 
about drawing firm conclusions from such a limited 
sample, it could nevertheless appear that the willingness 
of Edward O'Sullivan to become involved firstly with 
Australian rules and later with rugby league suggests 
that the predominantly Anglican and private school 
educated officials of the NSWRFU and MRU were dis­
inclined to have Catholics and state educated officials 
among their ranks.
* * *
An examination of the social composition of 
district clubs is more difficult than for controlling 
bodies. In some cases the annual reports of cricket and 
rugby union clubs have survived and these, together 
with reports of annual meetings in the press, provide a 
fairly complete list of officials. However, records 
of rugby league clubs have not survived and annual 
meetings were not always reported in the press. Therefore, 
although lists of Balmain rugby league officials are 
complete, lists are available only for 1908 to 1910 for 
North Sydney and 1909 for Eastern Suburbs.
In the four district cricket clubs examined, it has been 
66. Ibid., and see above for 1901 census figures.
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possible to discover the occupations of ninety-four percent 
of senior officials (patrons, presidents honorary 
secretaries, and honorary treasurers), and eighty-four 
percent of committee members. Of the three rugby union 
clubs the occupations of ninety-eight percent of senior 
officials and seventy-one percent of committee members 
are known and of the three rugby league clubs the 
occupations of eighty-six percent of known senior officials 
and seventy-eight percent of known committee members have 
been established.
One group of club officials not included here are the
vice-presidents. This is because the position was
largely honorary and most vice-presidents took little
part in the running of clubs. Vice-presidents fell into
two groups. Local aldermen and politicians were generally
elected as vice-presidents (and in some cases as patrons
or presidents) in acknowledgement of the local character
of the clubs and of the assistance given to them by 
6 7councils. These vice-presidents took little part in 
the running of the clubs.^  The other group of vice-
67. See above.
68. Waverley DCC annual.report 189 8/9- 1911/12, Leichhardt 
DCC annual report 1 89~8 /9 - 1 89 9 /19 0 0 , Leichhardt- 
Balmazn DCC annual report 1900/01-1903/4_, Balmain 
DCC annual report 1 9 0 4 / 5- 19 11 /1 2 Burwood DCC annual 
report 1900/1-1911/12, Petersham DCC annual report
19 00/01-1911/12, North Sydney DCC annual report 
1904/5, Eastern Suburbs DFC annual report 1900-05,
1907 and 1912, § North Sydney DFC annual report 1906.
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presidents were prominent locals, some of whom were 
keenly interested in cricket and rugby and were sometimes 
also officials in the controlling bodies. Some played 
a major part in the running of the clubs but the majority 
were elected as an additional source of revenue and to 
add prestige to the clubs. They were given the honour 
of being elected vice-presidents on the assumption that 
they would make donations to the clubs. These donations
often accounted for up to one quarter of a club's total
. _ 69receipts.
The social composition of clubs varied according to the
character of the suburbs in which they were formed.
There were also significant differences in the make-up
of cricket, rugby union and rugby league clubs and
between senior officials and committees within each club.
Cricket club officials were predominantly middle class,
with an average of only ten percent working class
committee members and three percent working class
70senior officials. In rugby union clubs an average
of forty-one percent of committee members and eleven 
percent of senior officials were working class and in 
rugby league clubs seventy-seven percent of committee 
members and forty-four percent of senior officials were
69. Ibid., and discussion with C.M. Winning, honorary
librarian of the NSWCA and patron and former president 
of the Balmain DCC.
70. Tables 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 eT 5.10.
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TABLE 5.6
Patron
President
Secretary
Treasurer
Committee
Notes :
Source :
: OCCUPATIONS OF OFFICIALS OF BALMAIN CRICKET 
AND RUGBY CLUBS
Cricket^ 2Rugby union 3Rugby league
Auctioneer Mayor Boilermaker
Lawyer Accountant
Secretary Secretary
Gentleman Doctor Account ant
Lawyer 2 Undertaker
Secretary
Account ant Clerk Clerk
Agent Civil servant Manual worker
Clerk 3 Printer Shipwright
Seedsman Warehouseman
Undert aker
Unknown 2
Accountant 2 Clerk 2 Ironworker
Clerk Labourer 2 Warder
Undertaker Policeman Unknown
Unknown Unknown
Accountant 5 Agent Blacksmith
Agent Boilermaker Boilermaker
Attendant Carrier Crane driver
Boilermaker Clerk 4 Engineer
Clerk 20 Crane driver Labourer 4
Civil servant 2 Engineer Machinist
Doctor F e111 er Manual worker
Draughtsman 2 Ironworker Policeman
Engineer 2 Labourer 6 Shipwright 2
Joiner Mechanic Warder
Lawyer 3 Po 1iceman Unknown 2
Messenger Presser
Miner Print er
Optician Storeman
Pattern maker Teacher
Printer T r immer
Seedsman Unknown 20
Stereotyper 
Storeman 2 
Surveyor 2 
Teacher 3 
Traveller 
T r immer 
Unknown 17
1. 1894/5-1911/12
2. 1900-1912
3. 1908-1912
Lists of office-bearers in annual reports and 
reports of annual meetings in the Referee $ SMH 
and electoral rolls, 1894-1913
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TABLE 5.8:
Patron
President
Secretary
Treasurer
Committee
Notes :
OCCUPATIONS 
CRICKET AND
Cricket^
OF OFFICIALS OF NORTH SYDNEY 
RUGBY CLUBS
2 3Rugby union Rugby league
Mayor
Civil servant
Doctor
Gentleman 2
L awyer
Manager
Merchant
Teacher
Civil servant Agent
Independent
Mayo r 
Agent 
Merchant
Clerk
Draughtsman
Journalist
Lawyer
Plumber
Surveyor
Clerk 3 
Messenger 
Unknown
Agent
Clerk
Manager
Accountant 
Agent 
Clerk 5 
Engineer 
Hairdresser
Butcher
Clerk
Boat builder 
Clerk
Unknown
Agent
Labourer
Architect 
Clerk 4
Manager/teacher
Accountant 
Agent 
Architect 
Au ctioneer 
Civil servant 2 
Clerk 22 
Dentist 
Draughtsman 2 
Engineer 2 
Lawyer 2 
Lecturer 
Merchant 
Salesman 
Secretary 2 
Storeman.
Student 
Tea expert 
Telegraphist 
Traveller 
Unknown 7
Account ant 
Agent
Bath proprietor
Broker
Carpenter 3
Clerk 16
Coach painter
Engineer 2
Fireman
H airdresser
Independent
Labourer 2
Lawyer
Plasterer
Po 1iceman
Salesman
Student
Tram employee
Wood turner
Wool sampler
Unknown 10
Bootmaker 
Billiard marker 
Clerk
Coach builder 
Coal 1 ump e r 
Electrician 
Grocer 
Labourer 3 
Stonemason 
Tanner 
Unknown 5
1894/5-1911/12
1900-1912
1908-1910
Source: As for table 5.6
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workers. 7 1
The lower working class participation at senior levels 
is easily explained. Presumably middle class officials 
were better educated and had better debating skills.
They may also have had greater stability and area 
commitment than working class officials, while the latter 
might have been more deferential and less inclined to seek 
senior offices than middle class officials. At the same 
time the large working class participation in rugby 
union and rugby league committees is worthy of note.
Even in the affluent North Sydney area nearly one-third 
of rugby union committees and three quarters of rugby 
league committees were working class.
* * *
Of the 443 cricketers who played first grade for Balmain, 
Paddington, Waverley and North Sydney between 1893 and 
1912 I have established the occupation of 355 (eighty 
percent). Twenty-one percent were working class and 
by far the largest single occupation is that of clerk. 
Forty-one percent of the known total are to be classified 
thus. As with officials, the number of working class 
players reflected the character of the suburbs in which 
the clubs were formed. Balmain and Paddington had twenty- 
seven percent and twenty-six percent working class players
7 1 . Ibid.
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while the more affluent suburbs of Waver ley and North 
Sydney included eighteen and fifteen percent respective-
The occupations of eighty percent of the cricketers
who played for NSW between 1893 and 1912 are known.
Twenty percent were working class, but in the same
period only two of the twenty eight NSW cricketers who
played for Australia were clearly working class:
Alick Bannerman, an assistant printer in the government
printing office, and James Kelly, a groundsman employed
7 3by the SCG trust. ' Another Australian player, Bill
Howell, a bee farmer, played as a professional for NSW
but it is debatable whether his occupation could be
74called working class.
The difference between working class representation in 
grade and NSW teams (about one in five) and the number of 
working class NSW cricketers who played for Australia 
(about one in fifteen), is possibly not significant.
The sample of grade and NSW cricketers whose occupations
are known (355 and 122) is so much higher than the sample
of NSW players who played for Australia, whose occupations are
72. Table 5.11
73. Table 5.12
74. Table 5.13.
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TABLE 5.11: OCCUPATIONS OF FIRST GRADE CRICKETERS, 1893-1912
Occupation Balmain North Padding- Waverley Total
Sydney ton
Accountant 3
Agent 3
Architect
Attendant 1
Blacksmith 1
Boilermaker 2
Bricklayer 1
Broker
Builder 2
Bute h er 1
Cabman
Canvass er
Caretaker
Carpenter 1
Carter 1
Chemist
Civilservant 1
C1 ergyman
Clerk 33
Coach buiIder
Coach painter
Compositor 1
Contractor
Dentist
Doctor
Draper 1
Draugtsman 1
Electrician
Engineer 3
Grocer 1
Hotelier 
Independent
Insurance manager
I ronmonger
Jeweller 1
Journalist
Labourer 5
Lawyer 2
Letter sorter 
Manufacturer
Marble polisher 1
Merchant
Messenger 1
Milk vendor
Miner 2
Monumental mason 1
Op 1ician 1
Photographer 1
Plasterer 1
P1umb e r
Police magistrate
Porter
Printer
1 1 2 7
1 3 2 9
3 2 5
1
1 2
1 3
1 2
2 2
1 3
1 1 3
1 1
1 1
1 1
4 2 7
3 4
1 1
2 3
1 1
39 39 35 146
1 1
1 1
1
1 1
2 2 4
3 3
1 2
2 1 4
1 1 2
2 1 6
1
1 1
3 4 7
1 1
3 3
1
2 1 3
2 3 10
3 4 9
1 1
1 1
1
1 2 3
1
1 1
2
1
1
1 2
1 2
3 3
1 1
1 1
2 31
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TABLE 5.11 CONTINUED
Occupation Balmain North Padding - Waverley Total
Sydney ton
Pro cricketer^ 1 1
Proof reader 1 1
Salesman 1 2 3
School teacher 4 2 6
Seaman 1 1
Secretary 1 1 1 3
Shipwright 1 1
Sports store owner 1 1 2
Stereotyper 1 1
Storeman 1 2 4 3 10
Surveyor 1 1 1 1 4
Tailor 1 1 2
Telegraphist 2 2
Tinsmith 1 1
Tobacconist 1 1
Tram conductor 1 1 2
Tram fireman 1 1 2
Traveller 3 2 2 5 1 2
Typecaster 1 1
Undertaker 1 1 2
Upholsterer 1 1
Van proprietor 1 1
Wool classer 1 1 1 3
Unknown 23 18 2 1 25 87
Total 114 108 115 106 443
Notes: 1. Professional cricketer
Source: Lists_,of cricket teams published in the Referee
$ SMHj 1893- 19 1 2 $ NSW Electoral Rolls, 1893- 191 3.
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TABLE 5.12: OCCUPATIONS OF NSW CRICKETERS, 1893-1912
Occupation No
Accountant 2
Agent 2
Architect 2
Attendant 1
Baker 1
Bee farmer 1
Blacksmith 2
Book keeper 1
Bread carter 1
Caretaker 1
Carpenter 1
Chemist 1
Civil s ervant 3
Clergyman 1
Clerk 40
Coach builder 1
Dealer 1
Dentist 2
Doctor 3
Draughtsman 1
Engineer 2
Independent 4
Journalist 1
Labourer 3
Lawyer 4
Letter sorter 1
Merchant 1
Miner 1
Monumental mason 1
Pastrycook 1
Plumber 1
Printer 1
Professional cricketer 4
Pub 1ican 2
Salesman 1
Sports store owner 3
Storeman 1
Student or University player 10 
Surveyor 2
Teacher 2
Tele graph ist 2
Tobacconist 2
Traveller 3
Undertaker 1
Unknown 31
Total 153
Source: New South Nates Cricketers 1855-1981,, Retford 1981,
lists of NSW teams published in the SMH, 1893-1912
§ NSW Electoral Rolls, 1893-1913.
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known (twenty-six}, that any comparison is likely to be 
misleading. Nevertheless, some groups found it easier 
to take time off work to play for Australia than others.
With the almost universal observance of the Saturday
half holiday both middle and working class cricketers
were able to play Saturday afternoon club cricket
7 5without interfering with their work. Playing for NSW
on the other hand involved taking some time off work,
especially for the annual tour of Adelaide and
Melbourne which lasted from two to three weeks. However,
this tour was over the Christmas and New Year period and
many workers might have taken a holiday at that time.
Eric Fry suggests that in the 1880s 'the prevailing high
level of wages encouraged voluntary intervals between
jobs or unpaid periods away from work'.' Wages
fell sharply during the depression of the early 1890s
but this might well have encouraged working class
cricketers to seek representative honours. In the 1890s
NSW professionals received five pounds for each Sydney
match and seven pounds and ten shillings, plus expenses,
7 7for matches outside NSW. This was between two and
75. See chapter four.
76. E.C. Fry, 'The condition of the urban wage earning 
class in Australia in the 1880s', Phd thesis, ANU
1956, 293.
77. Rules and by-laws, of the NSWCAj Sydney 1894 , 1 0.
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four times the wage of a labourer or skilled tradesman.
The prospect of taking time off work certainly did not
deter workers from playing for NSW. Of the sixty-three
cricketers who made the southern tour between 1893 and
1912 eighteen percent were working class, only two percent
less than the proportion of workers who played in all
79matches for NSW.
Despite reservations about the size of the sample I
suggest that circumstances deterred workers from playing
for Australia. Five test match series in Australia and
eight month tours of England involved long periods off
work, and although the financial returns were substantial,
there must have been considerable risk in the ventures,
8 0especially tours of England. The groups best represent­
ed among both NSW cricketers and NSW players who also 
played for Australia were public servants and clerks.
This was because these two groups were well treated by 
their employers and had little trouble getting time off 
work to play cricket without jeopardising their careers.
78. T.A. Coghlan, The wealth and progress of New South
Males 1900-1, Sydney 1902, 760, and J.B. Trivett,
The official yearbook of New South Males 1912, Sydney 
1913, 897. A labourer's daily wage fluctuated from
eight shillings in 1890 to six shillings in 1893 and 
nine shillings in 1912. A carpenters daily wage 
fluctuated from nine shillings and sixpence in 1890 
to eight shillings in 1895 and eleven shillings in 
1910 .
79. Table 5.12 and lists of NSW teams playing matches 
in Adelaide and Melbourne, published in the SME.
80 . See below.
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In 1871 Thomas Wills noted that Sydney banks gave their
employees holidays on the occasion of each intercolonial 
8 1cricket match. Fry states that in the 1880s public
servants, bank employees and other clerical staff in
commercial offices received more public holidays than
other workers and that they were generally paid for 
t 8 2them. As well as receiving more holidays than most
other people it appears that senior public servants
and bankers looked kindly on any requests by their
employees to take leave to play cricket. Discussing
the provision of compensation for loss of time by
NSW cricketers in 1895, Davis remarked, 'All men are
not civil servants nor are they bank clerks', the
inference being that these groups found it easier to
8 3play representative cricket than any others. Of 
those whose occupation is known, thirty-nine percent 
of the cricketers who undertook the southern tour for 
NSW between 1893 and 1912 and fifty-eight percent of 
NSW cricketers who played for Australia in the same 
period were in the public service, banks or other 
clerical positions for part or all of the time they were
81. T.W. Wills (ed), The Australian erieketers' guide
1870-71, Melbourne 1871, 107.
82. Fry, op. cit., 290-1.
83. Referee, 24 Dec 1895.
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, • 84playing.
The Australian cricket team which visited England
and North America in 1878 included four public
servants, David Gregory, Thomas Garrett, a clerk
with the Supreme Court, W.C.V. Gibbes, a clerk in the
Audit Office, and Alick Bannerman. During their
fifteen months absence in England, New Zealand and
America Gregory received half pay, amounting to £200,
Gibbes received one-third pay, sixty-three pounds,
but Garrett and Bannerman received nothing. When they
returned to Sydney all four applied for reimbursement of
their full salaries, 'In consideration of the present
and future benefit we are accredited with having done
in the Colonies by the attention we have drawn to them'.
The application was supported by thirty-three members of
8 5the Legislative Assembly. Henry Parkes refused the
application on the grounds that to grant it would violate
'principles which ought to be impartially applied in all
8 6considerations affecting the Public Service'. Parkes
84. Tables 5.12 $ 5.13, § lists of NSW teams playing in
Adelaide and Melbourne published in the SMH.
85. Letter from Messieurs D.W. Gregory and others to the 
Colonial Secretary, Sydney 14 March 1879.
86. Letter from the Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's 
Department, to Messrs D.W. Gregory and others, Sydney, 
27 Mar 1879.
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admitted that the exploits of the team had benefited
NSW in the way suggested by the players but thought that
any 'recognition of it in the shape of a pecuniary grant'
should be made to include the whole team. No such grant
appears to have been made. Referring to the support
given by the thirty-three parliamentarians Parkes said:
The authority and control of Ministers over
the Public Service would be seriously weakened
if grounds were afforded for the belief that
Parliamentary influence could direct a more
favourable course of treatment than what in the
8 7absence of such influence would be pursued.
As parliamentarians more closely associated with cricket 
came to prominence, such as Reid and Carruthers, 
views like Parkes' on the influence of ministers may well 
have become attenuated. Similarly, senior public servants 
such as Gregory, Portus, Cohen and Gibson, who were also 
connected with the NSWCA might have looked kindly on any
O p
request for leave to play for NSW or Australia/ J
Some Sydney banks also had close links with senior cricket.
87. Cabinet Minute, 27 Mar 1879. This and all correspondence 
relating to the request will be found in PSWPP3 1878-9, 
v o 1 . 7 , 949-950.
88 . Table 5.1.
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The Australian Joint Stock Bank's policy of employing
intercolonial and international players undoubtedly
involved time off work for playing. Other financial
institutions that might have looked kindly upon requests
from employees to play cricket were the AMP Society,
whose general manager Richard Teece was a vice-president
of the NSWCA, and the Commerical Bank, whose general manager
from 1915 was Hugh Massie, a regular member of the Australian
team in the 1880s until banking commitments forced his
9 0 .early retirement from the game. With security of
employment when they returned from tours, public servants 
and clerks were probably more likely to take the risks 
involved in playing for Australia than were manual workers 
who could not get leave of absence.
An examination of rugby union footballers' occupations 
between 1900 and 1912 shows that far more workers played 
rugby than played cricket. Fifty-one percent of the 359 
Balmain, Eastern Suburbs and North Sydney first grade 
players whose occupations are known were working class.
Once again the proportion of workers depended on the 
character of the suburb; in Balmain seventy-five percent
89. See above.
90. Table 5.1, C. Martin-Jenkins, The complete who’s who
of test cricketers,, London 1980, 209-10, § CBC Bank
souvenir score-book3 test season 19 6 5-6 6 3 Sydney 
1965, 4.
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were workers, in the Eastern Suburbs forty-six percent
were working class, and in North Sydney thirty-eight
9 1percent were workers. At representative level thirty-
eight percent of Sydney rugby union players who played
for NSW were working class and fifty-three precent of
9 2those who played for Australia were workers. The 
lower percentage of NSW players who were workers is 
probably explained by the large number of University 
footballers who played for NSW.
In rugby league the proportion of working class players
was even higher. Seventy-two percent of first grade players
whose occupation is known were workers, ninety-two percent
in Balmain, fifty-five percent in the Eastern Suburbs and
9 3sixty percent in North Sydney. ' Of the players who went
on to represent NSW and whose occupation is known seventy-six
percent were working class and of those who played for Australia
9 4seventy-four percent were workers.
* *  *
There was therefore considerable difference in the occupation, 
and therefore we assume social class, of cricketers and 
footballers in Sydney. At club level, cricket was 
predominantly a middle class game with about one in five 
players being working class, rugby was almost exactly
91 . Table 5.14.
92 . Table 5.15.
93. Table 5.16.
94 . Table 5.17.
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TABLE 5.14: OCCUPATIONS OF FIRST GRADE RUGBY UNION 
PLAYERS, 1900-1912
Occupation Balmain Eastern North Total
Suburbs Sydney
Account ant 1 2 3
Agent 1 1
Architect 1 2 3
Baker 2 2
Billiard marker 1 1
Bicycle fitter 1 1
Blacksmith 1 2 3
Boat builder 1 1 2
Boilermaker 5 1 6
Bootmaker 1 2 1 4
Bottler 1 1
Box maker 1 1
Bricklayer 1 1 2
Broker 1
Brass finisher 1 1
Builder 2 2
Butcher 1 1 1 3
Cabinet maker 2 2
Car builder 1 1
Caretaker 1 1
Carpent er 2 5 5 12
Carrier 2 1 3
Carter 2 1 3
Cashier 1 1
Civil s ervant 1 1 2
Chauffeur 1 1
Cleaner 1 1
Clerk 9 33 41 83
Coach builder 1 1
Composit or 1 1 2
Collector 1 1 2
Confectioner 1 1
Constable 2 2 1 5
Conveyancer 1 1
Cooper 1 1
Crane driver 1 1
Cutter 1 1
Dairyman 1 1
Dealer 1 1
Draper 1 1
Draughtsman 1 1 2
Electrician 1 2 3
Engineer 7 2 4 1 3
Farrier 1 1
Fireman 3 2 5
Fisherman 1 1 2
French polisher 1 1
Fruiterer 1 1
Gas stoker 1 1
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TABLE 5.14 CONTINUED
Occupation Balmain Eastern North Total
Suburbs Sydney
Grocer 3 1 4
Groom 1 1
Hairdresser 1 1
Hotelier 1 1
Independent 4 4
Ironmonger 1 1
Iron worker 1 1
Jeweller 1 1
Journalist 4 1 5
Labourer 24 7 7 38
Lawyer 2 1 3
Letter sorter 1 1
Machinist 1 1 1 3
Manager 1 1
Manual worker 5 4 6 15
Master mariner 1 1 2
Mechanic 1 1 2
Merchant 1 1
Messenger 1 1 2
Milk vendor 1 1 2
Miner 1 1
Moulder 2 1 3
Newsagent 1 1
Painter 1 1 2
Pantryman 1 1
Pianoforte maker 1 1
Piano tuner 1 1
Photographer 1 2 3
Plasterer 1 1
P1 umber 1 2 3
Presser 2 2
Quarryman 1 1
Reporter 1 1
Salesman 2 1 3
Sawyer 1 1
Sewerage inspector 1 1
Soldier 2 2
Speculator 1 1
Stoker 1 1
Stonemason 1 1 1
Storekeeper 1 1
Storeman 2 2 5 9
Student 2 1 3
Surveyor 2 2
Tailor 2 1 3
Teacher 2 1 3
Telephonist 1 1
Tobacco worker 1 1
Tram employee 1 1 5 7
Traveller 2 2 4
Trimmer 1 1
Van driver 1 1
TABLE 5.14 CONTINUED
Occupation Balmain Eastern North Total
Suburbs Sydney
V anman 1 1
Warder 1 1
Watchmaker 1 1
Wood turner 1 1
Wool sampler 2 2
Wool sorter 1 1
Unknown 108 92 75 275
Total 205 221 208 634
Not e : 1 .Inc ludes cases where the footballer may have
been one of two people, both of whom were 
working class. Where more than two people 
may have been the footballer or in cases 
where the footballer may have been one of 
two people one of whom was working class 
and the other was middle class the category 
'unknown' is used.
Source: Team lists published in the Referee § SMH3 
1900-1912 $ NSW Electoral Rolls, 1903-1913.
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TABLE 5.15: OCCUPATIONS OF SYDNEY RUGBY UNION PLAYERS
REPRESENTED NSW § AUSTRALIA , 1900-1912
Occupation NSW Aus t ra 1ia
Artist 1
Bicycle fitter 1
Boat builder 1 1
Boilermaker 1 1
Butcher 1 1
Caretaker 1
Carpenter 3 1
Carter 1
Cellarman 1 1
Civil servant 1
Clerk 1 7 3
Collector 1
Compos it or 2 1
Cooper 1
Crane driver 1 1
Draughtsman 3 1
Engineer 1 1
Fireman 1
Groom 3 2
Horse trainer 1 1
Hotelier 1
Independent 1 1
Labourer 12 5
Lawyer 2 1
Machinist 1 1
Manager ^ 1 1
Manual worker 1
Merchant 1 1
Newsagent 5 tobacconist 1
Painter 1
P1 umber 1 1
Po 1 iceman 1 1
Rope maker 1 1
Teacher 1
Tobacco worker 1
University player" 30 7
V anman 1
Van proprietor 1
Warehouseman 1 1
Unknown 34 8
Total 1 3 7 44
Notes: 1. The player was one of two people, both manual
workers.
2. University players not included under other 
categories. They were probably professionals and 
certainly not working class.
Source: Lists of NSW and Australian players in NSWRFU annuals
S NSW Electoral Rolls, 1903-1913.
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TABLE 5.16: OCCUPATIONS OF FIRST GRADE RUGBY LEAGUE 
P LAYERS, 1908-1912
Occupation Balmain Eastern North Total
Suburbs Sydney
Barber 1 1
Billiard marker 1 1
Blacksmith 1 1
Boat builder 2 3 5
Boilermaker 2 2
Book keeper 1 1
Bootmaker 1 3 4
Bras s moulder 2 2
Bricklayer 1 1 2
Builder 1 1
Carpenter 1 1 1 3
Carter 1 1
Chemist 1 1
Civil servant 1 1
Cleaner 1 1
Clerk 1 2 3 6
Coach painter 1 1
Coal lumper 1 1
Constable 1 1 2
Contractor 1 1
Crane driver 2 2
Customs officer 1 1
Dealer 1 1
Dentist 1 1
Draughtsman 1 1
Electrical mechanic 1 1
Electrician 1 1
Engineer 1 1
Fireman 1 1
French polisher 1 1
Grocer 1 1
J ourna1 ist 1 1
Labourer 19 4 6 29
Machinist 2 1 3
Manager 
Manual worker
1 1
2 2 1 5
Painter 1 1
Potter 1 1
Presser 1 1
Sadler 1 1
Salesman 1 1
Sign writer 1 1
Seaman 1 1
Shearer 1 1
Stone mason 1 1 2
Storekeeper 1 1
Storeman 1 1 2
Student 1 1
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TABLE 5.16 CONTINUED
Occupation Balmain Eastern North Total
Suburbs Sydney
Tailor 1 1
Tanner 2 2
Teacher 2 2
Tiler 1 1
Tram employee 1 1 2
Traveller 2 2
Vigneron 1 1
Warder 1 1
Wood turner 1 1
Unknown 23 17 23 63
Total 66 48 65 179
Note: 1. See note in table 5.14
Source: Lists of rugby league teams published in
Referee § SMH § NSW Electoral Rolls, 1908-
1913 .
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TABLE 5.17: OCCUPATIONS OF RUGBY LEAGUE PLAYERS WHO 
REPRESENTED NSW § AUSTRALIA, 1908-1912
Occupation NSW Aus t ra;
Billiard marker 1 1
Blacksmith 1
Boat builder 1 1
Boilermaker 2 2
Bootmaker 2 2
But eher 1 1
Carpenter 4 2
Cel larman 1
Clerk 4 4
Coal lumper 1 1
Constable 1
Council worker 1
Crane driver 2 2
Dealer 1 1
Engineer 1
Fireman 1
Grocer 1 1
Groom 1 1
Hairdresser 1
Ironworker 1
J ourna1 ist 1 1
Labourer 9 4
Machinist ^ 2
Manual worker 1
Painer 1 1
Rope maker 1 1
Salesman 1 1
Tailor 1 1
T anner 1. 1
Tobacconist 1 1
Tram employee 1
Wood turner 1 1
Unknown 35 6
Total 85 37
Note: 1. See note in table 5.14.
Source: Lists of teams published in Referee § SMH
§ NSW Electoral Rolls, 1908-1913.
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divided between middle class and working class players, and 
in rugby league about three-quarters of the players were 
workers. Except for Australian cricket teams, most 
representative cricket, and rugby teams included considerable 
numbers of workers, about the same proportion as played 
at club level. Among officials, the NSWCA, the NSWRFU 
and the MRU were socially prestigious bodies and the NSWRFL 
was heavily working class in character. At club level 
both cricket clubs and rugby union clubs were predominantly 
middle class, but in rugby union clubs, depending on the 
character of the suburb in which the club was formed; there 
was considerable working class involvement, varying from 
three quarters in Balmain to one quarter in North Sydney. 
Rugby league clubs, like their controlling body, were 
mainly working class, especially after the first season. 
Participants in Sydney's winter and summer sports differed 
considerably, and the Bulletin was well justified in asking 
in 1894 where the footballers disappeared to in the summer
months.
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CHAPTER SIX
'A DEGENERATE RACE': SPECTATORS AND THE SPORTING PRESS
In February 1911 the Australasian Medical Gazette
reflected with alarm on the growth of cricket and football 
as mass spectacles over the previous two decades. It 
said the real value of these sports was in playing 
rather than watching them and expressed 'the gravest 
doubts' as to whether Australia could really be considered 
a sporting nation:
Can the dense crowds who pass their time,
Saturday afternoon after Saturday afternoon, 
taking exercise and athleticism by proxy, in 
watching a cricket or football match, be called 
true sportsmen? They are a degenerate race, 
preferring to see others do what they should 
themselves be doing.'*'
Some newspapers agreed. In December 1902 the Daily
Telegraph complained that instead of participating in
games themselves, people now paid to see specialists
2playing cricket and football.“ The Herald was also 
worried and, in a series of editorials entitled 
'Vanishing athletics', 'Is sport degenerating', 'Athletics 
as a spectacle', and 'Lookers-on at games', concluded 
that 'If Waterloo was won on the playing fields of Eton,
1. Australasian Medical Gazette, 20 Feb 1911. I am
grateful to Philippa Mein Smith for giving me this 
reference.
2. Daily Telegraph3 27 Dec 1902.
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it was certainly not won there by lookers-on'.' In this 
chapter I will briefly trace the development of the 
sporting press and then examine the composition and 
behaviour of cricket and rugby crowds in Sydney between 
1890 and 1912.4
* * *
The sporting press expanded rapidly during this period, 
reflecting a growing demand for sporting information and 
results throughout the city. In 1890 Sydney had two 
weekly sporting newspapers, the Referee, started in 1886 
and devoted entirely to sport, and the Dead Bird, started 
in 1889 as a 'Journal Devoted to Sport and Drama' but 
which Robin Walker reports 'was a true hybrid of sport 
and ribaldry'.^ In December 1890 the Postmaster-general 
banned the posting of the Dead Bird which a week earlier 
had been prosecuted as an obscene newspaper. Circulation 
dropped and in an effort to avoid the ban the paper's 
name was changed to the Bird 0 'Freedom. The ploy was 
unsuccessful and in 1896 the paper dropped the scandal 
and became the Arrow. The Referee and the Arrow were
3. SMH, 25 July 1903, 12 Mar $ 9 July 1904 $ 23 June
1906 .
4. Work in this area has been done by R. Casliman, Ave a
go, yer mug! Australian crowds from larrikin to ocker, 
Sydney 1984, and C. Cunneen, 'Elevating and recording 
the peoples' pastimes: Sydney sporting journalism
1886-1939', in R. Cashman and M. McKernan, Sport, 
money, morality and the media, Sydney, 1981.
5. R.B. Walker, The newspaper press in New South Wales 
1803-1920, Sydney 1976, 233.
Ibid.
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joined by a third sporting weekly in 1900, the Sydney 
Sportsman. ^
As well as these specialist sporting papers the daily 
press and other weekly journals gave increased space to 
sport. The Herald and the Daily Telegraph both developed 
more sophisticated layouts for reporting sport and in 
1911 the Herald introduced a two-page summary of the 
previous week's sport each Wednesday. The Evening Hews3 
the Australian Star3 and the Sun (which replaced the 
Australian Star in 1910) provided evening readers with 
sporting news. The Herald's weekly companion, the Sydney 
Mail and the Evening Hews' Weekly, the Town and Country 
Journal, continued to give good sporting coverage and the 
Bulletin retained its 'Sporting Notions' column, but all 
three tended to limit their reports to commenting on events. 
They did not compete directly with the specialist sporting 
weeklies which provided comprehensive results and details. 
Sunday papers, such as the Sunday Times which appeared in 
1885, the Truth which was first published in 1890 and the 
Sunday Sun which started in 1903, provided people with the
gresults and descriptions of Saturday afternoon events.
In 1907 the Sunday Times claimed a minimum weekly sale of
40.000 which was 'equal to anything between 250,000 and
9400.000 readers for each issue'.
7. Ibid.3 230.
8. Ibid. 3 117. Thes,e papers have been seen by the author.
9. Referee, 23 Jan 1907.
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The expansion of the sporting press and the appearance 
of professional sporting journalists such as J.C. Davis 
provided a new medium for the sports spectator. The 
detailed descriptions of cricket and rugby matches gave 
many Sydney-siders extensive accounts of matches that they 
could not attend, and enabled those who had attended to 
relive the excitement of the previous day.11*
* * ★
What sort of people actually went to watch cricket and rugby 
matches? Richard Cashman concludes that in the 1870s there 
were two distinct tendencies among Australian cricket 
crowds:
One was patrician, and drew more on English example: 
it was found in the Members' Reserves. The other, 
the plebeian tradition, more visible in the Outer, 
was much less imitative and more indigenous.11 
Cashman believes that the patrician element dominated 
because officials promoted cricket as a fashionable and 
even exclusive game. The plebeians were welcomed as paying 
spectators but remained subsidiary to the patricians.
After its decline in the 1880s the revival of interest 
in cricket caused by Lord Sheffield's team in 1891/2 and 
its rapid expansion as a spectacle during the 1890s 
reversed this tradition. The patrician element remained
10. Cunneen , op. cit. discusses sporting journalists and 
their work in detail.
1 1 . 1 1 .Cashman, op. cit.
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but it was overshadowed by the plebeian presence which 'became
so numerous that it came to dominate a large part of the 
1 2game'. Cashman supports these conclusions with the
evidence of entry charges to important cricket matches.
When W.G. Grace's team played against NSW at the Albert
Ground in 1874 spectators were charged two shillings and
sixpence to enter the ground and as much again if they
1 3wanted to sit in the grandstand. The ground entry alone
represented over a third of a labourer's daily wage and
1 4about a quarter of a carpenter's or a blacksmith's. The 
reduction of entry charges in the early 1880s immediately 
affected the social composition of cricket crowds.^
Commenting on a match between England and NSW in November 
1884 the Sydney Mail said, 'One has but to stroll among 
the spectators to see representatives of every class of 
society watching the changing features of the game'.^
There is other evidence to suggest that cricket crowds
became more representative in the 1890s. Firstly, there
was the magnitude of the increase, from five percent of
Sydney's metropolitan population for the highest daily
1 7attendance in 1891/2, to eight percent in 1897/8.
12. Ibid, , 40.
13. Ibid. , 11.
14. T.A. Coghlan, The wealth and progress of New South Nales
1900/1, Sydney 1902, 758. In 1874 a labourer received
seven shillings a day, a carpenter nine shillings and
a blacksmith eleven shillings.
15. See above.
16. Sydney Mail, 29 Nov 1884.
17. See chapter four.
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Secondly, J.J. Collins' call in the early 1890s for shelter 
for patrons of the outer ground 'who cannot afford or other­
wise will not patronise the grandstand', suggests that many
1 8more working class people attended matches. Greater
interest in sport among working class people is also 
reflected in the attention given to sport by the labour 
newspaper, the Australian Worker. In the early 1890s the 
Worker did not report any sport but by 1899 it contained a 
weekly column entitled 'Sundry Sports'.
A good source for trying to establish the social composition
of crowds during this period are photographs. Lithographic
prints of cricket crowds first appeared in the Town and Country
Journal during the tour of W.G. Grace's team in 1873/4,
but these, like later lithographs which appeared in the
Sydney Mail lack sufficient definition to be of much use in
19analysing crowds. The first photograph of cricket
crowds in Sydney was probably that which appeared in the
Sydney Mail in March 1896, but like the lithographs it was
18. Ibid.
19. Town and Country J o u r n a l 31 Jan 1874. Lithographs 
generally included well-defined figures in the immediate 
foreground but beyond that people became only an 
impressionistic and highly stylised blur. Sydney Mail 
16 Feb 1895 lithographs of the fourth test at Sydney 
show some good crowd scenes but they were also 
stylistic.
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2 0of poor quality. From the 1897/8 season onwards good
photographs of crowds at representative cricket matches 
became a regular feature in the Sydney Nail's illustrated 
pages.
There are a number of problems in using photographs as a
source to identify the social composition of sporting
crowds. The first is that the two studies of Australian
fashion that have been made do not address the relation-
2 1ship between dress and social class. A second problem
is that the only real clue to the class of women provided 
by their apparel is the quality of the material from which 
the garments were made and this is impossible to establish 
from photographs. Therefore, unless a woman was wearing 
particularly elaborate clothes or clearly middle class 
accessories such as a parasol, it is difficult to say with 
certainty whether she was middle class or working class.
In' spite of these problems, though, it is important to try and 
reach some conclusion on the social composition of cricket 
and rugby crowds.
20. Sydney Mail, 14 Mar 1896. The photograph is of spectators
in the grandstand and ladies' pavilion during a match 
between the Australian team about to leave for England 
and another representative eleven.
21. M. Fletcher, Costumes in Australia, 1788-1901,
Melbourne 1984 $ C. Flower, Duek and Cabbage tree, a
pictorial history of clothes in Australia, 1788-1914, 
Sydney 1968.
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The task of establishing the social composition of crowds
at representative cricket matches is made easier because
the photographic evidence is supplemented by the written
impressions of Leslie Poidevin, a NSW cricketer and doctor
who acted as the Board of Control’s representative in
2 2London between 1907 and 1911. When he returned to 
Sydney in 1911 Poidevin wrote an article for the Herald 
comparing cricket crowds in Australia and England. The 
article included a discussion of the crowds at 
important cricket matches at the SCG:
In the 'members' you will see most of the 'big wigs', 
past and present, of the State and some of the 
other States, too, as well as many of the old time 
cricket champions .... The 'mil-linery department' 
next door, or ladies' reserve, easily eclipses 
anything of its kind elsewhere not only in the 
brightness of its colouring, but also in the keen and 
demonstrative interest with which every incident of 
the play is followed...
The grandstand and lawn differ very little 
from other places [in Australian and English cricket 
grounds] in their 'aristocratic' occupants... but the 
new stand [the Sheridan] noted for its 'what did I
22. Board of Control minutes, 19 $ 20 Apr 1907 5 2 Mar 
1911, and J. Pollard, Australian cricket: the game
and the p l a y e r s Sydney 1982, 800.
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tell you?' type of criticism, whence the game is 
viewed through the added haze of tobacco smoke, 
offers a big contrast...
...the 'crowd on the hill'. ..is a very mixed 
company, as may be judged by a glance at the
2 3miscellaneous nature of the prevailing headwear.
The inhabitants of the Members' and Ladies' pavilions were
clearly of the middle and upper middle classes. In the
Members' top hats and bowler hats abound and the ladies
24were dressed i n fine garments. The Northern Stand between
the Members' pavilion and the Paddington hill was also
inhabited by bowler and boater-hatted men and well 
2 5dressed women. The boater was the commonest of all hats
in Sydney during this period and judging from photographs
of other scenes around Sydney appears to have been generally
worn by young to middle-aged aspiring clerical and other
2 6middle class men." The grandstand was similarly well-to- 
do and although photographs suggest that spectators there 
were less 'aristocratic' than Poidevin might have us
23. SMH, 9 Dec 1911.
24. Photographs in Sydney Mail} 5 Mar 1898, 30 Nov 1901
$ 25 Nov 1903.
25. Ibid. J 30 Nov 1901.
26. E. Russell, Victorian and Edwardian Sydney from old 
photographs, Sydney 1975.
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believe, they were all clearly middle class. Boaters
abounded and there were substantial numbers of women and 
children.
The high number of women at these matches is noteworthy.
The Ladies' pavilion seated 3,000 and, while exact counts
are impossible, photographs suggest that probably one
in ten of the people in the Grandstand and on the lawn were 
2 8women.“ Cashman has noted that the press occasionally
scorned women spectators for their social aspirations and
limited knowledge of the game but he points out correctly
that many men must have attended matches for the exchange
of social convivialities, the transaction of business,
29and simply for a place to drink and eat. There is
reason to suspect though that many women attended cricket
matches for the simple reason that they were interested in
cricket. Apart from Poidevin's comment that women in the
Ladies' pavilion took a keen interest in the play, the
Herald made a similar observation in 1896 when the
foundation stone of the pavilion was laid, noting, 'the
growing interest of the ladies in many branches of sport....
[and] the growing attention paid by ladies to all sorts of 
7 3 0games.
27. Sydney Mail, 5 Mar 1898 § 22 Feb 1902 6 photograph
taken of the cricket at the SCG by M. Vaniman in 1903, 
Dixson Library.
28. See chapter four.
29. Gashman, op. cit., 15.
30. SMH, 11 May 1896.
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It is also clear that a number of women watched matches
31from the unsheltered outer part of the ground. Presumably
only serious students of the game would have forsaken the 
greater comforts of the Ladies' pavilion and Grandstand.
The social status of spectators in the Smokers' reserve
and the Sheridan Stand which replaced it in 1909 is less
clear. These stands were built for smokers to minimize
inconvenience to patrons of the Ladies' pavilion and the 
3 2Grandstand. The additional entry charge probably deterred
workers from entering these stands but Poidevin's remarks 
suggest that spectators there were not quite of the 
same social standing as spectators in the neighbouring 
Grandstand.
Photographs and other articles in the Herald support
Poidevin's conclusion that the outer ground was 'a very
mixed company'. Boater-headed clerks rubbed shoulders
with less elaborately dressed workers in roughly equal
proportions. The bowler hats of well dressed middle class
men, the uniforms of soldiers and sailors and the elaborate
dresses and hats of women were also in evidence on the
33Paddington hill, in the Bob Stand and on the Hill.
31. Sydney Mail, 5 Mar 1898, 21 Dec 1901 § 2 Mar 1904.
32. See chapter four.
33. Sydney Mail, 21 Dec 1901, 25 Nov 1903 § 2 Mar 1904 $
Referee, 23 Nov 1910.
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The composition of the crowds that gathered below the score- 
board outside the Herald.' s office in the city was also 
m i x e d :
Marines and blue-coats eagerly acclaiming every 
British success; office-boys who should be 
delivering messages; businessmen who should be 
'doing a deal'; professional men whose clients 
are waiting; all ages and classes, good 
humouredly jostling each other in their keen 
anxiety to know how the 'test is going'. It 
is a human barometer.^
The composition of crowds at club matches is less clear.
The entry charge for club matches at enclosed grounds was 
sixpence but at the unenclosed suburban grounds it cost 
nothing to watch matches unless one chose to pay sixpence for 
entry into the grandstand. There being no serious financial 
impediment to watching club cricket in Sydney one might 
have expected crowds to have been the same as those at 
Melbourne club matches in the 1870s when similar circumstances 
existed:
The 5,000 spectators of last Saturday's play on 
the East Melbourne ground comprised all sections 
and shades of our community, from the larrikin
34. SMH3 15 Dec 1903 $ Sydney Mail3 19 Feb 1898 £ 23
Dec 1903.
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who jumped the .fence to the bank manager who paid
35his 6d. and took his seat in the reserye...
The only two photographs of grade matches with substantial
numbers of spectators appear to confirm this.
The first, of a match between Waverley and Paddington at
Waverley Oval in 1899 shows about equal numbers of men and
3 6women mingling around the unenclosed park. The second,
showing a section of the crowd at the grade final at the 
SCG in 1912 is less clear but there appear to be both 
working and middle class men in the smoking reserve and on 
the hill .37
Evidence for the social composition of rugby crowds 
relies solely on photographs. The inhabitants of the 
Members' and Ladies' pavilions for representative rugby 
matches at the SCG were similar to those who went to cricket 
matches. Photographs of the Grandstand show that 
among the male spectators boaters and bowler hats pre­
dominated, school boys were common, but there appear to
3 8have been less women present than at cricket matches.
35. Australasian3 12 Dec 1874.
36. Sydney Mail_, 11 Feb 1899.
37. Referee, 8 May 1912.
38. Sydney Mail3 5 Aug 1899 6 22 July 1903.
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0n the outer ground of the SCG the clothing of male
spectators indicates that there were more workers
39and less women than at cricket matches. At club rugby
matches, and at representative matches at the RAS Ground 
and University Oval middle class and working class men
4and boys and a few women appear to have mingled freely.
The two photographs of rugby league crowds suggest that 
their social composition was no different from 
crowds for rugby union matches. The crowd for the 
opening match of the 1910 season between Balmain and 
South Sydney at Birchgrove (the largest rugby league 
crowd then recorded for a club match), included probably 
equal numbers of middle class and working class men and 
a fair sprinkling of women spectators. A photograph 
of a densely packed crowd at the western end of the 
Sydney Sports Ground for a match between South Sydney 
and Newtown in 1912, shows that although exclusively 
male, the spectators were dressed in both middle and 
working class g a r b . ^
* * *
According to J.C. Davis, not only did cricket and rugby
39. Ibid. , 5 Aug 1899, 22 July 1903 $ 6 July 1904 §
photograph taken by M. Vaniman of a rugby match 
at the SCG in 1903, Dixson Library.
40. Sydney Mail, 27 July 1901, 31 May 6 19 July 1902,
13 May $ 5 Aug 1903 § 26 July 1905, § Referee,
27 Apr 1910.
41. Referee, 4 May 1910 § 15 May 1912.
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attract different types of spectators, but the crowds 
attending each sport behaved differently. In 1896 
he wrote that:
Cricket barrackers are just as enthusiastic as 
the football species, but they have neither the 
cause nor the desire to lose control of themselves 
so prominently evinced by the average football 
follower.^
'Felix', writing for the Australasian in 1892, made a 
similar point about Melbourne crowds: 'the "barracker"
at a cricket match is not in the same street with the 
football "barracker" for vicious and very vulgar 
vernacular'. ^
Between 1890 and 1912 only one serious crowd disturbance
occurred at a major cricket match in Sydney. On Saturday
27 February 1904, the second day of the Fourth Test
between Australia and England, a crowd of nearly
4 435,000 was gathered to watch Australia bat. If the 
Englishmen won the match they would win the series so 
the spectators were understandably keen to see an 
Australian victory. Light rain interrupted play twice 
during the day, once for ten minutes and later for eighty
42. Ibid. 3 10 June 1896.
43. Australasian3 1 Oct 1892.
44. R. Cashman, Australian cricket crowds: the
attendance cycle3 daily figures 1877-1984, Sydney 
1984, 32.
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minutes. According to the Herald (a paper which was
unlikely to condone civil disorder):
What happened? A few drops of rain fell, and
the players disappeared from view. The rain cleared,
and yet there was no appearance of the players.
For a long time the people who had paid their
money to see a game of cricket were forced to
gaze at nothingness because the umpires had
agreed that play could not be resumed. In the
circumstances some resentment was only to be
expected, and we make no doubt that nearly
everybody on the ground was dissatisfied at the
4 5delay in resuming the game.
This dissatisfaction took shape when spectators started 
throwing watermelon skins and bottles onto the asphalt 
cycling track which surrounded the ground, and some of 
the bottles broke. Cashman cites Sir William McKell, a 
regular spectator on the Hill, as saying that the incident 
began as a 'humourous diversion'. According to McKell 
one spectator rolled a bottle onto the asphalt track 
and this was retrieved by a ground attendant. Another 
bottle followed and this was also retrieved by an 
attendant and very shortly a hail of bottles was raining 
down on the track, and the ground attendants took shelter. 
McKell and the Herald both believed that there was no 
malice in the crowd's behaviour and that they simply wanted
45. SMH3 1 Mar 1904.
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to salvage some entertainment out of an otherwise 
disappointing day. However, the English press and some 
of the English players took a different view. The 
English Standard feared that 'the insufferable surroundings 
of the old prize ring' might reappear at cricket 
matches in Sydney.^
A less physical hut generally widespread and, to papers
such as the Herald and the Daily Telegraph3 more
disturbing practice among Sydney cricket crowds during
this period was that of barracking; the loud jeering of
players and umpires. Commenting on the increase in
barracking at Sydney cricket matches in 1892 Davis wrote
that the habit originated in Melbourne: 'it is with
regret I notice the custom of "barracking" that has
hitherto been associated almost exclusively with Melbourne
4 7audiences growing larger at each match'. Commenting on 
an incident in a match between NSW and Victoria in 1889 
when the NSW umpire Charles Bannerman was 'hooted' for 
giving a Victorian batsman run out, the Bulletin recorded: 
Barracking has hitherto been confined to the 
football field, so its appearance in the rival 
pastime has been attributed to the recently 
reduced charges of admission. As a matter of 
fact, the row against Bannerman came from the toffs 
in the stalls.. ^
46. Cashman, Ave a go yer mug!, 56. The Standard was
cited in SMH, 1 Mar 1904.
47. Referee, 27 Jan 1892.
48 . Bulletin, 26 Jan 1889.
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The expression 'to barrack' appears to have c r e a t e d  
in Melbourne in the 188Qs but there is no doubt that 
simitar behaviour occurred at cricket matches in Sydney 
the 1870s. Before a match between NSW and W.G. 
Grace's team at Sydney in 1874 the hoped, 'that
the section of the public who occasionally give somewhat 
unpleasant expression to their sympathies and prejudices,
will keep Within the bounds of decorum'. SO
The attention of the press was directed mainly to
barracking at representative matches although it was also 
to be found at club matches.51 The English team ^
toured Australia under the captaincy of A.E. Stoddart
"  1894/5 WaS thS ViCti™ of what the Daily Telegraph
49
50
51
fable, Londond1983rsaysS 'Barrackal,yT0/BP?JraSt ^
came°intofufemin'theni880sralta; Wh°re th° W°rdm  the opposite sense m6 ’ 1 1S nearly always used
a team. It stems { I L  tt, S  t0 Cheer 0r support 
of the Victoria Barracks te ^  When army suPP°rters 
Melbourne cricket orn ^  entered the South
Shouts Of .'h” ree^ e r°thed b ^ r ^ r f ' ' ' " ^  "ith 
SMHj 24 Jan 1874.
Sunday Times. 18 Nov 1 Q11 T
between Petersham and Leichhardt at0?-- matchit was reported thst- lcnhardt at Leichhardt Oval
the crowdPat L e i c h h L d ^ O v a Y ^  °*
compl ain^to the N S W c H b o u t ^ h e "  ^
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called 'the unpleasant side of the cricket revival',
5 2when it was barracked during the first match against NSW.
When Stoddard led the 1897/8 team to Australia the problem
of barracking was so bad that he was moved to complain
about it publicly. At the end of the Fifth Test at the
SCG in March 1898 Stoddart was presented with a gold
watch by the SCG trustees and the MCG (which had organised
the tour), for his services to Australian cricket..
Although exceedingly grateful for the gift, which replaced
a similar watch stolen while he was in Victoria, Stoddart
'felt it his absolute duty' to refer to the barracking
to which his team had been subjected. He told the audience
that 'by a section of the crowd they had been hooted,
and hissed in every match and on every ground without
exception'. However the English cricketers were not
the only victims. 'He had seen the same thing match
after match when the colony's players were hooted, hissed
and howled at as if they were a lot of prize fighters or
something of that sort'. He asked the trustees of each
5 3ground 'to at once check this fast growing evil'.
Stoddart's impressions were supported by William Brockwell, 
the English wicket-keeper during the 1894/5 tour, who 
believed:
The Australian spectator is apparently overstrung, 
and, as a consequence is impatient and intolerant. 
The crowd thoroughly understands the game, and
52. Daily Telegraph, 28 Nov 1894.
53. SMH, 3 Mar 1898.
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yet will let any little wave of peevishness
overcome its judgement. The spectators are good
critics, but they indulge in loud-voiced satire
and banter, levelled at some individual player,
usually one of their own side. The banter is
good humoured but disconcerting. The spectators
would sometimes get better play if, instead of
badgering a player who has for a moment failed,
5 4they would encourage him...
After a Sheffield Shield match between NSW and Victoria
at Melbourne in 1896, in which the umpires were jeered by
the crowd, Thomas Garrett the veteran NSW and Australian
player declared that unless such behaviour at Sydney and
Melbourne was stopped there would be very little
cricket. George Trott, the Victorian and Australian
captain agreed and even 'suggested the use of private
detectives 1 .^J Two other Australian players, William
Murdoch and Frank Laver commented adversely on Australian
crowds. Murdoch thought that while Australian crowds
were much the same as English crowds, 'in Australia the
hobble-dehoy boy gets out of hand, and seems to do as he 
5 6pleases'. Laver, who like Murdoch had experienced both
54. W. Brockwell, 'Austraslian cricket through English
spectacles', Review of Reviews: Australasian edition3
Feb 1895, 166-7.
55. SMH} 31 Dec 1896.
56. Referee, 15 Feb 1905.
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English and Australian crowds, said that English crowds: 
do not unmercifully attack players, to my know­
ledge, for having missed catches, or for having 
fumbled the ball. They do not tell delinquents 
to 'get a bag', or 'get off the field' and 
'give somebody else a show’ Sc., as the
Australian crowds do. But then it is generally
5 7our own players who get the gruelling .
Despite the protests of Stoddart, Garrett and Trott 
Australian cricket officials appear not to have been 
concerned by barracking. At the annual meeting of the 
Australasian Cricket Council in 1898, its chairman 
William Whitridge reported that:
If a critical examination were made of the conduct 
of Australian cricket crowds, and the conduct of 
crowds in England perhaps very little difference 
would be found. The 'barracking' in many instances
r ois simply an indication of keeness.
Barracking continued in the early 1900s. In January 1903 
the Herald complained of 'rowdyism at cricket matches' 
after a match between NSW and Victoria, and after the 
umpire was heckled for giving an Australian batsman, Clem 
Hill, run out during the First Test of the 1903/4 series. 
Both the Premier of NSW, George Reid, and the English 
captain, Pelham Warner, were moved to speak out against
57. F. Laver, An Australian cricketer on tour> London 1905, 
271-2 .
58. Australasian Cricket Council minutes, 29 July 1898.
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5 9barracking. Barracking continued in the 1911/12
English tour of Australia. Sections of the crowd at 
a match between England and NSW in November 1911 became 
particularly vocal over the slow batting of the English­
man George Gunn who early in his innings was hit on the 
left hand by a ball from the NSW bowler Roy Minnett.^
Poor cricketing and bad umpiring were not the only cause 
of barracking at the SCG. Spectators who blocked the view 
of others were likely to be pelted not only with verbal 
abuse but orange peels and other missiles. Commenting 
on the widespread use of umbrellas and parasols by 
spectators at matches in the 1890s the Bulletin declared: 
The ladies are still privileged. A parasol may 
shut out the view of a cricket-match, but if a 
man holds up an umbrella - well, Heaven help that 
man! Bricks, flour, oranges, stale sandwiches.
Biff!.61
It was possibly under such provocation that James Cullen, 
a forty year old labourer, was arrested and charged with 
'throwing missiles to the annoyance of the public', on the 
Saturday of the Fourth Test of the 1901/2 series at the 
SCG in February 1902. Cullen was fined one pound, or in 
default seven days hard labour, for filling two large paper
59. SMH, 30 Jan, 16 $ 18 Dec 1903.
60. Ibid. 3 1 Dec 1911.
61. Bulletin, 12 Jan 1895.
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bags and throwing them at fellow spectators. Cullen
was watching play from the Hill where scenes such 
as that described during the First Test of the 1903/4 
series were common:
A jack-tar sauntered in towards where a group 
of comrades from the men-o'-war were seated, and 
obstructed the view. He was smoking a clay pipe.
’Now, you with the clay dab, sit down or 
walk home,' commanded a voice of one from the 
place which, like 'She', must be obeyed. Jack 
sat down.
'Saw me leg off', he remarked, 'they don't 
give you much time here'.
A tramguard, escaped from the eight-hours' 
servitude, was the next to offend by standing 
in the perspective.
'Take another trip, lad', was the call from 
the hill, and the guard passed on....
A tall, thin youth who stood in the road was 
saluted as 'prawn neck,' and advised to move.
He found it more pleasing to go than stay.
'We won't miss yer, ' said a voice as he 
departed.^  ^
Who were the barrackers? The Bulletin's comment in 1889 
that even 'the toffs in the stalls' barracked, suggests 
that barracking was widespread around the ground, in
62. SMH, lg Feb 1902.
63. Ibid. }16 Dec 1903.
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both the stands and the outer, but other evidence
indicates that the habit was limited to the outer ground,
and in particular to a small group of 'larrikins' and
64habitual barrackers. Stoddart believed that only a
'section' of the crowd was responsible for the barrack-
6 5ing of his 1897/8 team, though he did not name it. The 
Daily Telegraph was more specific in 1894. In the 'public 
parts' of the SCG, the paper said, 'there happened to be 
an occasional handful of larrikins, who yelped and barked 
at whatever did not happen to favour their own notions ' . ^  
In 1911 the Herald pointed to the outer ground as the 
source of most of the barracking:
...'Barracking' has been regarded as a sort of 
inalienable right of a section of the spectators 
who assemble on the terraces of the enclosure. 
The basis of their argument appears to be that 
having paid a shilling for the privilege of 
seeing a game of cricket, they are entitled 
to have that game played in accordance with 
their own tastes and predilections. Of course 
the basis of argument is flimsy, for on such 
reasoning the spectators claim to the style of 
cricket he most desires would be at its 
strongest in the stands and at its weakest on 
the hi 11 . ^
64. See above for the Bulletin' s remark.
65. SMH3 3 Mar 1898.
66. Daily Telegraph3 28 Nov 1894.
67 . SMH, 1 Dec 1911.
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Leslie Poidevin also believed that barracking at the SCG
was limited to a few 'weeds', who 'sheltering in the crowd',
hurled 'contemptuous comments at fellow-men undefended
aird without the opportunity of striking back'. Beyond
these 'barrackers' Poidevin thought Sydney crowds were
6 8more liberal in their applause than most.
In Sydney, as in Britain during this period, disorder
in cricket crowds was verbal rather than physical, but
rugby crowds were more aggressive and in some matches
69referees were physically assaulted. All the cases of
extreme barracking and crowd violence that I have found in 
rugby matches were directed against the referee.
In August 1893 the Referee declared: 'An umpire's lot is
not a happy one'. The paper was discussing the recent 
series of matches between NSW and New Zealand played 
at Sydney. In the first match the referee was barracked 
and hooted for paying too strict attention to the rules 
and in the third match the referee, a different one, 
was 'howled at over and over again by those assuredly in 
no position to see whether his rulings were correct or not'. 
The Referee concluded sadly that:
Of late years this senseless and manifestly 
unfair barracking has grown in Sydney until 
it promises to be as bad as that of Melbourne
68. SMHJ 9 Dec 1911.
69 Wray Vamplew reaches the same conclusion for British 
cricket crowds in 'Sports crowd disorder in Britain, 
1870-1914: causes and controls', Journal of sport
history3 7/1, 1980, 5-20.
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crowds . ^
NSW lost both the matches and the paper noted that it was 
only a section of the crowd who barracked, the bulk of 
the audience warmly applauding the play. In the second 
match of the series, won by NSW, there were no disturbances.
Barracking was not confined to representative matches
and two years later the Bulletin declared that '"Barracking".
71is becoming a public disgrace in Sydney'. The Bulletin 
painted a bleak picture of chaos at some of the unenclosed 
suburban grounds where many of the club matches were 
p 1a y e d :
Players threaten to 'break the referee's
blanky nose unless he blows the whistle,' and the
mobs that barrack threaten to 'pull the referee's
blanky liver out' if he orders a player off the 
7 2field.
Sometimes threats turned into actions. In July 1894 
the committee of the NSWRFU was told how a referee was 
attacked during a match between the Ashfield and Pioneer 
clubs at Ashfield:
Immediately after the conclusion of the match 
the 'barrack ers ' , incited by the players, 
attacked and struck me about the head and face 
(I could not say with what), and rendered me 
insensible for upwards of an hour.
70 . 
7 1 . 
72 .
Referee, 
Bu l le tin,
2 Aug 1893.
8 June 1895.
Ibid. 2 2 June 1895.
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The referee called for the disqualification of the ground
in fashionable Ashfield because 'no team will get a fair
deal at the hands of the barrackers, who are there in
7 3hundreds whenever a match is being played there'.
Apparently nothing was done because two years later the
referee in a match between Newtown and Cambridge on the
same ground complained of 'a number of barrackers who, armed
7 4with sticks and whips, rushed the ground'.
Barracking was at its worst at rugby matches in the 1890s.
A low standard of refereeing combined with some rough
play on unenclosed crowds to produce a serious problem of
crowd control at club matches. In an article devoted
to barracking and rough play in 1896 the Sydney Mail sought
the views of some leading officials. Monty Arnold
believed that 'good referees and strict control' were the
remedy. He thought that a referee who showed firmness
and tact had nothing to fear from a crowd, not 'even a
7 5crowd of "barrackers"'. The formation of the NSW
Referees' Association in 1893 did much to raise the
7 6standard of refereeing. By 1900 the Association had 
sixty members and its success in training referees is shown 
by the fact that in the 236 matches under its control in 
1899 only one protest was entered against a referee's
73. SMH3 10 July 1894.
74. Ibid., 30 June 1896.
75. Sydney Mail, 8 Aug 1896.
76. NSWRFU annual report 1893, SMH, 7 Apr 1894.
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decision and that was dismissed. The Association thought
that 'this, in itself, proves the high state of efficiency
7 7members have reached in their labors on the field'.
The introduction of electorate rugby and the development 
of intense local loyalties held another peril for referees. 
In 1896 Albert Sefton, a member of the NSWRFU committee, 
noted the 'terrible following' that junior clubs, most 
of which were formed on localities, had. Referring to 
the character rather than the quantity of club supporters, 
Sefton said:
When a suburban club leaves to play another suburb
you will see 10 to 13 coaches conveying its
followers, and some of these followers would think
7 8little of knifing a referee .
Local loyalties were inflamed in the very first round of 
electorate rugby in May 1900 when Balmain lost to North 
Sydney at home. According to the Bulletin:
Balmain barrackers made a dead set against the 
referee, and gave him a parlous time from end to 
end. At the close he had to be escorted away,
79and could only get out of the suburb disguised.
Two incidents in 1909 and 1911 showed that improvements 
in refereeing, the elimination of overly rough play, and, 
in one case, the provision of enclosed grounds, were not
77. Referee, 9 May 1900.
78. Sydney Mail, 8 Aug 1896.
79. Bulletin3 26 May 1900.
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enough to stop crowd violence. The first incident occurred 
at the RAS Ground in July 1909 after a rugby league match 
between Australia and a New Zealand Maori team. A 
disallowed Australian try towards the end of the game 
cost the local side victory. At the end of the match 
feelings ran high and when the Maoris jubilantly took
possession of their trophy and danced a haka the final
touch was added to what the Herald called a situation
charged with the dynamite of displeasure and the high
tension of crowd hysteria'. With cries of Australia
was cheated' and 'stronger expressions from the lips of a
few' between 5,000 and 6,000 pulled down fences and
rushed the referee and the Maori players, while 'many
other thousands of cooler blood remained round the
ground...to watch the happenings'. No one was seriously
hurt in the rush but for a while 'the small body of police
8 0had their work cut out for them'. The other incident
happened in August 1911 at Hampden Park after a minor club 
match between Darlinghurst and Waratah. According to the 
Herald the teams were 'great rivals', and as a result 
a fair number of barrackers appeared. Some vigorous play 
'met with unqualified approval from the spectators...
(who) spurred (the players) on to further efforts'. The 
referee awarded a try to Darlinghurst towards the end of 
the match even though the ball had previously been forced 
into touch and Waratah were beaten by five points to
80. SMH3 2 Aug 1909.
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four. As the two teams left the ground the seyeral hundred
spectators surged towards them:
Party spirit was running high, and it was but a
matter of a few moments before high words were
being exchanged. Words led to blows, and in less
time than it takes to tell a free fight had
started, in which fists, sticks, umbrellas and
feet all played their respective parts.
The 'couple of police' who were on the ground were powerless
8 1and were 'tossed hither and thither like corks'.
One should not think that Sydney rugby was a scene 
of constant crowd violence. The incidents mentioned 
above are all that I have found between 1890 and 1912.
It is unclear how many of the spectators became involved 
in brawls and other violence at the club matches but the 
incidents at major matches appear to have been limited 
to a small section of the crowd. The majority of the 
crowd during the series against New Zealand in 1893 warmly 
applauded the play, and the barracking of the referees
o 9
was left to a few. " Similarly in the 1909 riot,
although the Herald suggested that between 5,000 and
6,000 spectators were involved in the rush on the players
and referee, the paper ended its report by assuring readers
that the disorder 'by no means reflected the feeling of
8 3nine-tenths of the 25,000 present.'
81. Ibid., 21 Aug 1911.
82 . See above.
83. SMH 2 Aug 1910.
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Wray Vamplew has suggested three reasons why, in England,
cricket crowds were less violent than crowds at race-
meetings and soccer matches. The first is that there
was more gambling at race-meetings and soccer matches
than at cricket matches. We will see shortly that this
was the case in Sydney as well. By 1890 gambling on
cricket matches appears to have been rare but it continued
on rugby matches throughout the period. Vamplew offers
as a second hypothesis the larger middle class element at
cricket crowds compared with football crowds, 'for whom
structural strains relating to social or economic tensions
8 4might be less than for working class football fans'. We 
have seen that in Sydney, although there was not a great 
difference between the social composition of cricket and 
rugby crowds, more workers and fewer women attended the 
latter. Perhaps the fact that most of the violence at 
rugby matches in Sydney was directed towards the referee 
reveals a desire to release frustrations and oppose 
authority in a manner not possible in the work place.
Vamplew, finally, draws attention to the relatively drawn-
out nature of cricket matches which generally resulted in
less tension among the crowd; 'particularly among one
which usually was seated, thereby lessening body contact
between spectators and also clearly demarcating personal 
8 5territory'. This last point is an important one. The
record crowd for a cricket match at the SCG during this
84. Vamplew, op. cit.} 16.
85 . Ibid.
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period was 36,222 in 1897/8 while the
record for a rugby match was 52,000 in 190 7.^
Clearly a crowd of spectators comfortably seated
with plenty of room and watching play in a cricket
match was less likely to become irritable than one
jammed together in the high excitement of the final
8 7minutes of a rugby match.
Rugby was also a more physical and more brutal
sport than cricket and this might have heightened
tension in the crowd even further. Thus, a person who
could watch a cricket match calmly might well have
become agitated during a rugby match. A series of
cartoons published with an account of a match between
NSW and New Zealand at the SCG in 1897 show that an
apparently respectable middle class young woman revealed
8 8high emotion in the excitement of the match.
Similarly although one might expect the supporters of 
the University rugby club to be respectable and 
restrained in their support, the Bulletin thought 
that they were in fact the opposite and their example 
provided a model for other less socially respectable 
b arrackers:
The rabble that follows the Sydney University 
team is among the loudest and worst of the
86. See above.
87. Field work at the SCG shows that a small crowd 
provides greater mobility for irate spectators 
annoyed by umpires' decisions.
88. Sunday Times3 4 July 1897.
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'barrackers', and because the University mob 
'barracks', other mobs think it quite the 
thing, and, therefore, howl, groan and boo- 
hoo likewise.^
In Britain by 190Q authorities had devised five methods 
of crowd control:
Improvements in the conduct of the sport, 
improvements in the organisation of the sports 
events, segregation within the crowd, control 
of ancillary activities, and the use of 
control agents.^
In Sydney, although the SCG was effectively socially 
segregated, there is no evidence that officials saw 
segregation as a means of crowd control. However, the 
other four methods of control were probably employed.
The formation of the NSW Referees' Association in 1893
remedied the main cause of crowd disturbances at club
rugby matches, although, as the 1909 riot showed,
referees were likely to make mistakes no matter how
competent they were. The NSW Referees' Association was
so successful in raising the standard of rugby refereeing
that cricket umpires followed the lead and in 1904
9 1formed the NSW Umpires' Association.
89. Bulletin, 8 June 1895.
90. Vamplew, op. cit.3 11.
91. SMH3 20 Sept 1904.
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Officials also tackled another cause of dissatisfaction
among spectators, the problem of starting matches at
the advertised time. In November 1873 about 600
people were present for the start of a challenge cup
cricket match between University and Albert clubs on
the Albert Ground. The start was delayed and 'some
dissatisfaction was expressed at the want of punctuality
in commencing the match'. The Herald, thought that if
admission to the ground had been free then the
spectators might not have had cause for complaint but
'when the public have to pay to witness the game, the
elevens ought to make an effort to consult their 
9 2convenience'. Cricket and rugby officials took the
point and between 1890 and 1912 I have found no example 
of crowd disturbances caused by the late start of 
matches .
The control of ancillary activities such as gambling 
and drinking was an important aspect of crowd behaviour. 
During the 1870s betting on cricket was widespread in 
Australia and prompted the English cricketer Charles 
Absolom, who toured Australia in 1878/9, to comment 
that:
Unfortunately for colonial cricket it is 
generally treated (more especially in New
92. Ibid.3 1 Dec 1873.
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South Wales) in much the same way as horse
racing is in this country [England], viz.,
9 3as a regular medium for gambling.
Absolom's remark was provoked by a riot during a
match between NSW and England in 1879 which the
English players and the press agreed was sparked by 
9 4betting. With NSW in a poor position on the second
day of the match, a Saturday, the English umpire,
George Coulthard,a professional footballer and cricketer
from Melbourne, ruled William Murdoch, the only NSW
batsman to make a decent score, to be out leg-before-
wicket for 82. Between two and three thousand spectators
rushed on to the field and remained there while the NSW
captain, Dave Gregory, demanded that the English captain,
Lord Harris, replace Coulthard with another umpire.
Harris refused and after two attempts to restart play,
punctuated by another pitch invasion, play was abandoned
for the day when spectators again rushed the field and
9 5remained there until six o'clock.
According to the Herald 'a well known betting man' 
incited the riot, having presumably bet heavily on the 
home side, a view supported by 'Roundarm' in the Town
93. J. Lillywhite (ed), Lillywh.it e ' s cricketers' 
companion 1880, London 1881, 39.
94. Ibid., 8-9.
95. SMH, 10 Feb 1879 § K.S. Inglis, 'Imperial cricket:
Test matches between Australia and England, 1877- 
1900', in R. Cashman § M. McKernan, Sport in history, 
Brisbane 1979, 153.
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and Country Journal. 96 The SCG trustees responded to the 
riot and the charges of betting by expelling a number of 
members and banning bookmakers from the ground. There 
were already large signs around the ground and enclosures 
prohibiting betting but 'Roundarm' did not think that 
these measures would- prevent betting on cricket matches 
because it was
well known that, so far from the bookmakers 
plying their trade uproariously, or loudly offering 
wagers, all the betting is done in town, and will 
continue to be, whether the metallicians are
97allowed the privileges or membership... or not
’Roundarm's’ reservations were well founded but it appears 
that the SCG trustees and the NSWCA successfully excluded 
bookmakers from the ground. When rumours of gambling in 
Melbourne and Adelaide were widespread in 1882 the Sydney 
Matl proudly announced that in Sydney the NSWCA 'strongly 
objected to betting on cricket' and that any bookmakers 
found at the SCG would be 'promptly dealt with' by the 
trustees.98 By 1890 there appears to have been little or 
no direct betting on cricket in Sydney, but in rugby there 
was considerable betting throughout the period and perhaps 
this was another factor in the more boisterous character 
o f rugby crowds.
96. Ibid. § Town and Country Journal, 22 Feb 1879.
97. Town and Country Journal, 22 Feb 1879.
98. Sydney Mail3 7 Jan $ 14 Oct 1882.
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Debating an unsuccessful attempt to introduce a bill 
to ban athletic sports on Sundays into the NSW 
parliament in 1899, Hugh Macdonald, a journalist and 
member for Coonamble, said:
When I was out on the Cricket Ground the other 
day, I heard quite sufficient around me to show me 
the evils of football associated betting. There 
is no doubt that a man's feelings are greatly
9 9affected if he has a pound or two on the game...
As well as straight out betting, sweeps were common on 
both representative and club rugby matches. In 1904 the 
NSWRFU sought the assistance of ground authorities to 
prevent sweeps on matches and asked the MRU to take 
similar steps. It is unclear how successful officials 
were in eliminating betting from rugby match es but if the 
experience of a bookmaker working on a match between NSW 
and New Zealand in July 1907 is indicative, then they had 
s ome success:
The ubiquitous gentleman who moved amongst the 
crowd with a little bag, making bets, was advised 
to 'get to work', and one asked him how much he 
made out of his perambulations.
99. NSWPDj, third session, 1899 , vol 99, 718. The bill, the
Towns Police Act Amendment Bill, was sponsored by 
Arthur Griffith, secretary of the parliamentary Labor 
Party, but it was not introduced.
100. SMH, 18 May 1904.
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'I get corn beef out of it,1 he remarked, 'but 
it's the vegetables that worry me'. Clearly he 
did not earn enough on Saturday to buy any luxuries.
There is little available evidence about the degree of 
drinking at cricket and rugby matches though there can be 
no doubt that it went on and that, especially at cricket 
matches, alcohol consumed over a long and hot afternoon 
contributed to the rowdiness of some spectators in the outer 
ground. Reporting on an incident during the First Test of 
the 1903/4 series when the umpire was severely barracked for 
giving the Australian batsman Clem Hill run out, the Herald 
noted that:
The crowds thickened after the midday adjournment,
and empty bottles rolled wonderingly down the
slope, impelled by the feet of the spectators on
the hill. Black bottles most of them were, and
10 2they smelt not of milk.
One can only conjecture how many of the bottles smashed on
the asphalt track at the SCG during the Fourth Test of the
10 3same series had contained beer. And one wonders what at 
least one spectator in the record crowd that saw NSW play 
New Zealand in July 1907 saw of the match:
He staggered on to the crest of the hill and 
nursed a bottle of beer between his knees as he 
sat on the grass with his back to the crowd and the
101. Ibid., 15 July 1907.
102. Ibid. , 16 Dec 1903.
101
103. See above.
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game. Whenever a roar of applause went up and
somebody's name was mentioned, he inverted the
bottle at the suction section of his face and
10 4said, 'Here's goo' hie luck to him, anyhow'.
The final type of crowd control, the use of 'controlling
agents' such as the police, was not common in Sydney.
Crowd violence was very rare and it seems that because
the possibility of violence at any one game was remote
police presence at matches was minimal. After the 1879
riot George Reid reported that 'a movement of that kind
always gathers strength, especially when there are no
10 5policemen to nip it in the bud'. Similarly, the number
of policemen on duty at the RAS Ground in 1909 was totally 
inadequate to deal with the disturbance, as were the two on 
duty at Hampden Park in 1911 when spectators and players 
began b r a w l i n g . R e f e r e e s  at Ashfield Park in 1894 
and 1896 and at Balmain in 1900 had to rely on the assistance 
of sympathetic spectators and players.^^
* * *
The lack of police at cricket and rugby matches shows that
104. Ibid., IS July 1907.
105. Town and Country Journal, 15 Feb 1879.
106. See above.
107 . Ibid.
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the prospect of crowd violence was not a concern for 
authorities in Sydney. The Australasian Medical Gazette 
might have labelled spectators 'a degenerate race', but it 
could not point to any crime other than a desire to watch 
rather than play cricket or rugby. Nevertheless, the 
experience of the unfortunate Cullen showed that at least 
some measure of crowd control was exercised and that any
spectator acting antisocially could expect to be
, , 108 punished.
108 Ibid.
APPENDIX TO SECTION TWO
OCCUPATION AND SOCIAL CLASS
Because of the character of my source material (mainly
electoral rolls supplying only occupation), the debate about
definitions of social class, while illuminating, has not
helped me greatly.^ Though not providing for the depth of
analysis that some sociologists might demand, the assumption
that occupation is a reliable indicator of social class has
been validated and used in British studies. U sing Alan
Armstrong's work on the use of information about occupations
2drawn from nineteenth century British census material ,
Wray V amp lew, in his study of shareholders and directors in 
English and Scottish football before 1914, has concluded that : 
Most social theorists, while acknowledging that 
occupation by itself is not a perfect indicator of 
social classification, have accepted that it is a 
reasonable proxy, particularly if the social groupings 
are not too narrow.^
1. See the discussion in chapter five and R.W. Connell £
T.H. Irving, Class structure in Australian history: 
documents3 narrative and argument3 Melbourne 1980, 
especially 3-11.
2. W.A. Armstrong, 'The use of information about occupation', 
in E.A. Wrigley (ed), Nineteenth century society: essays 
in the use of quantitative methods for the study of social 
data3 Cambridge 1972.
3. W. Vamplew, Borderline differences? A comparative analysis
of shareholders and directors in English and Scottish 
football before 19143 F linders U niversity occasional papers 
in economic history, no. 2, February 1984, 2.
Vamplew distinguishes between eleven broad catagories of 
occupation, in descending social order:
a) aristocracy and gentry
b) upper professional
c) lower professional
d) proprietors and employers associated with the drink trade
e) other proprietors and employers
f) managerial and higher administration
g) clerical
h) supervisors, foremen and inspectors
i) skilled manual workers
j) semi-skilled manual workers
k) unskilled manual workers
Initially, I used a schema similar to V amplew's for this thesis 
but, as data-gathering progressed and it became obvious that 
the occupations of many players and officials could not be 
gleaned from electoral rolls or other sources, I eventually 
decided upon a single division between middle class and 
working class occupations. While appreciating the simplicity 
of this distinction, I deemed it more useful and accurate than 
a complex one using only incomplete data.
However, even this most basic of distinctions presented some 
problems of categorisation and it is necessary to explain the 
allocation of occupations to each category. Gentlemen and 
those of independent means, professionals, managers, clerks 
(including accountants and book-keepers) and public servants 
fell immediately into the middle class group, while those 
who were clearly engaged in manual labour (both skilled and
- i i i -
unskilled) were described as working class. Difficulties 
arose in categorising occupations such as 'butcher' and 
'tailor' which might mean either proprietors or artisans.
In this case I examined newspaperaccounts of those trades
4participating in the 1900 Sydney Eight Hour Day Procession. 
Those represented in the parade, such as 'bakers' and 
'butchers', are described here as working class. Those 
occupations which did not appear in the parade, 'drapers', 
'tailors', 'shopkeepers/owners' and 'hoteliers/publicans', 
are described as middle class. Because an aim of the 
analysis in chapter five was to accurately identify the 
working class participation, whenever there was doubt as to 
whether a particular occupation was middle class or working 
class I have included it in the former group. This is because 
I did not want to over-estimate the working class participation 
and so, as V amplew points out, it is 'best to bias all 
assumptions against such participation'.  ^ F or this reason 
too, the common but ambiguous occupation of engineer has been 
taken here to mean a professional person rather than a 
working class engine-driver.
Therefore, the occupations appearing in tables in chapter 
five are divided thus :
4. Australian Worker, 6 Oct 1900.
5. Vamplew, op.ait., 3.
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MIDDLE CLASS-
aocountant
architect
auctioneer
hath proprietor
broker
businessman
cashier
clerk
commercial traveller
contractor
customs officer
dentist
draper
engineer
grocer
ironmonger
journalist/rep or ter
magistrate
manufacturer
merchant
newspaper proprietor
photographer
property owner
salesman
secretary
speculator
surveyor
tea expert
tobacconist
university play er/delegate 
van proprietor
agent
artist
barrister/solicitor/lawyer
book-keeper
buiIder
canvasser
chemist
clergyman
confectioner
conveyancer
dealer
doctor
draughtsman
gentleman/independent means 
hotelier/publican 
jewe Her/watchmaker 
lecturer 
manager
master mariner 
new sag ent 
optician 
proof-reader 
public servant 
school inspector 
shop owner/keeper 
student 
tailor 
teacher 
trave Her 
undertaker
WORKING CLASS
attendant
barb er/hair dr esser
bee farmer
billiard marker
boatbuilder/shipwright
bootmaker
boxmaker
bricklayer
cabinet maker
car builder
carpenter
cellarman
cleaner
coal lumper
compositor
council worker
cutter
electrician
fettler
fisherman
baker
barman
bicycle fitter 
blacksmith/tinsmith 
boilermaker 
bottler
brass finisher
butcher
cabman
caretaker
carrier/car ter
chauffeur
coachbuilder/painter
co l lector
cooper
cranedriv er
dairyman
farrier
fireman
french polisher
fruiterer
glass-blower
groundsman
ironworker
labourer
machinist
manual worker
mason
messenger
miner
painter
pas try cook
pianoforte maker/tuner 
plas ter er
policeman/constable
potter
printer
quarryman
saddler
seaman
shearer
soldier
stoker
tailor 's trimmer
telegraphist
tobacco-worker
trimmer
uphoIs ter er
vigneron
wood-turner
gas stoker 
groom
horse trainer 
joiner
letter-sorter 
malst er
marble polisher
mechanic
milk vendor
moulder
pantryman
pattern maker
picture framer
plumber
porter
press er
professional cricketer
ropemaker
sawyer
seedsman
signwriter
stereotyper
storeman/war ehouseman
tanner
ti ler
tram employee
typecaster
van driver/van man
warder
wool classer/sampler
SECTION THREE
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CHAPTER SEVEN
THE COMMERCE OF CRICKET AND RUGBY
In 1870 improvements to wickets in Melbourne, made 
possible by the sixpence admission fee to suburban grounds, 
and the resulting high scores by batsmen, prompted some 
people to ask whether throwing should be allowed, to return 
some advantage to bowlers. W.J. Hammersley, an immigrant 
Cambridge blue who wrote for the Australasian under the 
pseudonym 'Longstop', thought that to allow throwing would 
not be cricket according to 'old-fashioned ideas', but 
it would make for a good manly game:
if a batsman were now and then carried in dead 
or maimed for life to the pavilion it would 
increase the interest of the match, draw the public, 
and make cricket pay.^
There was clearly a touch of irony in Hammersley's comment, 
but it recognised that once cricket became a spectacle it 
had to pay for its own upkeep. Cricket, and later rugby, 
had to be paid for by gate-receipts. Paying spectators 
expected comfortable viewing facilities which, as cricket 
and rugby became more popular, had to be continually 
expanded and upgraded. At the same time spectators 
expected to see the best players who, if they were to make 
the necessary commitment of time, had to be compensated 
for time spent away from work.
1. Australasian„ 5 Mar 1870.
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In the first part of this chapter I look at the financial 
base of the NSWCA, the NSWRFU, the MRU and, through a 
case study of Waverley DCC and Eastern Suburbs DFC, the 
district clubs. In the second part I look at the way 
business houses used cricket and rugby to advertise their 
products. In the last part I examine the payment of 
cricket and rugby players, distinguishing between amateurs 
who sought no compensation for playing, amateurs who sought 
compensation for genuine losses, amateurs who sought more 
than just the amount to cover their expenses, and 
professionals.
* * *
Between 1877 and 1895 the SCG trust spent £27,500 on
2grandstands, booths and embankments for the SCG. Then 
the Hill and the Ladies' Pavilion were built in 1896, the 
Northern Stand in 1897 and the Sheridan Stand in 1909. 
Altogether these additions brought the total spent since 
the 1870s on spectator facilities at the SCG to approximately
3£ 50,000, exclusive of maintanence and wages.
We saw that the main reason for switching intercolonial 
matches at Sydney from the unenclosed Domain to the Albert 
Ground, and later to the SCG, was the need for the NSWCA to
2. SMH, 31 Dec 1895.
3. See chapter four. Compare this figure with the 
£100,000 suggested by George Giffin in 1898. Possibly 
Giffin was referring to all expenses, not simply the cost 
of facilities.
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recoup enough money to finance the next trip to Melbourne.
When regular matches against South Australia began, costs
were even higher. Between 1895 and 1912 the cost of the
NSW team's annual trip to Melbourne and Adelaide was
4between £350 and £400. Therefore matches at Sydney had to 
show a considerable profit. Similarly, the annual trip to 
Brisbane by the NSW rugby union team cost an average of
5£277. International cricket tours were even more 
expensive, though before 1907 they were all private ventures, 
being financed by the players, the MCC and the SCG trustees, 
so the NSWCA shared in neither the risks nor the profits.
The English tour of Australia in 1897/8 cost £12,000 to 
stage but gate receipts were nearly £25,000, and Australian
7tours of England were on a similar scale. The first rugby 
union tour of England, in 1908/9, cost £9,180 but unfortunately
Ofor the NSWRFU gate receipts for the tour were only £7,787.
The NSWCA, the NSWRFU and the MRU relied on gate receipts
9for the lion's share of their income. For the NSWCA 
gate receipts accounted for ninety-five percent of total 
income. For the NSWRFU gate receipts were eighty-eight 
percent, the next largest source of income being interest 
on investments which accounted for seven percent. Gate
4. NSWCA annual report 1895/6-1911/12.
5. NSWRFU annual 1899-1912.
6. See below.
7. Bulletin, 16 Apr 1898 6 Ibid.
8. SMH, 21 Apr 1909.
9. Tables 7.1, 7.2 5 7.3. Detailed figures for the NSWRFL are not available.
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TABLE 7.1: NSWCA RECEIPTS, 1895/6-1911/12
Gate receipts Other
1895/96 £1744 £26 in de legates fees § £13 interest
1896/97 £2 126 £28 in delegates fees
1897/98 n . a .
1898/99 £1878 £29 in delegates fees
1899/00 £843 £29 in delegates fees
1900/01 £541
1901/02 £604
1902/03 £1008
1903/04 £2674
1904/05 £1849
1905/06 £134 1
1906/07 £1054
1907/08 £ 6 8 6
1908/09 £2668 £500 from SCG trustees
1909/10 £923 £132 from SCG t rus tees
1910/11 £7655 £400 from SCG trust ees § £9 int eres t1911/12 £10358 £795 from SCG t rust ees $ £55 interest
Total £38021 £1997
% of total 95 5
Source: NSWCA annual report 1895/6-1911/12.
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TABLE 7.2: NSWRFU RECEIPTS, 1899-1912
Gate receipts Interest on 
inves tment s
Subs criptions Other
£ £ £ £
1899 35 97 25
1900 384 93 22 145
190 1 1108 93 25 11
1902 1110 99 46 15
1903 2289 72 40 3
1904 1496 133 42 279
1905 1707 119 55
1906 1290 103 41 3
190 7 5115 123 40 7
1908 1084 201 39
1909 974 134 39 3
1910 499 119 39 2
19 11 2 14 53 37
1912 348 44 34
Total 1 7650 1481 520 470
% of total 88 7 3 2
Source: NSWRFU annual 1900-1913.
TABLE 7.3: MRU RECEIPTS ,1902-1912
Gate receipts Grants from Other
NSWRFU
£ £ £
1902 1342 70
1903 1506 201 110
1904 1644 456 35 1
1905 1619 8 110
1906 4073 273 41
1907 3993 86
1908 35 77 56
1909 6048 311
1910 1677 63
19 11 575 470
19 12 625 15
Total 26680 938 1680
% of total 91 3 6
Source: NSWRFU annual 1903-1913
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receipts were ninety-one percent of the MRU's total income.^
We saw that one reason for the introduction of electorate 
cricket was to ensure that the new clubs, unlike many of 
the old clubs, were financially secure.^ An examination 
of the finances of the Waverley DCC and the Eastern Suburbs 
DFC, for which records are fairly complete, reveals the 
economic base of the district clubs.
Between 1896/7 and 1911/12 (except for 1897/8) the total
1 2receipts of the Waverley DCC were £3,884. The club
controlled Waverley Oval and ground fees for other sporting
bodies using the Oval accounted for forty-four percent of
the club's revenue. Donations and subscriptions from
members and vice-presidents were thirty-eight percent,
grants from the NSWCA were eight percent, gate-receipts
from the grandstand at Waverley Oval were three percent,
and proceeds from a smoke concern in 1900/1 and picture
1 3shows in 1910/11 and 1911/12 were two percent. The 
club's main expense was the payment of wages to the care­
taker of Waverley Oval, which accounted for forty-seven 
percent of total expenditure. The other main expenses were 
materials (thirteen percent) and soil and top-dressing for
10. Ibid.
11. See chapter one.
12. Waverley DCC annual report and balance sheet 1898/9-
1900/01, § 1902/3-1911/12, Referee, 30 July 1902 $
SMH, 7 Aug 1896.
13. Waverley DCC annual report and balance sheet 1898/9- 
1900/01 § 1902/3-1911/12.
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the oval (eight percent).
The main sourcesof revenue for the Eastern Suburbs DFC 
between 1900 and 1912 was subscriptions and donations by 
members and vice-presidents (forty-four percent) , grants 
from the MRU (twenty-five percent), gate-receipts from 
matches played by the club (sixteen percent), and profits 
from smoke concerts and balls (six percent). The main 
expenses were training (twenty percent), the purchase of 
footballs and uniforms (eighteen percent), printing (eight 
percent), and ground hire (seven percent).^
Because the NSWCA, the NSWRFU and the MRU relied almost 
completely on gate receipts it was important for them that 
attendances remain constant or, preferably, increase.
However, as we have seen, attendances at major cricket 
matches fluctuated. The lack of interest in cricket in the 
1880s was dramatically reversed in 1891/2 after which time 
there was a steady increase in attendances until the mid- 
1900s when crowds again fell temporarily, interest being 
revived by the visit of the 1911/12 English team.
Similarly in rugby, after rapid increases in the 1890s and 
early 1900s, the NSWRFU and MRU suffered an alarming decline 
in crowds after the introduction of rugby league.^
14. Ibid.
15. Eastern Suburbs DFC annual report' and balance sheet 1900-
19053 1907, 1911 $ 1912, 5 SMH, 4 Mar 1909.
16. See chapters three and four.
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The NSWCA knew that the popularity of all sports fluctuated
and accepted occasional falls in public interest in cricket
as an inevitable part of the game. When crowds fell again
in 1914/15 the NSWCA appointed a sub-committee to examine
the problem. The sub-committee concluded that 'a long
experience of sport shows that it has its fluctuations; for
1 7several years it may be popular, and then comes a slump'.
This was the same conclusion as that reached by the Bulletin
1 8twenty years earlier: 'every sport has its day'. The
NSWCA sub-committee decided that great personalities such
as Victor Trumper and Monty Noble had become important to
the game as a spectacle: 'A dominating presence, such as
Noble, would always command admiration from the patrons...'.
The retirement of Noble in 1909 and the death of Trumper in
1915 left NSW cricket without the stars of the early 1900s
but the sub-committee was confident that when a new
generation of stylish players emerged the public would
19flock back to the game.
The idea that personalities would attract crowds to cricket 
matches was not new; nor was the idea that the public must 
be taught to take an interest in cricket. In February 
1871 the Town and Country Journal declared:
17. NSWCA annual report 1914/15, 10.
18. Bulletin, 24 Nov 1894.
19. NSWCA annual report 1914/15, 10.
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Not only must it be well-known that the match is
coming off...but the public must be taught to take
an interest in it beforehand, by having the merits
of individual players put before them so as to
create a belief in the quality of what is to be
seen. A little money properly laid out in good
advertising and printing does an immensity of 
, 20
The visit of Lord Sheffield's English team in 1891/2, under
the captaincy of W.G. Grace, provided a cricket star of
monumental proportions. Grace was used as an advertisement
for the whole tour and huge posters labelled simply 'W.G.
2 1GRACE' adorned hoardings wherever the team went. Recalling
this in 1897, and anticipating the inclusion of an Indian 
prince, Ranjitsinhji , in the next English team, the Bulletin 
suggested that it would 'not be a bad idea to announce
2 2the next (English) eleven as Prince Ranjitsinhji and suite'.
NSW had its own stars in the 1890s, and the NSWCA started
to highlight the presence of particular players in newspaper
2 3advertisements for important matches.
In 1894 the NSWCA's willingness to promote one old star 
earned it the disapproval of the Bulletin. Billy Murdoch, 
Australia's captain in the 1880s, settled in England, where 
he led the Surrey county side. When Murdoch returned briefly
20. Town and Country Journal} 18 Feb 1871.
21. Bulletin, 28 Nov 1891.
22. Ibid. , 21 Aug 1897.
23. Referee, 6 Jan 1897.
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to Sydney in 1894 the NSWCA had no hesitation in using him as 
a drawcard, even though his batting skills seem largely to 
have deserted him. The Bulletin took the view that:
Billy Murdoch may be good 'gate’, but he is becoming 
anything but good cricket....If the Association 
were running a mere money-making concern, it would 
be right enough, but as the people's trustees, they 
have a right, while they can afford it, to put the 
best available eleven into the field, even if they
knew such an eleven would not draw a fiver at the
, 24gat e .
The Bulletin knew that money was an essential element of 
cricket but it believed that the honour of the colony should 
not be sacrificed simply to accrue funds. In 1894/5 the NSWCA 
had a credit balance in hand of £650. However, the slump in 
attendances in the mid 1900s resulted in a deficit of ninety- 
five pounds in June 1906 and of £656 in June 1907, the first
time that the NSWCA had suffered a loss during the period
, • 25under review.
After disappointing attendances for the 1907/8 English 
visit the NSWCA concluded that 'It is impossible for the 
game to be carried on properly, unless there are funds to
24. Bulletin, 3 Feb 1894.
25. NSWCA annual report 1895/6-1911/12.
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2 6foster it’. The NSWCA's response was to seek financial
assistance from the SCG trustees. Hitherto, the SCG trust
had taken twenty percent of gate receipts at all important
cricket matches as rental but, after conferring with the NSWCA,
agreed to reduce the charge to ten percent. The NSWCA
would also receive one-third of the subscriptions from each
SCG member after the first 2,000 members and was given an
2 7immediate cash grant of £500 by the trustees. When
attendances did not improve in 1908/9 or 1909/10 the NSWCA
appointed a committee to consider measures to increase the
2 8attractiveness of cricket." The committee sought the views
of the public ’as to whether it is advisable to alter certain
rules of the game, and times of play, so as to make cricket
more attractive'. Various suggestions were made, including
the introduction of eight rather than six ball overs to
allow extra play, longer hours of play each day, a reduction
in the number of playing days so as to produce a speedier
result, and even directing selection committees to pick only
29stylish players. After considering these suggestions
the NSWCA decided simply to increase the amount of play each day
for interstate and international matches under its control.
Play would commence at eleven a.m. rather than noon, and 
continue, with lunch and tea intervals, until six p.m. in
26. NSWCA annual report 1907/8, 10.
27. SMH, 22 Oct 1908 $ NSWCA annual report 19 0 8/9-1911/12.
28. See chapter four.
29 . SMH, 14 June 1910.
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the evening, or even later if both captains agreed. The
six ball over was retained but the NSWCA expressed the hope
that the practice of bowling defensively outside the line of
the stumps, 'off theory' and 'leg theory', could be 
3 0discouraged. Whether for this reason or others, attendances
3 1at major cricket matches increased the following season.
During the visit of the South African team in 1910/11 the 
Board of Control postponed the start of the Fourth Test at 
Melbourne. The match was originally scheduled to start on 
Friday 10 February but the first two days were washed out.
Saturday being traditionally the most lucrative day of a test 
match the Board of Control postponed the start of the match 
until the following Friday. An outraged Herald. asked: 'When
the governing authority itself is seen frankly placing 
considerations of money above considerationsof cricket, how can... 
criticism be avoided (?) ' .^
Although a clear admission of the importance of money to cricket, 
the decision of the Board of Control to postpone the start 
of the Fourth Test in February 1911 did not affect the game 
of cricket. When crowds fell in the 1880s and in the mid 1900s 
there was probably some pressure on officials to make 
radical changes to cricket in order to make it more
attractive. While it is difficult to gauge the representativeness
30. NSWCA minutes, 15 Aug 1910 $ SMH, 16 Aug 1910.
31. See chapter four.
32. SMH, 15 Feb 1911.
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of views expressed by those who write to newspapers, at least 
some people in Sydney, it seems, were keen to see significant 
changes to cricket in order to make it more appealing. In 
November 1891 a number of letters appeared in the Herald, 
decrying the 'Decline of Cricket'. One writer, D'Arcy 
MacQueen asked:
Why not play 'time' (the same as in football),
and see which side can make most runs in a
certain time. The players would then have to 'go
from the jump' to score, and they would all have
an innings;...and the spectators could go and
enjoy the match, and they would then know what to
expect for their money. There would be an element
of excitement infused into the game for both players
and spectators that I think could not fail to boom
the game along....1 am convinced that, great as the
change may be, if played against time be given a
fair trial it would be adopted as the universal
3 3method of cricket.
The prevalence of one-day cricket in the 1980s, played along 
the lines suggested above, gives a certain irony to MacQueen1s 
suggestion. However, in the 189 0s and 1900s, even when 
cricket had to compete with surf-bathing for the allegiances 
of Sydney-siders, the NSWCA was not prepared to implement 
such drastic changes. It altered the hours of play to
33. Ibid., 28 Nov 1891.
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provide better value for money for spectators and urged 
cricketers to play more attractive cricket, but the rules 
of the game remained unchanged.
In rugby the situation was more complicated than it was 
in cricket because the NSWRFU and the MRU had to compete 
with rival codes as well as simply making the game more 
attractive. We have seen that in the 1880s the SRFU 
responded to the challenge of Australian rules by 
changing the rules of rugby to produce a faster and more 
attractive style of football. The introduction of rugby 
league was an even greater challenge for the NSWRFU and 
the MRU.
During the first season of rugby league, J.C. Davis,
an ardent rugby union supporter, thought that the
established code should again change its rules to meet
the challenge of professional rugby. Davis thought that
rugby league had 'some points, which ought to be
incorporated into Rugby (union), and...some points
34which Rugby can do without'. Davis suggested that the
number of men in a team be reduced from fifteen to fourteen 
(one more than in rugby league) to facilitate more open 
play. He also thought that a number of other minor 
amendments to the rules would help achieve the same end.
In Davis' view rugby union was much better than league 
for the player 'who wishes to play football as a game. . .
34. Referee, 24 June 1908.
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for pleasure and not for pence'.' Three months later 
the Herald, anticipating changes of the kind Davis had 
advocated, urged rugby officials to be 'wise' and to:
Think less of the 'gate' and the spectator than 
of the game and the player....Public interest is 
desirable, if not indispensable, but, after all, 
the main thing is the game and the enjoyment, the 
exercise, the health it may give to the players 
thems elves.^
The NSWRFU resisted the temptation of changing the rules
of rugby after the first season of rugby league, largely I
suspect because officials did not think the new code was
a serious challenger for the public's support. However,
in January 1910 the growing popularity of rugby league
prompted a conference of delegates from NSW, New Zealand
and Queensland to agree to altering the rules of rugby
union. These changes included the awarding of a free
catch and unchallenged kick on the call of 'mark' if the
ball was fairly caught, and amendments to the definition
of tackle, kick-off, drop-out, in touch-line play, off-
3 7side play and the advantage rule. Just as the Sydney 
Mail had seen the rule changes of the 1880s as a direct
35. Ibid.
36. SMH, 24 Sept 1908.
37. NSWRFU annual 1911, 13-15.
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response to the challenge of Australian rules it is
clear that the 1910 changes were a response to the challenge
3 8of the more open and spectacular professional game.
Apart from its fast and free-flowing style rugby league
was aided by some shrewd marketing in its first few
seasons. In 1908 the NSWRFU introduced season tickets,
an innovation for Sydney football. For one guinea, season
tickets admitted holders to all grounds and stands for
both club and representative matches, and probably
encouraged many people to start watching rugby league 
regularly.^ Another novelty was to stage matches with
other popular events. In 1911 patrons could pay an extra
sixpence admission to see a club match between Newtown
and South Sydney at the RAS Ground in conjunction with
a world championship sprint footrace. A record rugby
league attendance for a club match of 19,000 paid £980 
4 0to so do. Rivalry between the two codes encouraged
officials to advertise matches with increasing sophistication,
ranging from pleas by the NSWRFU for spectators to remember
that matches were on, to assurances by the NSWRFL that
4 1patrons would witness ’The game of the ages'.
* * *
38 . See c h a p ters two, three and f our .
39 . Referee, 8 Apr 1908.
40 . Ibid. 3 5 § 12 July 1911.
4 1 . Ibid., 21 June 1911 £ Sunday Timesj 27 June 1909
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In June 1882 Messrs Kirker, Greer and Co., of Belfast
and Glasgow, through their Sydney agent, offered the
NSWFA a twenty guinea cup for competition among the leading
Australian rules clubs in Sydney. To be called the 'Loch
Dhu Whisky Trophy' the cup would become the property of
4 2the club winning most matches in two seasons. It
was similar to other challenge cups then being offered
for competition among cricket and rugby clubs by various
Sydney businessmen, but the NSWFA refused to
4 3accept the cup. The whisky was a new brand on the 
Australian market and by insisting on naming the trophy 
after the drink the agents hoped to gain widespread 
and inexpensive publicity. Applauding the NSWFA's stand 
'Leatherstocking' attacked the practice of using sport to 
advertise products:
I am glad to see that the New South Wales Football 
Association have taken the initiative in refusing 
to accept trophies which are intended solely 
for the purpose of advertising the business of 
the donors in a comparatively inexpensive way.
Given ostensibly in the interests of athletic sports, 
they admirably carry out the primary intention of 
conveying to the public of the various colonies 
the news that a certain brand of whisky or 
champagne is to be obtained from a particular
42 .
43 .
SMH3 7 June 1882.
Ibid. 13 June 1882.
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firm, and thus it answers the purpose that
columns of advertisements would not secure as 
44effectively.
Over the next twenty years business houses took an increasing 
interest in sport, especially cricket, football and horse­
racing, as avenues for cheap but widespread advertising 
of products. This took three forms; direct sponsorship 
of sports events and the offer of prizes to both players 
and public, advertising products in a sporting context, 
and the use of well-known sportsmen to endorse products.
In the first and second areas liquor and tobacco companies 
were prominent.
In 1909 Messrs James Buchanan and Co. of Glasgow and London,
distillers of Black and White whisky, donated a trophy for
a series of matches between the Australian and New Zealand
4 5rugby league teams. It was known as the Black and White
Cup Competition and there was also a gold medal for the 
player who scored the most points in the series. Unlike 
the NSWFA twenty-seven years earlier, the NSWRFL had no 
qualms about openly advertising the donor's product along 
with the matches.
The makers of Wolfe's Schnapps ran an extensive competition 
whenever the English cricket team visited Sydney. From 
1902 they offered a sovereign to any Australian who scored 
fifty runs, sixpence for each additional run, and an extra
44. Sydney Mail3 17 June 1882.
45. Referee3 2 June 1909.
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4 6five sovereigns to a century maker. In 1903/4 one
pound was offered for every catch that dismissed an
Englishman, and the public was included in a competition
offering fifty pounds to anyone who could pick the result
and exact winning margin of the Fourth Test at Sydney. In
1907/8 the batting incentives were again offered and, although
the prize for a catch was reduced to ten shillings, Australian
bowlers were encouraged by the offer of five pounds to the
, . . 47man who took the first five wickets in either innings.
In June 1910 Wolfe's Schnapps turned to rugby offering twenty-
five pounds to any member of the public who could correctly
forecast the outcome of the rugby union match between NSW
4 8and New Zealand. Later that month the company sponsored
a public poll to find the two best Australian players in
a rugby league match against England. The two winners,
H.H. Messenger and J. Hickey, were presented with ten
pounds and two pounds and ten shillings respectively by the
company. In 1909 the makers of Quakers Oats offered £150
worth of 'Prizes for Prophets', to members of the public
who could forecast the result of the first, third and fifth
50test matches of the Australian cricket tour of England.
46. S:1H3 14 Feb 1902.
47. Referee3 7 Dec 1903, 24 Feb 1904 $ 11 Dec 1907.
48. Ibid. } 1 June 1910 5 SMH3 21 May 1910.
49. Referee, 22 June 1910.
50. SMH, 10 May 1909.
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Cricket and rugby features widely in advertisements for 
a variety of products. One of the earliest, appearing for 
the first time in 1900, saw a cricketer at the crease being 
offered a cup of Cadbury's cocoa - 'The Oldest and Still the 
Best Absolutely Pure Cocoa'.^x Tobacco and liquor companies 
were quick to appreciate the novelty and apparent effective­
ness of this form of advertising. The most common of these 
was a series advertising Usher's Green Stripe whisky.
These advertisements told readers that at the cricket Green
Stripe was always 'A Big Hit', while at the rugby it was
5 2'Worth a Try' and 'Always Taken When Passed'. " Johnnie
Walker whisky, '1820 Not Out', was also commonly advertised,
while players who scored a duck were told that they could
always find consolation in a Winfred Virginia cigarette or
a pipe of Yankee Doodle tobacco, 'The Greatest Soother
Known to Mankind'.^'5 Other products advertised in a sporting
context included 'Goldcryst - The Great Blood Purifier',
a bottle of which stood beside an extremely healthy looking
cricketer and 'O.T. - The Beverage of Health and Refreshment',
which was depicted as being quaffed by an enthusiastic group
5 4of footballers.
51. Sydney Mail3 15 Dec 1900.
52. Usher's Green Stripe was advertised in at least eight
different contexts, in the Referee, 11 Jan, 1 Feb, 17
May, 9, 16 § 2 3 Aug 19 11 § 2 1 Feb 1912, SMH, 22
Nov 1910 & 26 Apr 1912.
53. SMHJ 7 Feb 1908, 9 Apr 1910, $ 14 Jan 1911.
54. Ibid., 8 May 1908 § 1 Nov 1911.
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Well-known sportsmen and, on at least one occasion, a 
whole team, endorsed certain products. Three NSW and 
Australian cricketers, Warren Bardsley, Syd Gregory and Roy 
Minnett, endorsed Spalding and Imperial cricket bats and in 
1911 the Newtown rugby union team, which had been unbeaten 
champions in the 1910 competition, heartily recommended the 
superior qualities of a liniment, 'Rexona - The Rapid Healer', 
ironically in a NSWRFL souvenir programme.^
Commerce, finally, entered by way of the sporting goods 
industry, which also used extensive advertising and 
sponsorship. In 1890 there were eleven cricket and foot­
ball depots and importers in Sydney and by 1912 there were 
5 6nineteen. In the early 1890s sporting goods depots
used simple methods to advertise their products. In
September 1892 Lassetter and Co. Ltd, one of Sydney's
oldest sports depots, donated a cricket bat and silver cup
for the first player to score a century in a Sheffield Shield
5 7match in which NSW was involved. By 1912 sporting goods
depots had been joined by general retailers such as 
Anthony Horderns, which used extensive advertising to temp 
sportsmen into particular stores. In that year footballers
55. Referee, 15 Dec 1909, 31 Jan 5 21 Feb 1912, and Souvenir,
NSW rugby league's team of football players visit to 
England season 1911, Sydney 1911.
56. Sands' Sydney directory, 1890 and 1912.
57. Referee, 13 Mar 1912.
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were told: 'For Football Fixings, Put Perfect Faith in
5 8Anthony Horderns' Famous Low Prices'.
* * *
The increase of gate receipts in cricket and rugby matches
and the increasing amount of time that players had to
devote to playing raised the issue of professionalism.
As Wray Vamp lew points out, professionalism in sport
dates back to antiquity, but it was greatly stimulated by
the development of gate-money sports in Britain, North
America and Australia in the late nineteenth and early
5 9twentieth centuries. Professionalism has received
considerable attention from historians in recent years but 
most of the relevant work has related to cricket and foot­
ball in Britain.^ These studies have fallen into two main 
types: those which concentrate on the experience of the
professional sportsman and those which address the problem 
of distinguishing between professional and amateur sports­
men in the light of the large amounts paid to some professedly
58. Referee3 13 Mar 1912.
59. W. Vamplew, 'Playing for pay: the earnings of
professional sportsmen in England 1870-1914', in R. 
Cashman 6 M. McKernan, Sporty money3 morality and the 
media3 Sydney 1981.
60. An exception has been K.G. Jones, 'Developments in
amateurism and professionalism in early 20th century 
Canadian sport', Journal of sport history3 2/1,
1975 .
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amateur English cricketers. 6 1
Within this second group one historian concludes that 
'the relationships between amateurs and professionals in 
Victorian county cricket were very complex', without 
pursuing the issue.  ^ Historians have generally realised 
that the distinction was as much social as economic but 
little effort has been made to examine why the distinction 
was so important. In Australia the distinction between 
amateur and professional cricketers was further complicated by 
the need to suit it to colonial social attitudes and by the 
large distances which made it necessary for sportsmen to 
leave work for long periods.
61. Among the first group are Vamplew, 'Playing for pay',
and 'Profit or utility maximisation? An analysis of 
English country cricket before 1914', in The economic 
history of leisure, papers presented at the eighth 
international economic history congress, Budapest, 
August 1982, and W.F. Mandle, 'The professional 
cricketer in England in the nineteenth century', Labour 
history, 23, 1972. In the second group are L. Allison,
'Batsman and bowler: the key relation of Victorian
England', Journal of sport history, 7/2, 1980, W.F.
Mandle, 'W.G. Grace as a Victorian hero', Historical 
studies, 19/79, 1979, and K.A.P. Sandiford, 'Amateurs
and professionals in Victorian county cricket', Albion, 
15/1, 1983. Two general works D. Birley, The willow 
wand, London 1979 and C. Brookes, English cricket, 
London 1978 also deal with professionalism in English 
cricket. Football studies include T. Mason,
Association football and English society 1863-1915, 
Brighton 1980, E. Dunnings £ K. Sheard, Barbarians, 
gentlemen and players: a sociological study of the
development of rugby football, Canberra 1979, and S. 
Tischler, A sociological history of football in 
England to 1914, PhD thesis, Columbia University 1978.
62. Sandiford,loc. cit., 51.
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If newspaper editorials can be taken as a guide to
popular opinion, professionalism and the apparent commercia1is-
6 3ation of cricket and rugby became important issues in Sydney. 
Between 1890 and 1912 professionalism and commercialism 
raised the question of who should control cricket and rugby, 
the players or the officials?
By 1890 attitudes toward professionalism in cricket had 
been largely moulded by the visits of English teams to 
Australia, when colonials could see the distinction 
between amateurs and professionals at first hand, and by 
the visits of Australian teams to England, where 
professedly amateur colonials were greeted as professionals. 
Before considering the relationship between professionalism, 
commercialism and control, it is necessary to examine 
attitudes toward professionalism before 1890 and the extent 
of professionalism and commercialism in cricket and rugby.
The first English team to tour Australia, under H.H.
Stephenson in 1862, were all professionals. They each
received £150 plus expenses from the organisers of the
tour, the Melbourne catering duo of Felix Spiers and
6 4Christopher Pond. The second English team, under the 
captaincy of George Parr in 1864, was brought out by the 
MCC and each member, including the amateur Edward Grace,
63. The question of whether newspaper editorials did reflect 
popular opinion will be considered later.
64. E. Midwinter, W.G. Grace: his life and times
London 1981, 44.
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received £250. These two teams were warmly received by
Australians but the third team, under the captaincy of
W.G. Grace in 1873/4, created a degree of ill-feeling.
First, Grace, an amateur, demanded and received £1,500
plus expenses from the promoters of the tour, the MCC.
The tour was originally to have taken place in 1872/3
but the MCC's reluctance to accede to Grace's demands caused
a delay. In an article entitled 'The Grace in Disgrace:
Fifteen hundred sovereigns and nothing less', the
Australasian warned the MCC against 'entertaining any high-
flown sentimental ideas respecting the gentlemen of England.
They (the MCC) must look at the affair as a purely
6 6business speculation'. The professionals on the tour
received, at Grace's insistence, only £170 each and second-
i 67class passages.
There is evidence that, while touring the colonies, Grace 
and his fellow amateurs showed little courtesy to their 
hosts, while the behaviour of the professionals was, as 
on previous tours, beyond reproach. A writer for the Town 
and Country Journal said:
I neither complain myself, nor hear any one else 
doing so, of shortcomings, on the part of the 
professionals, who were a fine lot of fellows, 
playing the game like clock work, or soldiers, but 
I have no doubt the Australian colonists have... had 
plentiful cause to grumble at the cavalier super-
65. Ibid.
66. Australasian, 7 Sept 1872.
67. Midwinter, op. oit.3 45.
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cilious treatment they have received at the hands 
of the captain of the team and his brother amateurs. 
Superior in cricket he undoubtedly is...but I cannot
credit him with any knowledge of how to meet half 
way a lot of gentlemen...Everywhere the team have 
visited, Mr. W.G. Grace has managed to have a row 
with somebody, a couple of times nearly ending in a 
fight.68
The 1873/4 English tour established two images in the
colonies that were reinforced by subsequent visits. The
first was that the professional cricketer was the tradesman
on the cricket field. He was of a lower social standing
than the amateur, but colonials were sympathetic to his
apparent rough treatment. He received less remuneration for
the tour than the amateurs yet had to travel second-class
and live in inferior accommodation. Secondly, Australians
were made aware of the sham of the English amateur cricketer.
Not only was he often condescending toward colonials but the
fact that he was paid much more than the professionals
made his se1f-professed status hypocritical. Impressions
of the English amateur were strengthened when Lord Harris
returned to England after the tour which involved a riot
at Sydney in 1879 and wrote a series of articles for the
English press on what he saw as the unsavoury nature of
69Australian cricket and of colonial spectators. When
the articles reached Sydney the normally affable Town and
68. Town and Country Journal, 21 Feb 1874.
69. Ibid. , 29 Nov 1879.
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Country Journal declared that this 'real live English lord...
requited Australian hospitality with such treatment as
70we certainly don't want to see a repetition of'.
Events on the 1881/2 English tour of Australia caused the 
hitherto uncriticised professionals to be viewed in a new 
light. Unexpected results in some of the matches prompted 
rumours that some of the professionals might have been 
influenced by bookmakers. The Australasian did not believe 
the rumours but thought that the integrity of the English 
professionals had been impeached, pointing to an over 
indulgence in champagne as the most likely cause of the 
professionals' loss of form. Suggesting that it was the 
duty of the professionals to keep aloof from bookmakers, 
and that while the players had probably not taken bets but 
had been in the company of bookmakers, the Australasian 
argued that they were implicated by association:
A man cannot play cricket all day and sit up half 
the night playing billiards, smoking, and drinking 
champagne. He loses his nerve and his eye, and if 
in such a state of depression from an over-night 
debauch, he fails to aquit himself as he should do 
in an important match, ill-natured persons, knowing 
the company he has kept, will shake their heads 
ominously, and draw conclusions not very complimentary 
to the person concerned, and gold gets the credit
70. Ibid.
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of having brought about what most probably was
71really caused by 'gold-tops'.
Two years later the Bulletin took an even dimmer view of
the English professional, describing him as:
...the servile bowler...with his hat in hand,
and his 'Yes, my lord,' 'No, my lord.' 'Thankyou
your lordship'....(who) must grovel and lose his
self-respect, and abase and prostrate himself
before every creature who puts an eye-glass in his
head to magnify his brains and wears white 'spats'
72to make his feet look small.
In 1891 the Bulletin claimed that Lord Jersey, the Governor
of NSW, was 'imbued with the old English prejudices'
because he invited the amateurs of Lord Sheffield's team to
dinner at Government House but 'airily ignored' the 
7 3professionals. On the next tour, noting that the
professionals were unlikely to net more than thirty pounds
each from the trip, even the conservative Herald observed
drily that: 'It is rather an anomoly to find that as a
general rule the expenses of the amateurs exceed per man
74the amount received by the professional player'. The
71. Australasian3 29 Apr 1882.
72. Bulletin, 22 Nov 1884.
73. Ibid. 3 26 Dec 1891.
74. SMH, 6 Oct 1894. The professionals received £300 each 
and the fare from and to England, but they had to pay 
all other expenses themselves, leaving them a net return 
of about thirty pounds.
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captain of the 1894/5 team, Stoddart, was reported to have been
offered £1,000 for the trip, but he said that £500 and
75the honour of leading the team would be quite enough.
Sydney was introduced to the distinction between professional
and amateur cricketers in 1863 when Charles Lawrence, a
member of the first English cricket team, remained to coach
members of the Albert CC. Lawrence was soon joined by a
local cricketer, Nathaniel Thompson, and together they
provided professional coaching and gave members of Sydney's
leading club 'the amplest opportunities of attaining a high
7 6degree of skill in the game'. Other Sydney-based professionals
in the 1860s and 1870s were Ned Gregory, later curator
of the SCG, Ned Sheridan, who later set himself up in a
tobacco and barber shop in Brisbane with funds from a
7 7testimonial match, and Charles Bannerman. Like their
English counterparts, these professionals were the tradesmen 
of cricket, providing the coaching skills and consistency of 
performance which amateurs did not have the time to develop.
Professional cricketers were also engaged in Melbourne and 
Adelaide. The MCC employed up to four full-time professionals 
to provide coaching and practice for amateurs, and a number 
of ground bowlers to bowl in the nets. Between 1879 
and 1912 it spent £16,600 on professional coaches and ground
75. Bulletin, 8 Dec 1894.
76. Rules and regulations of the Albert Cricket Club and 
annual report of the committee of 1862/3, Sydney 1863, 6.
77. Australasian, 28 Jan 1871, Town and Country Journal, 12
Oct 1878 6 J. Pollard, Australian cricket: the game and
the players, Sydney 1982, 903.
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7 8bowlers. In the 1860s and 1870s NSW and Victoria both
depended on professional cricketers in their annual inter­
colonial matches, but in 1871 Tasmania, which had no 
professionals, demanded that a forthcoming match against 
Victoria be restricted to amateurs. The match was played 
without exciting any public interest because, according to
, 7 9the Australasvanit was restricted to amateurs. In
June 1871 the NSWCA suggested that the next match between
NSW and Victoria also be restricted to amateurs. 1Roundarm'
thought that this would be a grave mistake, not only because
NSW was more dependent on professional cricketers than was
Victoria, but because, as the match between Victoria and
Tasmania had shown, the public was only interested in
seeing the best cricketers, and so 'taken as a question
8 0of profit or loss, the new notion is a mistake'. W.J.
Hammersley agreed with his Sydney colleague, saying that: 
Anything more ill-timed or suicidal to public 
interest in cricket could not have been devised.... 
The match has aquired a certain prestige, and now, 
forsooth, knock all interest in it on the head by 
confining it to amateurs.^
It is unclear why the NSWCA suggested that intercolonial 
matches against Victoria be restricted to amateurs. The
78. Melbourne Cricket Club annual report 1879/80-1911/12.
79. Australasianj 4 £ 25 Feb 1871.
80. Town and Country Journal, 15 July 1871.
81. Australasian, 15 July 1871.
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reason for Tasmania insisting on such a restriction is 
obvious; Tasmania had no professionals and was therefore at 
a disadvantage when playing against Victoria. NSW on the 
other hand relied heavily on professional talent to win its 
matches. I suspect the reason the NSWCA called for the 
exclusion of professionals arose from a desire to keep the 
game 'pure' and, unadulterated by monetary considerations 
or professional talent. Hammers ley argued that one reason 
for keeping the professionals in the game was that inter­
colonial matches had assumed ’a certain prestige'. At the 
same time he hinted that, as in England, the distinction 
between amateurs and professionals was as much social as 
economic. Suggesting that to bar professionals even from 
club cricket would reduce the level of expertise, Hammers ley 
pointed out to those who would introduce such a restriction
that ,fClubs can always maintain their status by being
8 2particular whom they admit to membership'. " While 
Hammersley believed that the prestige intercolonial matches 
had attained was a reason for fielding the best team in an 
effort to win the laurels, the NSWCA apparently thought that 
the prestige of the matches was a reason for restricting them 
to amateurs. The implication was that professionals 
could not be trusted to uphold the honour of the colony as 
amateurs, who were not playing for money, could.
When the Australian team returned from England in 1878
82. Ibid.
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Hammers ley also accepted the notion that cricket should be
played principally for honour and not for monetary gain.
Observing that the Australians had styled themselves amateurs
but that each had made about £800 from the trip, Hammersley
suggested that the example of W.G. Grace, who was 'classed
as an amateur (but)...has for years been the best paid
professional in England', had led many cricketers to ask:
8 3'If Grace makes money why should not I?'. Hammersley
dec 1ared that:
Cricket, now-a-days, is degenerating too much into 
a £.s.d. game. The Australians, we must remember, 
pride themselves on having been received at home as 
amateurSc...But if it is now shown that the trip 
home was arranged as much or more as a money 
speculation than an exhibition of colonial cricket, 
in that case the prestige of the noble game will 
suffer, and any future Australian Eleven will deserve 
to be treated simply as a professional team and 
nothing more.
The commercial interests of Australian teams became even 
clearer in 1880 and 1884 when, upon their return to Sydney, 
they refused to play in intercolonial matches. In December 
1880 the Sydney Mail's writer, 'Square Leg', said that the 
Australian team candidly admitted that their aim was to make
83 . Ibid. , 26 Oct 1878
84 . Ibid, j 5 Oct 1 878 .
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as much money out of the tour as possible, and that while
the gate money continued to roll in they would remain together
playing matches throughout Australia. He suggested that:
This being so, it is worth while to consider
whether...they have not forfeited all right to be
considered as superior to professionals, who make
money out of cricket and are not ashamed to own it.
No doubt Murdoch and his companions would be
shocked if the public insisted upon classing them
in such a category; but it must come to that if the
speculative .travelling teams choose to play fast and
8 5loose in the matter of intercolonial...cricket.
English opinion apparently agreed that the Australian teams
were simply interested in making money. In 1 883 Li llywhite ' s
Cricketers’ Companion complained that ’the visits of the
Australians have seriously and perceptibly aggravated
8 6the symptoms of a commercial spirit in cricket'. The
Australians demanded and received half the gate receipts for
all matches that they played in England. In 1884 when
the Australians were badly beaten by England the Bulletin
remarked sarcastically that while the gate money continued
to roll in, win or lose, ''Our Boys'....will be compelled to
8 7hump their swag just yet a bit'.
85. Sydney Mail, 25 Dec 1880.
86. J. Lillywhite, Lillywhite’s Cricketers’ Companion 1883,
London 1883, 20.
87- Bulletin, 31 May 1884.
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When the 1884 team returned to Australia it continued to
demand half the gate receipts for test matches against a
touring English team. The Australians’ demand was met at
the First Test in Adelaide but for the remaining games in
Melbourne and Sydney it was refused. None of Murdoch's
team played at Melbourne and only a few relented and played
8 8in the Sydney match. The three English professionals who
organised the English team, Alfred Shaw, James Lillywhite
and Arthur Shrewsbury, thought that the Australians'
demands were staggering coming from supposed amateurs,
and suggested that the motives of the Australians were
89'nothing but money'. 'Censor' who had replaced 'Square
Leg' as the Sydney Mail's writer observed that the
Australians did not hesitate to demand the pay of
professionals but at the same time assumed the social status
of amateurs. For 'Censor' an amateur was a cricketer who
9 0did not make money out of cricket.
The Bulletin found the English distinction between amateurs 
and professionals distasteful, especially when the amateurs 
were better paid than the professionals. Referring to
88. K.S. Inglis, 'Imperial cricket: test matches between
Australia and England 1877-1900', in R. Cashman § M. 
McKernan, Sport in hi story Brisbane 19 79, 159.
89. A. Shaw, Alfred Shaw: his career and reminiscences,
London 1902, 83 $ Shaw and Shrewsbury's team in Australia
1884-85j Nottingham 1885, 25-7.
90. Sydney Mail3 7 March 1885.
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the English habit of referring to amateurs as 'Mister'
but simply calling professionals by their surnames, a
reflection of their relative social status, the Bulletin
predicted that when Lord Sheffield's team arrived in 1891,
after a space of four years since the last English team:
Australian democracy will be annoyed and insulted
to see some players, Grace to wit, labelled
'Mister', while others paid less largely are simply
9 1called Tom, Dick and Harry.
Four years later the paper announced proudly that Australian
cricket was 'free from the everlasting snobbery which
9 2pervades the Hinglish article from root to branch'.
In 1884 the Bulletin had observed: 'That a team who "whack"
the proceeds at the end of a tour are professionals to all
9 3intents and purposes there can be no two opinions'.
When Australian cricketers took a stand as hypocritical as 
the well-paid English amateurs Australian democracy was 
apparently equally annoyed and insulted.
* * *
In examining the payment of cricketers in Sydney between 
1890 and 1912 I distinguish between those who played for 
local clubs, for NSW and for Australia. In club cricket
91. Bulletin, 22 Aug 1891.
92. Ibid., 26 Jan 1895.
93. Ibid. 7 June 1884.
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there was probably no professionalism after the introduction
of electorate cricket, because the enforcement of the
residential qualification largely eliminated the annual
bidding for players that had gone on under the old club 
94system. Before 1893 many players were loath to pay their
annual subscriptions. This may have continued under 
electorate cricket, and some cricketers, like many foot­
ballers before 1900, might have sought remuneration for 
playing for clubs. However, if this happened it was 
not commented on by players, officials or the press. With 
annual subscriptions, ground fees, materials and
travelling expenses, the Bulletin estimated in 1881 that it
9 5cost a club cricketer about ten pounds a year to play.
Most cricketers were apparently happy to pay for their 
Saturday afternoon sport and the distinction between 
amateurs and professionals was unnecessary.
At representative level the great distances involved
and therefore the long periods away from work allowed
few cricketers to play for NSW without seeking compensation
for lost work or travelling expenses. In 1870 the
Australasian estimated that it cost Victoria’s intercolonial
9 6cricketers £25 each to play in Sydney. We have seen that
94. See chapter one.
95. Bulletin3 15 Jan 1881.
96. Australasian3 19 Nov 1870.
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some NSW players, notably public servants and bank employees, 
had employers who looked sympathetically on their requests 
to play cricket. However, many players in other walks of life 
were not so fortunate. For this reason the NSWCA recognised 
professional cricketers and, from 1893, compensated amateurs 
for travelling expenses and time off work incurred while 
playing cricket.
The NSWCA paid professional cricketers five pounds a match
for playing for NSW in Sydney and until 1899 seven pounds
and ten shillings plus travelling expenses for matches
outside the colony. From 1899 professionals received ten
9 7pounds plus travelling expenses for matches outside NSW.
The 1901 census lists only one professional cricketer in
Sydney, but there were undoubtedly others, who probably
9 8described themselves as groundsmen or caretakers. In
1894 the Bird O'Freedom reported that the NSWCA employed
a fast bowler by the name of Kearns, 'to fire them in at
9 9the practice nets'. Six years later Andrew McBeth, a
bowler who played twenty-two games for NSW and was employed 
as a professional by the SCG trustees, was reported to have 
decided to remain in Sydney in view of 'increased remuneration' 
after receiving an offer to play professionally in
97. Rules and by-laws of the NSWCAj 1894, 1899 § 1902.
98. I assume it was Charles Bannerman because he described 
himself as a professional cricketer on the electoral 
roll.
99. Bird 0 ' Freedom3 3 Nov 1894.
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Adelaide. Other NSW cricketers who played as professionals
were Alick Bannerman and James Kelly, both Australian 
representatives.
Throughout his playing career Alick Bannerman was employed 
as an assistant printer in the Government Printing Office, 
but from 1885 demanded a professional fee in matches for 
NSW. He was a clear example of the sportsman who knew his 
market value. In forty-six matches for NSW he scored nearly 
2,000 runs at an average of twenty-five runs per innings, 
a creditable performance in the days of uncovered pitches.
In 1885 the batting strength of NSW enabled the NSWCA to 
refuse Bannerman's demands but in the early 1890s the 
retirement of many leading batsmen made Bannerman a necessary 
member of the NSW team. In 1890 he demanded and was paid 
twenty-five pounds for the two matches against South 
Australia and Victoria in Adelaide and Melbourne. In 1896 
he received thirty pounds for the corresponding matches, 
even though, as the Bulletin recorded, 'his Govt, screw 
was going the whole time'. In 1909 Bannerman was forced 
to retire from the Government Printing Office because of an 
old leg injury which prevented him from working during the
winter. He was immediately employed by the NSWCA as a
, 101 coach.
100. Referee, 27 June 1900 § Hew South Males cricketers 1855-
1981, Retford 1981, 52.
101. NSWCA minutes, 20 Sept 1909 , Australasian, 28 Nov $ 12
Dec 1885 5 9 Jan 1886, Referee, 3 Dec 1890 $ 28 July 
1909, Bulletin, 4 Jan 1896 5 Sew South Males cricketers
1855-1981, 41.
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Another professional cricketer was Nathaniel Thompson, who
had joined Charles Lawrence as coach in 1862 and in 1877
had the distinction of being the first batsman to be dismissed
in test cricket. In the 1890s Thompson was engaged as a
coach for the Burwood DCC after unsuccessful ventures with
a tobacco and sports goods store and a hotel, the former
opened with the proceeds of a testimonial presented to him 
10 2in 1880.
Professional cricketers in Sydney were probably liable to 
considerable variations in income and while some were obviously 
well off others apparently struggled to survive on meagre 
earnings. Of the professionals who played for Australia 
between 1877 and 1912, James Kelly and Charles Bannerman 
probably represented the highest and lowest end of the 
economic scale respectively.
Kelly was Sydney's most successful professional cricketer.
Born at Port Melbourne he moved to Sydney in 1894, joined 
the SCG groundstaf.f, and over the next twelve years 
kept wicket in turn for Paddington, NSW and Australia.
In fifty-three matches as a professional for NSW Kelly was 
paid about £400 plus travelling expenses. In four tours of 
England with Australian teams and fifteen tests in Australia 
he received a further £2,880 and in 1906
he received a testimonial (the first time a first-class 
match was made a testimonial in Australia) which netted
102. Australasian, 19 Sept 1896.
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10 3him £1,400. Therefore from cricket earning alone Kelly
received nearly £4,700 between 1894 and 1906, a weekly 
average of seven pounds and ten shillings, the same as a
well paid public servant or a classics master at Sydney Grammar
c , ,104School .
Charles Bannerman no doubt had difficulty living on what he 
made as a professional. As a professional umpire he 
received one'pound a day for intercolonial and international 
matches but work as a coach was probably spasmodic.
It will be remembered that as a coach at the SCG Bannerman 
moulded a competent team for Sydney CC in the early 1890s. 
However, in June 1891 he found himself in court on a charge 
of not having paid money for the support of his wife.
According to the Bulletin3 Bannerman
looked in most miserable health, pleaded that he 
had been laid up for two months and had had bad 
fortune, and in answer to a question said that he 
lived by cricketing.^^^
103. Bulletin_, 1 Feb 1896 , Referee3 20 Jan 189 7 , SMH3 10
July 1894 § 19 Feb 1906 5 New South Nates cricketers3 
22 $ 50. For Kelly's earnings while playing for 
Australia see below. His NSW earnings are calculated 
from the rates of pay for NSW professionals mentioned 
above .
104. New South Nates public service list 19083 Sydney 1909, §
Annual report of the Sydney Grammar School trustees,
1900, in NSNLAV & P3 1901, vol. 3, 919-21.
105. Rules and by-laws of the NSNCA3 1894, 1899 and 1902.
106. See chapter one.
107. Bulletin3 6 June 1891.
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His situation was probably relieved in 1899 when a benefit
10 8match between NSW and a second eleven netted him £200.
The payment of professional cricketers was a simple matter
but the compensation of amateurs was less straightforward.
Commenting on a decision by the NSWCA to pay the expenses
of country players selected to practice and play for NSW
against Victoria in 1872, 'Roundarm1 said 'no working man
can afford to lose half a day four times a week for a month
(practising), and then give up his entire time for
10 9three weeks (for the trip to Melbourne)'. As well as the
three week southern tour of Adelaide and Melbourne for 
NSW Sheffield Shield teams, each Sheffield Shield match 
played at Sydney lasted from thre£ to seven days, with an 
average of five days e a c h . T h e r e f o r e  a NSW player might 
expect to be away from work for over a month each season. 
Visits by English teams and occasional trips to Brisbane and 
New Zealarui took up even more time.
Apart from the compensation of country players in 1872 
there is no official record of payments of compensation to 
NSW amateurs before 1893. However, it is hard to imagine
108. SMH, 18 $ 20 Feb 1899.
109. Town and Country Journal, 24 Feb 8 9 Mar 18 72.
110. R. Cashman, Australian cricket crowds: the attendance
cycle, daily figures 1877-1984, Sydney 1984, 134-53.
Between 1892/3 and 1911/12 forty Sheffield Shield 
matches were played at Sydney over a total of 169 days.
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that once the 1872 precedent had been established the 
NSWCA would have stopped such payments. Discussing the 
payment of Australian players in March 1885, 'Censor' said: 
There are numerous cases where more than legitimate 
expenses are received for playing, and it would be 
well if our association framed a scale of expenses 
defining what an amateur and a professional each 
should receive.
The rules of the NSWCA for 1886 show no scale of payments 
but as the NSWCA had no control over Australian players it 
seems that 'Censor' was referring mainly to NSW players.
The only detailed record of payments to NSW cricketers is 
for the 1894/5 season but it does provide a rough guide 
to how many people sought compensation for expenses and 
loss of time and how much they sought. In June 1895 Richard 
Teece sought details of payments to NSW cricketers from 
the honorary treasurer of the NSWCA, John Gibson. Gibson 
was happy to oblige his vice-president's request and 
acknowledged the need to 'put a Stop to this absurd
112practice of amateurs claiming more than professionals'.
Of the twenty players who represented NSW in 1894/5 only
one, Kelly, was a professional. Of the nineteen amateurs,
113nine claimed compensation. Of those who did not claim
111. Sydney Mail,7 Mar 1885.
112. NSWCA minutes, 17 June 5 21 Dec 1895 S SMH, 23 Dec
1 895 .
113. Table 7.4.
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TABLE 7.4: PAYMENTS TO NSW CRICKETERS (EXCLUDING
TRAVELLING EXPENSES), 1894/5
Occupation Matches Paid
1 2 3 4 5 6
Amateurs
S.T. Callaway Clerk X X X X X X 21/10/-
W . J . C a m p h i n Public servant X
H. Donnan Clerk X X X X X X 1/15/-
B.W. Farquar Clerk X
T.W. Garrett Pub lie s ervant X X X X
S . E . Gregory Pub lie servant X X X X X X 5/15/-
W .P . Howell Bee farmer X X X X X X 28/10/-
F.A.Iredale Public servant X X X X X X 21/15/-
S . P . -Tones Independent X
A.C.K. Mackenzie Clerk X X
T.R. McKibbin Solicitor X X X X 11/14/-
H.J.K. MacPherson ? X
L. Moore Pastry cook X 5/ -/-
H . Moses Wine merchant X X X
A .L. Newell Telegraphist X X X 5/10/-
M .A . Noble Bank clerk X
C.A. Richardson Clerk X
V .T . Trumper Public servant X X
C .T .B . Turner Agent X X X X X 18/10/-
Professional
J.J. Kelly SCG groundstaff X X X X X X 35/10/-
Note: Matches - 1. versus England at Sydney
2. versus South Australia at Sydney
3. versus Victoria at Sydney
4. versus Victoria at Melbourne
5. versus South Australia at Adelaide
6. versus Queensland at Brisbane
Source: SMH, 23 Dec 1895, lists of NSW teams published in
SMHj 1894/5 § information gathered for table 5.12.
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compensation all but one were public servants, clerks or 
of independent means; further evidence that clerks and 
public servants were probably paid while playing cricket.
It is also significant that apart from Leon Moore, who 
sought compensation only for travelling to Sydney from 
his home in Maitland, and Andrew Newell, all the amateurs
who sought compensation were current or past members of
i ,• 114the Australian team.
In considering the payment of compensation to amateurs 
it is important to distinguish between two types of payment. 
There were apparently amateurs who sought compensation merely 
for legitimate expenses and amateurs who sought more than 
that, who tried to make money out of the game while 
maintaining their amateur status.
In May 1893 the NSWCA introduced a rule that:
Any amateur forfeiting his salary or wages when 
absent from duty while playing matches controlled 
and managed by the Association, may be granted a 
refund thereof from the Association funds, but no 
other Cricketer, professionals excepted, shall receive 
any emolument for playing in matches under the 
auspices of the Association.
The NSWCA was therefore prepared to compensate genuine
114. Ibid., § SMH, 23 Dec 1895.
115. NSWCA minutes, 8 May 1893.
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losses but would not pay more. This was demonstrated by
the case of Syd Gregory, a NSW and Australian batsman.
In 1894/5 Gregory, a clerk in the public service, claimed
and received five pounds and fifteen shillings as
compensation for playing for NSW in that season. In
December 1894 Gregory played an innings of 201 for Australia
against England at Sydney which brought him a public
subscription of over one hundred pounds. ^  ^  This, along with
the payments he received for playing for Australia during
the season, enabled Gregory to set himself up in business in
a sporting goods depot in the city. The following season
he was selected for the southern tour again and demanded
twenty pounds from the NSWCA, not as compensation for loss
of salary but as compensation for the loss of what he
considered to be the most profitable season for his
business. The NSWCA refused to pay suggesting instead
that Gregory proclaim himself a professional and take the
professional fee. However, Gregory did not want to be
117considered a professional and did not play. J.C.
Davis believed that Gregory's claim was rejected because 
of 'the excessiveness of the amount rather than the principle 
of the thing'.
In November 1896 the NSWCA tightened its regulations for the
116. See below.
117. NSWCA minutes, 21 Dec 1895, Referee, 24 Dec 1895 $
SMH, 23 Dec 1895.
118. Referee3 24 Dec 1895.
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payment of amateurs. The rule allowing for the compensation 
of players for loss of salary or wages (Rule 19) was amended 
to provide that compensation would only be paid if the 
player could 'produce satisfactory proof of forfeiture 
thereof1. Amateurs would also continue to receive bona fide 
travelling and hotel expenses. A new rule was introduced 
(Rule 20), stating that:
If any amateur receive any emolument for playing 
cricket in Australasia, excepting in cases provided 
for in Rule 19, and that fact is reported to 
the Association, such player shall forthwith be 
considered a professional cricketer, in accordance 
with these rules.  ^^
This rule might have had important implications for NSW 
players in Australian teams. If the NSWCA considered their 
profits from tours to be in addition to compensation for 
salaries while in England the players would have been 
professionals. However, this did not happen, and it must 
be concluded that the NSWCA acknowledged the right of 
Australian teams to make money on the tours and to maintain 
their amateur status.
In January 1901 John Gibson, by then a vice-president, 
suggested that at the end of the season the NSWCA ’should 
calmly consider the question of professionalism with a view
119. NSWCA minutes, 16 Nov 1896.
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to lessening in some way or other the charges made against the 
12 0association'. I do not know what charges Gibson was referring
cO but subsequent events suggest that they were probably
general comments about the excessive payment of compensation
to amateurs. Gibson's suggestion received no immediate
action but in October 1903 the NSWCA introduced a specific
scale of compensation to amateurs. For matches throughout
Australia played under the auspices of the NSWCA amateurs
would receive ten shillings per day in out of pocket
expenses upon the production of proof of losses. For
matches outside NSW they would also get seven shillings per
day for personal expenses and bona fide travelling 
12 1expenses. Twelve months later the rule was further amended to
provide that the NSWCA 'have power to make special terms with 
players for international matches.'122 Apparently the NSWCA had 
reached some kind of agreement with the Australian cricketers to 
enable them to receive more money but still be considered amateurs.
In October 1906 the rules relating to the compensation of 
amateurs were again changed, allowing amateurs playing in NSW 
to claim five shillings per day in personal expenses and 
ten shillings a day out of pocket expenses. A new rule 
provided that any professional cricketer who had not been paid 
to play for three years might be reinstated as an amateur.12  ^
Financial constraints forced on the NSWCA by the loss 
of gate receipts in the mid 1900s resulted in
120. NSWCA minutes, 21 Jan 1901 § SMI1, 23 Jan 1901.
121. NSWCA minutes, 7 Oct 1902.
122. NSWCA rules and by-laws_, included in NSWCA minutes for 
Sept 1903.
123. NSWCA rules and by-laws, included in NSWCA minutes, Oct 1906.
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further changes to the rules for compensation in 1908.
In October of that year the NSWCA agreed that the maximum
compensation for amateurs would be five shillings per day
for matches at Sydney and seven shillings and sixpence
per day for matches in Adelaide and Melbourne, and
that no other payments for loss of salary or otherwise 
12 5would be made. Commenting on the decision to pay only
limited expenses, Davis wrote:
the system. . .invo1ves a good deal of unpleasantness. 
But this is not the fault of the Association; it 
is the fault of certain players, who made the 
Association's work difficult and disagreeable. 
Theoretically, the loss-of-salary rule is 
excellent; practically it is almost impossible, 
especially to an Association with limited resources
Davis' conclusion that the compensation of amateurs was 
excellent in theory but almost impossible in practice 
is central to the problem of classifying amateurs and 
professionals. Once a player received compensation it was 
extremely difficult to categorise him as an amateur. 
Nevertheless, with the limited evidence available it is 
possible to suggest some tentative conclusions.
126
124. See chapter four.
125. NSWCA minutes, 21 Sept 5 19 Oct 1908.
126. Referee> 30 Sept 1908.
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Possibly as many as half the amateurs who played for NSW 
between 1893 and 1908 sought compensation for loss of salary 
or travelling expenses while playing cricket. Those who 
did not claim were mainly public servants, clerks and 
cricketers of independent means. Of those who made claims, 
some sought more than simply out of pocket expenses, 
apparently hoping to make money out of playing cricket for 
NSW. This last group were generally members of Australian 
teams. The NSWCA tried to refine the definition of an 
amateur cricketer between 1890 and 1908, partly because of 
the obvious hypocracy of paying amateurs and partly 
because payments drained the finances of the NSWCA, 
especially when crowds fell in the mid 1900s. In spite 
of these efforts, the NSWCA appears to have taken a lax 
view of the claims of NSW cricketers who were also members 
of Australian teams. The NSWCA refused Gregory's demands 
in 1895, but the inclusion of rule twenty in 1896, (which 
if enforced would have made all Australian players pro­
fessionals) and the 'special terms' made with Australian 
representatives in 1903 suggest that Australian players were 
more liberally treated by the NSWCA than cricketers who 
played only for NSW. Perhaps, like Alick Bannerman, 
other Australian cricketers were aware of their special 
talents and used them to earn more money as amateurs than 
other less talented players could do.
If the Australian cricketers who played for NSW sought 
more compensation than other cricketers it was probably 
because they were already used to making large amounts 
of money from playing for Australia. Between 1878 and 1909
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Australian teams travelling to England were organised as
joint stock companies, with each player receiving a share of
the profits after expenses had been paid. The profits
of each tour were rarely made public but the dividends
received by each player were occasionally leaked to the
press. Of the thirteen tours between 1878 and 1909
the dividends for eight tours are known, varying from
12 7£320 per pldyer in 1893 to £900 per player in 1902.
Discussing the tours for which dividends were not released,
Charles Beal, the manager of the 1882 and 1888 tours, told
the Herald in 1908 that he ’did not know of any that had
12 8not done pretty well'.
Australian tours generally lasted from March to October,
about eight months, so translated into a weekly salary
the dividends, which it must be remembered were the profit,
all expenses having been taken out before the dividend
was paid, amounted- to between eight pounds a week
for the 1893 tour and twenty-three pounds a week for the
1902 tour, much more than mere compensation. The head
master of Sydney Grammar School, one of the highest paid
people in Sydney, received only twenty-seven pounds per 
129week in 1900.
127. Table 7.5
128. SMU3 17 Aug 1908.
129. Annual report of the Sydney Grammar School trustees 
1900, op. ait.
TABLE
1878
1880
1882
1884
1886
1888
1890
1893
1896
1899
1902
1905
1909
1912
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7.5: DIVIDENDS TO PLAYERS IN AUSTRALIAN TEAMS 
AFTER TOURS OF ENGLAND, 1878-1912
Dividend
£750
£400
£550
?
?
?
?
£320
£679
£700
£900
?
£473
Four players 
took £400 and 
others receiv­
ed £190/14/2
Source
Referee3 27 Oct 1909 § SMH 3
25 Oct 1909
SMHs 17 Aug 1908
Refei^ee, 27 Oct 1909 § SMH 3 
25 Oct 1909
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
SMH3 17 § 18 May 1910
Board of Control minutes, 
6 Dec 1912
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In 1912 the Board of Control offered players the choice
of taking a share in the tour as in the past or a £400 
130lump sum. The four cricketers who chose the lump sum
were better off than the others because the tour, one of 
the least successful on record, netted a dividend of only 
£190 per player.^  ^
It is less clear what payments players received in test
cricket before 1907 but each player appears to have received
about twenty-five pounds plus expenses for each match.
When the Board of Control arranged the 1907/8 test series
it paid Australian players twenty-five pounds per match
'personal expenses' plus rail and sleeping berths, and
twelve shillings a day for hotel and incidental expenses
when tests were played outside a players home 
132state. I do not know what arrangements were made before
1907 but the discussion at the Board meeting in August
1907 suggests that the payment of twenty-five pounds per
test plus expenses was simply a continuance of established
practice. In 1897/8 the leading players demanded and
received a guarantee of £145 for the five tests of the 1897/8
13 3series, out of which they agreed to pay their own expenses.
130. Board of Control minutes, 29 $ 30 Dec 1911
131. Ibid., 6 Dec 1912.
132. Ibid., 9 Aug 1907.
Bulletin, 16 Oct 1897.133 .
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After the 1907/8 tour William McElhone, then secretary
of the Board, wrote to Board members about the finances
of the tour. He complained that the Australian players'
fees and expenses for the five test matches, which
amounted to £2,387, exceeded the net profits derived by
the state cricket associations from the tour and pleaded
that, 'in all future tours these and other expenses must
be considerably reduced, otherwise serious financial
difficulties will have to be contended with to the detriment 
134of the Game'.
It is possible from these figures to calculate the
approximate earnings of NSW cricketers who played for
Australia between 1891/2 and 1912. Assuming that each
tour lasted eight months and each test one week, the
players' earnings have been estimated on a weekly basis,
exclusive of expenses or any salary that they may have
135been receiving as well. Recalling that a skilled
tradesman received about two or three pounds a week and 
that the headmaster of Sydney Grammar School received 
about twenty-seven pounds a week, it is clear that players 
at the lower end of the scale, such as Emery and Minnett 
who only made the 1912 tour, were reasonably well paid for 
playing cricket. At the higher end, players were among the 
best paid people in Sydney.
134. Letter from William McElhone to the Board dated 29 
May 1908, included in the Board of Control minutes.
135. Table 7.6.
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As well as match payments and tour dividends some 
Australian players received public subscriptions and 
testimonial matches. Before Syd Gregory played his 
innings of 201 in the First Test at Sydney in December 1894, 
James Toohey, a wealthy Sydney brewer and cricket 
enthusiast, offered ten pounds to anyone who scored a cen­
tury in the match. When George Giffen made 161 Toohey 
offered a second ten pounds for any batsman who could
eclipse Giffen's score and a third ten pounds for anyone
X 3 6who scored a double century. Therefore, as well as
£106 collected among the crowd and his match payment,
13 7Gregory also received thirty pounds from Toohey. In the
same season Frank Iredale received a public subscription of 
one hundred pounds for his outstanding performances during
1 7  0the year for both Australia and NSW. In 1902 the
Australian opening batsman Reg Duff received an undisclosed
testimonial from his local club at North Sydney for his
performances against the English team in 1901/2, and at
the end of 1902 Victor Trumper received a public subscription
139of one hundred guineas for his successful tour of England.
Trumper probably received another bonus from his 1902 
tour. During the tour he was approached by a number of
136. Freeman's Journal, 22 Dec 1894 § Bulletin, 22 Dec
1 894.
137. See äbove.
138. Freeman's Journal, 26 Jan 1895.
139. Referee, 17 Dec 1902 6 SMH, 13 Jan 1902.
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English clubs to remain in England and offers to move to 
Melbourne or Adelaide. However, in an article entitled, 
'Retention of Trumper's Services' in October 1902, the 
Herald revealed that Allen Taylor, a wealthy shipowner 
and Lord Mayor of Sydney, parliamentarian and vice- 
president of the NSWCA, had reached an agreement with
14 0Trumper whereby his services would be retained for NSW.
The details of the deal were not made public but shortly 
after his return, Trumper left the public service and set 
himself up in business with a sporting goods depot.
In tire early 1890s Charles Turner was given a public 
testimonial which was not very successful. The amount 
raised was not disclosed but a Shilling Testimonial
141organised by the Referee raised sixty-three pounds.
When Ned Gregory became ill in 1898 a match between a 
combined Waverley and Paddington team and a team from the 
other district clubs was staged as a benefit, but again the 
proceeds were not disclosed.^^
It was possibly because these testimonial and benefit 
matches were not very lucrative that when James Kelly
140. SMH3 9 Oct 1902.
141. Referee, 19 Oct 1909.
142. SMH, 25 Apr 1898.
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retired in 1906, the NSWCA decided to give him a testimonial
14 3match involving the Australian team. This was the first
of many testimonials from first-class matches, and over the
next few years testimonials and public subscriptions netted
Syd Gregory £634, Monty Noble £2,060, Charles Turner £331,
and Victor Trumper £2,950. In the 1920s and 1930s other
NSW cricketers who had played for Australia before 1914
received benefits. Frank Iredale netted £ 1, 74 1 , Bill
Howell netted £950, Charles Macartney netted £2,598,
Charles Kelleway netted £500 and Warren Bardsley netted 
144£ 762 . 4
* * *
We have seen that the NSWRFU and MRU’s refusal to 
compensate players for loss of salary or wages when playing 
representative rugby or through injury was a major factor 
in the establishment of rugby league in Sydney. Neverthe­
less there was a degree of professionalism at both club 
and representative level. In April 1893 the NSWRFU included 
in its rules the provision that 'No member of any affiliated
club shall receive or be paid any remuneration for his
14 5services on the football field'. As this warning was
143. See above.
144. Referee, 20 Mar 1907 (for Gregory's testimonial),
SMHj 3 June 1908 (for Noble's testimonial) 5 R.
Cashman § M . McKernan, 'Report on the NSW pilot 
project on cricket statistics', Australian historical 
stat is tics, no. 1 1980, 6 (for the others).
145 . SMH3 15 Apr 1893.
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included in the NSWRFU's rules two years before rugby 
league was. established in England it is apparent that 
rugby union officials in Sydney believed that it was 
necessary to curb a state of affairs that already existed.
Responding to charges of professionalism in Sydney club
football in 1899 Davis admitted that 'there have been
rumours of this kind for some years but it is almost
14 6impossible to prove it'. The MRU's response to the
charges, laid by the manager of the touring English rugby
union team, was that 'every safeguard has been adopted
to prevent professionalism. Any allegation of professionalism
147has been proved on investigation to be groundless'.
There is no doubt that professionalism existed in senior
club rugby in the 1890s and that one of the reasons for
introducing electorate rugby in 1900 was to eliminate
professionalism through the residential qualifications,
the payment of annual subscriptions and the inspection of
14 8of clubs' books by the MRU. However, the MRU appeared
loath ever to admit publicly any degree of professionalism
146. Referee, 30 Aug 1899.
147. Ibid., 13 Sept 1899
148. See chapter three.
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ex isted, even if, as Davis suggested, it was 'confined to
14 9very narrow limits'.
At representative level the need to bring country players
to Sydney and send teams to Brisbane and New Zealand
resulted in considerable expenses and loss of salary for
purely amateur footballers. Before 1897 the NSWRFU
allowed no compensation for players but in that ye-^r
introduced limited allowances for travelling. Beyond the
travelling allowance the NSWRFU still refused to provide
any compensation, and any player who received payment for
playing for NSW faced immediate disqualification.^^ The
rule uas rigidly enforced and according to the Sydney Mail
was the sole reason why Australian rugby players had not
followed the example of Australian cricketers in sending
teams to England: 'many of the best players could not
afford the loss of time and the expense involved'.
When an Australian rugby union team did visit England in
1908 the players received three shillings a day expenses,
15 2or 'wine money' as Herbert Moran called it.
Despite this strict rule there is evidence that some
149. Ibid., 30 Aug 1899.
150. Ibid., 11 Aug 1897.
151. Sydney Mail, 24 June 1899.
H.M. Moran, Viewless winds, London 1938, 57 § 77.152 .
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footballers were paid to play for NSW and that, like the
MRU, the NSWRFU was loath to admit that such payments were
made. In June 1897 the NSW selectors were authorised by
the NSWRFU to spend twenty-five pounds to 'assist in placing
15 3a thoroughly representative team on the field'. Next
year an unnamed member of the 1897 team claimed that some
members of the team had been paid. The accusation was
supported by another member of the team, George
Outram, who also asserted that he had never actually heard
of anyone being paid to play rugby. The NSWRFU immediately
investigated the allegation and found that 'the statements
of a player as to himself and others having been paid to
represent the colony are on his own admission totally 
15 4untrue'. At that time the player had not appeared
before the NSWRFU but when he did, a week later, he admitted 
that he had no grounds for making the claim and was censured 
'for improper conduct in casting aspersions on the management 
of the union'. This was the only evidence of payment at 
representative level and by and large the NSWRFU appears 
to have been successful in maintaining the amateur status 
of its sport.
* * *
153 . SMH, 5 June 1897.
154 . I b i d., 29 Apr 1898
155 . Ibid. , 6 May 1898.
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From the moment both sports became mass spectacles, the 
commerce of cricket and rugby was a sophisticated 
business. The controlling bodies and the clubs had to make 
money to survive. They were not necessarily profit making 
organisations, but like public institutions such as the 
church they could not afford to run at a loss. The money 
cricket and rugby generated raised the question of 
whether the players should receive their share and in turn 
whether, as the generators of the money, they should 
share in the control of both sports. It is to this last 
question that we will now turn.
-  390 -
CHAPTER EIGHT
THE BATTLE FOR CONTROL OF CRICKET AND RUGBY
Between 1890 and 1912 the economic realities of cricket 
and rugby came into conflict with the belief, nurtured 
in the leading public schools and disseminated in the 
press, that cricket and rugby were pure sports and symbols 
of national prestige which should not be spoiled by 
monetary considerations. Cricket officials tried to 
wrest control of international cricket from the players, 
the MCC and the SCG trustees because they believed 
that these groups were spoiling the game through their 
too evident pecuniary interest in it. Rugby officials 
maintained tight control of the sport until 1907 when 
some players, demanding a share in the profits which 
their efforts had created, turned to rugby league. In 
this chapter I will examine the battle for control of 
both sports, consider why officials believed that they 
were the best people to control them and what authority 
they had for seeking to control them, and seek to dis­
cover what impact the battle for control had on the 
people of Sydney.
* * *
In the nineteenth century tours by English cricket 
teams to Australia and by Australian teams to England 
were managed and financed by individuals, the MCC and 
the SCG trustees. The first English team to visit 
Australia brought its organisers, Spiers and Pond, a
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profit of £11,000 over the summer of 1861/2.  ^ Further
tours were organised in 1863/4, by George Parr a
Nottingham professional cricketer, in 1873/4 by the
MCC, and in 1876/7 by James Lillywhite, a Sussex
2professional cricketer. These tours all netted profits
for their organisers and it was not until 1878/9 when
the MCC brought another team to Australia that a tour
3registered a loss. Lillywhite enlisted the help of two 
Nottingham professionals, Arthur Shaw and Arthur 
Shrewsbury, to organise further English tours in 1881/2, 
1884/5, and 1886/7 and the MCC sponsored another team
4in 1882/3. The first four Australian cricket teams to 
tour England were all private ventures and a fifth, in 
1886, was organised and financed by the MCC.'’
In 1887/8 two English teams, one sponsored by the MCC and 
another financed by Lillywhite, Shaw and Shrewsbury at the
£
invitation of the NSWCA, visited the colonies simultaneously.
1. K.S. Inglis, 'Imperial cricket: test matches
between Australia and England 1877-1900', in R. 
Cashman § M. McKernan, Sport in history 3 Brisbane 
1979, 150.
2. Ibid. 3 150-2, Australasian3 15 June 1872, § Reply by
the Melbourne Crioket Club to the 'statement by the 
Victorian Cricket Association', Melbourne 1912, 11.
3. Australa si an3 15 May 1880.
4. Inglis, op. cit.3 148-59 $ Reply by the Melbourne
Cricket Club. . . 3 10-11.
5. Ibid.
6. Inglis, loc. cit.3 160.
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We have seen the unfortunate impact that the large amount 
of international cricket had on all levels of cricket in 
Sydney and the arrival of the two teams in 1887/8 was a 
financial disaster. The MCC lost £4,000 and Shaw and 
Shrewsbury lost £2,400, Lillywhite having belied his name
7and defaulted. Apparently cricket in the other capitals 
was equally depressed because in December 1887 cricket 
officials from all the colonies met in Melbourne to 
discuss 'the reforms required...to avoid any further
gdecadence of the game of cricket'. The eleven delegates, 
four from Victoria, three each from NSW and South 
Australia, and one from Western Australia, agreed that 
Australian cricket could only be revived by a complete 
break from international competition. The conference 
agreed that the three colonial cricket associations in 
NSW, Victoria and South Australia would not grant their 
patronage to any English team visiting within three years 
or to any Australian team going to England within four 
years of the date of the conference.
The Melbourne conference raises two points. First, what 
authority did the colonial cricket associations have to 
limit the amount of international cricket to be played in 
Australia and by Australians overseas? Secondly, why did 
the associations not become involved in the organisation
7. A. Gibson, The cricket captains of England3 London
1979 , 20- 1 .
8. Australasian3 24 Dec 1887.
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of international cricket tours from the outset, and why 
did they show an interest in 1887?
The conference showed that the colonial cricket 
associations had no authority over international tours. 
One of the NSW delegates was CharLes Beal, who had 
managed the 1882 Australian team to England and at the
9time of the conference was arranging another for 1888. 
Beal asked his fellow delegates what power they had to 
stop Australian teams from going to England and they 
were forced to admit that, other than refusing their 
patronage, they had none.^ Beal's tour went ahead in 
1888, as did another one in 1890 arranged by Harry Boyle, 
a Melbourne businessman and former Australian player.^
No English team visited Australia again until 1891/2, 
four years after the conference, but this was probably 
because no-one was prepared to risk financial losses of
1 2the magnitude of those incurred by Shaw and Shrewsbury.
Why did the colonial cricket associations not become 
involved in international tours before 1890? The back­
ground of the South Australian Cricket Association (SACA) 
and the Victorian Cricket Association (VCA) explains why
9 . See chapter seven.
10 . Australasian, 24 Dec 1 887.
1 1 . Ibid., & I. Johnson, 'Henry F rede ri ck Boyle', in
Australian dictionary
1 969 , 2 1 2.
of biography, vol 3, Melbourne
12. See chapter seven.
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they did not try to organise tours. When the SACA was 
formed in 1871 it immediately took control of Adelaide's 
only major ground, the Adelaide Oval, and like the NSWCA 
in NSW, was the unchallenged controlling body for club 
and intercolonial cricket in South Australia. Owner­
ship of the Adelaide Oval gave the SACA financial security 
and, unlike the NSWCA, it profited directly from visits
by English teams because it charged rental for all matches
1 3played on the Oval. As it benefitted from English tours
in this way the SACA had no reason to seek direct participa­
tion in what might be risky financial ventures. Rental of 
the SACA by promoters of English teams represented no 
risk but putting money into the whole tour or into an 
Australian tour of England was a risk.
The VCA, like the NSWCA and the SACA, was formed by the 
leading city clubs of the colony, but unlike its NSW 
and South Australian counterparts it was not the un­
challenged organiser of club and intercolonial cricket in 
Victoria. Because the MCC owned the MCG, Melbourne's 
major enclosed ground, it benefitted from all matches
played in that city, and took a lead in organising early
14intercolonial and international matches. Therefore
when the VCA was formed in 1864 the MCC already undertook 
the duties for which cricket associations were formed in
13. S. Millbank, South Australian Cricket Association, 
cricket and South Australia 1871-1914, BA (hons) 
thesis, Flinders 1981.
14. See chapter one.
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the other colonies. Because the MCC was not prepared to
give up its position, the VCA, without a financial base
dissolved soon after it was formed,^  However, in 1874
the MCC announced that it was 'no longer inclined to incur
the heavy responsibility of carrying on the intercolonial
match (es) 1 , and called upon the other leading clubs in
Melbourne, East Melbourne and South Melbourne, to 'join in
defraying the expenses attendant on the intercolonial
match'.^ As a result the VCA was re-formed in 1875 but
the MCC continued to overshadow it. Although the MCC
handed the organisation of intercolonial matches to the
VCA its continued organisation of international tours made
it the most powerful cricket body in Victoria. The
VCA was apparently beset by difficulties. It dissolved
and re-formed in 1879 and then lasted until 1895 when it
17was again dissolved and re-formed. Without any 
financial base because the MCC continued to draw rentals 
for intercolonial matches played on the MCG, the VCA was 
in no position to help arrange and finance international 
tours.
The NSWCA was apparently not interested in organising 
international tours, believing that intercolonial matches
15. R. Bowen, Crieket: a history of its growth and
development throughout the worlds London 1970, 280.
The exact date of the VCA's first dissolution is 
unknown.
16. Australasian3 21 May 1874.
17. Bowen, op. cit.3 280.
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were of a higher priority. When the MCC began arranging 
for the 1873/4 English team to visit Australia it sought 
the assistance of clubs throughout Victoria, NSW and 
Tasmania. In a circular to these clubs the MCC assured 
them that while the tour was 'primarily for the love of 
the fine old game' and not 'a mere money specua1 ation ' ,
1 8it was expected that it would 'produce a handsome profit'.
The members of the NSWCA decided that the 'speculation'
was 'outside their province', but as long as it did not
interfere with the annual match between NSW and Victoria
they would happily help in any other way in arranging a
19match in Sydney.
When the first Australian team visited England in 1878 
the NSWCA was not moved to offer any support or encourage­
ment. When the team returned to Sydney the president of 
the NSWCA, Richard Driver, joined all other Sydney­
siders in welcoming the players home. Hearing that 
Driver would deliver an oration at their return 'Roundarm' 
in the Town and Country Journal was highly critical:
...it is hoped he will not forget to ask 
forgiveness for the previous...brusqueries of
18. Australasian15 June 1 872. The MCC offered to arrange 
a three day match in any area provided that the local 
club or association paid it a fixed but undisclosed 
sum for the privilege and paid all expenses, except
the travelling costs of the English team to and from 
the area.
19. Town and Country Journal} 29 June 1872.
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the body he (Driver) presides over, in respect
to the trip to England, which, without their
20assistance, has had so successful a result.
When John Conway, a Melbourne businessman who had managed
the 1878 Australian team, began arranging a second team
to visit England in 1880 he asked the NSWCA and the VCA
to select the players and to 'do all in their power to
2 1assist in getting them away'. John Gibson, the honorary
secretary of the NSWCA, opposed the request, fearing that
if another team went to England the intercolonial match
between NSW and Victoria would again suffer through the
2 2absence of the leading cricketers. His view apparently
prevailed because the team went to England without any 
support from the NSWCA.
The NSWCA gave its patronage to the 1884 Australian team
hut this counted for little as the players knew that they
financed and controlled the tour. The NSWCA gave its
patronage on the understanding that when the team returned
to Australia the players would take part in any match it 
2 3asked them to. In the event the NSW contingent refused
to play in a match arranged by the NSWCA against a
2 4touring English team in January 1885. 'Censor' in the
Sydney Mail was appalled. He believed that this showdown
20 . Ibid. 3 2 3 Nov 1878.
21 . Ibid. 3 20 Sept 1879.
22 . Ibi d.
23 . Sydney Mail , 24 Jan 1885
24 . Ibid. 3 3 $ 24 Jan 1885.
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vvith the players had given the NSWCA a chance to show that 
it was the real cricketing power in NSW. Instead it had 
shown itself to be:
absurdly weak and undignified. It has confessed 
that it has no power over its players, and allowed 
itself to be 'sat upon' by half-a-dozen good 
players.
'Censor' thought that it would be better for the NSWCA
2 5to disband rather than 'allow itself to be humiliated'.
Later in the year 'Censor' forgave the NSWCA for its 
weakness. When another Australian team was being arranged 
to visit England he wrote:
It has been generally assented to by the 
majority of cricketers in the three colonies which 
would furnish the players, that the organisation 
of all future elevens should be left to the 
associations of the three leading cricketing 
colonies, and that those bodies should select 
the players, undertake the management of the 
venture, pay all expenses incurred over the trip, 
and receive the profits which would be expended 
for the promotion of the game.^
It was not until the excess of international cricket
25. Ibid., 24 Jan 1885.
26 . Ibid. 8 Aug 1885.
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threatened to ruin all levels of the game in Australia 
that the colonial associations finally took an interest in 
international cricket. The arguments for control put 
forward by 'Censor’ in 1885 were taken up by the associations 
in the 1890s b.ut even then they refused to take any 
financial risks.
* * *
When the 1890 Australian team was selected it was 
condemned by the Australian and English press for not
2 7representing the full strength of Australian cricket.
Five of Australia's best cricketers refused to join the
team. One of them, Harry Moses, was unable to leave
his wine and spirit merchant business but others appear
to have declined to tour for personal reasons. George
Giffen, who also refused to tour in 1888 but toured in 1893
and 1896, later claimed the main reason he did not go
in 1888 or 1890 was that he had been overworked in 1886,
and that in the absence of other leading players the teams
had little chance of beating England. He denied that
the reason he did not tour was that he had not been appointed 
2 8captain. Intercolonial rivalries were another factor
in the choice of the 1890 team. As with earlier teams 
the players were selected by a small group who considered
27. SMHJ 6 § 12 Mar 1890.
28. G. Giffen, With hat and balls Melbourne 1982 (1898),
58 § chapter five.
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themselves certain to tour. The South Australian wicket­
keeper Jarvis declared himself unavailable and the senior 
NSW players wanted their keeper to be reserve wicket 
keeper. But the Victorians wanted their second string 
keeper to act as deputy to the first-line keeper, Victorian 
John Blackham. When the bulk of the team left Sydney the 
problem was still unresolved so Blackham cabled a 
Tasmanian, Edwin Burn, with an offer of a place on the 
team as a wicket keeper. Burn heartily accepted and it
was not until the ship was well out of sight of land that
2 9lie revealed that he had never kept wicket before.
The Revald deplored such selection methods and called on the 
colonial associations to take over all future tours:
The pub 1 ic. . .object to a number of the men who 
are going... the names of the most prominent 
cricketers are absent from the list....The eleven 
best men are needed, from whatever part of the 
Continent they hail. Colonial jealousies ought not 
to interfere in the selection of the most 
capable team....the federal spirit must be 
exhibited in their selection...What seems to be 
needed is that the Australian team shall be chosen 
by representative associations of the colonies, 
not by speculators.^
29. J. Pollard, Australian cricket: the game and the
players, Sydney 19 82 , 2 17.
30. SMH, 6 Mar 1890.
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The 1890 team lost more matches than it won and was
beaten in both of the decided test matches, the worst
3 1record of any Australian team up to that time. As
a result of the 1890 team's poor showing the NSWCA urged
the VCA and the SACA to join it in forming a national
body to control Australian cricket, to be called the
3 2Australian Cricket Council (ACC). The objects of the new
body were to be the 'conduct' of matches played by English
teams in Australia and the 'control' of Australian teams
visiting England or elsewhere. It would determine
the timing of all tours to England and approve the
manager and members of all Australian teams but refused
to have any part in the financial arrangements for
tours. The ACC comprised four representatives each
from NSW, Victoria and South Australia who would meet at
least once a year, rotating between the three capitals and
3 3at the expense of the colonial associations.
In its first two years the ACC appeared to achieve its 
objects. At its first meeting in September 1892 
the ACC began making arrangements for an Australian team 
to visit England in 1893 and appointed a manager for the 
tour, Victor Cohen, then honorary treasurer of the NSWCA
31. Table 8.1
32. NSWCA minutes, 10 Mar £ 7 Nov 1890, 9 Mar § 11 May 
1891 $ SMÜ, 11 $ 25 Mar 6 8 Nov 1890, 10 Mar § 12 
May 1891.
33. NSWCA minutes, 12 Oct, 16 $ 30 Nov 1891 § SMH 13 Oct, 
17 Nov § 1 Dec 1891.
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TABLE 8.1: RECORD OF AUSTRALIAN TEAMS ON TOURS OF
ENGLAND, 1878-1912, IN FIRST CLASS MATCHES1
M a t c h e s Won Lost Drawn % lost % won
1878 15 7 4 4 27 47
1880 10 5 2 3 20 50
1882 32 1 7 4 11 13 53
1884 31 17 7 7 23 55
1886 37 9 7 2 1 19 24
1888 37 17 13 7 35 46
1890 34 10 16 8 47 29
1893 31 14 10 7 32 45
1896 34 19 6 9 18 56
1899 35 16 3 16 9 46
1902 38 22 2 14 5 58
1905 35 15 3 17 9 43
1909 37 11 4 22 11 30
1912 36 9 8 19 22 25
Note: First class fixtures were those played over
at least three days by teams judged by the 
Marylebone CC to be first class elevens. 
Australian teams generally played a number 
of other matches against teams which 
included more than eleven men but these were 
not first class fixtures.
Source: W.H. Frindall, The Wisden hook of cricket
records, London 1981, 355.
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34and one of the NSW delegates to the ACC. The following 
January the ACC approved the team, selected by Cohen and 
six players, and approved an application from the MCC and 
SCG trustees to finance and arrange a tour of Australia by 
an English team in 1894/5.^
The 1893 Australian team was considerably more successful
than its predecessor, but when it returned to Australia
both Cohen and a number of players spoke of disharmony.
The players complained that Cohen had mismanaged the tour
and Cohen replied that some of the players had been
unmanageable, having frequently been drunk and even
3 6assaulting him." The books of the tour, were scrutinised
by the ACC but when the players requested that Cohen
refund money which they claimed he owed them the ACC had
to admit that it had no power over him and that they must
3 7seek a legal remedy.'
Having demonstrated its powerlessness and probably 
antagonised many leading players the ACC tried to ensure 
that the next Australian team was properly managed. It 
appointed an Executive and Finance Committee, comprising 
the manager, the captain and one other player, to meet
each week during the tour t 0 examine the team''s finances
an d required that the manager keep minut es of each meeting
34 . ACC minutes, 13 § 14 Sept 1892 & SMH, 14 Sept 1 892 .
35 . ACC minutes, 30 J an 1893 5 s m h , 31 Jan 1893.
3 6 . Table 8.1 6 SMH, 11 Dec 1 893.
37. ACC minutes, 8 Jan 1895.
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The ACC also decided that it would approve the conditions
upon which players undertook the tour and that the manager
3 8should furnish a complete report at the end of the tour.
The position of manager was widely advertised and the
successful applicant, ahead of thirty-one others, was Harry
39Musgrove, a Melbourne theatrical manager. The team
was selected by three senior players, one from each
colony, and although it lost the test series was more
40successful than most earlier tours.
However, the ACC was under pressure either to take
financial responsibility for tours or to allow the
players who were then taking all the risks to have complete
control. J.C. Davis, who was appointed a delegate to the
ACC in 1896,wrote in his 1895/6 cricket annual:
The Council should either entirely control these
teams, or, while taking no part in the selection,
merely reserve the right to see that they are
representative of Australian cricket. By
taking no share in the responsibilities of
organisation and management it cannot in common
fairness continue to appoint the selectors and
, 41manager without reference to the players.
Lewis Ab rams agreed and at a special meeting of the
NSWCA unsuccessfully moved:
38 . Ibid. , 9 Oct 1895.
39 . Ibid, j 27 Dec 1895.
40 . Ibid. 3 § Table 8.1.
41 . Ibid, j 
annua 1
8 Feb 1896 § J.C. Davis, Australian cricket 
1895/63 Sydney 1896, 25.
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That in the opinion of this Association the
Australasian Cricket Council is not required for
the purpose of promoting the game of cricket in the
4 2colonies and should be at once disbanded.
The Herald was also critical of the ACC. Before the team
left for England the Herald complained that Charles Turner,
the most successful bowler of the 1893 team, had not been
chosen. It remarked that while the creation of the ACC
had been expected to produce representative Australian
teams, 'less satisfaction is now obtained...than was
experienced when the selection was left in the hands of the
4 3manager and...five certainties'.
While the 1896 team was in England it announced that it
would continue playing together as a combination when
it returned to Australia and that the leading players
would therefore not be available for the early
4 4intercolonial matches in 1896/7. John Gibson, then a 
NSW delegate to the ACC, immediately cabled the players 
demanding their return in time to play all the inter­
colonial matches and although the ACC later said that
4 5Gibson acted without authority the damage was done.
The players refused to obey the cable, thereby eroding 
what little authority the ACC still had over them, and 
they bitterly resented Gibson's initiative which, the
42. NSWCA minutes, 24 Feb 1896  ^Referee3 26 Feb 1896.
43. SMH, 14 Mar 1896.
44. Referee, 30 Sept 5 21 Oct 1896.
45. SMH, 28 July $ 3 Oct 1898.
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Hevald thought, 'cast a considerable amount of indignity
46upon the Australian team'.
The ACC approved a request by the MCC and SCG trustees 
to bring another English team to Australia in 1897/8, but 
an incident early in that series further weakened its 
authority. Heavy rain before the start of the Sydney 
test in December 1897 prompted the SCG trustees to postpone 
the start of play from Friday 10 December to the follow­
ing Monday. Clearly no-one had control over the weather 
but the NSWCA, which considered itself the controlling
body of cricket in NSW, was annoyed that the SCG trustees
4 7had not consulted it before making the change. The
NSWCA was already upset that it received no share from
the profits of English tours and, believing that the
SCG trustees were trying to undermine its authority,
went to the Minister of Lands, Joseph Carruthers, to
establish its rights. Carruthers, who it will be
remembered was vice-president of the NSWCA, confirmed
the right of the NSWCA to control and manage all matches
4 8played on the SCG. The NSWCA received no support from
the other members of the ACC, and the SACA had gone so far
46. Ibid., 3 Oct 1898.
47. Ibid., 11, 13 $ 14 Dec 1897.
48. Letterfrom William Houston, under-secretary for the
Department of Lands, to Percy Bowden, secretary of 
the NSWCA, 10 Dec 1897, in NSWCA minute book, and 
ibid. , 11 Dec 1 89 7.
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as to approach the MCC and SCG trustees in the hope of
4 9sharing in the management of the 1897/8 English tour.
As a result, when the ACC met again two NSW delegates 
moved 'That the Australasian Cricket Council having failed 
to carry out the objects for which it was formed shall... 
be disbanded' . After a long but, sadly, unrecorded 
debate the resolution was withdrawn, but the NSWCA was 
clearly disappointed that the ACC had failed to establish 
control over Australian cricket. The Herald was also 
disappointed, labelling the ACC 'self-confessedly weak 
and inoperative'.0"*'
In July 1898 the SACA delegates of the ACC met South 
Australia's leading players to discuss the position of the 
ACC and the players in regard to the proposed Australian 
tour of England in 1899. Joe Darling, who had been a 
member.- of the 1896 Australian team and would lead the 
1899, 1902 and 1905 teams to England told the ACC delegates 
that the players still resented Gibson's cablegram, and 
disagreed that the ACC should appoint the manager because 
it was the players and not the ACC who had to live with
49. Bulletin3 24 Oct 1896. When arranging the 1894/5
English tour the MCC and SCG trustees approached the 
SACA to help finance the tour but it refused. The 
tour made a profit of £8,000 so in October 1896 the 
SACA approached the MCC and SCG trustees to share
in the 1897/8 tour but they refused.
50. ACC minutes, 30 Dec 1897.
51. SMH, 7 Jan 1898.
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him for eight months. Darling said the South Australian
5 2players wanted direct and equal representation on the ACC.
One of the South Australian delegates who had been at 
the conference with the players was William Whitridge, then 
chairman of the ACC. He was therefore aware of the demands 
of the players and also knew that the body he chaired 
had no power to control international cricket 
in Australia. When he submitted his annual report to the 
ACC three days after the conference with the players,
Whitridge tried to place the ACC's position in perspective.
He praised the MCC and SCG trustees for bringing English 
teams to Australia, but while admitting that the 1894/5 
and 1897/8 tours had made such a large profit that the 
two bodies might 'resent' others taking an interest in 
promoting them, thought it only fair that the colonial 
associations should help to bring the next English team 
to Australia. Whitridge said that the profits of these 
tours went towards improving only two grounds, the SCG 
and the MCG, and that the associations were actually handi­
capped financially because of the decline of interest in 
Sheffield Shield matches. However, he was still not 
prepared to commit the associations to any financial 
obligation. Whitridge said that while the ACC, on 
behalf of the associations, would probably not wish to 
promote an English team 'on its own account', it should 
'in the interests of the game', decide the timing of the 
tour, who the promoters would be and what share of the profits
52. SMH, 28 July 1898 and for Darling's background, Pollard, 
op. cit.j 305-9.
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the associations would receive. Whitridge ended his
report on a prophetic note, and in a delightful mix-up of
meaning inadvertently forecast the demise of the ACC:
The present is a critical time in the history of
the Council. A false move now may prove fatal
to its existence....Upon our decisions tonight
will probably depend whether the Council is to
sink or to swim into oblivion or whether it is to
5 3be the governing cricket body in Australasia.
Having heard Whitridge's report the ACC delegates decided
that the course of action most likely to ensure that
the ACC took control of Australian cricket was an
alliance with the players and a confrontation with the
MCC and the SCG trustees. To this end the Victorian
and South Australian delegates agreed that in future two
of the four delegates elected to the ACC each year would
be appointed by the players, and a sub-commi11ee was
appointed to confer with the MCC on the visit of English
teams to Australia and the next Australian team to 
5 4England.
The results of this strategy were disastrous for the ACC. 
When the ACC sub-committee met the MCC it was told that 
the MCC 'absolutely refused to recognise the Council in 
any way as to the appointment of a Manager and selectors,
53. ACC minutes, 29 July 1898.
54. Ibid.
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or the approval of a team (to England) when selected'.
Faced with this inflexible attitude the ACC caved in 
completely. It agreed to the MCC and the players 
arranging and having complete control over the 1899 tour 
of England and also agreed that the next English tour of 
Australia be 'from first to last. ..in the hands of the 
Melbourne Cricket Club1. ^
If this was not sufficient to finish all chances of the ACC
becoming the controlling body of Australian cricket the
next development - the withdrawal of the NSWCA - was. The
NSWCA was totally opposed to players having direct
representation on the ACC. It believed that players
were already represented as all delegates to the
NSWCA and therefore the ACC were elected by the players
and officials of the district clubs affiliated to the NSWCA.^
The NSWCA also held that the ACC should take complete
control of the 1899 Australian team for England, and
provide preliminary expenses for the tour by playing two
matches at Sydney and Melbourne, and that the ACC should
insist on having a voice in the arrangement of English tours 
5 8of Australia. At the next meeting of the ACC, in March
55. Ibid. 3 2 $ 3 Sept 1898, 10 & 11 Mar 1899, NSWCA minutes,
21 Nov 1898 § SMH3 2 2 Nov 1 898.
56. ACC minutes, 10 § 11 Mar 1899.
57. NSWCA minutes, 22 Aug 1898. The NSWCA1s position
was contained in the report of a sub-comraittee appointed 
to deal with the decisions taken by the ACC at meetings 
of 29 July and 1 August 1898.
58. Ibid.
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591899, the NSWCA withdrew.
In December 1899 Whitridge, who was still chairman of 
the ACC, wrote to the remaining South Australian and 
Victorian delegates recommending that, because the 
NSWCA had withdrawn, they should 'decide on the advisability 
of winding up ' . ^  Consequently, at the annual meeting of 
the ACC at Scott's Hotel in Melbourne on 2 January 1900, 
the ACC was disbanded.^
So the first attempt to establish a controlling body for 
cricket in Australia had failed. The ACC had been 
established with two clear aims: to ensure that Australian
teams represented the full strength of Australian cricket 
and to channel some of the profits from English tours 
back into the game through the colonial associations, rather 
than have all the profits go to the MCC and the S.€G 
trustees. The 1893 and 1896 Australian teams, which 
toured under the patronage of the ACC, were certainly 
stronger than the 1890 team, but it is open to conjecture 
as to whether the players who had not toured in 1890 
would have toured in 1893 whether the ACC existed or not.
The NSWCA had been the main instigator of the ACC because 
it was better organised than the VCA and did not benefit
59. ACC minutes, 10 11 Mar 1899 $ NSWCA minutes, 20 Mar
1 899 .
60. Letter from William Whitridge to ACC delegates, 20 
Dec 1899.
61. ACC minutes, 2 Jan 1900.
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from English tours as the SACA did. The ACC's weakness 
was that it wanted all the benefits of controlling cricket 
but none of the risks. It wanted to control and share in 
the profits of English tours which, once they were spread 
over four yearly intervals, involved no risk. The ACC 
also wanted to control Australian teams visiting England 
but left the burden of financial responsibility to the 
MCC and the players.
* * *
The selection of the Australian teams to play against 
England in Australia in 1901/2 and to visit England in 
1902 once again raised the question of whether a national 
body should be established to control Australian cricket.
The Sydney Sportsman thought these Australian teams were 
too old and that some of the senior players chose themselves 
to tour England at the expense of some young cricketers who 
were playing better cricket than the veterans. The paper 
said, 'the old gang of cricketers' considered themselves 
to have 'a Torrens' title to play in all Test matches and 
life-members' passes to England for all cricketing tours'.
It singled out Darling, who was then thirty-three and making 
his third tour, and Ernest Jon,es, a thirty-three year old 
South Australian fast bowler who was making his third 
tour also, as cricketers who had seen better days.62
62. Sydney Sportsmanj $ Jan 1902.
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In fact the 1902 team was not especially old (with an
average age of twenty-eight it was younger than the 1893
and 1899 teams), but, Syd Gregory and Hugh Trumble were
making their fifth tour, and like Darling and Jones,
James Kelly and Clem Hill, a South Australian batsman,
6 3were making their third tours.
While the team was in England, rumours began in Sydney
and Melbourne that four of the players were receiving less
than full shares for the tour. The inference was that a
number of the leading players had enticed some of the
younger ones, or players who were lucky, on form, to be
selected, to tour for less than an equal share of the
6 4profits, thus leaving a larger share for themselves.
J.C. Davis believed the rumours and as evidence cited the 
case of Victor Trumper who, although later given a full 
share, had originally accepted a lump sum of £200 plus 
expenses to join the 1899 tour.^ The MCC later denied 
that any member of the 1902 team had received less than ä 
full and equal share of the profits and Darling declared 
the rumours to be 'baseless and malicious'.^  Nevertheless
63. R. Cashman § M. McKernan, 'Report on the NSW pilot
project on cricket statistics', Australian historical 
statistics, no 1, 1980, 9, § Pollard, op. cit., 305-9,
451-4, 488-91, 558-9, 566-7, 1006-8.
64. Referee, 21 May 1902. The players rumoured to be on
less than full shares were the aging Jones, Bill 
Howell, on his second trip, and two new players, Bert 
Hopkins and John Saunders.
65. Ibid., § Reply by the Melbourne Cricket Club...,
8-9 .
6 6 . Ibid.
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they continued. Davis admitted that nothing could be
done while the players continued to take all the financial
risks and officials remained 'quiescent' about cricket 
6 7control. ' Jack Worrall, a Melbourne journalist and former
Australian player, agreed with Davis:
it is conclusive proof that an International
Board of Control is a pressing necessity of
the hour....if the rumours are true, it is
dragging Australian cricket in the mire to
serve the ends of a certain few.^
However, the 1902 team was the most successful up to
that date, losing only two of its thirty-eight matches, and
6 9criticism was tempered by victory.
The next English tour of Australia, in 1903/4, was the
first to be organised by the Marylebone CC, England's
governing cricket body. Formed in 1787, the Marylebone
CC was accepted as the ruling body for cricket, but
until 1903 it left the financing and management of English
70teams visiting Australia to private speculators. The 
Marylebone CC's decision to control the 1903/4 English 
team was possibly a signal to the Australian governing 
bodies to establish control over cricket in Australia.
In 1904 the Marylebone CC invited the NSWCA, the VCA and
67. Referee„ 21 May 1902.
6 8. Ibid.
69. Table 8.1.
70. E.W. Swanton (ed), Barclay’s world of cricket: the
game from A to Z, London 1980 (1966), 41-52 £ Bowen
op. cit.j 66-7 5 163-5.
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7 1the SACA to organise the 1905 Australian tour of England.
The three state cricket associations each appointed one 
representative to select the team, but the players 
grasped the initiative and in December 1904 Monty Noble, 
the NSW selector and Australian captain for the 1903/4 
series, announced that the players had appointed Frank 
Laver as the manager for the tour.  ^ Laver was a competent 
all round cricketer from Victoria and a member of the 1899 
team but the Herald thought that the players, by appoint­
ing Laver as both a player and manager, were trying to
7 3save one share of the profits. The paper believed that
the rest of the team had already been decided by the 
leading players whom it accused of overriding both the
74governing bodies of Australian cricket and the public.
The Sydney Sportsman was also critical, calling the team 
a 'cricket clique' and observing bitterly that once a 
player got into the Australian team he remained there, 
regardless of how well he played, 'until carried out on 
a shutter'.^
The VCA was the first to respond to this coup and called
71. SMH, 21 Dec 1904.
7 2. Ibid.
73. Ibid.j § Pollard, op. oit.3 581-4.
74 . Ibid.
75. Sydney Sportsman, 4, 11 $ 18 Jan 1905.
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meeting of all cricket associations at Sydney to
discuss the selection of the 1905 team. When the meeting
began the NSWCA put forward a fifteen point agenda
covering all aspects of cricket control in Australia
and this, rather than the specific subject of the 1905
1 ^team, was discussed. The meeting included three
delegates from the NSWCA, one delegate each from the 
VCA and the SACA, Monty Noble, Joe Darling, and Robert 
McLeod, a former Victorian player who had been a member 
of the 1893 Australian team. They agreed to the formation 
of a new body to control international cricket in 
Australia, the Board of Control for International 
Cricket, to be composed of three delegates from each of 
the associations represented, one delegate each from the
76. NSWCA minutes, 6 Jan 1905. The full agenda was
1. Board of Control for International Cricket,
2. Terms of which matches are to be played in 
Australia,
3. Arrangements of programmes of matches for English 
teams visiting Australia,
4. Disqualification of players,
5. Appointment of manager of Australian teams 
visiting England,
6. Composition of Board,
7. Who shall form the Board,
8. Number of States to be included on Board,
9. Voting power of various States,
10. Appointment of convenor of meetings,
11. To arrange with Marylebone C.C. for the 
programme of matches for Australian Elevens in 
England,
12. Financing Australian Elevens,
13. Whether players should be specially represented 
on the Board,
14. Colours of Australian Elevens,
15. Amendment of the laws of Cricket,
Miscellaneous - Arrangements of disputes between
Associations, and
- Arrangement of a second grade Inter­
state Competition.
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MCC and the SCG trustees, and two players, one representing
the last Australian team and the other representing the
7 7remaining interstate players.
At a further meeting three days later, not attended 
by Noble or McLeod, one of the NSWCA delegates, William 
McElhone, successfully moved that the MCC and SCG
7 8trustees not be represented on the proposed Board.
McElhone, a solicitor described by Davis as 'a fearless,
enthusiastic, and very able advocate of any measure
likely to benefit Australian cricket, and to maintain
its purity as a sport', was the son of John McElhone,
a litigious Sydney merchant and parliamentarian who was
perhaps best known for his hot-tempered outbursts in
the Legislative -Assembly which culminated in his being
79taken into custody by the sergeant - at - arms in 1888.
William McElhone inherited his father's spirit. Frank 
Iredale later described him as 'the strong man of the 
Board':
If he believed a certain action was right, he 
worked tooth and nail to bring them [sic] about, 
and he never swerved from a course which he deemed
77. Ibid.
78. Ibid. 3 9 Jan 1905.
79. Referee, 19 Apr 1905 $ M. Rutledge, 'John McElhone',
in Australian dictionary of biography3 vol 5,
Melbourne 1974, 150-2.
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to be right and proper.
McElhone was supported by Ernest Bean, a clerk in the
8 1Victorian Public Service. As the VCA's representative 
Bean was keen to see the MCC excluded from any part in 
the future control of international cricket and be 
returned to the status of a metropo1itnan club, 
subordinate to the VCA. McElhone wanted the SCG trustees 
excluded from the Board because of the long-standing 
dispute between it and the NSWCA over who controlled 
the SCG. The dispute reached a climax in 1904 when 
the NSWCA took the SCG trustees to the NSW Equity 
Court. McElhone played a leading role in putting the 
NSWCA's case, which Justice Simpson ruled in favour of, 
judging that ’the cricket to be played on the ground is 
under the direction and management of the Cricket 
Association’.^ “
The consitutution proposed by these two Sydney meetings 
and forwarded to the state cricket associations allowed 
that the Board of Control would control and finance 
English tours of Australia and Australian tour.s overseas.
It would determine the timing of tours, appoint selectors 
for Australian teams and although the players would appoint 
their own manager he would have to be approved by the Board.
80. F.A. Iredale, 33 years of cricket, Sydney 1920, 118.
81. Return of persons employed in the public service, 31 
December 1910, Melbourne 1911, 43.
82. Referee, 19 Apr 1905 § 18 Apr 1906.
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For test matches played in Australia, the association
in whose city each test was played would receive the net
profits and any association owning a ground, meaning
the SACA, would also receive twenty percent of gross
8 3gate receipts for ground improvements.
The state associations were unable to agree on the
proposed constitution. The NSWCA and VGA agreed that
the players should not be directly represented but the
SACA insisted that they should, and that the Board should
not take any financial responsibility for Australian
84teams visiting England. The members of the 1905
Australian team supported the SACA and announced that 
if the NSWCA and VCA persisted in their stand the players 
would be happy to play for the MCC and SACA if those
8 5two bodies brought an English team to Australia in 1906/7.
After further negotiations the NSWCA and VCA refused to 
agree to the players being represented directly on the 
Board or to the Board not financing Australian teams so
83. NSWCA minutes, 17 Jan 1905 $ SMH, 18 Jan 1905.
84. NSWCA minutes, 23 Jan § 20 Feb 1905 § SMH, 6, 20 $ 
29 Mar 1905. The VCA also originally proposed that 
the share of gross receipts to go to associations 
owning their own ground (only the SACA) should be 
reduced to fifteen percent, but it later agreed to 
twenty percent. The SACA also hoped that the Board 
would take control of interstate as well as inter­
national cricket in Australia.
85. SMH, 24 Mar & 19 May 1905.
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8 6the SACA withdrew its support for the Board. There­
fore the first meeting of the Board of Control, on 6
May 1905 in Melbourne, was attended by only four delegates,
8 7representing the NSWCA and the VCA. ' The withdrawal 
of the SACA was partly compensated by the Board's recommend­
ation that the Queensland Cricket Assocation (QCA) be 
allowed to join. Anticipating trouble from the MCC, 
the SACA and the players,this inaugural meeting of the 
Board also resolved that the associations represented
on the Board agree to bind themselves to it for five 
88years.
The Board increased the number of delegates from NSW
and Victoria to three each and gave Queensland one 
89delegate. However, lined up against these three
associations were the MCC, which declared the formation
of the Board to be an act of 'piracy', the leading players 
9 0and the SACA. More importantly the Marylebone CC 
announced that it would have no dealings with the Board 
unless it represented the interests of all parties 
concerned with Australian cricket, and it declined the
86. NSWCA minutes, 6 Mar 5 11 Apr 1905 § S M H 2 9 Mar, 6 
5 19 May 1905. The SACA officially withdrew from 
the Board on 16 May 1905.
87. Board of Control minutes, 6 May 1905.
8 8. Ibid.
89. Ibid., 22 Sept 1905. After a conference between the
MCC and the VCA it was decided that one of the 
Victorian delegates should be appointed by the MCC.
90. SMH3 6 Mar 1905.
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9 1Board's invitation to send a team to Australia in 1906/7. 
Tours between Australia and England were therefore 
suspended until a compromise was reached between the 
parties concerned with the running of Australian 
cricket.
With the support of the players and the SCG trustees the
MCC continued negotiations to try to organise the visit
of an English team in 1906/7. At the same time, the SACA,
perhaps thinking that the MCC and SCG trustees were leaving
it out of negotiations and that its interests would be
better suited by siding with the Board, dropped its
condition that the players be represented on the Board,
but remained adamant that the Board should not finance
9 2Australian teams visiting England. It is puzzling
why the SACA remained opposed to the Board financing 
Australian teams but perhaps it still believed that such 
ventures were too risky.
In May 1906 the NSWCA received a report from its 
executive committee that the NSW team had agreed to play 
for the MCC against an English team if a tour could be 
organised. When ten of the players refused to withdraw
91. Board of Control minutes, 22 Sept 1906 § ibid. >
20 June 1905. The Marylebone CC's representatives 
met members of the 1905 Australian team to discuss 
the formation of the Board.
92. Referee3 18 Apr 1906 $ SMH, 28 Apr 1906. The SACA
also dropped its demands that the Board control 
interstate cricket.
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their commitment to play for the MCC they were disqualified
9 3from playing for or holding office- in the NSWCA.
Most of the district clubs supported the NSWCA but when
the Paddington DCC refused to suspend Noble or Trumper
94it was also suspended from the NSWCA. The suspension
of these players reflected the changing balance of power
between players and officials, an essential precondition
for the success of the Board of Control. In 1882
'Censor' had noted that there were not more than about
twenty top class cricketers in Australia:
A we 11-organised eleven of Australians can hold
their own against the cream of English cricket,
but will it be credited that after we have taken
say a score of cricketers from the pick of the
colonies there is not left the material to furnish
a team strong enough to overcome any of the
9 5leading county elevens of England.
Throughout the 1880s and 1890s the leading players knew 
that because their talents were indispensible they had 
nothing to fear from the colonial cricket associations.
They could do as they pleased and ignore the wishes of 
officials. However, the introduction of electorate
93. NSWCA minutes, 14 § 21 May, 5 ^ 8  June 1906, Referee3 
23 May 1906 $ SMH 3 15, 16, 17, 22 $ 29 May, 6 ^ 9  
June 1906. An eleventh player, Ernest Waddy, with­
drew his commitment to play for the MCC and was not 
suspended.
94. NSWCA minutes, 25 June § 9 July 1906, Referee3 11
July 1906 and SMH3 9 & 10 July 1906.
95. Sydney Mazl3 23 Dec 1882.
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cricket brought improvements to the standard of club
cricket that produced a large number of talented young
cricketers. The success of electorate cricket therefore
enabled the NSWCA to suspend players who resisted its
authority in the knowledge that there were plenty of other
young cricketers able to maintain the strength of the
NSW team. Shortly before the players were suspended
William Trickett, the president of the NSWCA, was able
to say with confidence that if the players persisted in
their support of the MCC, then 'men would be found who
would not only distinguish themselves in the field, but
9 6act with loyalty to their own State'.
In June and July 1906 the MCC, the SACA and the SCG 
trustees accepted the desirability of settling the dispute. 
The MCC had briefly seceded from the VCA but when it was 
realised that the Marylebone CC would not send a team to 
Australia unless the invitation was made by a representative 
body, the MCC and SCG trustees agreed that the Board 
should become representative of the interests of all parties.
96. NSWCA minutes, 21 May 1906 § SMHy 22 May 1906.
97. NSWCA minutes, 18 June 1906, Reply by the Melbourne 
Crieket Club. . . 15, Referee3 9 May 1906 $ SMH 3 12,
13, 18 § 19 June $ 11 July 1906. In May 1906 the 
MCC refused to accept the seat on the Board offered 
to it by the VCA and along with two other Melbourne 
clubs, Richmond and South Melbourne, left the VCA.
These three clubs negotiated with the Victorian 
Cricket League, a body representing six outlying clubs 
that had joined the VCA in 1904, to form a rival 
district club competition. When the NSWCA told the 
MCC that an agreement could only be reached if the 
latter rejoined the VCA it did so and released the 
suspended NSW players from their obligation to play for 
it against any English team. The MCC also accepted a 
seat on the Board through the VCA and agreed not to 
take part in any district club competition in Melbourne.
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The SAGA also dropped its condition that the Board not
finance overseas tours and it was immediately admitted
9 8to the Board, with three representatives. The NSWCA
having, in the view of Joseph Carruthers, established
its right to control cricket at the SCG, lifted the
suspension on the ten NSW cricketers but they continued
to be disqualified from holding office for a further 
99three years. The Board then renewed its invitation to
the Marylebone CC to send a team to Australia in 1906/7 
but the latter replied that its decision not to send a
team was final. Apart from any other consideration
, , , 100 it was too late to make the necessary arrangements.
However, in April 1907, the Marylebone CC accepted an
invitation from what by then was a Board completely
representative of Australian cricket, to send a team to
98. Board of Control minutes, 27 § 28 July 1906. When 
the Board met on 27 July it received a message from 
the SACA that it would join the Board on the condition 
that the latter did not finance overseas tours. The 
Board immediately replied that the SACA could join 
provided the condition was dropped. On 28 July the 
SACA agreed to drop the condition and was admitted
to the Board .
99. NSWCA minutes, 7 Aug 1906 $ S M H 8 Aug 1906. On the 
motion of McElhone the press was excluded from the 
meeting and after two hours of unrecorded debate the 
suspensions were lifted.
100. Referee, 29 Aug 1906 § SMH, 9 Aug 1906.
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Australia in 1907/8.^^
The only NSW player to be affected by the disqualification
from office was Monty Noble, the NSW captain and NSW
selector. An application by Noble for the disqualification
to be lifted was narrowly rejected by the NSWCA in
November 1906, as were two further applications in
10 2January and February 1907. With the promise of an
English tour in 1907/8 William Trickett sought a further
meeting of the NSWCA to consider the removal of the
disqualification and to determine whether the players
were prepared to play for NSW and Australia against
10 3England if selected. Rumours abounded in Sydney and
Melbourne that the leading players intended to apply 
for direct representation on the Board and that if their 
application was rejected they would not play against
101. Board of Control minutes, 19 5 20 Apr 5 9 Aug 
1907. When the Board extended its invitation to 
tour in April 1907 it comprised three delegates 
each from the NSWCA, the VCA (one of which was a 
MCC representative) and the SACA, two delegates 
from the QCA (an extra representative having been 
approved by the Board in July 1906), and one delegate 
each from Tasmania and Western Australia, the last 
two being recommended by the Board in April 1907.
The NSWCA revoked Western Australia’s representation 
in August 1907 though its reasons for doing so are 
not known.
102. NSWCA minutes, 16 Nov 1906, 21 Jan, 4 & 18 Feb 1907,
Referee, 6 § 20 Feb 1907 $ SMH, 17 Nov 1906.
103. SMH, 22 5 27 May 1907.
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English teams. Noble admitted that the players intended
to seek representation on the Board but would say no
more. This was all too much for Trickett who was 'heartily
sick of the plot and counter-plot that has been- so long 
10 4going on'. At the meeting called by Trickett McElhone
moved that the meeting be held in secret, but Trickett 
would not tolerate 'any privacy of proceedings' and 
threatened to resign. McElhone's motion was narrowly 
carried, Trickett resigned, and there then being no-one 
prepared to put Trickett's original proposal the discussion 
of the disqualifications l a p s e d . W h e n  the NSWCA met 
again in June McElhone announced that 'the association's 
power to govern cricket in this State had now finally 
been fully demonstrated' and the disqualifications were 
lifted.106
The leading Australian cricketers did petition the Board 
for direct representation but when the Board met in August 
1907, although the South Australian delegates 
were sympathetic, the NSWCA's position that players were 
already represented through the associations was upheld.^
104. Ibid.
105. NSWCA minutes, 27 May 1907, Referee, 29 May 1907 §
ibid. 3 28 May 1907.
106. NSWCA minutes, 17 June 1907 § SMH3 18 June 1907.
107. Board of Control minutes, 9 Aug 1907.
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The players grudgingly accepted this, and the 1907/8
English tour went ahead without incident, Noble leading
the Australian team to a convincing four tests to one
108win ln the series.
Trouble flared again in December 1908 when the Board met 
to arrange the 1909 Australian tour of England, the 
first overseas tour over which it had control. The 
Board decided that its share of the profits from the tour, 
to be redistributed among the associations, would be 
five percent of the first £6,000 and twelve percent 
of the remainder of the gross profits. It also drew up 
agreements between the players, the manager and the Board 
and between the manager and the Board, to be signed 
before the team left for England. The Board appointed 
Clem Hill, the South Australian captain, Frank Iredale, 
a former Australian player and one of NSW's delegates 
to the Board, and Peter McAlister, a Victorian player of 
no particular talent but a keen supporter of the Board, 
to select the team.
After the Sheffield Shield match between NSW and 
Victoria in Melbourne over Christmas both teams, except 
McAlister, met to voice their strong disapproval of the 
Board's terms for the tour and called for a meeting with 
the Board. ^  ^
108. W.H. Frindall, The Wisden hook of cricket records,
London 1981, 373.
109. Board of Control minutes, 18 Dec 1908.
110. SMH, 30 Dec 1908.
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Noble, Hill and Laver met the Board in January 1909 
and in February Laver wrote to the Board accepting the 
terms of the tour on behalf of the leading players, who 
had elected him manager. ^  ^  When the Board met again it 
appointed Noble captain, despite protests from the 
South Australian delegates that the team should elect 
their own leader. McAlister was appointed vice-captain, 
again against the wishes of the South Australian 
delegates. McAlister was also appointed treasurer, and
along with Noble and Laver was to control finances on
^ «. 112 the tour.
The team had a successful tour, winning two of the three
decided test matches but when it returned to Australia
the Board learned that two players, Trumper and Warwick
Armstrong, a Victorian all-rounder, had not signed the
players' agreements. It was also told that McAlister
113did not keep any accounts during the tour. Nothing
was done about these two oversights and a South African
team toured in 1910/11 and another English team toured
in 1911/12 without any friction between the Board and the 
114players. However, when it began arranging the 1912
Australian tour of England, the Board attacked the last
111. Ibid.3 23 Jan $ 6 Feb 1909.
112. Board of Control minutes, 18 Feb 1909.
113. Ibid. } 14 Jan 1910 § Frindall op. cit.
114. Ibid. 3 17 Oct 1910 $ 13 Oct 1911.
37 3.
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aspect of the players' independence - the right to appoint 
their own manager - on the grounds that the 1909 tour 
had been badly managed.
When the Board met to arrange the 1912 tour in December
1911 it appointed Hill as captain and gave the players
the option of either taking a share in the profits, as
on previous tours, or a £400 lump sum payment. If
players took the £400, and four of them did, their
share went to the Board. The Board also decided that
it should send a representative along with the team, 'to
keep the books of account. . . and generally supervise all
matters relating or incidental to the tour'. This was what
the manager had done on previous tours. The decision
was opposed by the South Australian delegates and the
VCA delegate who represented the MCC, but the other two
VCA delegates and the representatives from NSW,
Queensland and Tasmania had the numbers to push it through.
The Board also decided that, as it was sending its own
representative who would be doing basically what the
manager had done, the players selected to make the tour
should be told that there was no need for them to appoint 
115a manager. The Board was not saying that the players
could not select a manager but simply that there was no 
need for them to do so. Hill, Iredale and McAlister 
were again appointed to select the team.
115. Ibid., 29 $ 30 Dec 1911.
116. Ibid.
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The NSW delegates played a prominent role in this further
attempt to limit the players' rights. McElhone had been
selected chairman of the Board in October 1911 and
another NSW delegate, Sydney Smith, became the Board's
117honorary secretary and treasurer. Expecting the
players to react to the initiative Smith told the press
that he hoped the players would see the appointment of the
Board's representative 'in the right light, and show that
their interest in the good old game is really sincere, and
not a matter of pounds, shillings and pence'. He claimed
that on the 1909 tour Laver had not kept a book of
accounts and that he had not provided McAlister with
sufficient information to do so either. Smith also
complained that Laver had not chased up the players who
did not sign the agreement between the players and the
Board. L Laver replied that he had kept an account book
and that McAlister had been in a position to do similarly
119if he had wanted to.
The question of account books and the signing of 
agreements was largely peripheral and simply provided 
an excuse for the Board to achieve its main aim, the 
complete control of overseas tours. The central issue was 
that Laver had not accepted the authority of the Board. 
Laver argued that while manager of the 1909 team he did
117. Ibid. 3 13 Oct 1911.
118. S M H 5 Jan 1912.
119. Ibid., 6 Jan 1912.
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no t consider himself to be a 'servant of the Board',
but Smith maintained that, as his appointment as manager
had been confirmed by the Board that was exactly what 
12 0he was. Smith claimed, and Laver did not dispute,
that Laver had treated McAlister, the Board's unofficial
representative on the 1909 tour, with disdain and contempt.
Smith summed up the Board's position when he declared
that 'all the way through Mr Laver has tried to ignore
121the Board in every possible way'. He undoubtedly
did and this was something that the Board, and especially
McElhone, would not accept. When Hill later offered the
books to the Board for inspection and indicated that
if any irregularities were found the players would
immediately withdraw their nomination of Laver for
manager of the 1912 tour, McElhone declined the offer,
saying: 'We have no doubt of Mr Laver’s honesty. It
is not a question of books but of Mr Laver being disloyal 
12 2to the Board'.
Smith advertised for applicants for the position as
the Board's representative for the tour and, after sorting
12 3through seventy applications, selected G.S. Crouch.
Crouch was a thirty-five year old former manager of the
120. Ibid., 5 Jan 1912.
121. Ibid.
122. Ibid., 13 Feb 1912.
123. Board of Control minutes, 2 Feb 1912 § ibid., 6 5 
18 Jan $ 3 Feb 1912.
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butter department of Dalgety and Co., a former Queensland
tennis champion, and at the time he applied a butter
broker.^^ His appointment by the Board was opposed by
125the South Australian and MCC delegates.
As applications were being considered six of Australia's 
leading cricketers, Hill, Trumper, Armstrong, Vernon 
Ransford a Victorian batsman, and two NSW players, wicket­
keeper Hanson Carter and fast bowler Tibby Cotter, wrote
to the Board to say that unless they could select the
12 6manager none of them would be available to tour.  ^ The
Board replied that it was merely suggesting to the players
12 7that there was no need for them to appoint a manager.
The selectors then met to select the team. In the course 
of the discussion McAlister told Hill that he was the worst 
captain he had ever seen and Hill, taking exception, punched 
McAlister on the nose. In the resulting brawl, which 
lasted for twenty minutes, McAlister, who had also brawled 
with members of the 1909 team, received what the Herald 
called 'a bad mauling'. When he returned to Melbourne the 
following day McAlister's face was said to be a mass of
124. Australian dictionary of biography files S SMH_, 3
Feb 1912.
125. Board of Control minutes, 2 Feb 1912.
126. SMH 3 22 $ 26 Jan 1912. A copy of the letter is 
contained in a pamphlet entitled, Statement by the 
Victorian Cricket Association3 Melbourne 1912, 5-6.
127. Board of Control minutes, 2 Feb 1912.
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scratches and bruises while Hill, who had travelled on the
12 8same train, bore no marks of the fight.
Hill immediately resigned as a selector and the Board 
decided that Iredale and McAlister should select the team,
with one of the South Australian delegates acting as a
12 9referee in the event of any disagreement. The team
was selected, including the six players who had complained
to the Board, and each player was notified and asked to
130sign and return an agreement to tour conditions. This
agreement included an embargo on commenting to or writing 
for the press, stated that liquor and tobacco expenses 
would not be paid by the Board, and that the Board's 
representative manager would have the power to fine
131players guilty of misconduct or disobedience of directions.
The six players who had complained to the Board initially 
refusedto sign the agreements unless they were allowed to
appoint their own manager and the Board's invitation for
13 2them to make the tour was thus withdrawn. Six other
cricketers were selected in their place and the team, led 
by veteran Syd Gregory who had first toured England in
128 . SMH, 5,6 5 7 Feb 1912.
129 . Referee} 7 Feb 1912.
130. SMH, 8 Feb 1912.
131 . A copy of the agreement is contained
by the Victorian Cricket Association3
in the 
7-8 .
Statement
132. Board of Control minutes, 3 Mar 1912 
19 12.
6 SMH , 23 Feb
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1890, was the least successful team since the unrepresentative
tour of that year.1'0  The 1912 series involved Australia,
England and South Africa with each team playing the other
two in three tests each. Three of the tests Australia
played were drawn and although it beat a much weaker
South African side in two tests, it was beaten easily by
r 134England in their only completed match.
* * *
In cricket the battle for control was a drawn out battle 
of attrition as officials slowly, and at first unsuccessfully, 
attacked the rights of the players, the MCC and the SCG 
trustees to control and finance international cricket. lhe 
battle for control in rugby was quick and decisive, and not 
really a battle at all, as players broke away to form the 
rival code.
There are a number of reasons why control did not become 
a major issue in rugby before 1907. First, the NSWRFU 
tightly controlled rugby in NSW from its formation in 1874 
and there was no independent body, such as the MCC or SCG 
trustees in cricket. Secondly, international tours, the 
main area of conflict in cricket, were not common in rugby. 
NSW rugby teams went to New Zealand in 1882, 1886, 1894 and
133. SMH, 24 Feb 1912 $ Table 8.1.
134. Frindall, op. oit.3 374 5 409.
- 4 3 5  -
1901 and New Zealand teams visited NSW in 1884, 1893,
1897 and 1903 but these were considered as intercolonial
135tours, in the same way as trips to and from Queensland.
They were all relatively short trips and were easily 
financed by the NSWRFU and the New Zealand Rugby Football 
Union. The two English teams that visited Australia in 
1888 and 1899 were the only genuine international tours 
and no Australian rugby teams went to England until after 
rugby league had begun in NSW. A third reason that control 
did not become an issue was that rugby tours in the 
nineteenth century were not lucrative. They might have 
produced profits but not on the same scale as cricket tours 
did. Quite simply, rugby was not as popular in Sydney as 
cricket was in the nineteenth century and crowds were not 
as large. As we have seen, when Shaw and Shrewsbury 
organised the first English team to Australia in 1888 they 
knew that the financial success of the tour would depend 
on attracting large crowds to football matches in Melbourne. 
When rugby union did become lucrative in Sydney and when 
entrepeneurs such as Giltinan and Trumper and later 
Smith contrived to challenge openly the authority of the 
NSWRFU, the players quickly went over to the new code which 
enabled them to share in the profits of the game.
* * *
Having traced the story, we can now return to two general 
questions posed at the start of this chapter; why officials 
thought it important for them, rather than the players or
135 . Lists of tours appeared in the NSWRFU annual each season.
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any other groups, to control cricket and rugby, and what 
authority did officials have for doing so. The answer to 
the first question is simply that officials believed that 
they could be trusted to maintain the purity of both 
sports, as expressed in the elevation of cricket and rugby 
to moral metaphors, but that the players, the MCC and the 
SCG trustees could not.
From the middle of the nineteenth century English cricket
and football were credited with a social significance beyond
their role as forms of recreation. Cricket probably first
became a moral metaphor in the 1840s when promoters, hoping
to attract a middle class following, tried to erase the game's
13 6sordid connections with a gambling nobility. ‘ In his
guide to cricketers, published in London in 1851, John
Lillywhite announced that 'cricketing is seldom made the
object of gambling speculations; it being notorious that
13 7the best players contend merely for honour'. Just as
cricket and rugby were transplanted to the southern colonies
so was the notion that they were more than just games.
In 1869 a sporting manual published in Sydney specially for
a colonial audience declared cricket to be 'vigorous, noble,
13 8healthy and manly'. ‘ The manual included an article
136. D. Birley, The willow wand: some cricket myths
explored} London 1979, 5-15 & Bowen, op. cit.3 69 £ 81.
137. J. Lillywhite, Lillywhite's guide to cricketers,
London 18 51, 8 - 9 .
138. P.C. Curtis, McMahon's cricket and sports manual3 
Sydney 1869, vii 5 1.
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entitlecl 'Qualifications necessary for making a good player':
One who intends to cut any figure as a cricket
player should be active, and capable of enduring
fatique. He should not be afraid of his person...
lie should have a clear head and a quick eye and
hand, and above all be cool and collected...If
we had to choose players by sight...we would...
avoid the heavy lymphatic, or the dark bilious
looking subject; a light complexion and a clear
1 39blue eye, with a firm elastic step for us.
Ten years later a Sydney cricket goods firm published 
an annual with this advice:
The players must possess good temper, patience, 
perserverance, and self-denial; and before they 
can become proficient, they must free themselves 
from self-conceit and vanity...It will thus be 
seen that cricket exercises a moral, as well as a
healthful influence, over the mind and body of the
, 140player.
Cricket enthusiast Fred Ironside expressed a similar view
in 1875: 'Cricket, besides being a great national pastime,
keeping in abeyance less pure and useful amusements, works
141wonders by its health-giving characteristics'.
139. Ibid., 37.
140. S. Cohen, New South Nates cricketers' guide and annual 
for season 1877 - 8 Sydney 1877, introduction.
141. F.J. Ironside, The laws of cricket, Sydney 1875, iv.
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The later development of rugby in NSW caused a correspond­
ing delay before the game was labelled as being morally 
significant. At the sixth annual meeting of the SRFU 
John Calvert took pleasure in reading an extract from an 
article written by A.J. Guillemard, his counterpart in 
the English Rugby Union, which had appeared in the English 
football annual of 1879:
To play for his side, and not for individual fame
and g1ory... ought to be the aim of the young
player....’To play up' until the last moment,
and never relax the energy of your attack, always
sacrificing your own personal gratification to
the general weal is, in my opinion, the first
14 2and golden rule of football.
The ideology of cricket and rugby assumed that both sports 
would develop the players' character and provide training 
for the more serious aspects of life, the most serious of 
which was war. After an Australian cricket team led by 
William Murdoch beat an English team in a test match on 
English soil for the first time in August 1882, the 
Australasian was:
quite sure that Mr Murdoch and his merry men would
acquit themselves just as gallantly upon the battle-
143field as they have upon the cricket-ground.
142 .
143 .
Sydney Mail, 8 May 1880.
Australasian, 2 Sept 1882.
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Between 1890 and 1912 the belief that cricket and rugby 
were socially and morally significant was successfully 
nurtured in Sydney's leading public schools. However, 
the ideology of cricket and rugby was most strenuously 
expressed in the daily newspapers and the weekly sporting 
press.
In 1890 Sydney's leading private schools were Sydney
Grammar School, King's School at Parramatta, Sydney Church
of England Grammar School (SCEGS), at North Sydney, the
Methodist Newington College, and the two Catholic
colleges, St Ignatius and St Joseph's. Team sports were
an important part of private school training because
they helped to develop a corporate spirit or esprit de
corps among the boys. A.B. Weigall, headmaster of Sydney
Grammar School from 1867 to 1912, encouraged the introduction
of cricket and rugby matches among his boys and against
other schools, by two masters, Edwin Bean and Charles
Francis, 'not only for the boys' physical well-being, but
in character building, and in developing a corporate
14 4spirit in the school'. All these men were the products
of English public schools. Weigall had attended 
Macclesfield Grammar School, Bean, who introduced 
organised cricket and rugby to Sydney Grammar upon taking 
up his appointment as assistant classics master, had 
attended Clifton College and Trinity College Oxford, and
144. C. Turney, Pioneers of Australian education: a
study of the development of education in Pew South 
Pates in the nineteenth century > vol 1, Sydney 1969, 
115-131.
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Francis, who introduced inter-school cricket and rugby,
145had gone to Marlborough College and Oxford.
Weigall's assessment of the importance of a corporate
spirit in his school was echoed by the editor of the annual
students' magazine of St Ignatius College in 1890 who
defined esprit de corps as:
the great alliance, so well known in good schools,
which, taking...the characteristic spirit of a
college, and extending itself to everybody and
everything connected with the place, binds together
all the boys with a strong though unseen cord,
woven from common joys and duties , hopes and fears. . . .
A boy actuated by esprit de corps at school will,
in his future career, be found an earnest, energetic,
and self-sacrificing promoter of all good works
that have for their object, the advancement of his
district, the prosperity of his country, and the
1 46well-being or elevation of his countrymen.
Corporate spirit was also considered important at Sydney 
University, where the example of the English universities 
was never far from mind. According to the Sydney University 
CC annual in 1878:
University life in the colonies may not be all that 
university life is at home, yet much that is
145. Ibid.
146. Our alma mater 1890, 5.
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typical of the latter clings to the former. On 
a much smaller sca 1e. . .there are, even in 
Australia, connected with an academic career, 
many associations which in after days are welcome 
to the memory....Some friendships were perhaps 
formed...only in the cricket field; there a man 
was discovered to have finer points in his character 
than he had been credited with elsewhere, and 
altogether the University 'esprit de corps' was
i 4 7firmly established.
The importance of school sports in Sydney's leading 
private schools was expressed in Sydney Grammar School's 
magazine in 1894:
School sports are...not only amusements, but also 
valuable forms of physical and moral training. It 
is as aids to physical and moral excellence that 
we should regard our games....It is no sordid view 
that to preserve our health is a paramount duty, 
a duty which we owe to our country as well as to 
ourselves; and we should be anxious to assist this 
as far as possible at the Grammar School by 
encouraging every form of School sport.
Again, this view was held by both the Protestant and 
Catholic private schools. St Joseph's College annual of
147. Sydney University CC annual 1878, 8.
148. The Sydneian, June 1894, 1-2.
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1891 enthusiastically praised the character developing 
qualities of cricket:
Apart from the physical strength which it develops,
cricket is quite an educative power. To play it
thoroughly a boy must be patient, self-denying,
brave and obedient...It is therefore not
surprising that such an amusement meets With the
Brothers' highest approval and warmest 
149encouragement.
Of the major spectator sports in Sydney between 1890 and 
1912 cricket and rugby were the two least open to charges 
of corruption and sordid connections. Horse-racing,
Sydney's most popular sport, was permanently connected 
with gambling and, as the Herald pointed out in 1904:
There may be a thousand differences of opinion as 
to the abuses accompanying...'the sport of kings'... 
(but) the prevalence of gambling will not allow 
the moralist or even the average citizen to overlook 
them.150
Other popular sports were cycling and boxing. After
drawing crowds of up to 18,000 people in the late 1890s
and early 1900s professional cycling was killed by
corruption, and the public was so appalled by the blatant
fixing of the Sydney Thousand race in March 1904 that the
1 5 1sport quickly lost popularity. Boxing, though not
149. St Josephls College annual 1891, 31.
150. SMH, 14 Sept 1903.
15 1. Ibid.,. 1 Apr 19 04.
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over 11 y corrupt, was too brutal to be considered a moral 
metaphor. After the world heavyweight fight between Jack 
Johnson and Tommy Burns in December 1908, the Herald asked 
whether 'the spectacle of pugilists pounding one another 
is really a stimulus to the higher moral and physical 
life(?)'. The paper concluded that it was not, and that 
it was:
incompatible with the dignity of any civilised
community that it should give over-much attention
to persons whose business it is to publicly
15 2punch or be punched for money.
It is therefore not surprising that the Herald looked to 
cricket and rugby as the two sports most suited to the 
role of moral metaphors. In 1912 the paper announced 
that:
A 'good sport' is a synonym for a good citizen.
The man who 'plays the game' on the cricket or
football field will play the game in the more
15 3serious affairs of life.
To the Herald3 cricket was 'proudly above many other 
sports in the degree of its freedom from sordid and base 
considerations', while rugby was 'pure sport, unadulterated
by anything of the gambling element...a good manly game, fit
for vigorous y o u n g m a n h o o d t 0 , , 154play'. The Dai ly Telegraph
152 Ibid. , 2 J an 1909 .
153 Ibid. , 3 J an 19 12.
154 Ibid. , 18 Dec 1903 & 12 July 1907.
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took a similar view of cricket in 1894, claiming that it 
was 'immeasurably the best' of all games:
It has the direct value of developing most physical 
qualities, and...the indirect benefit of encouraging
discipline, se1f-subjugation, and other desirable
1 . . 155qualities.
As we have seen, many of the officials in the NSWCA, the 
NSWRFU and the MRU were themselves products of the major 
private schools. Among the members of the Board of Control 
the connection with private schools was especially strong.
The first meeting of the Board was held at Wesley College 
in Melbourne because Lawrence Adamson, one of the VCA 
delegates and the Board's inaugural president, was head­
master of the school 3 ^  Adamson was educated at Rugby 
School and Oxford University and when he arrived at Wesley 
College immediately took an interest in developing team 
sports. As headmaster Adamson continued to stress the 
importance of sport at the school and contributed specifically 
to the development of an esprit de corps by writing 
school songs. George Barbour, a NSWCA delegate who was 
chairman of the Board from August 1907 to December 1908 
was the sports and classics master at Sydney Grammar 
School, having attended the school between 1878 and 1881
155. daily Telegraph3 28 Nov 1894.
156. Board of Control minutes, 6 May 1905, M.A. Clements,
'Lawrence Arthur Adamson', in Australian dictionary 
of biography 3 vol 7, Melbourne 1979, 1 1-13 & G.
Blainey et al 3 Wesley College: the first hundred
years, Melbourne 1967.
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before going on to Sydney University. Of the five other
presidents of the board of Control between 1905 and 1912,
Harold Rush went to Wesley College, Justin Foxton went to
Melbourne Church of England Grammar School, Mostyn Evan went
to Prince Alfred College in Adelaide, and William McElhone
went to St Aloysius in Sydney. Only Charles Eady did not
attend a major private school, being educated at F.W.
15 7Norman's Derwent School in Hobart.
When the NSWCA first considered the establishment of the
ACC, John Gibson declared that 'the principle should be
laid down that private persons should not have the right
to take home players purely to suit their own business
arrangements and to say that they represented the colonies 
15 8in cricket'. This view was consistently maintained by
the NSWCA and the VCA throughout their battle for control 
with the players. Summing up the battle in 1912 the VCA 
announced that, after the demise of the ACC in 1900:
The management of the game once more descended into 
the shady regions of cliquism and professionalism, 
where it wallowed unti1. . . 1 905 , when, in the 
interest of true and pure sport and in order to 
put a stop to the abuses indicated...the VCA
157. Board of Control minutes, 1905-1912, R. Goodman,
'George Pitty Barbour', in ibid., 170-1, B. Valentine,
'Charles John Eady'S D.B. Waterson, 'Justin Fox Greenlaw 
Foxton', in Australian dictionary of biography} vol 
8, Melbourne 1981, 399 5 569-70 £ Australian dictionary
of biography files.
158. NSWCA minutes3 10 Mar 1890 $ SMH 11 Mar 1890.
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proposed to support the establishment of a
Board of Control, that should wrest the government
of International cricket from the hands of men who
had unequivocally shown that their chief and almost
159their only desire was individual aggrandisement.
Throughout the battle for control, and especially while 
the ten NSW cricketers were suspended, NSWCA officials 
spoke of tfie-need to maintain cricket's purity. When the 
executive committee recommended that the players be 
suspended it claimed that the formation of the Board of 
Control :
was not only essential but was absolutely imperative 
in the interests of pure and true sport [because 
Australian cricket]...was fast drifting away 
from the Governing Cricket bodies and becoming 
vested in those having practically only a 
pecuniary interest in the game and without being
responsible to those in authority for their
_ . 160 actions .
J ü § ö p h Carruthers, then a vice-president of the NSWCA, 
agreed, declaring that the MCC 'or any other club that 
sought to be managers of Australian cricket....[had as] their
chief feature...money making. They were not healthy bodies..
, , _ , . . 1 6 1  to entrust the control of this great game to 1 .
Applauding Carruthers' speech, J.C. Davis probably summarised
159. Statement by the Victorian Cricket As s o ci ation> op.
oit. 2 - 3 .
160. NSWCA minutes, 14 May 1906 $ SMH 15 May 1906.
161. Ibid.
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the views of officials when he said: 'Cricket in this
country has become a national institution. It must 
be controlled - as the Premier so ably and so clearly 
laid down in his historic speech - by the properly constituted 
bodies ' . * ^
Officials of the NSWRFU held the same view, both towards
cricket and in respect of the control of their own game.
When the NSWCA suspended the ten players the MRU 'heartily
endorsed' its stand and the NSWRFU congratulated the
NSWCA on its stand, 'believing it to be in the interests
1 G 3of the best government of the game'. Rugby union
officials were especially concerned that their own game did 
not fall victim to professionalism, a concern shared by
the Herald and the Daily Telegraph.
The NSWRFU and the morning daily press were concerned that
if sport became professional it would inevitably become
corrupt and tainted by gambling. They looked to the
experience of professional cycling, rowing and boxing as
evidence of this. John Calvert was sure that if professional
rugby was introduced in Sydney 'there would come the danger 
164of gambling'. Officials believed that 'with the game on
a purely money basis it must degenerate, as all other games 
have done in the circumstances' . Because the minutes
162 . Referee> 20 June 1906
163. SMH j 16 5 29 May 1906
164 . Ibid. , 8 June 1907 .
165 . Ibid. , 6 Aug 19 0 7.
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of the NSWRFU have not survived it is impossible to know 
whether rugby officials expressed their attitudes towards 
control in as articulate a manner as cricket officials 
did. However, it is likely that rugby union officials' 
attitudes toward professionalism were similar to those 
expressed by the press.
The Herald and the Daily Telegraph were both worried that 
professionalism was leading to the general public becoming 
spectators rather than participants in sport, the 
'degenerate race' of which the Australasian Medical Gazette 
later wrote:
Sport is now becoming...the business of professionals 
who play for the entertainment of a non-playing 
public....people now want to see scientific cricket 
and football which is sport fined down to the mere 
level of spectacularism.
The Daily Telegraph believed that professionalism was not 
in itself a bad thing. The paper looked upon the professional 
sportsman as any other kind of skilled tradesman, providing 
a service for the public, but because professional sport 
was leading to specatorism it had to be checked:
The interest of the mass of people in field games is 
rapidly becoming that of onlookers instead of 
p1ayers....It is to prevent this, and encourage more 
general participation in healthy games, that
166. Daily Telegraphy 27 Dec 1902 6 chapter six.
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professionalism should be discreetly checked.
This is an interesting argument, and one that gets to the
heart of the conflict between the ideology and reality of
mass spectator sports, but is also a sophistic argument.
The Herald believed that 'the really important matches are
those which have no spectators, and are seldom reported',
that playing, at whatever level of expertise, was infinitely
16 8better than watching experts play. c However, to single 
out professionalism as the cause of this was false logic. 
Spectator sport emerged as much an amateur sport, as 
witnessed by the large attendances at rugby union matches, 
as a professional one.
This worry of spectatorism eliminating participation in
sport did not persist beyond 1907. When professional rugby
emerged in Sydney the papers immediately declared that it
would become as corrupt as professional cycling and
athletics. The Herald was sorry that 'amateurism is
169not recognised for the sacrosanct thing it is'. The
paper thought that 'When professionalism comes in at the 
door, the spirit of sport generally prepares to fly out
167. Ibid., 28 Oct 1905. The same argument appeared in 
ibid., 28 Sept 1896 $ 9 Oct 1897 § SMH, 25 July 1905 ,
23 Jan, 12 Mar § 9 July 1904 § 23 June 1906.
168. SMH, 9 July 1904.
169. Ibid., 6 Aug 1907.
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17 0of the window ' ;
All sport, whether it be boxing, rowing, cricket, 
football, or what else, has to be preserved from 
the debasing influences of professionalism, if in
the end it would remain a sport, and not a sordid
, • 171business.
Because they played for money, professional sportsmen were
supposedly more likely to be bribed, or as Charles Wade,
the NSW Attorney-General put it: ’With a large amount of
money in one pocket there would probably be a larger amount
172of blue metal in the other'.
What authority did the NSWCA and NSWRFU have for labelling
themselves the 'proper' governors of cricket and rugby in
NSW? The NSWCA looked to the decisions of Joseph Carruthers,
as Minister for Lands, and Judge Simpson, affirming its
17 3right to control cricket matches on the SCG. Beyond
these judgements the NSWCA's authority to control cricket 
was simply that it had never been challenged. In 1906 the 
the executive committee reported that:
170. Ibid., 18 April 1909.
171. Ibid., 2 Jan 1909. The same argument was repeated 
in ibid., 19 June 6 20 July 1907 § 9 Mar 1909 $ 
Daily Telegraph, 14 Aug 1907. The Sydney Sportsman, 
18 Aug 1909 tended to agree with this sentiment but 
was prepared to see if rugby league could 'establish 
itself in the confidence of the public by honest and 
attractive play
172. SME, 8 June 1907.
173. See above.
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The New South Wales Cricket Association as far as
can be ascertained from the records in the
possession of the Association came into existence
as the Governing body of cricket in this State in
or about the year 1859 and has from then continuously
so governed the game without their powers being in
any way questioned by the General Public or the
17 4Cricketers of this State.
The NSWCA, and through it the Board of Control, argued that, 
as representatives of all cricket clubs, they were genuinely 
representative bodies. The NSWCA maintained that because 
it was representative of all cricket organisations in NSW, 
it should receive a share of proceeds from overseas tours, 
to be used to improve the game at all levels, and that 
while profits went only to the MCC, the SCG trustees and 
the players, only two grounds and the leading players benefited. 
Because no minutes or records establishing the right of 
the NSWRFU to control rugby have survived, we can only 
assume that, because it was formed by rugby clubs throughout 
NSW on the same basis as the NSWCA, the NSWRFU's right to 
be labelled a representative governing body was similar.
Therefore the most effective argument that the NSWCA, 
the NSWRFU and the MRU had for wanting sole control of 
cricket and rugby was that they could be trusted to
174. NSWCA minutes, 14 May 1906.
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maintain the purity of the two sports while the players and
unrepresentative bodies such as the MCC and SCG trustees
could not. The lack of any legal basis of authority
allowed the NSWRFL to set itself up as a rival to the
NSWRFU. That the players, the MCC and the SCG trustees
did not form a rival organisation or simply ignore the Board
of Control was due entirely to circumstances beyond their
control. With professional rugby established in England
and New Zealand the NSWRFL could assume that international
17 5rugby league competitions would take place. However,
when the dispute over the control of Australian cricket 
was at its height in 1905 and 1906 the Marylebone CC refused 
to send a team to Australia until the dispute was resolved. 
Any organisation hoping to control Australian cricket had 
to be representative of all interested parties before 
international tours could be resumed.
* *
Our third question is what effect the battle for control 
had on the general public of Sydney? When the 1896 
Australian cricket team ignored John Gibson's demand that 
it return to Australia in time for the intercolonial 
cricket matches in 1896/7 the Bulletin remarked:
That clutch of antiquated nobodies (the ACC) is
175. SMHj 6 Aug 1907. Giltinan made the point that the
NSWRFL was assured of success because the strength of 
rugby league in England and New Zealand ensured 
regular international competition.
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fighting the public as well as the Eleven, for the
public will roll up to see its goods no matter
what a hopelessly ineffectual body like the
17 6Cricket Council may protest.
Ten years later, when the NSWCA suspended the ten players
who agreed to play for the MCC Charles Oakes, MLA, a vice-
president of the NSWCA believed that '95 percent of the spo
17 7loving people in the country [were] behind them'.
William McElhone agreed, saying 'the public is nauseated
17 8by the tactics of the Melbourne Cricket Club'. At
least one person who disagreed was Arthur MacArthur, who
in a letter to the editor of the Herald called for an end
to 'the tactless blunderings ...[of] the association', and
thought that the idea of suspending NSW's 'greatest
17 9cricketers...is too absurd'.
It is impossible to know how many people shared MacArthur's
view on the dispute. A public meeting held in January 19 0"
calling for the immediate lifting of the disqualification
of the ten players was chaired by Senator J.C. Neild and
18 0attracted about eighty people. A committee of thirty-
six was formed in support for the suspended cricketers and
176. Bulletin, 19 Sept 1896.
177. NSWCA minutes, 14 May 1906 § SMH 15 May 1906.
178. SMH, 18 May 1906.
179. Ibid., 16 May 1906
180. Ibid., 24 Jan 1907.
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wit hin a week a further twenty-seven had joined it, but its
demands were ignored by the NSWCA and the ’Citizens'
181Committee' appears to have disbanded. The matter was
widely discussed in the press in January 1907 and the Herald
concluded, as Carruthers did later, that the public had
supported the NSWCA in the aim of putting cricket control on
a 'representative basis' but now that that had been achieved
18?the public called for a lifting of the suspensions. “ The
one public expression of feeling was during the match
between South Australia and NSW at Sydney in January 1907
when Noble, the central player in the dispute, was given
18 3'a magnificent ovation' by the crowd'.
When the six leading players refused to join the 1912 
tour another public meeting was held. This time the 
number present was not mentioned but as it was held at the 
Sydney Town Hall and as 'the ground floor was well 
patronised' there w^re probably about four hundred there. 
Supporters of the Board were outnumbered by about forty 
to one, and a resolution put by the Labor Attorney General, 
Holman, that 'the action of the Board of Control...was 
against the best interests of cricket', was carried.
Charles Wade, the leader of the opposition also supported
181. NSWCA minutes, 4 Feb 1907, Referee3 6 & 20 Feb 1907
$ ibid. , 29 Jan 190 7 .
182. *SMH, 21 Jan 1907. It said much the same thing
on 8 Aug 1906.
183. Ibid., 9 Jan 1907.
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t h e , 184p 1 ayers .
The battle for the control of cricket was waged largely 
behind closed doors. Both the ACC and the Board of Control 
and sometimes the NSWCA excluded the press from their 
meetings. In rugby the public was given a chance to air 
their own views on the control of sport. Indeed, in rugby 
the public were to be the final arbitors on which code 
had its confidence.
In 1908 the annual report of the MRU concluded with the 
warning that if professionalism was allowed to enter the 
g a m e  :
Rugby would soon cease to be a game. It would 
become a business in which there would be no room 
for any but the professional. Our game now offers... 
to our young men who are hard at work during the 
week splendid opportunities for recreation and 
exercise, and these it should be the bounden duty of 
our Union, as indeed of every well-wisher of our 
community, to seek to preserve to them unimpaired.
And your Committee confidently believes that the 
great bulk of the players and of the public 
recognising this, will remain loyal to the Rugby
n  • 185Union game.
184. Referee, 13 Mar 1912 and ibid., 12 Mar 1912.
185. NSWRFU annual 19083 253-6.
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In May 1909 Edward O'Sullivan declared that 'The public
will form their own opinions regarding the ethics of the
amateur and professional sports' . As we have seen, by
the middle of 1910 the public had made its judgement
heavily in favour of rugby league, despite the directions
and hopes of rugby officials and the morning daily press.
In June 1910 the Herald was appalled that a rugby union
game between NSW and Queensland drew fewer spectators than
18 7the matches in the NSWRFL's club competition. ' The
paper was disappointed by a public which had foresaken
a game 'that bound its votaries to fair and honest
dealings' for one 'subordinated to the mischievous influences
18 8of professionalism.' ' In spite of its disappointment the 
Herald was comforted by the fact that:
What is left for the Rugby Union is worth more than 
money, for in resisting the temptation to abandon 
the strictly amateur platform the officials have
made an important contribution to the maintenance
r * 189o f pure sport.
186. Sunday Times, 16 May 1909.
187. SMH, 3 June 1910.
188. Ibid., 22 Mar 1911.
189. Ibid., 21 Sept 1910. The SMH repeated this view on 
8 July 1911.
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CONCLUSION
In 1890 cricket in Sydney held little interest for the 
public and football had not yet emerged as a mass 
spectacle. By 1912 crowds of over 35,000 could be 
expected to watch the Saturday play in a cricket test 
match between Australia and England; crowds of 15,000 
had been recorded at local cricket matches; a record 
attendance for football in Australia -50,000- had seen 
a rugby match at the SCG and over 350,000 people could 
be expected to watch a season's first grade rugby league 
and rugby union club matches. Many more people 
eagerly awaited scores and results of matches from 
newspapers or by word of mouth.
The development of football and the revival of cricket 
as mass spectacles between 1890 and 1912 reflected the 
growth of Sydney. The introduction of electorate 
cricket in 1893 was a consequence of the growth of 
Sydney's suburbs. In the 1860s when most of the population 
was concentrated within thirty minutes easy walk of the 
city, it made sense to play cricket matches there.
However, as the suburbs spread people were no longer 
prepared to travel into the city to watch club matches, 
most of which provided little excitement. Suburban 
residents demanded entertainment closer to their homes 
and, through the setting up of suburban cricket 
associations, were doing just that when, appreciating 
that its own authority over cricket was threatened, the 
NSWCA established the local competition. The great
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popularity of electorate cricket is possibly explained 
by the novelty of the system. After the first world 
war attendances at local cricket matches never approached 
pre-1914 .levels, even though Sydney's population 
continued to grow rapidly. Another possible explanation 
for the popularity of electorate cricket is that people 
had a greater sense of suburban pride and identified more 
closely with their localities than after the first world 
war.
Sydney's choice of rugby rather than Australian rules 
in the late nineteenth century may be explained by the 
city's high rainfall and consequently soft grounds, the 
failure of the NSWFA to establish a strong junior 
competition to support and develop the senior competition, 
the lack of success of the NSW Australian rules teams and 
squabbling between clubs. Another important factor 
was that while Melbourne developed a successful 
indigenous competition which attracted larger crowds 
than any other football competition in the world, Sydney 
looked to Britain and New Zealand for its ultimate 
football contests. It is likely that the choice of 
football codes reflected a greater imperial patriotism 
in Sydney compared with a more indigenous form of 
nationalism in Melbourne.
Electorate rugby was an even greater success than electorate 
cricket had been, and probably, as a percentage of 
Sydney's metropolitan population, crowds at local rugby 
matches were higher before 1914 than at any time after.
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Rugby union tradition claims that rugby league became 
the dominant football code in Sydney during the first 
world war, when rugby union competitions were suspended 
because so many rugby union players enlisted in the 
armed forces. Successive editions of Ampol Australian 
sporting records state that the suspension of 
competitions for the duration of the first world war 
was rugby union's 'greatest mistake’. The inference 
appears to be that people who played and organised 
the predominantly working class game of rugby league 
were less patriotic than theiE. rugby union counterparts 
because they continued playing during the war. This 
view is as inaccurate as the more general claim that 
it was the middle class rather than the working class 
that bore the burden of the war effort in Australia. 
Rugby league had eclipsed rugby union as a spectacle 
by the end of the 1910 season, simply because it 
was more exciting, attracted the best players, and like 
rugby before 1907, was able to provide matches against 
English teams. It is possible to point to the precise 
weekends when football spectators turned away from 
rugby union after having, the previous week, watched 
matches against the touring English rugby league team.
Cricket, rugby and rugby league attracted different 
classes of officials, players and spectators. Rouglily 
one in five cricketers were working class, in rugby 
about half the players were working class and half were 
middle class and in rugby league about three quarters 
of the players were workers. Depending on the
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character of the suburbs in which clubs were formed, 
cricket clubs tended to be middle class, rugby clubs 
were less so and rugby league clubs were mainly 
working class. The same proportion appeared in the 
controlling bodies of each sport, though the senior 
officials of the NSWCA, the NSWRFU and the MRU were 
almost exclusively middle class and largely Anglicans 
educated at private schools.
Middle class spectators at cricket matches probably 
outnumbered working class spectators but at rugby 
matches the classes were probably equally represented. 
Significantly, there was little perceivable difference 
between rugby union and rugby league crowds after 1907. 
Rugby crowds were probably more boisterous than cricket 
crowds, though the latter could make their displeasure 
known at unwarranted interruptions to play, poor 
fielding or slow batting. Both cricket and rugby 
spectators showed considerable thought in choosing 
whether and when to watch matches. Too much cricket or 
rugby or one-sided events produced small gates.
People did not go to cricket and rugby matches simply 
because there was nothing else to do. Especially after 
the introduction of surf-bathing cricket had to compete 
for a share of the rapidly expanding market of summer 
leisure alternatives. Rugby union faced the even greater 
challenge of rugby league.
From the time that they became mass spectacles, cricket 
and rugby had to face the fact that in order to survive
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and expand they had to be profitable. Professionalism 
and commercial considerations entered both sports before 
the first world war. Any notion that Australian cricket 
before the first world war was an amateur sport and 
that there were no commercial difficulties to be faced 
is clearly inaccurate. In both cricket and rugby officials 
had to face hard commercial realities. The money 
generated from cricket and rugby produced at the SCG the 
most elaborate cricket and football ground anywhere in 
Australia or Britain. The same money created tensions 
between officials and players which signalled the 
demise of rugby union as a mass spectacle and for cricket 
meant sending to England the weakest Australian team 
then assembled.
The battles for control of cricket and rugby ended by 
ensuring that footballers would be adequately compensated 
for playing and in cricket ensured that the money 
generated by international matches was spread evenly 
through all levels of the game. The consequences of 
the battles also show what role people saw cricket and 
rugby as having in Sydney society. The majority of 
rugby spectators, representing all classes of the 
community, happily embraced professional rugby, despite 
the pleas and warnings of officials and the press, 
nurtured on and expounding the moral importance of 
cricket and rugby. For a small minority both sports 
remained moral metaphors, but for the majority of 
people in Sydney between 1890 and 1912 cricket and 
rugby were there to be played, to be watched and to be
won .
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